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PREFACE

Dear participants and guests, dear colleagues,

We are happy to present the Proceedings of the thirtieth jubilee Danubia-Adria 
Symposium on Advances in Experimental Mechanics. At the first Danubia-Adria 
Symposium held in 1984, only 40 participants from 7 countries took part and 
submitted a total of 36 papers. On the occasion of this 30th jubilee, we expect more 
than 150 active participants and more than 150 contributions, authored and co-
authored by more than 300 authors and coauthors from 23 countries.
As we can see, the delicate and fragile plant of the Danubia-Adria Symposium, that 
was planted by Rudolf Beer and Ivo Alfirević 30 years ago at the wonderful and 
enchanting Plitvice Lakes, has grown into a strong plant in full blossom. It would 
not be possible without an enormous effort of careful and diligent gardeners F. 
Thamm, I. Huszár, S. Jecić, A. Freddi and many others who have continuously 
promoted the Danubia-Adria idea. This jubilee symposium takes place in a colourful 
and picturesque small Dalmatian town of Primošten, with narrow streets and old 
stone houses. In the vicinity of Primošten there are several historical and interesting 
towns: Trogir, Šibenik, Split and others. In these towns one can find many beautiful 
palaces, churches, cathedrals, and museums. Two National Parks, Kornati Islands 
and Krka Waterfalls are also in the vicinity. We hope that you will enjoy the 
sightseeing.
We are happy to have among us our colleagues, the members of the EURASEM 
Council. Activities of the European Society for Experimental Mechanics (EURASEM) 
are compatible with the actions of the Danubia-Adria Society (DAS), undertaken to 
promote research in the magnificent field of Experimental Mechanics. Bearing in 
mind the great tradition of the EURASEM, established as early as in 1959, we shall 
use this opportunity to further spread the enthusiasm of DAS to strengthen future 
cooperation with this esteemed body.
To all of us we wish a lot of success in presenting our contributions that will hopefully 
incite vivid discussion and we do hope that you will be happy swimming in our 
clear, deep, blue sea.

Zagreb, September 10, 2013

Damir Semenski    Ivo Alfirević
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AIMS AND SCOPE
The Danubia-Adria Society on Experi mental Methods (DAS) was founded in 
1983. The objective of the Society is to promote experimental mechanics, 
cover ing all aspects from the develo pment to the applications of the 
methods, for the quality improvement of products and processes and for 
developing new models of education.
The Danubia-Adria Symposium on Advances in Experimental Mechanics (DAS 
2013) is intended to provide a forum for engineers, researchers, university 
teachers and students, scientists and industrial experts to present and discuss 
the current status and impact of modern technology and development in the 
field of experimental methods in mechanics. Focus will be on recent research 
and development of experimental and hybrid methods for quality enhancing 
of structures, service life, and technical safety.
Scientific Committee will support the publication of the best selected papers in 
distinguished journals.

Special issue of Transactions of FAMENA will be devoted to the DAS 2013.  

TOPICS 
Conventional and advanced experimental methods in mechanics
Measuring acquisition and data processing
Relations between experimental methods and numerical simulation
Experimental and applied biomechanics
Fatigue and reliability
Applications

ORGANIZER
Croatian Society of Mechanics (HDM) 

CO-ORGANIZER
Austrian Society of Experimental Strain Analysis (ASESA) 
Czech Society of Mechanics (CSM) 
German Society of Experimental Structural Analysis (GESA) 
Hungarian Scientific Society of MechanicalEngineering (GTE) 
Italian Association for Stress Analysis (AIAS) 
Polish Committee for Mechanics of the Polish Academy of Sciences (KMPAN) 
Romanian Association for Stress Analysis (ARTENS) 
Serbian Society of Mechanics (SSM) 
Slovak Society of Mechanics (SSM) 
Slovenian Society of Experimental Mechanics (SSEM)
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SCIENTIFIC BOARD 

Austria   J. Eberhardsteiner (Vienna)
   W. Eichlseder (Leoben)

Croatia   I. Alfirević (Zagreb)
   D. Semenski (Zagreb)

Czech Republic  F. Plánička (Plzen)
   M. Ružička (Prague)

Germany  W. Daum (Berlin)

Hungary  L. Borbás (Budapest)
   R. Kiss (Budapest)

Italy   F. Cosmi (Trieste)
   G. Nicoletto (Parma)

Poland   Z. Kowalewski (Warsaw)
   M. Szata (Wroclaw)

Romania  D.M. Constantinescu (Bucharest)
   S. D. Pastrama (Bucharest)

Serbia   M. Ognjanović (Belgrade)
   M. Živković (Kragujevac)

Slovakia  O. Bokůvka (Žilina)
   P. Palček (Žilina)

Slovenia  I. Emri (Ljubljana)
   A. Nikonov (Ljubljana) 

Honorary Members of Scientific Board 
R. Beer (Vienna) 
S. Jecić (Zagreb) 
S. Holý (Prague) 
K. H. Laerman (Wuppertal) 
F. Thamm (Budapest) 
A. Freddi (Bologna) 
R. Będziński (Wroclaw) 
N. Iliescu (Bucharest) 
J. Pastrav (Cluj-Napoca)

UNDER THE AUSPICES OF
Croatian Academy of Science and Arts 
www.hazu.hr
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REFLECTIONS ON THE CORRELATION BETWEEN 

MATHEMATICAL AND EXPERIMENTAL ANALYSIS 

Karl-Hans Laermann 
1)

, 

1)
 Bergische Universität Wuppertal, FB D, Lehr- und Forschungsgebiet Statik und Dynamik der 

Tragwerke; Pauluskirchstr.7, 42825 Wuppertal, Germany. 

Corresponding author: laermann@uni-wuppertal.de 

 

1.  Introduction 

    Pursuing the developments in experimental 

mechanics over the past century, remarkable 

progress and essential changes in measurement 

methods are to be noted, based on new 

achievements in physics. Laser-techniques had 

been invented and brought up new optical 

methods. Sensor- and fibre-optical techniques 

have widened the catalogue of measurement-

techniques. CCD-cameras had revolutionised 

experimental mechanics. But the most effective 

influence on the experimental mechanics at all 

is to put on the introduction of computer-

techniques. And soon scientists and engineers 

appreciated the advantages in math./numerical 

analysing their mechanical problems, rendering 

them into finite formulations and modelling the 

problems by means of numerical mathematics.  

And it looked as if with the possibility of FE-

modelling of engineering problems for instance 

and related computer-programs any technical 

task - and not technical ones only -, could be 

solved. In this concern the question had been 

raised, whether one could refrain from 

experimental mechanics and analysis. But in the 

contrary it must be stressed that measurement 

and experimental mechanics has achieved 

extended importance just because of the 

advances in computer-techniques. Moreover it 

must be pointed out that analytical and 

experimental mechanics depend on each other. 

The one discipline cannot meet the challenges 

in mechanical engineering today to improve 

accuracy and reliability of results and even 

cannot exist without the other. 

2 Review of mathematical/numerical 

analysis.  

    Mathematical/numerical analysis of technical 

problems based on theoretical mainly finite 

models turns out to be an idealisation- and a 

simulation process, which includes many 

uncertainties because of missing information on 

parameters, variability of variables, inaccurate 

knowledge on non-linear and time-depending 

responses of materials and structures as well as 

incorrect modelling of boundary conditions etc. 

Over and above important causes inherently 

responsible for biasing the results of numerical 

analysis are to mention [1]. i) Missing 

validation, i.e. the proving of the homomorphy 

between system and model, which includes the 

structure in addition to the input/output 

quantities. ii) Missing verification, i.e. the 

reconstruction of the information used for the 

construction of the model, which can concern 

the principles of mechanics and/or the 

measured data used. iii) Numerical uncertainty 

in the classical computer-arithmetic because of 

the error propagation in the solution, based on 

billions of arithmetic operations. vi) 

Unreflecting use of computer-programs, 

especially commercially available ones, without 

knowing their mathematical background and 

range of validity, withdrawn from any control 

of the codes and with that believe in the 

infallibility of computer calculations and in the 

correctness of results.  

3 Review of experimental analysis 

    On the other hand experimental analysis and 

measurements provide a means of validating 

the mathematical/numerical model and 

immediately information on the object/structure 

responses like deformations, probably at least 

hints on non-linear, time-depending and other 

effects. This is advantageous, as some effects 

are difficult to simulate accurately if at all in 

mathematical modelling. But like in 

mathematical/numerical analysis, also in 

experimental analysis inaccuracies and 

uncertainties are to take into consideration. In 

principle all measured data are full of 

systematic and random errors. These may be 

caused e.g. by improper calibration of 

instruments in the experimental set-up and its 

mounting, neglecting the specific measuring 

range of the single instruments in the system, 

1G01 001
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their signal-to-noise ratio, the impedances along 

the path of signal transmission. Furthermore 

environmental influences on object and 

measurement system as well as interaction 

between both, improper inclusion of real 

boundary- and loading-conditions may be 

responsible for erroneous data. In experimental 

mechanics computer-techniques as well play a 

decisive role in connection with the 

improvements of the measurement methods and 

especially with regard to optical methods. The 

measurements yield optical signals in kind of 

grey-value-images, e.g. interferograms, which 

are recorded by high-dissolving CCD-cameras. 

For evaluation, these images have to pass 

through different mathematical processes, to 

obtain finally the information sought after. 

Because of the tremendous amount of data 

recorded in the images the performance of such 

processes requires proper computer programs 

and consequently some critical remarks 

referring to programs in mathematical analysis 

apply also to computer-aided evaluation of the 

recorded images. 

4 Combination of mathematical and 

experimental processes 

    To overcome the disadvantages and 

uncertainties in structural analysis as mentioned 

above, i.e. to reduce the sources of errors, to 

validate and verify the mathematical model and 

to improve the accuracy and reliability of 

structural analysis to the best means is to 

combine mathematical and experimental 

concepts to a comprehensive procedure [2]. In 

this concern the heuristic as well as the iconic 

modelling must at least seem to yield the 

probable reactions of the object/system under 

the condition that the parameters are known 

only partly and are full of uncertainties. That is 

turning away from the as yet deterministic to 

the stochastic way of looking, from inductive 

and deductive procedures to a unite concept of 

experiment and simulation. This new paradigm 

meets in consequence the postulate “to pay 

absolutely attention to the principle “praxis 

cum theoria” for all systems in the open 

nature”[3]. From the mechanical point of view 

the combined procedure can be considered as 

the application of system identification. This 

immediately leads to inverse problems, the 

solutions of which require additional ambitious 

mathematically processes [4] and add a new 

chapter of mathematics in comprehensive 

analysis of mechanical problems.  

    The experimental analysis including the 

inverse solutions yield information on 

parameters, variables, assumptions and further 

more on stress- / strain-states, however 

depending on the initial mathematical model. 

These results are to compare with the results of 

the mathematical analysis to ascertain the 

degree of matching. Corresponding to this 

degree the parameters, variables, assumptions, 

constraints, boundary- and loading-conditions 

are updated, the numerical model modified and 

inconsistencies are eliminated. Thus the 

mathematical model will be improved till the 

final results are in acceptable correspondence. 

Then the model can be considered as validated 

and verified unless the applied computer-

programs itself have proved their reliability. 

Such quantitative characterisation of 

uncertainties and their reduction play a central 

role in numerical simulation 

5. Conclusion 

    A critical review has been undertaken on 

mathematical and experimental methods 

applied in projecting engineering structures and 

in identifying the actual state of already existing 

objects. It turns out that both these methods are 

full of different sources of uncertainties, 

inaccuracies and errors. Therefore the question 

had been raised, whether and how to overcome 

the problem to avoid and/or to reduce such 

sources. As recommended a satisfactory or at 

least best possible answer can be seen in 

combining the mathematical and experimental 

tracks because of the coherence between both. 
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THE PROGRESSIVE COLLAPSE OF MICRO LATTICE 
STRUCTURES MANUFACTURED USING SELECTIVE LASER 

MELTING 
R.A.W.Mines1, R.Hasan1, M.Smith1, W.J.Cantwell1 

1 School of Engineering, University of Liverpool, The Quadrangle, Liverpool, L69 3GH, U.K. E-mail: 
r.mines@liv.ac.uk , rafidah@liv.ac.uk , matt1982@liv.ac.uk, cantwell@liv.ac.uk 

 

1. Introduction 
Micro lattice structures, manufactured using the 

selective laser melting process, have potential for 
use in aerospace sandwich structures [1,2]. In this 
manufacturing process, metallic powders, such as 
Stainless Steel 316L (SS316L) or Titanium Alloy 
Ti-6Al-4V (Ti64), are selectively melted in a 
layering process [3] to form a Body Centred Cubic 
(BCC) structure with a strut diameter of 0.2mm 
and a cell size of 2.5mm (see Figure 1) [3]. Such 
structures are ‘grown’ in an SLM250 machine [3], 
and then used as core materials in sandwich panels 
[2]. The overall aim of this work is to quantify the 
foreign object impact performance of these 
structures, for potential use in fuselage and wing 
structures. 

An important issue in this work is the 
progressive collapse of the BCC micro lattice 
structure.  This paper compares the experimentally 
measured crush behaviour of a block of BCC 
lattice with a numerical simulation using 
ABAQUS. 

2. Experimental Tests 
20mm cubic BCC blocks were manufactured 

with a cell size of 2.5mm in SS316L and Ti64. 
These blocks were then placed between lubricated 
platens in an Instron servohydraulic machine, and 
compressed under static loading. Figure 2 shows 
the crush behaviour of the Ti64 specimen.  

In the case of the SS316L specimen, block 
crush is dominated by plastic collapse at node 
hinges.  This mode of failure has been analysed by 
Ushijima et. al. [4], and Gűmrűk and Mines [5], 
and they have shown that collapse behaviour is 
highly sensitive to block boundary conditions. 

Block collapse is controlled by parent material 
plasticity.  

In the case of the Ti64 specimen, block crush is 
dominated by material rupture.  Ti64 is a much 
more difficult material to work with using SLM, 
and the current state of manufacturing technology 
gives brittle parent material behaviour [2]. 

 
Fig. 1. Body Centred Cubic (BCC) geometry 

 

 
Fig. 2. Collapse of Ti64 blocks 

3. Numerical Simulation using ABAQUS 
In order to further investigate the above issues, 

a numerical simulation using the non linear finite 
element code, ABAQUS, was developed. In this, a 
single cell was modelled with solid elements.  This 
approach was justified in terms of detailed 
modelling of parent material flow and rupture, with 

1G02 030
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detailed modelling of progressive collapse 
deformation.  Figure 3 shows the model. The 
presence of surrounding unit cells was accounted 
for by ensuring that the faces, at the edge of the 
unit cell, all remain in the same plane during 
deformation. 

 
Fig.3. Abaqus unit cell model 

An important issue in the numerical simulation 
is the quantification of the stress strain behaviour 
of parent material.  This has been achieved by 
manufacturing micro struts individually, and 
testing them in a small tensile test machine [2,3]. 
Data for SS316L is given in [3] and for Ti64 is 
given in [2]. 

4. Comparison of experiment and 
simulation 

The numerical simulation was validated for the 
SS316L case, as this material gives stable collapse.  
Figure 4 compares results for Ti64.  

 
Fig. 4. Comparison of block compression for 

experiment and simulation for Ti64 

Comparison of the experiment with simulation is 
not so good in this case, given the low ductility of 
the Ti64 SLM material and the complexity of 
rupture behaviour. The rupture approach of 
Hooputra et. al. [6] is being investigated for this 
case. 

5. Conclusions 
This experimental and numerical work has 

raised a number of interesting issues. In the case of 

SLM realized micro lattice structures there is an 
intimate relation between manufacturing 
parameters (laser power, laser exposure time), 
material mechanical properties (flow and rupture) 
and structural performance (progressive collapse) 
[2].  This work has identified the need for good 
quality mechanical property data, and the correct 
selection of flow and rupture finite element 
modelling.  In this way, a rigorous approach is 
developed to realizing optimal micro lattice 
structures with associated quantified structural 
performance. 
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CRITICAL ASPECTS OF THE CRACKED BRAZILIAN-DISC TEST 

EXPLORED BY THE METHOD OF REFLECTED CAUSTICS  

Stavros K. Kourkoulis1  

1 National Technical University of Athens, Department of Mechanics, Laboratory of Testing and Materials, 
Theocaris building, Zografou Campus, 157 73, Athens, GREECE. E-mail stakkour@central.ntua.gr 

 

1. Introduction 

The centrally cracked Brazilian-disc test (Fig.1) 
is widely used for the determination of fracture 
toughness of brittle rock-like materials since any 
combination of mode-I and mode-II loading types is 
achieved by adjusting the load-crack angle, ο. The 
test was standardized by ISRM in 1988 and it is 
since then under intensive study, however quite a 
few questions (for example the length of the contact 
arc at the disc-jaw interface) remain to be answered. 

The stress intensity factors (SIFs) for a centrally 
cracked circular disc under uniform radial pressure 
were recently determined in closed form [1] for a 
short crack (with respect to the disc radius). More-
over the contact conditions at the disc-jaw interface 
were analytically explored by Kourkoulis et al. [2]. 
In the present study an attempt is described to 
experimentally assess the above analytic solutions 
with the aid of the reflected caustics technique [3]. 

 

2. Experimental procedure 

2.1 The contact arc and the SIFs by caustics 

The length, ℓ, of the contact arc in case an elastic 
disc is compressed between the jaws of the ISRM 
standardized device was recently determined as [4]:  

             
 

4
42

2 * 33
2
m

x
2W

2 C 0
4


    


   [1] 

C* is a constant (depending on the geometric char-
acteristics of the disc, the mechanical properties of 
the disc’s and jaw’s materials and the experimental 
set-up), λm is the magnification factor and Wx΄ is 
the characteristic dimension of the contact caustic.  

Concerning the experimental determination of 
SIFs using the cracked Brazilian disc configuration 
the main difficulty is that the field around the crack-
tips is of compressive nature. Therefore a distinction 

should be made between mathematical cracks and 
slits. In general the  first  stress  invariant, on which  
the  caustic’s shape depends, at the tip of a crack  is 
the same to that of a slit, independently more or less 
from the exact  slit’s shape [5]. Assuming stress-free 
lips the following formula for Mode-I and -II SIFs 
were proposed by Theocaris and Sakellariou [5]: 

5/2

I ( ) II I o3/2
o m

0.311
K D , K K cot

Z tc


    
 [2] 

In Eq.(2) t is the disc’s thickness, c is the optical 
constant for reflection, Zo is the distance between  
screen and specimen while D(-) is the diameter of  
the caustic in case of compressive stress fields. 

2.2 Experimental procedure and results 

The experimental set-up used consists of a He-
Ne laser and two collimating lenses transforming 
the diverging laser beam to a collimated and then 
to a converging one with its focal point in front of 
the specimen, permitting thus control of the set-
up’s magnification factor λm. The beam impinges on 
the loaded specimen and the reflected rays are  then 
driven with the aid of a semi-reflector, at an angle 
equal to 45o with respect to the specimen’s plane, 
towards a screen forming the caustic [3].  

 

ο 

 p 

  
p 

2α 

2R 

Fig. 1.  The configuration of the problem  

1G03 013
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The experiments were realized using the ISRM 
device and a 50 kN loading frame. The specimens, 
made of PMMA, were cylindrical discs with R=50 
mm and t=10 mm. They were centrally cracked art-
ificially. The slits had length 2α=10 mm while the 
distance between their lips was equal to 0.2 mm. 
Typical caustics from the disc-jaw contact region 
are shown in Fig.2a while in Fig.2b the caustics 
around the slit tips can be seen for ο=10o.  

 

3. Experimental results and discussion 

The contact angle according to the analysis of 
ref.[2], as a function of the force applied, is plotted 
in Fig.3a for a disc-jaw pair made of PMMA-steel, 
respectively. In the same figure the contact angle as 
obtained experimentally by measuring the distance 
Wx΄ between the extreme points of the caustic curve 
(Fig.2a) and solving numerically Eq.(1) is plotted. 
It is clear that for low loads the agreement is quite 
satisfactory. For loads exceeding 60% of the frac-
ture one the experimental data exceed those of the 
analytic solution. This is obviously due to deviation 
from linearity since the stress field at the vicinity 
of the disc-jaw interface is strongly amplified. 

The respective analytic [1] and experimental data 
concerning the SIFs are plotted in Fig.3b for ο=10o 
and the same disc-jaw pair. Again the agreement is 
very satisfactory for low loads while discrepancies 
appear exceeding even 10% as the load level ap-
proaches that causing fracture. Again it is the de-
viation from linearity that can explain this behaviour. 

Concluding it can be said that reflected caustics 
is a useful and flexible tool, permitting thorough 
experimental exploration of various critical aspects 
of the Brazilian-disc test. However the assumption 
of linearity (on which the present form of caustic’s 
equations is based) is crucial. Taking into account 
the inevitable stress concentrations (both at the disc-
jaw interface and also at the slit tips) the method 

should be applied very thoughtfully. Unfortunate-
ly, at least for the moment being, some interesting 
attempts to develop caustic’s equations applicable 
in case of plasticity are not yet successful.  
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Fig.2. Caustics from the disc-jaw interface (a) and the tips 
of the slit for a specimen with ο=10o (b). 
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THE BLOCKED FORCE APPROACH

Goran Pavić
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Villeurbanne, FRANCE. E-mail: goran.pavic@insa-lyon.fr

1. Introduction 
The current state of the art in vibration analysis 

does not allow yet the modelling of excitation by a 
vibrating source, such as a compressor, entirely by 
computation. This has to be done by measurement, 
but the task may prove to be a lot more difficult 
than it appears at first glance. 

The usual way of characterising experimentally 
a vibration source is by employing a mechanical 
impedance (alternatively: mobility) approach. The 
source is characterised by a twin descriptor: its 
excitation is given by its blocked force vector and
its resistance to motion by its impedance matrix. 
Both descriptors refer to the connection points 
between the source and its support and both are 
frequency-dependent. The experimental analysis 
has thus to be done in frequency domain. 

As a rule, a characterisation approach requires 
an inverse technique which yields ill-conditioned 
matrices. This produces poor results even if some 
regularisation is applied. What is more, a typical 
impedance technique requires de-coupling of the 
source from its support. This may result in a 
considerable alteration of vibratory properties of 
the source in comparison to the coupled state. It 
thus appears that a characterization method which 
avoids decoupling of the source from its support 
and which is additionally free of inversion may 
display superiority over traditional methods. 

2. Base relationships 
2.1 The source descriptors 

Assuming linearity, the frequency-dependent 
relationships between the coupling force vector Fc, 
and the blocked force vector Fb, reads: 

                     bRSRc FZZZF 1)( −+= , (1) 

Each symbol F in (1) stands for a generalized 
force vector, comprising both forces and moments, 
while Z stands for an impedance matrix. The 
indices S and R refer to the source and the receiver 
(support) respectively. Fc refers to the operational 
excitation between the source and the support: it 
represents usually the target of an analysis. 

Eq. (1) shows that the full coupling conditions 
between a source and its support will be defined if
the blocked force and impedance of the source as 
well as the support impedance are identified. Once 
the coupling conditions are known, the vibration 
transmission from the source to the support can be 
easily found by assuming that the support is 
uncoupled and externally driven by the coupling 
force. The identified blocked force and impedance 
can then be used in conjunction with any support 
in order to predict the transmission of vibration. 

2.2 The blocked force 

By extending the Thévenin’s theorem [1] to 
linear vibration systems, a simple relationship can 
be found between the quantities involved, [2]:  

                     RScccb ZZZvZF +=−= ,  (2) 

where vc, Zc stand for the coupling velocity vector 
and the coupled impedance matrix respectively. 

Eq. 2 provides a major practical result: the 
blocked force can be assessed by carrying out 
measurements in coupled conditions, moreover at 
no cost of matrix inversion. This result makes a 
basis of the novel characterization technique. 

3. The characterization method 
While the blocked force is provided explicitly 

by Eq. (2), this is not the case with the source 
impedance. In order to extract this impedance from 
the measured coupled impedance Zc a convenient 
receiver has to be employed.  

1G04 033
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The simplest receiver which can fulfill the task 
is a free rigid mass, [3], one per connection point. 
In such a case a set of matrix equations can be 
readily obtained by computation, Eq. (3), which 
relates the coupling generalized force Fc to the 
generalized velocities of the coupling points vc. 

                     cmc vZF −=  (3) 

    
Fig. 1. Left: Source + mass receiver; right: loading mass 

equipped with sensors. 

In practice the free conditions can be simulated 
by using a soft suspension of loading masses. If the 
masses are mutually decoupled the impedance Zm
will become a matrix of sub-matrices aligned along 
the diagonal which improves conditioning. 

The 6 degree-of-freedom of each loading mass 
can be measured by 6 sensors as shown in Fig. 2. 
The velocity vector at the coupling point on the nth

loading mass, vc,n, and the velocity vector at sensor 
positions, vr,n, are interrelated via a transfer matrix 
Γn which depends only on the system geometry. 

                     nrnnc vv ,, Γ=  (4) 

An incomplete yet very suitable way of source  
characterisation consists of taking the resultant 
blocked force vector, which then contains only 6 
components. The corresponding source impedance 
is a 6×6 matrix. 

4. Example: oil pump characterization 
A motor-driven oil gear pump unit has been 

characterized by its blocked force, using a single 
loading mass suspended by rubber mounts, Fig. 2. 

Fig. 2. Motor-pump unit coupled to its loading mass. 

The mass impedance matrix was identified by 
usual impact hammer measurements and 6 piezo 
accelerometers as sensors. The same sensors were 
used to measure the running vibration velocities of 
the pump. Using Eqs. (3) and (4) subjected to some 
further mathematical treatment, the blocked-force 
auto and cross spectra were established. Fig. 3 
shows the auto rms spectra of force components; 
the moment components are of similar look. 

Fig. 3. Auto spectra of blocked-force components. 

Using the measured blocked force data, the 
coupling force spectra were computed and then the 
vibration spectra at measurement points were re-
computed using the theoretical values of loading 
mass impedances. Fig. 4 shows the measured and 
computed accelerations of measurement point 2. 

Fig. 4. Vibration accelerations at a measurement point. 

Good matching demonstrates the robustness of 
the source characterization approach used. 
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1. Introduction 
When a brittle material breaks under external 

forces, fast propagating cracks often appear whose 
speed is more than several hundred meters per 
second. The fast propagating crack bifurcates into 
two cracks when the crack speed is high enough. 
Since bifurcation is a characteristic feature of fast 
propagating cracks, many researchers have studied 
it [1-4], however, the mechanism is not fully 
understood. 

One of the authors applied high-speed 
holographic microscopy to take microscopic 
photographs of fast propagating cracks at 
bifurcation [3]. They found that the bifurcation 
process is three dimensional and energy release 
rate increases continuously across the bifurcation 
point. The above results require us to carry out two 
dimensional experiments on bifurcated cracks that 
are more accurate than the previous ones [4]. 

Kalthoff [1] measured the propagation direction 
of cracks that arose at the tip of V shaped notches, 
which were used as a model of bifurcated cracks. 
He also measured the stress field around the notch 
tips with photoelasticity.  

The present study measures the propagation 
direction of cracks that arise at the tip of Y shaped 
notches, which are much closer to real bifurcated 
cracks than V notches. The present study uses 
caustic method to measure the stress field at the 
tips of Y notches. 

2. Methods 
2.1 Specimen and crack direction 

Specimens used in the present study are made 
of PMMA, and the size is 250mm in length, 
250mm in width and 3mm in thickness. They have 
Y shaped notches of 125mm in length, and the 
notch tips are near the center of the specimen. 
Length lb of two branch notches is 24mm, and the 
bifurcation angle  are from 5 to 45° (Fig. 1). 

Tensile force is applied to the specimen 
perpendicularly to the notch. A crack arises at one 
of the two tips of the bifurcated notch. Crack 
direction  defined in Fig. 1 is measured.  

 

 
Fig. 1. Bifurcated notch and crack direction. 

 

2.2 Caustic method 

Caustic method [5] is applied to investigate the 
stress field in the vicinity of a notch tip. It can 
measure the ratio of stress intensity factor KII of 
shearing mode to KI of opening mode.  

1G05 056
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Fig. 2. Cracks that arise at the tips of the branch notches 

of length lb=24mm. 

 

 
Fig. 3. Crack direction versus bifurcation angle. The 

length of the branch notch is 24mm. 

 

3. Results 
3.1 Crack direction 

Figure 2 displays three photographs of the 
notch tip and crack. The photographs clearly say 
that the crack direction  is positive when 
bifurcation angle  is 5°, almost zero at ° and 
negative at °. 

Figure 3 shows the measurement result of crack 
direction  as a function of bifurcation angle . 
The figure indicates that the crack propagates in 
the direction of the branch notch whose bifurcation 
angle is about 15°. This is very close to the 
bifurcation angle 13.5° of rapid crack bifurcation 
[3-5]. 

3.2 Caustic images 

Figure 4 shows the caustic images of the 
notches with three bifurcation angles. The 
photographs of (a), (b) and (c) in Fig. 4 correspond 
to the notches (a), (b) and (c) in Fig.2 respectively. 
When the bifurcation angle  is 5° or 45°, the 
caustic images are asymmetric, and the mode II 
stress intensity factor KII is negative at =5°, and 
positive at =45°. When =15°, the caustic image 

 
Fig. 4. Caustic image at the notch tips with three 

different angles of bifurcation. 

 

is symmetric, thus KII is zero. 

4. Conclusions 
(1) A crack propagates in the direction same as that 
of a branch notch of the Y shaped notch when the 
bifurcation angle  is about 15°. The angle is very 
close to that of rapid crack bifurcation. 

(2) The mode II stress intensity factor KII is zero at 
=15°. 

(3) These results are almost the same as those 
given by Kalthoff [1] with V shaped notches. 
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1. Introduction 
Compliance of aircraft to new noise standards 

defines the tendency to switch to extra-high 
bypass ratio engines. This direction development 
of power plants leads to increasing of fan diameter 
and the formation of shock waves at supersonic 
speed of blade tips.Fan shaft frequency reduction 
is one of the measures necessary for shockwaves 
control. Due to the decrease of frequency 
vibration spectrum shifts towards the low-
frequency range. It is these components that will 
determine the power plant dynamic influence, 
transferred onto the airframe via mount points. 

An airframe typically possesses dozens of 
oscillation modes in the low-frequency spectrum 
part. Interaction of some of them with the 
influence of power plant may cause low-frequency 
high-level noise generation in the cabin [1]. 
The acoustic field of the pressurized cabin has 
become a subject to essential changes since high 
by-pass engines were introduced. 
Facilities for reduction engine vibration intensity 
and vibration transfer along structure come first by 
selecting of vibration protection for pressurized 
cabin and integration vibration protection units into 
engine mounting attachments seems to us the most 
effective. 

But whatever vibration protection means (active 
or passive) are used to select parameters of 
vibration isolation units, calculated model is 
required which is based on real dynamic 
characteristics of engines and airframe in mounting 
points. 

2. Experimental results 
The long-term investigations directed to 

dynamical characteristics definition for bodies of 

several engines (with different by-pass ratio) and 
airframe constructions of main-line aircraft allow 
to significantly specify calculation models of 
modern aircraft constructions in engine’s rotor 
frequency range [2].  

The multi-connected dynamic model of the 
system «Engine-mount-airframe» can be studied 
by dividing it into independent subsystems, 
reaction forces being applied in the separation 
points, where the generalized dynamic 
characteristics (for example, dynamic compliance) 
are used as factors of proportionality between 
dynamic displacement and forces [3]. 

Although design models of the airframe, the 
pylon and the cabin take into account some 
thousands of freedom degrees, the engine is still 
considered to be a rigid body, its mass and 
moments of inertia taken into account only. 

This is the due to an old tradition of successful 
flutter calculations, as the rigid-body engine model 
is still true in that range (low frequency range, 
below 15 Hz). 
Generalization of performed investigations has 
revealed that dynamic behavior of   advanced gas 
turbine engines casings corresponds to rigid state 
model up to 20…40 Hz according to pass-by ratio.  

If pass-by ratio is increased up to estimated 
8…12 we should expect that upper boundary of 
dynamic behavior of the engine, as a rigid body 
does not exceed 10 Hz. 

Within wide range of rotor frequencies dynamic 
behavior of engine casing corresponds to model of 
elastic-inertial system or to elastic-dissipative 
element; differing substantially from idealized 
model of aircraft gas turbine engine as a rigid body 
both by value of dynamic compliance module and 
by type of dynamic behavior.

1G06 008
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As evident from presented data, the dynamic 
behavior of the airframe (at engine brackets 
attachment points) depends on the frequency 
range. Elastic airframe’s behavior accepted in 
many calculation models is limited by a rather 
narrow frequency range (30…100 Hz), which 
doesn’t embrace the rotor frequency range of 
multi-shaft engine. 

The obtained characteristics have allowed us to 
calculate the expected noise due to vibration 
impact of engine [4]. The calculation data have 
been confirmed by the results of experimental 
measurement (fig.1). 

Fig. 1. The comparison of experimental and prediction 
data of the structure-borne sound in aircraft cabin. 1, 4 – 

experimental data VE=10mm/s; 2, 3 – prediction data 
VE=10mm/s, VE=1mm/s accordingly. 

The comparison of the expected noise and the 
experimental data yields both a good convergence 
of fan rotor harmonic level and a possibility of 
high-intensity low-frequency components 
generation at the operation level of engine 
vibration. 

It was confirmed by new investigations on the 
airframe QTD-2 (Boeing-777 with engines GE-90-
115B with bypass-ratio - 9), where low-frequency 
components rise over 30-40 dB [5]. 

Decreasing structure-borne noise will be an 
essential problem for providing comfortable 
conditions in the pressurized cabin, as its role 
increases with the introduction of high by-pass 
ratio engines. 

The necessity of new vibroisolation mounting 
relates with: 1) extension of vibration spectrum of 
modern engines and its tendency to shift towards 
the low-frequency region; 2) insufficient efficiency 
of existing vibration protection, developed on basis 
of out-of-date computation models, especially in 
the low-frequency region; 3) change of dynamic 
characteristics of airframe and engine bodies at 
attachment points with the increase of engines by-
pass ratio. 
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1. Introduction 
 Experiments must not be confused with tests: 
the last are only tools for hypotheses verification, 
but don’t offer indications on the generalization of 
the conclusions. The Experimental Stress Analysis 
has  the task of building models, even in case of 
incomplete data and of badly posed problems, in 
the belief that only the availability of a model is  
solution of a structural problem [1].             .            
Since data are subjected to measurement 
uncertainties, they never exactly fit a model and 
adjusting the model parameters to a set of 
experimental results which are supposed to follow 
a theory, presumes the data are well determined 
with an acceptable level of experimental errors  but 
also that the theory is sufficiently representative of 
the phenomenon [2]. These observations show the 
inverse value of the experimental activity and of 
the related techniques necessary for answering  
practical engineering problems. So concepts such 
as ill-posedness, regularization, stability, etc. have 
become familiar to the experimenters [3].  
 The typical approach needs the selection of an 
error function that represents the “distance” of 
experimental data to the previsions of theoretical 
(or numerical) models. The model parameters are 
then determined, adjusting their values to minimize 
this function, i.e. solving an optimization problem. 
 Numerical models are often expressed in 
discrete matrix algebra, but the majority of 
engineering inverse problems, however, can not be 
treated in matrix form, because they are too 
complex or the underlying theory is not formulate 
in this way. This is the case here presented, of the 
parametric identification by extrapolation when a 
singularity dominates the stress/strain field.  

2. Methods
The extrapolation of experimental data in 

presence of a singularity, for linear and nonlinear 
cases, is performed utilizing the Elastic Fracture 
Mechanics theory, by the minimization of an error  

function for a variety of cracks geometries. The 
following examples are presented [4]: 

 Photoelastic stress analysis of a single 3D 
crack and of two 3D interacting non-coplanar 
cracks in uniform state of stress 

 Holographic interferometry displacements ana-
lysis of two 3D interacting coplanar cracks in  
uniform state of stress 

 Strain gauges analysis around a single crack in 
uniform state of compressive stress.   

A discussion on the adequacy of the model and on 
the nonlinear behavior is finalized to a practical 
estimation of stress intensity values in real 
engineering cases.  

2.1 Photoelastic stress analysis of a single 3D 
crack with uniform state of stress 

Fig.1 shows a photoelastic fringe pattern of a 
single circular crack in uniform state of stress. 

 
Fig. 1. Photoelastic fringe pattern of a single circular 

crack in uniform state of stress. 

2.2 Photoelastic stress analysis of a two non-
coplanar 3D cracks in uniform field of 
stress 

Fig.2 shows the analysis for two interacting 
cracks.  In this case both  KI and KII factors are 
present and must be identified. The cracks are 
internally pressurized, that’s equivalent to an 
uniform distribution of stress.  
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Fig. 2. . Photoelastic fringe pattern of two circular non 

coplanar cracks internally pressurized. 

Since the problem is nonlinear, the Newton-
Raphson iterative/incremental method is suitable 
for parameters identification, through the minimum 
of an error function. 

2.3 Holographic interferometric displacements 
analysis of a two coplanar 3D cracks in 
uniform field of stress 

Fig. 3 shows the displacements contour pattern 
of the deformed surfaces of two cracks very close 
one another. The parametric modeling (by the 
Stress Intensity Factors estimation) of the 
experimental data can be performed  by the Least 
Square Method (LSM) applied to selected 
directions perpendicular to the crack front or by 
extra-polation of the Factors along these directions. 
The first method smoothes the local experimental 
errors but does not clearly point out differences on 
displacements, while the second magnifies the 
differences, even if is much more sensitive to 
experimental errors. For this reason, since the 
scope of the parametric modeling in this case was 
the discovering local differences in different crack 
tip points, the second method is seemed preferable, 
Fig. 4.   

 
Fig.3. Holographic interferometry application to two 

co-planar cracks in an infinite medium. The cracks are 
internally pressurized. 

2.4 Stress intensity Factor evaluation by the 
strain gauges technique. 

The last example shows the parametric mode-
ling of a crack of irregular shape in a huge steel 
column with a pre-compressive state of stress 
subjected to cyclic loads, through strain-gauges 
measurements.  The difficulty in this case is due to 
the surface plastic zone that does not allow a direct 
determination of KI by extrapolation at the radius 

zero. The measurements and the  extrapolation 
must be done at a certain distance from the crack 
tip for avoiding to enter the plastic area, where KI 
is not valid parameter, even if it controls the plastic 
zone size. For these reasons an iterative method 
was suggested for obtaining acceptable estimation, 
through a balance between the value of KI and the 
border of the plastic zone.  

3. Results
The results of the three examined cases are 

summarized in the following results: for the first 
case of Fig.1, (a linear problem) the solution is 
given by normal equations of the LSM: KI=0.817 
MPa√mm versus a theoretical value of KI=0.825 
MPa√mm. For the second problem of Fig. 2, a 
minimum of the error functional J is reached 
(=10.76) after 27 iterations, starting from two 
tentative values. The found values are: KI=0.740 
MPa√mm and KII= 0.283 MPa√mm.   

In the holographic analysis of Fig.3, the 
following diagram identifies the K parameter  
along the directions A and B: 

 
Fig.4. Stress intensity factor in directions A and B 

by local extrapolation. 

The ratio M=KB/KA =1.17  is much more 
insensitive to the errors than the single values, high 
dependent on the calibration of the material 
parameters (E, , etc). 
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Classical mechanics including mechanics of 
fracture is often unsatisfactory when a solution 
predicts a singularity and the need arises to 
interpret the underlying physical meaning or lack 
thereof. A customary practice to deal with the 
singularity problem is to exclude a small region 
near the singular point, for which a different 
constitutive law – usually non-elastic – is 
postulated. This approach is adequate provided that 
the stress field outside the singular region is 
dominated by the elastic behavior. An alternative 
approach that successfully resolves problems 
containing singularities is the averaging process, 
also known as the quantization procedure – or – 
equivalently, application of the global criteria for 
the attainment of the critical state. Example of 
continuum theory of this kind is the J-controlled 
HRR asymptotic stress and strain fields embedded 
within the K-dominated asymptotic field. Here J 
stands for Rice’s integral and K is Irwin’s stress 
intensity factor used in linear elastic fracture 
mechanics (LEFM). 

In last decade some new approaches such as 
quantized fracture mechanics and fractal fracture 
mechanics have been developed. These techniques 
necessitate implementation of the novel 
mathematical tools – as reviewed in the present 
paper.

Early stages of fracture and the pre-fracture 
deformation states associated with a stable 
propagation of a subcritical crack in viscoelastic 
and/or ductile solids are described in some detail. 
The initial stable growth of crack manifests itself 
as a sequence of the local instability states, while 
the onset of catastrophic fracture corresponds to 
attainment of global instability, following an 
analogy with the buckling phenomenon in shells. 

1G08 004
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1. Introduction and methods 
In order to contribute to solving the problems of 

recourses, energy and environment of the earth, the 
development of multifunctional smart materials is 
required. In the intelligent materials, investigation 
of shape memory alloy (SMA) and shape memory 
polymer (SMP) has attracted high attention due to 
their functional properties and high potential in 
practical applications. In SMA, the shape memory 
property appears based on the martensitic 
transformation (MT) in which the crystal structure 
varies depending on the variation in stress or 
temperature [1]. In SMP, the elastic modulus and 
the yield stress are high at temperatures below the 
glass transition temperature Tg and low at 
temperatures above Tg. The shape memory 
property appears based on the glass transition in 
which the characteristics of molecular motion vary 
depending on the variation in temperature. Among 
the shape memory polymers, the polyurethane has 
been most often practically used [2, 3].  

In this paper, investigation of stress-induced 
martensitic transformation in TiNi SMA and 
thermomechanical behavior of SMP (Tg = 19 C) in 
tension at room temperature (22C) are presented.  

2. Experimental procedure 
Shape memory materials were subjected to 

strain-controlled tension tests with various strain 
rates on Instron and MTS Testing machines. 
During the loading process, the infrared radiation 
from the specimens surface was recorded by fast 
(538 Hz) and sensitive (0.025 K) Phoenix infrared 
camera. The stress and strain quantities were 
related to the current values of the specimen cross-
section, obtaining true stress and true strain values.  

3. Shape memory alloys – Infrared imaging 
Since the forward MT is exothermic whilst the 

reverse one exhibits endothermic property, the 
thermovision camera turned out to be very useful 
for investigation of SMAs. Infrared imaging of 
nucleation and evolution of macroscopic 
transformation bands, related to martensite forward 
(a) and reverse (b) transition is shown in Fig. 1.  

a) Loading                           b) Unloading  

 
Fig. 1. Infrared imaging of transformation bands 
developing during a) loading and b) unloading of SMA. 

At the certain level of the stress and strain state, 
the temperature starts to grow, indicating the 
homogeneous nature of the initial transformation 
process [5, 6]. At higher strains, inclined bands of 
higher temperature (ΔT8 K) are observed, starting 
usually in the specimen grip areas and developing 
towards the specimen center. They were called 
transformation bands or Luders-like deformation 
[6]. In the course of the SMA unloading, the 
specimen temperature decreases significantly and 
bands of lower temperature (ΔT  - 6 K) nucleate, 
always from central part of the specimen [6].  

2A01 010
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4. Shape memory polyurethane - Effects of 
thermomechanical couplings. 

 Stress  and temperature change ΔT  versus 
strain obtained for SMP tensile test performed with 
various strain rates till rupture are presented in Fig. 
2. The elongation limit of the SMP is over 180 % 
in case of true strain. The SMP turned out to be 
very flexible and it was not so easy to deform it till 
rupture. One can notice looking at Fig. 2 that the 
SMP exhibits a smooth, hardening-like behaviour 
at all the tested strain rates applied. This is 
probably a result of the reorientation of the 
polyurethane molecular chains that induces 
crystallization in the polymer structure [2, 3]. The 
higher strain rate, the higher temperature changes 
were obtained, since the process of the loading was 
more close to adiabatic conditions. 

 
Fig. 2. Stress  and temperature change ΔT  versus 

strain for SMP tension with various strain rates.  
 

At higher strains, a maximum of stress was 
recorded, especially pronounced at higher strain 
rates. Next, the stress drops are observed, followed 
by its increase, leading to the sample necking and 
rupture. The maximal temperature changes of the 
SMP, accompanying the specimen rupture, were 
quite significant; 18 K for 2x10-1s-1, 38 K for 
2x100s-1 and 44 K for 101s-1 of strain rate.  

  Stress and temperature changes related to 
particular stages of the SMP loading, namely the 
stress peak and the stress of the specimen rupture, 
are shown in Table 1.  
 

Strain
rate

Stress
peak

[MPa]

Temp.
change

str. peak
[K] 

Stress
rupture
[MPa]

Temp.
change

str. rupt. 
[K] 

2x10-1s-1 128 25 139 44 
2x100s-1 100 20 132 38 
1x101s-1 102 14 108 18 

Tab. 1. Stress and temperature changes related to the 
SMP stress peak and the specimen rupture. 

5. Concluding remarks 

 The obtained results emphasize high sensitivity 
and usefulness of the infrared camera to study 
the effects of thermomechanical couplings in 
shape memory alloys and shape memory 
polymers.  

 Stress-induced martensitic transformation 
develops in TiNi SMA in tension via narrow 
bands of higher temperature. Nucleation of the 
localized martensitic forward transformation in 
shape memory alloy takes place either in the 
stress-concentrated area of the specimen grip 
or in any other area, whereas the reverse 
transformation always initiates in central part. 

 The elongation limit of the shape memory 
polyurethane is over 180 % in the case of true 
strains. The higher strain rate, the higher 
temperature changes were obtained, since the 
process was more close to adiabatic conditions.  
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The determination of dynamic strength and 
fatigue life of composite parts are becoming an 
integral part during design of composite structures. 
Right design is associated with experimental 
measurements on material samples to obtain the 
fatigue characteristics of materials. 

The paper describes the methodology used in 
the DCT ARTE. Results are received in form of 
number of cycles to failure, residual strength and 
stiffness reduction. Technical realization of 
experiment is mentioned, too. 

Fatigue life calculations is based mainly on the 
experimental data which are used to identifying the 
different degradation models and their 
implementation to finite element method software. 
This methodology has already been tested for 
continuous strand mat composite and the results of 
these calculations are also presented. 
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1. Introduction 
Holographic interferometry is a sub-wavelength 

high precision phase measurement technique [1], 
which is adopted in this article for defect detection 
of specimen heated by thermal radiation of halogen 
lamp. Among holographic interferometry, ESPI [2] 
and digital shearography [3] techniques, for their 
direct and excellent performance in sensing 
characteristics, are chosen herein for recording the 
thermal expansions and derivatives of the material 
surface after thermal heat flux. 

Analyzing the deformation data, any non-
smooth deformation with respect to their 
surroundings can be found and probably also the 
weak (e.g. defect) points of the tested sample, 
which very likely can cause failure of this working 
sample and endanger the environments and 
personals. 

2. Sample and defects characteristics 
Six artificially made defects are built on a 150 

mm x 150 mm x 2 mm polyethylene plate, shown 
as Fig. 1. Different diameter defects are built to 
analyze the sensing ability of ESPI and 
shearography NDT techniques. 

The depths of these defects are exactly the same 
(i.e. 1mm thick) but the diameters are quite 
different and are 1, 3, 5, 10, 15, and 20 mm 
respectively. Accordingly, these defects are all 
1mm deep from the flat surface (i.e. the opposite 
side of the sample, also the detected surface we 
plan). 

3. Thermal deformation simulation of 
sample subjected to heat flux 

ANSYS FEM software is utilized for analyzing 
the 3D thermal deformation of the tested sample 
subjected to heat flux from the behind. The 

simulation results depict that when subjected to 
same heat flux radiation the bigger the simulating 
defect is, the higher the out-of-plan deformation of 
the surface at the defect center will be. Therefore, 
it is easier for the embedded defect to be sensed by 
the inspection technique. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
Fig. 1. Sample defects. 

 

Tab. 1 lists the thermal deformations at surface 
points above different embedded defects. It is 
clearly shown from the simulated results that the 
out-of-plane deformation at surface point of large 
defect is higher than that of small defect. This data 
is also converted into the maximum fringe order of 
out-of-plane ESPI interferogram and shown in Tab. 
2.  

4. ESPI and shearography interferograms 
The ANSYS out-of-plane deformation data are 

converted into ESPI and shearography 
interferograms shown as Fig. 2 and 3. Except for 
the smallest defect, the 1mm diameter case, the 
other five defects can be detected from the 
interferograms. For the low heat flux case, fringe-
order two can be generated on the detected surface 

1Φ  

3Φ  

5Φ  

10Φ  

15Φ  

20Φ  
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directly above the 20mm-diameter defect center. 
As illustrated in the left bottom corner of Fig. 2 (, 
roughly at coordinate of (50, 40)), it is shown that 
fringe number 2 can be detected there. 

 

 Low 
heat flux 

Median 
heat flux 

High 
heat flux 

1mm 2.28E-
05 

2.23E-
04 

1.14E-
03 

3mm 7.75E-
05 

7.75E-
04 

3.88E-
03 

5mm 1.00E-
04 

1.00E-
03 

5.00E-
03 

10mm 2.71E-
04 

2.71E-
03 

1.36E-
02 

15mm 5.35E-
04 

5.35E-
03 

2.67E-
02 

20mm 6.32E-
04 

6.32E-
03 

3.16E-
02 

 

Tab. 1. Thermal deformation at surface points above 
different defect center when subjected to different heat 

flux (unit: mm). 
 

  Low 
heat flux 

Media
n heat flux 

High 
heat flux 

1mm 0.07  0.71  3.60  

3mm 0.25  2.45  12.25  

5mm 0.32  3.16  15.80  

10mm 0.86  8.58  42.88  

15mm 1.69  16.89  84.47  

20mm 2.00  19.97  99.85  
 

Tab. 2. Thermal deformation at surface points above 
different defect center when subjected to different heat 

flux (unit: order). 
 

Similarly, fringe number 1.69 and 0.86 at 
respectively the detected surface points directly 
above the 15mm-diameter and the 10mm-diameter 
defect centers will be generated there. Thus, the 
three big defects (20, 15, and 10 mm) are not 
difficult to be inspected by ESPI as the 
interferogram of Fig. 3 depicted around horizontal 
coordinate of 50. For the other three smaller 
defects (5, 3, and 1mm), the maximum fringe 
numbers are all less than 0.5 and the ESPI fringes 
are not obvious for inspection. However, the 
shearography interferogram provides displacement 
gradient signal and is thus easier to be detected. 

5. Conclusions 
ESPI and shearography are proved to be 

effective for the embedded defects detection. The 
defects size can be further achieved when provided 
with proper image processing techniques and 
criterions. Simulation and experimental results 
show that the defects near surface are more 
suitable to be detected than the deep ones. It is the 
limitation of the presented technique. 

 
Fig. 2. Simulated ESPI interferograms. 

 
Fig. 3. Simulated shearography interferograms. 
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1. Introduction 
In recent years, the proportion of Carbon fiber 

reinforced polymers (CFRP) have been used more 
and more in commercial aircraft. However the 
nature of the CFRP materials is susceptible to 
internal defects, foreign bodies, and glued adverse 
effects the aviation safety. 

In order to detect the defects inside CFRP, use 
of IR lock-in thermography[1] to detect CFRP 
materials has been reported., Finite element 
simulation of thermal diffusivity has also been 
used to explore and verify the feasibility of the 
method [2, 3]. In this report, an alternate method 
by step heating is studied from both experiment 
and finite element simulation. Test of the method 
on real CFRP specimens was carried out. The 
experimental results are compared to the simulated 
ones to validate the usefullness of step heating 
method. 

2. Materials and Methods
2.1 Flat Composite specimens 

Flat composite specimens contained four 
artificial defects of size 3x3 mm, 6x6 mm, 12x12 
mm, 20x20 mm square shape. The defect depth is 
0.3077mm from the surface (Layer 2). The defect 
was made by inserting different materials, such as 
Teflon film, centrifugal paper, centrifugal film into 
CFRP. Fig.1. shows the defect design of the flat 
composite specimens. 

2.2 Finite Element simulation 
Since the heating time of step heating is longer 

and the  necessary of heat source is less. A proper 
heating time can be determined before the 
experimnt by finite element simulation. 

Using one-dimensional heat conduction finite 
element simulation, and inputing thermodynamic 

properties for materials, and set the surface of the 
specimen be heated by a heat source with heat flux  
4000 W/ ㎡ for 5 seconds. The temperature 
variation is analyzed continuously for 10 seconds. 

 

 
Fig.1. Flat composite specimens. 

The simulated temperature difference between 
the defect and non-defect area vs. time is shown in 
Fig. 2. It can be observed that the centrifugal paper 
defects have the maximum temperature difference 
3.77℃ and all are higher than 1.6℃ in 5s; Teflon 
film defects are all higher than 0.7℃ in 5s; the 
centrifugal film defects have the maximum 
temperature difference of 0.66℃, and difficult to 
identify defects. 

2.3 Experimental test and results 

Fig. 3 shows the photograph of experimental 
system. It contains an IR camera (TAS-G100EXD, 
NEC), a computer system, and protective box 
which have 4000 watts of heat source lamp at the 
top inside. The bottom of the box is set a shutter to 
extract after being heated uniformly.  

After removing the shutter, the specimens was 
heated for 5s. Meanwhile, the IR image was 
recored and fed into computer for further 
examination and processing. Beacuse original 
image of defects are not clear, image enhancement 
process was applied. The tested IR images of the 
three types of defect, and after being enhanced are 
given in Fig. 4. The temperature difference 
between the defect and non-defect area from 
experimental results are showed in Fig.5. 
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(a) 

  
(b) 

Fig. 2. Temperature difference of defects with time in 
layer 2. (a) Centrifugal paper defects. (b) Teflon 
film defects. 

 

 
Fig. 3. Experimental system 

                                    
             (a)                                          (b) 

Fig.4. Experimental and enhanced images of (a) 
centrifugal paper, and (b) Teflon film defects. 

3. Discussion 
The temperature difference of centrifugal paper 

defects in 5s are around 8℃for 20x20 mm,3.5℃
for 12x12mm, and 1.5℃for 6x6 mm defect area. 
The temperature difference of Teflon film defects 
in 5s are all about 2.2℃. Those temperature can be 
detected by our system. 

         
                (a)                                                 (b) 

Fig.5. Experimental temperature difference of various 
size of defects from: (a) Centrifugal paper and (b) 
Centrifugal film defects. 

Comparing the Fig. 2 and Fig. 5, the tendency 
of temperature change in experiment are the same 
as the simulation ones for all kinds of defects. In 
centrifugal paper defects, the temperature 
difference between experiment and simulation of 
size 6x6 mm and12x12 mm are fairly close except 
for size of 20x20 mm which is 4�. For Teflon film 
defects a 1�difference between experiment and 
simulation is achieved. Therefore usefulness of 
step heating for IR detection of defects in 
composites are validated. 

4. Conclusion
Use of IR step heating method to detect the 

defects in CFRP composite has been studied 
experimentally and simulated by finite element 
method. The temperature difference between 
experiment and simulation ones are fairly good. 
The applicability of step heating method in defect 
detection of CFRP composites is thus validated.  
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1. Introduction 
Blood flow in the arterial tree is essentially 

pulsatile. Time variation of the maximal velocity at 
certain points of the arterial tree may be obtained 
non-invasively, and used for tuning of 1D model 
parameters. In 1D models, it is convenient to 
assume a nearly flat velocity profile (blood flow 
rate is calculated as the product of maximal 
velocity and area) and Hagen-Poiuseuille friction 
model derived from a steady state flow condition. 
The goal of this paper is to estimate how good 
these two assumptions are. 

We use the measured maximal velocity and the 
Womersley quasi two dimensional (Q2D) solution 
of pulsatile flow in a rigid pipe [1] to define the 
velocity profile at the considered cross-section. 
From this velocity profile, we calculated the actual 
flow rate (or mean axial velocity) and wall shear 
stress. 

2. Womersley solution of Q2D flow 
We consider an incompressible fluid flow in a 

rigid circular pipe of radius R, under a harmonic 
pressure gradient defined as: 

 ( ) ( )d sin cos
d
p S t C t
x

ω ω= + , (1) 

where ( ),p x t  is the pressure, x  is the space 
coordinate along the pipe axis, t  is the time and ω  
is the circular frequency. If we assume an axial 
velocity ( ),u r t , the linear momentum equation is: 

 
2

2
1 d

d
u u u p
t r r r x

ρ µ
⎛ ⎞∂ ∂ ∂

= + −⎜ ⎟∂ ∂ ∂⎝ ⎠
, (2) 

where ρ  is the fluid density, µ  is the viscosity 
and r  is the radial coordinate. Equation (2) is 
solved in the frequency domain, where the pressure 
gradient and axial velocity can be represented as 
real parts of: 

 { }d ˆ
d

i tp iPe
x

ω= −Re ,  ( ){ }ˆ i tu iU r e ω= −Re  (3) 

where P̂ S iC= + , and ˆ
u uU S iC= +  are complex 

amplitudes. The solutions for axial velocity, flow 

rate 
0

2 d
R

Q ur rπ= ∫  and wall shear stress wτ are: 

 ( )
( )

0

0

ˆ
1 i tJ yPu e

J
ω

ρω

⎧ ⎫⎡ ⎤Λ⎪ ⎪= −⎨ ⎬⎢ ⎥Λ⎪ ⎪⎣ ⎦⎩ ⎭
Re  (4) 

 ( )
( )

2
1

2 2
0

ˆ2 Wo
2

i tJP iQ i e
J

ωΛ Λπ µ
ρ ω Λ

⎧ ⎫⎡ ⎤⎪ ⎪= − −⎨ ⎬⎢ ⎥
⎪ ⎪⎣ ⎦⎩ ⎭

Re  (5) 

 ( )
( )

3
1 4

0

ˆ
 

i t

w
J

P e
J

πωΛµτ
ρω Λ

⎛ ⎞+⎜ ⎟
⎝ ⎠

⎧ ⎫⎪ ⎪= ⎨ ⎬
⎪ ⎪⎩ ⎭

Re , (6) 

where Wo /R ρω µ=  is the Womersley number, 

/y r R= , ( )Wo exp 3 / 4iΛ π= , 0J  and 1J  are 
Bessel functions of the first kind and of zero and 
first order, respectively. 

3. Method 
The maximal velocity is defined by Eq. (4) for 

0y = . We start from the measured maximal 
velocity M

max ( )u t  during one heart period T , which 
may be decomposed into Fourier series: 
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 ( ) ( )( )max 0 0
0

( ) sin cos
N

n n
u u

n
u t S n t C n tω ω

=

= +∑  (7) 

where 0 2 / Tω π= , and N  is the number of 
harmonics. Using Eq. (4) for maxu , it is possible to 
calculate the complex pressure gradient amplitudes 
at each frequency 0nω ω= , and after that, to 
calculate ( )Q t  and ( )w tτ  from Eqs. (5) and (6) (as 
a sum of contributions of all N  harmonics). The 
obtained average velocity 2

avg ( ) / ( )u Q t R π=  will 
be compared with the measured maximal velocity, 
and obtained ( )w tτ  with 3

,S 4 / ( )w Q Rτ µ π=  
obtained from the Hagen-Poiusseuile formula. 

4. Results 
Simultaneous measurements of the pressure 

gradient and axial velocity M ( , )u y t  at y = (0; 0.5; 
0.75 and 0.95) in the femoral artery of a dog are 
given in [2]. We use ( )M M

max (0, )u t u t=  to 
calculate the pressure gradient and axial velocity at 
the other measurement locations. The assumed 
Womersley number associated with the heart 
frequency is Wo=3.8. To check the applicability of 
the proposed method, we compared measured and 
reconstructed values, which are depicted in Fig. 1. 
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Fig. 1. Measured and calculated pressure gradient and 
axial velocity at different radii 

Our results indicate that the proposed method 
could be used for estimating the axial velocity 
profile on the basis of the measured maximal 
velocity. Figure 2 shows the time variation of the 

measured maximal velocity and obtained mean 
axial velocity, as well as the wall shear stress wτ  
and ,Swτ . 
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Fig. 2. Comparison of the two wall shear stresses, and 
the measured maximal velocity with calculated mean 
axial velocity. The two points denote the measured 

values of maximal and minimal mean axial velocity. 

5. Remarks 
• The proposed method for the calculation of the 

axial velocity using the measured maximal 
velocity requires the assumption of the Wo 
number associated with the heart frequency. 

• The discrepancy of maximal and mean axial 
velocity is high, as a consequence of which the 
estimation of blood flow rate using the 
maximal velocity is poor. 

• The proposed method offers a good estimation 
of the mean velocity and wall shear stress. 
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1. Introduction 
It is well known that in nature all existing 

processes are either “amplitude-” or 
“rate-dependent” (first or higher order derivatives). 
Any process represents interrelation between 
different physical quantities. The simplest case of 
such interrelation is response to a single quantity 
excitation. Let us assume an excitation in a form of 
displacement. Depending on the type of a system 
the force response may then assume three different 
forms that are known as basic physical laws, i.e., 
Hook’s law, Newton’s law of viscosity, and II law 
of Newton, Figure 1. 

x 1F k x

Displacement

Possible outputs

2F k xF k x

3F k xF k x

4F k x 4F k x4F k x4

Hook’s law

Newton's law of
viscosity

II law of Newton

?...

... ...

System

Input

Force
 

Fig. 1. Possible outputs on displacement excitation. 

Dependencies on higher-order derivative also 
exist but are not well-elaborated yet. For example 
jolt, which is also known as jerk, surge, or lurch, is 
the third derivative of displacement in respect to 
time and is used in variety of applications: starting 
with transport and finishing with life safety in 
sports [1, 2]. Fourth (jounce or snap) and higher 
derivatives are used in calculation of orbits of 
space objects and in equations of state in 
cosmology [3]. So, it is obvious that all basic 
physical laws are either amplitude or rate 
dependent. 

In viscoelastic materials both types of processes 
are present simultaneously and interact with each 
other: elastic response is amplitude dependent and 
viscous depends on the rate of excitation. This 
work proposes artificial neural network as a tool 
for modeling behavior of complex systems where 
several amplitude- and rate-dependent processes 
evolve in parallel. The network will be used first 
for observation of interactions between amplitude- 
and rate dependent processes that result in time-
dependent behavior of viscoelastic materials. 

2. Methods 
In modeling of structural rearrangements on 

molecular level we may assume that we deal with 
amplitude- and rate dependent processes that 
interact with each other. 

Most common simplification used in this 
modeling is utilization of the superposition 
principle. As the first step this approach assumes 
that all the processes in the system are independent 
or their interactions are negligible. Next it is 
assumed that these processes are additive, i.e., they 
can be added directly, with certain weights, or as 
their reciprocals, as shown in Figure 2. 

1D 2D

1E

2E

1 2D D D  

1 2E E E  

)a

)b

 
Fig. 2. a) Creep compliances in series and b) relaxation 

moduli in parallel. 

It is obvious that in reality all processes, even if 
they are of different nature, interact with each 
other and have influence on each other. Hence, 
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utilization of the superposition principle is an 
efficient approach as shown by Ilya Prigogine [4]. 

This work proposes to use modified artificial 
neural networks as a tool for modeling the 
interaction between amplitude- and rate dependent 
processes within viscoelastic systems. 

Since neural network (NN), defined by 
Aleksander and Morton [5], is a massively parallel 
distributed processor that has a natural propensity 
for storing experiential knowledge and making it 
available for use [6], it is a suitable tool for 
modeling processes that run simultaneously and 
interact with each other. 

Neural networks have a lot of advantages such 
as possibilities to adapt and to be used in on-line 
monitoring, robustness, great generalization and 
approximation capabilities, etc. [6], in comparison 
to other modeling methods. But for the proposed 
particular application all these advantages are 
cancelled by necessity of training, to be more 
precise – necessity of large training data base. 

It is obvious that obtaining experimental data 
for training takes enormous time and is expensive 
at the same time. Hence, it would be advantageous 
if we could use “artificially” generated data 
obtained from the closed-form solutions instead. 
Such possibilities are given, for example, in the 
field of viscoelasticity where many closed-from 
solutions for standard and non-standard excitations 
are known. 

The main goal of this work is to create artificial 
neural network that will be capable of modeling 
interactions between amplitude- and rate 
dependent processes. Amplitude dependence is 
already well-implemented into neural network 
theory, however, rate-dependency is addressed at 
present only implicitly through recurrent networks, 
dynamic networks, etc.. Implementation of rate 
dependent structural (neural) elements into the 
conventional neural networks will allow modeling 
every complex system where multiple amplitude- 
and rate-dependent processes run simultaneously. 

3. Results 
Results of the described work may be used for 
modeling variety of problems connected to lifetime 
(durability) prediction of viscoelastic materials, 
particularly polymers and their composites. 
Polymers are widely used in different fields due to 
their superior properties (stiffness-to-mass ratio, 
processability, biocompatibility, corrosion 
resistance, etc.). However, time-dependent 
properties of polymers cause difficulties in 
prediction of their live-time and characterization of 

durability. In comparison to metals where failure is 
mostly caused by fatigue, polymer materials also 
exhibit strain accumulation [7] that cannot be 
monitored as easily as, for example, crack 
propagation. 

Hence, newly developed neural network may be 
used for online monitoring of polymeric structures 
in order to predict their durability. 

4. Remarks 
 All processes in nature are either amplitude-, 

or rate-dependent as observed on examples of 
basic physical laws. 

 We propose development of new artificial 
neural network that will be able to model and 
monitor interaction of parallel processes of 
different nature and, therefore, model 
behavior of complex systems. Proposed 
modeling technique may be later upgraded for 
online monitoring of polymeric structures 
durability and lifetime prediction. 
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1. Introduction 
The mechanical properties of the zonular fibres 

affect the procedure of accommodation (Burd et al. 
Bocskai and Bojtár, Hartridge, Liu et al.). We 
developed a measuring process to obtain force-
displacement diagram to estimate the mechanical 
parameters of porcine zonular fibres. With this 
method we can hold the integrity of zonular fibres 
between the ciliary body and the lens. 

2. The applied measurement method 
Figure 1 shows the basic idea of the measuring 

method. First of all we glued (with cyanoacrylate) 
the porcine eye globe to the dissecting ring (see 
Fig. 1), after then we cut off the anterior segment 
behind the posterior line of the dissecting ring. It 
can be seen the position of the remaining three 
rings (supporting ring and separating rings) on 
Figure 1. With the two separating rings we exclude 
the elasticity of the lens from the system. Between 
the supporting ring and the separating rings we 
have the conglomerate of zonular fibres. 

The transducer overlies to the upper separating 
ring with its spherical surface, so the vertical 
displacement of the system is insured. We 
measured the vertical displacement of the 
transducer and the force. The applied installation 
was displacement-controlled. 

It can be seen an upper view about an 
experimental sample in Figure 2 left side and a 
section cast filled by resin in Figure 2 right side. In 
Figure 3 shows the measurement process. 

 

 
Fig. 1. Measurement sketch (upper view (left); A-A 

section (right)) 

3. Results
Figure 4 shows the force-displacement diagram 

obtained from one homogeneous sample group.  
We applied monotonically increasing force and 
cyclic load too. The unloading has started at 
displacement 0.5 mm and 0.3 mm. The diagrams 
also show the hysteresis loops. From the hysteresis 
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loop we can calculate the dissipated internal 
energy (Bodor and Vas, Mark and Erman). This 
behaviour is typical in fibrous biological materials 
and in viscoelastic materials such as polymers. 

 

 

Fig. 2. Photos about an experimental sample (upper 
view (left); section view (right)) 

 
Fig. 3. The measurement process 

4. Conclusion
Based on the measured values we are able to 

define a material model for zonular fibres what we 
can use to clarify the mechanics of the 
accommodation process. In the future, with minor 
modification this measuring procedure will be 
expansible for human specimens. 

 
Fig. 4. Force-displacement diagram of zonular fibres 
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1. Introduction 
 Chiral honeycomb is a particular form of 
honeycomb structure in which the ligaments are 
joined at chiral nodes. A chiral node is one which 
cannot be superimposed on its mirror image. The 
peculiar properties of the new developed material 
are largely due to their auxetic geometry. The term 
auxetic refers to a novel class of materials 
characterized by negative Poisson’s ratio, that 
induce beneficial effects as: increased resistance to 
indentation, improved acoustic properties and a 
natural tendency to form dome-shaped surfaces [1-
3]. The auxetic behaviour is a scale independent 
property and therefore the same mechanism can 
operate at macro, micro and nano level.  

2. Chiral structure 
The analyzed anti-tetrachiral panel (Fig. 1), 

assembled by adhesive bonding, was considered as 
simply supported on the edges of bottom face sheet 
and loaded with a lateral pressure p = 0.07 MPa, 
applied on the upper face sheet. The geometric 
parameters taken into account were the following: 
a 600 mm, thickness of face sheets ft =1 mm, 

thickness of the strips 1t =2 mm, thickness of the 
bushes wall 2t =1.8 mm, thickness of borders 3t =3
mm, mean radius of bushes r =19.1 mm, total 
thickness of the sandwich panel t = 25 mm, b =75 
mm, c=b/2. Linear and nonlinear geometric 
analyses are considered. 

Physical properties of the materials that are 
involved in the analysis are given in Tab. 1. 
Because the PVC and the araldite AV 119 
(Huntsman) have very close values of the elastic 
moduli and of the Poisson’s ratios the adhesive 
will be not emphasized explicitly in the numerical 

model, being included into the PVC. The mass of 
the sandwich panel results as 3.309 kg. 

Fig. 1. Geometry of the sandwich panel. 

Component Face sheets  
 

Bushes, 
Strips  

and 
Borders 

Adhesive 

Material Aluminium 
2024 T3 

Rigid 
PVC 

Araldite 
AV 119 

Young’s 
modulus 
[MPa] 

72000 3200 3100 

Poisson’s 
ratio

0.33 0.35 0.34 

Allowable 
stress [MPa] 

300 40 45 

Mass
density 
[kg/m3]

2700 1400 1380 

Tab. 1. Properties of materials used in the finite 
element modelling of sandwich panels. 
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Only as an example, the FEA linear and 
nonlinear analyses are presented for the panel 
supported on: a) all four edges; b) the opposite 
edges (cylindrical bending) as in Fig. 2. 

Fig. 2. Linear (first figure) and nonlinear (second 
figure) displacements on the top face sheet 

 Different types of cores as polymeric and 
metallic rigid foams, honeycomb structures made 
from different materials, corrugated plates, lattice 
type components and others are currently used.  

It is to note that in the analytical evaluations of 
auxetic in-plane properties of 2-D chiral, anti-

chiral and meta-chiral structures, two different 
approaches were used: a) rigid ligaments and 
nodes, connected together through ideal hinges; b) 
flexible ligaments connected with rigid or 
deformable nodes. Also, it is possible to evaluate 
the out-of-plane mechanical properties of a chiral 
lattice analytically or by means of finite element 
analysis (FEA). 

 This type of structure is superior to the 
honeycomb one, as the honeycomb cell generatrix 
is perpendicular to the face sheet and, therefore, 
the bonding between the honeycomb core and the 
face sheet can be achieved only by line contact. 
This is the major drawback of this type of 
sandwich structure, because the line-contact 
bonding between the honeycomb cross section and 
the face sheet can easily lose its bonding integrity 
as a result of corrosion.  
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1. Introduction 
In technical life the utilization of polymer 

matrix nanocomposites gradually spreads 
because of their special characteristics like 
conductivity, enhanced gas-barrier properties, 
flame retardancy, etc. but their application as 
structural materials is still not reached the level 
that would be expected based on to their 
mechanical performance [1]. The main reason 
of it is the viscoelastic properties of the 
polymer matrix. At neat polymers and at 
polymer matrix microcomposites there is now 
sufficient knowledge to take the time-dependent 
behavior into account at the design of a new 
product. At nanocomposites - where the 
nanoparticles also can have strong effect on the 
viscoelasticity – this knowledge is still 
incomplete. As the viscoelastic properties of a 
polymer matrix composite depend on the 
applied loads on every load level there has to be 
made a one cycle test to characterize the 
instantaneous elastic, the time-dependent 
viscoelastic and the time-dependent viscous (or 
relaxation) deformation components. This 
characterization method can be quite long, 
therefore the researchers introduced rate of 
elastic recovery. At this cyclic measurement the 
tensile load increased by the cycles but between 
each cycle a certain time is applied for the 
recovery of the time-dependent viscoelastic 
deformations (elastic deformation). The elastic 
recovery can be calculated as the rate of the 
elastic deformation and the total deformation 
(Fig. 1.) [2]. 

In this study there were made cyclic tensile 
tests on polyamide 6 (PA6) matrix 
nanocomposites with 1 wt% nanoparticle 
content. The applied nanoparticles were: 
montmorillonite (MMT); montmorillonite 
modified by (2-hydroxyethyl)-methacrylate 

(HMMT) and multi-wall carbon nanotubes 
(MWCNT). The sample preparation was carried 
out according to a previous research [3]. 

 
Fig. 1: Strain-stress curves for cyclic loading, at 

increasing load levels. 

The cyclic tensile tests were performed on a 
Zwick Z020 (Germany) universal testing 
machine. The relaxation time was set to be 30 s 
and the load was increased by 100 N in each 
cycle. The machine was used in force-
controlled mode, the up and the down load 
speed was set to 100 N/s. The measurement 
ended when close to the maximum force at least 
1% additional elongation awaked and the force 
still could not achieve the maximum value. This 
phenomenon meant that the creeping behavior 
begun to be dominant that is far away from the 
elastic deformations. 

2. Experimental Results 
The residual strain measured after the 

relaxation time (plastic deformation) was 
marked as ε30s. Fig. 2. shows the ε30s values as a 
function of the cycles (viz. the stress: as there 
was no notable differences between the 
specimen geometries). It is visible that at 
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nanocomposites higher residual strains appear 
at higher cyclic numbers. That means the 
deformation behaviour is closer to the linear 
than at the neat matrix. It can also be 
concluded, that the HMMT containing 
nanocomposite showed the most elastic 
properties. 

 
Fig. 2: The residual strain measured after the 

relaxation time (30 s). 

Based on the measurements the percentages 
of the elastic recovery of the materials were 
calculated (Fig. 3.).  

 
Fig. 3: Elastic recovery of nanocomposites 

At the neat matrix and at the MWCNT 
containing one the elastic recovery decreases 
intensively at low cycles than gradually 
changed were observed. This can be explained 
by the orientation of the amorphous phase of 
the matrix. This phenomenon was less 
characteristic for the MMT containing 
composite and not occurred in case of the 
HMMT containing nanocomposite. Overall it 
means that in the last cases the amorphous 
region became more elastic, therefore the 
residual deformation was not considerable. At 
the HMMT containing nanocomposites after 10 
cycles (i.e. 1000 N load) the elastic recovery 
was still around 95% while the others have 
remarkable residual deformations. At this 

nanocomposite the decrement of the elastic 
recovery is approximately linear in a wide cycle 
range that means the deformation can be 
relatively easily calculated. Based on the results 
it can be stated that by incorporating 
nanoparticles into the PA6 matrix at tensile 
loads the elastic region can be widen. This 
means that the nanocomposites can be used 
safely at higher loads compared to the neat 
matrix. 
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1. Introduction 
In any crystal growth process, we deal with no 

desired perturbations induced by convection in the 
fluid near the freezing front. Much work has been 
done to find the appropriate experimental conditions 
that would damp these perturbations. In the ideal 
case, we can proceed in a vanishing gravity level of 
space laboratories attempting to eliminate the source 
(gravity) of the convection. 

Other experiments were made in a controlled 
gravity (under centrifugation) where rotation of the 
ampoule is expected to open specific domains for the 
existence of unsteady flows. In the “bottom seeded” 
Bridgman experiments performed in a large arm 
length centrifuge in presence of rotation, stabilizing 
thermal stratification and azimutal thermal torque, 
surprising results were found consisting of at least 
one gravity level for which the obtained ingots have 
crystalline properties comparable with those obtained 
in space laboratories. 

 As mentioned see (Regel, 1990), the Coriolis 
force might contribute quite significantly besides the 
buoyancy and drastically modify the flow structure 
from its pure thermoconvective state. In addition, the 
gravity field inhomogeneities must be taken into 
consideration, for they are coupled to the axial 
component of the “stabilizing” density gradient. 

  It is interesting to engage in a rough analysis 
of the melt phase hydrodynamics and in some 
numerical experiments to analyze separately the 
influence of the inhomogeneous gravity field and 
the Coriolis force in the crucible rotating with the 
centrifuge.

2. The experimental context 
While rotating around a vertical axis ‘’Fig.1’’ at 

the angular velocity W the experimental area 
container has its own axis of symmetry aligned with 
the resulting gravity g0 measured at its centre of mass 

situated at the distance | L0 | from W : g0 = g00 + W 2 

L0 where g0 is called the mean resulting gravity. 

Fig. 1. Sketch of the experimental configuration of the 
crucible.

The angle  = (g00, g0) defines a parameter k 
which is convenient for the experimentalists:  

k = cos-1 = g0 / g00.

The resulting gravity at a point M can be written 
as follows: g = g0 + g.

The thermal configuration is essentially characterized 
by an axial positive “stabilizing” gradient imposed by 
the furnace to the melt, trough the crucible, and an 
induced radial component trough the melt which 
triggers the convective flows when the growth is 
operated under natural gravity g00.

3. The dynamical configuration 
First of all, from the existence of two preferred 

distinct directions,  and g0, the flows must have 
intrinsically 3D structures. The dimensionless 
Navier-Stokes and thermal equations are (with 
Boussinesq conditions assumed to be fulfilled): 

,Prˆ2)ˆ( 2
2/1

v
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v
Ro

lFrzTp
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where the following dimensionless numbers appear: 
Rayleigh number, Ra = Vth

2 / {( / H) ( / H)} = 
g0 T H3 / ( ); Prandtl number, Pr = ; Froude 
number, Fr = 2 H / g0 = H tan/L0; Thermal 
Rossby number, Ro = Vco / Vth = (T/ Fr)1/2; The 
free-fall velocity in the buoyancy field, Vth = ( g0

T H)1/2 and the velocity obtained by the balance of 
the Coriolis and the thermal buoyancy forces, Vco = 
 g0 T/2.

4. Numerical results 
We have started by choosing not too strong 

convective conditions (= 12.5 cm). The coefficient k 
is our experimental parameter from which the g0,
and g vectors are defined, once the arm length L0
has been given. 

4.1 The g0 thermoconvective flow 

The thermoconvective flow which is considered 
now is obtained with the mean gravity level g0, by 
switching off, in the numerical code, the Coriolis and 
the g contributions. This flow is taken as a reference 
flow. In ‘’fig.2’’ are presented the isothermal lines in 
the horizontal plane z = -0.49H, illustrating the 
axisymetry of the thermal configuration. 

Fig. 2: Isothermal lines obtained in the horizontal 

plane z = -0.49H for the g0 thermoconvective flow 

(Ra = 9 103) 

4.2 The thermoconvective flow in the full 
resulting gravity field 

We have taken k= 1.05 and L0 = 5m, which gives   
Fr = 6 10-4. the comparative orders of magnitude of 
the three dimensionless velocity components 
( zwyvxuv ˆˆˆ 


) are presented in table 1.  

Case |u| |v| |w| 

g = g0 0.96 10-3 0.96 10-3 0.53 10-2 

g = g0 + g 0.97 10-3 0.97 10-3 0.53 10-2 

Table 1: Comparative orders of magnitude of the three 
dimensionless velocity components.

This case leads to two vertical rolls separated by 
the surface y = 0. This is what we observe in 
‘’Fig.3’’.

Fig. 3: thermoconvective flow. The flow velocity 
components (v, w) in the x = 0 plane

5. Conclusion
An ideal Bridgman furnace (i.e. with a pure 

constant axial thermal gradient in the melt) submitted 
to earth gravity will not anymore be ideal in a 
centrifuge, for the centrifugal acceleration field 
coupled to the axial thermal gradient generates 
thermoconvection, i.e. centrifugation prevents 
hydrostaticity of the melt phase. 

 The Coriolis force field plays a deflection role on 
the thermoconvective streamlines without altering 
significantly the orders of magnitude of the velocity. 

 No striking behavior is expected, in our chosen 
physical configuration, leading to some first 
explanation of the experimental results of crystal 
growth. Is it a good indication to look for an answer 
in the thermosolutal direction?
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1. Introduction 

The role of composite materials in contempo-
rary military and civil aircrafts steadily rose. The 
use of composites is implied by their mechanical 
performance, expressed e.g. in terms of their effec-
tive modulus and strength unsurpassable by any 
homogeneous material. Stiffness and strength 
tuned to excel in direction of expected loads in 
structure is associated with a trade off in relative 
weakness and proneness to damage in out-of plane 
direction. The damage can happen during mainte-
nance of aircraft on land, as a result of collision 
with birds during take-off or landing or as a result 
of severe meteorological conditions – flight in hail 

storm. All these damages have in common fact that 
they are hard to detect and also can yield to de-
crease of material performance. Out-of-plane im-
pact can cause permanent damage in as a dent, 
delamination of layers, it can cause partial break-
ing of fibers to full penetration of the component’s 
material. Some of these damages can be only aes-
thetical while others can cause malfunction or be 
source of serious hazard. Delamination accompa-
nying the defect can impair performance of materi-
al in terms of supporting shear stresses, but is also 
dangerous as potential site where condensation of 
moisture may occur leading to further degradation 
in positive-feedback process associated with 
freeze-thaw cycles during operation of aircraft.  

Fig. 1 Topography of CFRP specimen as captured by laser profilometer and enhanced by virtual illumina-
tion. Specimen width is 25mm and the deepest trace of impact is approximately 0.25mm deep. 
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Therefore a close attention is paid to improve 
understanding of relation between energy of im-
pact collision and the level of damage it causes to 
the material, which can be measured as mechanical 
properties’ degradation, on one hand, and to devel-
opment of effective inspection methods for damage 
detection on the other hand.  

2. Experimental procedure 
In this paper, application of laser profilometry 

is demonstrated for surface geometry measurement 
and compared to results obtained by active ther-
mography as a reference method for damage detec-
tion and assessment. 

Specimens made of eight-ply carbon fiber rein-
forced PPS matrix laminate in the form of strips 
25mm wide, 250mm long and 2mm thick were 
subjected to simulated impact damage. The dam-
age comprised of hitting the specimen placed upon 
supporting material by steel ball at defined kinetic 
energy, most of which is transformed into perma-
nent deformation. Defect’s parameters, imprint 
size and depth were measured by custom-made 
laser profilometry device, centerpiece of which is 
computer controlled movement of a measuring 
head (Micro-Epsilon LLT2800–100 ScanControl 
system) performing laser triangulation distance 
measurement simultaneously for cca 1000 points in 
a line. Then followed thermography tests based on 
placing the specimens in contact with warmer body 
kept at constant temperature and measuring tem-
perature using FLIR SC7600 camera. 

3. Results 
Application of laser profilometer yields a de-

tailed map of the specimen’s surface and to meas-
ure impact imprints at a micrometer resolution as 
demonstrated on Fig. 1.  

Among other non-destructive methods, ther-
mography can be considered as the most suitable 
one. It is well known that internal discontinuity of 
material influence thermal conductivity and leaves 
discernible signature on surface otherwise with 
homogeneous temperature field. This effect can be 
seen when transient temperature field is induced by 
thermal pulse [1, 2]. The pulse creates heat flux 
which yields to rise of temperature, disrupting 
originally homogenous temperature field. As the 
heat flow transfers heat to colder parts of speci-
men, in places where subsurface defects occur, 
temperature difference can be detected. The phe-
nomenon is illustrated on Fig. 2, where colder 
spots on specimen surface coincide with impact 
locations. In later stage of temperature field evolu-
tion, when heat flux becomes steady and constant 
in time, it also indicate presence of cracks.  

4. Conclusions 
The goal was to confirm that studied technique 

is capable detecting “smaller that serious” flaws. If 
one assumes that the damages detectable by ther-
mography qualify as “serious”, it can be concluded 
that profilometry can identify all of these damages. 
It can be concluded, that laser profilometry is also 
capable to detect impacts that do not leave discern-
ible temperature signature, which is first sign of 
incurred damage of material. Therefore this meth-
od is suitable for monitoring of damage accumula-
tion during fatigue process. 
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1. Introduction
Containers for interim storage and final dis-

posal of radioactive material (RAM) have to 
meet certain requirements regarding mechanical 
stability and integrity. The assessment proce-
dure applied by BAM is based on a series of 
full-scale drop tests with different drop heights 
and container orientations. In parallel dynamic 
FEM calculations are performed.

The container behaviour is monitored during 
the drop test by a large number of simultane-
ously triggered biaxial electrical strain gauges 
and uniaxial accelerometers in order to measure 
local strains at selected positions and to deter-
mine the kinematic behaviour and orientation of 
the container during the impact. 

Within a research project a dynamic stereo 
photogrammetry approach was applied in a 
high-speed camera configuration to investigate 
the kinematic rigid body behaviour, relative 
local movements of the container or its struc-
tural parts in 3D, respectively. In the following 
the results of this approach are presented. A
comprehensive description how to use optical 
methods in drop tests can be found in [2].

2. Test Set-up
The drop tests were performed at the BAM 

drop test facility by using KONRAD steel sheet 
containers of Type V [1]. The container dimen-
sions are 3.2 m x 2.0 m x 1.7 m. The lid and 
bottom plates have a thickness of 5 mm, where-
as the side ones are 3 mm thick. The container 
mass is approximately 1,840 kg. The experi-
mental configuration covered a 0.4 m and a 5 m 
bottom-side drop test as well as a 5.0 m long 
bottom-edge drop test.

For rigid body and dynamic deformation 
analysis a stereo photogrammetry set-up with 
two calibrated synchronous triggered digital 
high-speed cameras have been used. This meth-
od is based on signalling points fixed on the 

object under test (Fig. 1). It provides 3D infor-
mation about the dynamic behaviour of the 
container expressed by coordinates, displace-
ment, distance, velocity, acceleration and de-
formation as a function of time.

Fig. 1: Deformed steel sheet container during a long 
bottom-edge drop test with indicated measurement

distances between points (L1, L2) and (C1, C2)

The cameras (PHOTRON FASTCAM-APX 
RS) were operated with a frame rate frequency 
of 10 kHz with a lateral resolution of 512 by 
512 pixels approximately adapted to a field of 
view of 2.7 m by 2.7 m.

3. Experimental Results
3.1 Container Impact Speed

The calculation of the final container drop 
speed is based on the measurement data pre-
sented in Fig. 2. The final drop speed is calcu-
lated from all speed data up to about 57.6 ms 
before the impact using a linear fit function to 
be (9.78 ± 0.02) m/s. This value differs by 
1.4 % from the ideal theoretical one. 
3.2 Rigid Body Deceleration 

Rigid body deceleration is another important 
parameter which has to be determined. This 

L2

C2

C1

L1
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parameter is needed to estimate the maximum
container load or to design impact dampers for 
the container. This parameter cannot be calcu-
lated directly from stereo image data because of 
unavoidable noisy velocity values derived from
the measured coordinates. An intermediate 
curve fitting step is necessary. In this case the 
height function is fitted using piecewise non-
parametric splines. A maximum height coordi-
nate difference below 0.15 mm relative to the 
observed vertical movement of about 550 mm 
(see Fig. 2) is achieved by this fitting process.
The speed function calculated from this and 
starting 57 ms before impact is shown in Fig. 2. 
From this fitting function the deceleration is 
derived. A comparison of the results of the ac-
celeration sensors and the stereo photogramme-
try showed good agreement (Fig. 3).

Fig. 2: Measured height data from stereo photo-
grammetry together with directly calculated 

and approximated drop speed

Fig. 3: Rigid body deceleration signals from 
a piezoelectric accelerometer (BS46)

and stereo photogrammetry (SP)

The motion analysis is based not on single 
points but small groups of points (see markings
C1 and C2 in Fig. 1). This averaging approach 
reduces the influence of the image noise. The 
maximum deceleration value determined at the 
upper container position away from the contact
area is 6000 m/s², whereas the lower container 
part has a deceleration level of about 7550 m/s².

3.3 Elastic Deformation Analysis

Stereo photogrammetry can effectively be 
applied to study elastic deformation. The verti-
cal and horizontal container deformations are 
determined by the analysis of time dependent 
changes of L1 and L2 (see Fig. 1).

Fig. 4: Maximum elastic and remaining 
distance changes between surface points

The changes of L1 and L2 tend to opposite 
directions due to the spacious container bending 
and compression effects (Fig. 4). Changes in 
horizontal direction with a maximum at about 
0.4 % are higher by a factor of 2 compared with 
the vertical direction. Nearly the same conclu-
sion can be made from the FEM simulations. In 
both approaches significant inelastic remaining 
deformation up to 0.2 % is observed.

4. Conclusions
High-speed stereo photogrammetry is a

highly suitable method to analyse the mechani-
cal behaviour of a box-shaped container during 
drop tests. Comparison with FEM simulations 
and other measurement methods show a good
degree of agreement. It is highly beneficial in 
order to validate numerical simulations and to 
get a deeper understanding of the dynamic me-
chanical behaviour of the container.
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1. Introduction 
Infrared thermography showed to be a reliable 

method for nondestructive testing (NDT) of 
polymer composites such as GRP and carbon 
reinforced composites (CRP). In our previous 
research [1,2] capabilities of gradient based 
thermography as a NDT method have been 
demonstrated. In this abstract the image processing 
based on Daubechies wavelets discrete transform is 
presented. 

In order evaluate Daubechies wavelets image 
processing and compare results with gradient based 
method, the test sample made of	 GRP (97x97x 
10.5 mm) is used (Fig. 1.). On the vacuum cured 
GRP sample several holes (diameter of 5 and 10 
mm) with variable depth (2, 4, 6 and 8 mm) are 
machined. These holes are used to model 
anomalies with clear thermal response in order to 
compare various image processing methods. 

D10
C10

B10
A10

A5
B5

C5
D5

S5

S10

 
Fig. 1. GRP test sample 

 

2. Pulsed IR thermography 
The pulsed thermography PT is based on the 

fact that non-stationary heating is causing a heat 
response of material with different temperatures 

for zones where heat flow is changed by an 
obstacle, or due to changes in geometry.  

Fig. 2 depicts infrared image taken from sane 
specimen side, 2 s after heat source was removed. 
In figure 3 green line depicts thermals contrast ΔT, 
i.e. difference between temperatures for lines 
where holes are drilled (red Td line) and nearby 
line passing over material where no holes are 
drilled (blue Tsa line). The best thermal contrast 
was obtained for the case of 2 min pre-heating 
period (Fig. 2d). In Fig. 3 holes that can be 
distinguished are represented with dashed circles 
and named according to Fig. 1.  

 
Fig. 2. Thermograms obtained for heating period of: 

a)1/4min, b) 1/2min, c) min, d) 2min, e) 4min, f) 6min 
and g) 8 min 
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Fig. 3. Thermal contrast ΔT (green line) after 2 min 

heating for: a) line 1, and b) line 2 

 

4. Image processing based on Daubechies 
wavelets 

Based on [3], in this abstract the Matlab 
Wavelet Toolbox is used for wavelet 
decomposition. The algorithm is based on the 
signal is decomposition into 5 levels:  

 123455 DDDDDAS  , (1) 

where A is the approximation, and D is the detail 
of the signal. Experimenting with different wavelet 
families, the best results have been obtained with 
orthogonal Daubechies wavelets transform (DWT), 
i.e. Daubechie wavelet with 3 vanishing moments 
(Db3). Applying Daubechie wavelet transform 
(Db3, D5), all simulated defects of specimen, i.e. 
holes, can be detected (Fig. 5).  

 
Fig. 4. Graphs of 1-D DWT of temperature field using 

wavelet Daubechies Db3, complete detail D5 

 

 

 
Fig. 5. Contrast of 1D DWT processed thermogram for: 

a) line 1, and b) line 2 

 

5. Concluding remarks 
The presented contribution demonstrated abilite 

of DWT as a powerful NDT. Although more 
powerful in detection, DWT can be confusing due 
to the jumps in level of detected anomlaies. 
Therefore, parralel usage of gradient based metod 
[3] is recommended.  
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1. Introduction 

Digital image correlation (DIC) techniques 

have been increasing in popularity, especially in 

micro- and nano-scale mechanical testing appli–

cations due to its relative ease of implementation 

and use. Advances in computer technology and 

digital cameras have been the enabling techno–

logies for this method and while white-light optics 

has been the predominant approach, DIC can be 

and has been extended to almost any imaging 

technology. Digital image correlation method is 

becoming a common method in determining 

mechanical properties of biomaterials [1]. DIC 

using 3D optical measuring system has very broad 

application in dentistry research field.  

The purpose of this paper will be, first, to give 

clearly the application of DIC in dentistry, in 

particular in determining the behavior of resto–

rative composites under different load conditions. 

The 3D optical strain and displacement analysis 

using DIC represents a useful experimental 

approach that helps to better understand 

full displacement/strain fields of loaded materials 

and structures [1-10]. The difference in strain at 

different positions between the two load stages is 

then calculated by comparing the two images. 

These changes are then detected by looking for 

anomalies in the strain field. The test will work by 

taking an image of the structure at its unloaded 

state, and then loading it. Another image is then 

taken and the two are compared [2]. DIC allows 

very accurate strain measuring, which is often 

difficult if not impossible to achieve by other 

methods [1-4]. 

2. Methods 

This technique was principally developed by 

M.A. Sutton [5]. It is based on representing the 

displacement field as a function of two coor–

dinates, x and y. Upon deformation, these two 

coordinates will have different values, x’ and y’ 

(Fig. 1). The difference between the two states 

gives displacements along both directions. These 

calculations are made for groups of pixels called 

patterns, whose size depends on the strain that is 

expected in the material in question. 

 

Fig. 1. The undeformed and deformed shapes of a 

material sample 

This principle can be extended to three dime–

nsions, by including an additional displacement, 

making the required function more complex.  

3. Results 

DIC can be combined with FEM, to provide 

experimental verification of numerical results [7].  

Digital image correlation is also often used in 

various areas in biomaterial analysis, since the 

strains measured in this case are very small, as the 

samples are subjected to lower loads and stresses 

compared to the previous examples [2-4]. 
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In this sense, DIC was used in determining the 

mechanical properties of various tissues, such as 

arteries and horns [8], and in a very creative paper, 

of the material that makes up the exoskeleton of 

lobsters [9]. 

Our focus, however will be on the application 

of DIC in dentistry, in particular in determining the 

behavior of restorative composites under different 

load conditions. One example is light-cured com–

posite shrinkage analysis, leading to the appe–

arance of strains in the composite and the tooth 

itself. In order for such an analysis to be made, it is 

necessary to know the mechanical properties of all 

materials used, i.e. the enamel, dentine, and the 

composite itself, along with an adhesive, in cases 

where it is used. As before, these results can be 

compared to the ones from numerical simulations 

using FEM. An example of results obtained by 

DIC is given in figure 2. 

 

Fig. 2. Local displacement fields of dental composites 

after polymerization 

4. Conclusion 

Use of 3D Digital image correlation has shown 

great potential as a means as a tool for determining 

deformation fields in dental restorative composites. 

The main purpose of these tests is to compare the 

composites to each other in order to determine 

which one shows the best behavior, especially 

regarding light-cured shrinkage. The results 

obtained by this method have shown good 

compliance with numerical results.  

Hence, by combining FEM and DIC in 

dentistry, it is possible to significantly improve the 

effectiveness of dental restorations. 
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1. Introduction 
The number of products produced rapid 

prototyping technology has increased 
extraordinary over the last decade. This 
increase can increase the speed, that certain 
production technology patents expired last year. 
The technology is spreading more and more 
opportunities to develop their. As a result, we 
are able to produce more and better quality 
products. Thanks to the continuously improved 
quality, the RPT products are now not used for 
only marketing model, but also as a functional 
prototype when it has to be loadable. In the case 
of a certain number use this technology of 
economic reasons (Simply is not worth 
designed and manufactured tools in such a way 
as to) [1], which in this case, is called small-
series production. 

Moreover will increasing the number of 
medical applications (knee-, hip-, spine 
prostheses).  We call this as unique mass 
production. 

 However in the case of functional 
prototypes and medical applications each item 
must be unique and loadable. In such cases, 
there is no way a preliminary trial, so you 
should know that whether the model will carry 
the applied loads. This can be determined by 
finite element analysis. To do this analysis, we 
need to have a 3D CAD model, we need to 
know the installation environment (constraints), 
expected loads, over and above we have to 
know the material properties too. 

In this paper the OBJET FullCure720 
material was investigated, which against our the  

preliminary assumption is not isotropic, but has 
an ortotrop material properties[2].  In the case  

 

of the application of new materials addition to 
defining the material models the measured 
material properties also should be validated. 

2. Experimental Results 
After determining the material properties of 

the material must be validate. This can be done 
in several ways. One of the very best method 
when comparing the results of finite element 
analysis performed using the measured material 
properties with a real part measured stress-
distribution and stress values. One of the best 
methods the determination of the loads exactly 
on a given part on real models is the optical 
photostress method. This can help you get fast 
results when parts has complex geometry. 

 Further advantage that in the modeling may 
be incorrectly specified constraints using this 
clearly identifiable. We would like to validate 
our measured values such principle. To do this
after the defining the material properties, we 
have to choose an arbitrarily complex geometry 
part with. In our case this is a special valve 
housing means. The valve housing are shown in 
fig. 1.  

This part investigated under real loads,  so 
that it is equipped with optical photoelastic 
coating and then after the assembly of the parts 
we loaded it. Investigated across the 
polymerization filters we recorded the 
observable stress distribution and fringe 
patterns. 
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Fig. 1: Investigated valve houses

Then we compared the obtained results with  
results given by  the finite element analysis on 
the 3D CAD model of the same part  

 
Fig. 2: Comparison of the results of  optical 

photostress analysis with  finite element analysis  

Such a comparison is shown in fig. 2.  

 
Fig. 3: RPT model 

Fig. 2 shows well the similarities in addition, 
you can see that in case of known material 
properties the method is suitable for validating 
the material properties. After that we produced 
the examined valve housing by rapid 
prototyping method in two   position/direction 
which are perpendicular to each other (these are 
the orthotropic principal directions). This is 
shown in fig. 3. We would like to this material 
properties validated. This model is also coated 
with test layer to optical phototstress test (only 
at the hypothetical critical areas). The model 
prepared to the optical photostress test can be 
seen in fig. 4. 

 
Fig. 4: Optical phototstress coating layered RPT 

valve housing 

To carry out the investigation we assemblied 
the valve housing and then it was gradually 
loaded. Evaluation of the obtained results are 
currently in the process.  
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1. Introduction 
Injuries of the proximal leg are frequently 

associated with fractures involving the joint 
surfaces of the lateral or medial tibia condyles. 
Primary treatment of these types of fractures 
consists of reconstruction of the joint surface 
and plate osteosynthesis with a so called 
buttress plate. These injuries heal often with 
destruction of the joint surface. However, pain 
upon weight bearing and the treatment of 
considerable unicompartmental posttraumatic 
osteoarthritis of the knee joint pose a real 
problem. According to the current protocol, 
implant removal and joint surface replacement 
with prosthesis is the solution. If the medial 
compartment is involved, total knee 
replacement or – if adequate – implantation of a 
medial unicondylar prosthesis is performed. 
According to the experiences gained so far, 
implantation of an unicondylar prosthesis was 
not advisable in case of injured lateral 
compartment, because it would be subject to 
adverse biomechanical effects, resulting in 
relaxation due to osteonecrosis and impaired 
stability of the cortical bone caused by the 
fracture. This creates a disadvantageous 
situation requiring repeated surgery very soon, 
furthermore, frequently implantation of a 
revision prosthesis. But if we remove only the 
proximal few screws and implant an 
unicondylar prosthesis in a minimally invasive 
manner, the buttress plate left in place 
reinforces the lateral cortex, and the 
unicondylar prosthesis makes up a solid 
biomechanical unit with the screws supported 
by the bone cement. Application of this method 
makes plate removal unnecessary. The aim of 
our experiments is to demonstrate the efficiency 
of the above method by the means of 
biomechanical measurements. Validation has 
been carried out with photostress analysis of 

experimental mechanics, in the Cooperation 
Research Centre of Biomechanics for Budapest 
University of Technology and Economics. 

2. Experimental Results 
Photostress analysis (photoelastic coating 

technic) has been used in this application to 
reveal the surface strain-stress distribution of 
the investigated specimen [1], [2], [3].  

In case of the photostress analysis 1.6 mm 
coating was applied on the investigated surface. 

The measurements have been carried out on 
the outer surface of the investigated bone. A 
network applied on the investigated surface, 
horizontally and on the generatrix, and on the 
circumference as well. The steps on horizontal 
way were plotted by 15 mm (originating from 
the top surface of the knee measured 
downwards), on the circumference by 90 
degrees. 

The investigated specimen shown in Fig. 1 

Fig. 1 The investigated specimen, and on photostress 
picture 

In case of the photostress analysis for 
biomechanical application were introduced in 
some of our previous measurements [3]. In our 
case the sensitivity parameter of the coating 
material with calibration was k = 680 [μS] (that 
is 0.68•10-6 [mm/mm]), in case of coating 
thickness d= 1.6 mm (on the basis of the 
calibration of the material of coating). 
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According to the basic equation of the photo-
stress analysis the specific elongation of an 
investigated specimen glued with a sensitive 
coating is: 

  km  21  ,   (1) 

where: m is fringe order at the investigated 
point, 

ε1, ε2 the principal strain differences at 
the investigated point. 

In case of the evaluation of the measurement 
results on specimen’s fringe distributions drawn 
together from recorded polarisation pictures 
were prepared. From the fringe distribution 
principal strain differences were calculated (1). 
During the conversion of the strain results to 
stresses the elastic modulus E= 20.2 [GPa], and 
a Poisson ratio ν= 0.29 of the investigated 
specimen were calculated. Calculated by these 
values the stress level belonging to the unit 
fringe order (m=1, the colour of this in the 
fringe distribution pictures is purple) is the 
following equation: 
   

3 4

1
0,68 10 2,02 10 10,3

1 1 0,33
k E MPa 


   
   

 
  

(2) 
The FEM analysis carried out parallel [5] to 
experiments supported our assumptions. The 
buttress plate is a suitable solution to realise the 
injured knee. 
 
3. Results  

Biomechanical theoretical and experimental 
investigations have confirmed our assumptions 
that the applied buttress plate has really 
strengthened the lateral cortical “wall” and 
through the bone cement the screws and the 
plate prostheses constitute a unified 
biomechanical system. 

Using this method makes the removal of the 
inserted plate unnecessary. 

A traumatologic advantages are: minimum 
invasive procedure, loadable joint surface, 
painless condition, stable lateral wall, 
“reinforced concrete synthesis”. Results for the 
patients are: painless condition, adequate 

function, loadable joint surface, no loosening. 
No total prosthesis is to be built in, in this way 
it is not necessary to sacrifice the whole joint. 
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1. Introduction 
The two passive load bearing components of 

the arterial walls are collagen and elastin fibers [5]. 
Content of them in dry mass aorta is about 35% 
(collagen) and 50% (elastin) [4]. Collagen fibers 
have high failure strength. The value of ultimate 
strength of their ranges from 50-100MPa [1]. 
Elastin fibers are rubber-like structures. They can 
undergo uni-axial extensions of up 150% prior to 
breaking, whereas collagen fibers can only 
undergo less than 10% extension before breaking 
[1]. 

Mechanical properties of the arterial walls are 
mostly determined by its components [2]. Despite 
there are only a few analysis in a literature 
presented influence of collagen and elastin fibers 
on the mechanical response of human blood vessel 
walls. This knowledge is important for better 
understanding role of collagen and elastin fibers in 
biomechanics of blood vessel walls. 

In this studies the mechanical properties of the 
native (N), elastin (E) and collagen (C) – digested 
specimens were determined. 

2. Material and methods 
The subject of the study were human thoracic 

aortas. The material consisted of 18 
circumferential specimens of blood vessel walls 
coming from 11 corpses aged from 21 to 68. 
Aortas were obtained post mortem in cooperation 

with Department of Forensic Medicine, Wrocław 
Medical University. 

In order to determine the function of elastin and 
collagen fiber of blood vessel walls, the technique 
of selective digestion was used. The specimens 
were treat with 2 enzymes: elastase and 
collagenase. After that uniaxial stretching until 
rupture was performed for native, elastin- and 
collagen digested specimens. The speed of loading 
was 2mm/min. 

3. Results 
For each type of specimens stress-strain curves 

were determined. The character of their is 
different. The stress-strain curves of collagen-
digested specimens are quasi-linear. It’s possible 
because stress-strain curves for elastin fibers are 
considered “the most linear elastic natural protein 
material”. These fibers determine an isotropic 
properties of blood vessel walls [1]. Stress-strain 
curves of elastin-digested specimens aren’t linear. 
It can be caused by step-by-step participation of 
collagen fibers in load-bearing process. The stress-
strain curves of native specimens are non-linear.  

In the next step the strength (σmax) and Young’s 
modulus (E) values were estimated on the base of 
stress-strain curves. The strength was defined as 
the maximum value of stress. For native specimens 
the Young’s modulus was determined in the low 
(A) and high (B) strain phases (Fig.1.). 
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Fig.1. Stress-strain curve for native specimens with 
appointed 3 stages and the low (A) and the high (B) 

strain phases 

Results indicate that the highest values of 
mechanical parameters (strength and Young’s 
modulus) were obtained for native specimens 
(Tab.1.). The average value of strength of their is 
about 87% higher than collagen digested 
specimens and 61% higher than elastin-digested 
specimens. The high strain Young’s modulus of 
native specimens can be associated with collagen 
fibers and the low strain Young’s modulus can be 
connected with elastin fibers. 

Based on the values of Young’s modulus  obtained 
for each specimen types, the stress-strain curves of 
native specimens were divided into 3 stages [3]. 
The 1st stage is refered as “elastin dominant 
stage”. During loading in this stage collagen fibers 
are crimped, so elastin is load bearing component 
[3]. In the 2nd stage, when the load is increased, 
collagen fibers begin to bear load and two 
deformation mechanism are present. This stage is 
“stage of transition”. In the 3rd stage refered as 
“collagen dominant stage” only collagen 
deformation mechanism is active [3]. 

type of 
specimens 

E[MPa] 
σmax[MPa]A B 

native 1,66±0,08 7,20±1,63 1,31±0,50 
elastin-
digested 3,62±1,16 0,51±0,07 

collagen-
digested 1,16±0,09 0,16±0,08 

Tab. 1. The average values of strength and Young’s 
modulus (A – the low strain phase, B – the high strain 

phase) 

5. Conclusion 

Results of our research confirm that the 
mechanical response of the blood vessel wall are 
mostly determined by its components [2]. The 

collagen fibers are responsible for the strength of 
blood vessel wall and they are load-bearing 
components in the 2nd and 3rd stages of stress-strain 
curve. The elastin fibers give extreme vessel wall 
elasticity and they are connected with the 1st stage 
of stress-strain curve [2]. 
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1. Introduction 
Endovascular stents, such as coronary stents, 

are widely used for the treatment of narrowed 
vessels caused by plaque formation in the arteries. 
The narrowing of expanded blood vessels 
(restenosis) is perhaps the major complication 
associated with endovascular stent implantation 
that is believed to be caused by insufficient 
metallic surface area (MSA) in some stent designs. 
The MSA is a ratio given as a percentage, of the 
stent's cylindrical surface to the covered surface of 
the blood vessel. For technical reasons a ratio too 
high is not recommended, because the contact area 
with the blood vessel wall is too large thus the risk 
of thrombus formation and restenosis increase. On 
the other hand, a ratio too small can lead to 
mechanical problems [1,2]. 

Most studies related to stent surface focus on 
stent coatings. They are looking for a material that 
meets mechanical requirements and generates an 
optimal biological response in the body. Because 
of this, knowing the exact size and geometry of the 
stent surface is very important. Furthermore, in the 
case of drug-eluting stents the stent pattern can 
also affect uniform dissolution [3]. 

2. Materials and methods 
In the study we investigated 4 coronary stents. 

(A) and (B) stents have the same geometry, but 
different size. (C1) and (C2) stents have the same 
geometry and size too. The stents were expanded 
at nominal pressure. All measurements correspond 
to the MSZ EN ISO 25539-2 standard [4].  

In our work we looked at a new experimental 
method to determine MSA. It was needed because 
of the previously used method’s certain problems. 

The methods’ efficiency was compared. Both 
methods, which were developed at our department, 
aimed at converting the cylindrical stent into a 
flattened two dimensional image in order to 
analyse the stent pattern with imaging software. 
With the stent pattern another useful stent 
properties can be easily determined, such as the 
largest and the smallest cell area, and the 
maximum achievable cell diameter in them. 

2.1 The manual method 

The first method was performed by manual 
stereo-microscopy. High-resolution digital images 
were taken of each segment of the stents’ mantle. 
The pictures were taken with a stereo microscope 
fitted to a precision rotary unit. The stents were 
rotated by increments of 15° from the starting 0° 
position to 360° then the 24 pictures were joined to 
each other. 

2.2 The new automatic method 

The second method was done in an automated 
manner by a new configuration. The stents were 
pulled up to a shaft connected to a motor, so that 
the stents were rotating during the scanning 
process. In this case we get one whole picture of 
the stent pattern. The rotational speed and direction 
can be changed using the control panel buttons. 

3. Results
Our findings showed that the first and the 

second methods gave similar results (Fig. 1). The 
locations of the largest and smallest cells are the 
same with the manual and the automatic method, 
except in the case of (C1) stent, where the location 
of the largest cell was different. Since the 
difference between the largest and the second 
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largest cell was negligibly small, the error might be 
due to inappropriate joining of images.  

 
Fig. 1 MSA values with the two methods. 

Fig. 2 shows the evaluated stent pattern of 
3.0×12 mm, (B) stent. The largest cells are yellow, 
the smallest cells are green, and the circles with the 
maximum achievable diameter are red. 

 
Fig. 2 The evaluated stent pattern of stent (A) 

(a) manual, (b) automatic method.

The largest differences between the methods 
were speed and accuracy. The automatic method 
needs less time (the difference is in hours), because 
the pictures did not need to be joined together. This 
is an important factor when the stent is too long to 
fit in the microscopic field. In that case separate 
images are taken of both ends of the stent, and then 
48 images have to be joined up to create one big 
image. Resulting errors are multiplied during 
image editing, and time needed also increases. 

In addition, Fig. 3 clearly shows that the struts 
reflect light in the microscope pictures of the metal 
stent surface. Bright and dark parts seem to have 
different strut widths which need to be corrected 
during evaluation. This both takes more time and 

causes inaccuracy. In contrast, reflective glare is 
eliminated in the images taken by scanner. 

 
Fig. 3 Stent pattern (a) manual, (b) automatic method 

4. Remarks 
 Metallic surface area, the largest and the 

smallest cell sizes, and the maximum 
achievable cell diameter are stent properties 
which are important for the long-term 
effectiveness of the stent after implantation.  

 We used two methods to measure MSA 
values. These results favour the new 
automatic method, which on the basis of this 
study seems to give the most accuracy in the 
shortest time. 

 The collected experience and results of this 
study provide a basis for further research. We 
plan to use the obtained image data to create 
three-dimensional stent models and run finite-
element simulations to predict mechanical 
properties of stents with given defined 
patterns. 
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1. Introduction 
Shape memory alloys (SMAs) made of nickel 

and titanium are used in fixed orthodontic 
treatment due to their superelasticity and memory 
retention [1]. Various coatings on nickel-titanium 
(NiTi) wires are manufactured to improve esthetics 
or reduce friction upon brackets. This study 
analyzes effect of coating on mechanical 
properties, and percentage of bending force action 
emitted to phase transformation during bending of 
NiTi orthodontic wires. 

2. Methods 

2.1 Material preparation 

Three types of preformed rectangular (0.508 × 
0.508 mm) BioForce Sentalloy (Dentsply GAC 
Int., NY, USA) orthodontic wires (nickel (50-51%) 
and titanium (49-50%)) were investigated in study:  

- regular NiTi - with untreated surface 

- rhodium coated NiTi (High Aestetic) – with 
rhodium, gold, tungsten and rubidium in 0.5 μm 
thin layer on surface 

- nitrified NiTi (IonGuard) - with surface 
treated by nitrogen ion implantation, where 
nitrogen replaces nickel, forming titanium-nitride. 

25 mm long specimens were cut from the 
straight ends of preformed archwires. Ten 
specimens were prepared for every wire type. 

2.2 Mechanical testing 

Specimens were subjected to the three-point 
bending test according to current standards [2, 3] 
in thermal chamber at 37°C. Support span of 
Texture Analyser TA.HD.plus (Stable Micro 
Systems, Godalming, UK) was set to 12 mm, and 
specimens loaded with low force cell (5 kg, factory 
calibrated) to a deflection of 3.1 mm and then 
unloaded to zero deflection at a cross-head speed 
of 0.0167 mm/s. Load, in newtons (N), and 
deflection, in millimeters (mm), were collected 
every 5 ms. Hysteresis loop gets generated from 
loading and unloading curves, and following data 
were read off from it: loading and unloading elastic 
modulus (E) and yield strength (YS), and 
percentage of bending force action emitted to 
phase transformation. 

2.3  Statistical analysis 

ANOVA and Student-Newman-Keuls post hoc 
test were used for analysis of differences in 
mechanical properties of each wire type in as-
received condition. Statistical analysis were carried 
out using statistics software SPSS 10.0 (SPSS Inc., 
Chicago, USA), statistical significance was preset 
to p<0.05. 

3. Results 

3.1 Elastic modulus (E) 

Rhodium coated NiTi wires showed statistically 
significant (p<0.05, marked with horizontal bars) 
increase in both loading and unloading E (Fig. 1), 
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and these wires appeared to be stiffest among three 
wire types tested. 

 
Fig. 1. Load and unload elastic modulus (E) of uncoated 
(NiTi), rhodium coated (Rh NiTi) and nitrified (N NiTi) 

orthodontic wires 

3.2 Yield strength (YS) 

 Rhodium coated NiTi wires showed 
statistically significant (p<0.05, marked with 
horizontal bars) increase in loading YS (Fig. 2), 
and higher stress for plastic deformation was 
needed. 

 
Fig 2. Load and unload yield strength (YS) of uncoated 
(NiTi), rhodium coated (Rh NiTi) and nitrified (N NiTi) 

orthodontic wires 

3.3 Bending force action emitted to phase 
transformation 

Bending force action emitted to phase 
transformation in crystal structure was calculated 
as difference between loading and unloading 
bending force. [4] The percentage of bending force 
action emitted to phase transformation in crystal 
structure represents portion of bending force 
applied for transformation, when compared to total 
bending force of the wire. Rhodium coated NiTi 
wires showed statistically significant (p<0.05, 
marked with horizontal bars) increase in 
percentage of bending force action emitted to 
phase transformation (Fig. 3). When larger part of 
total energy absorption is used for phase-

transformation, less of action force remains for 
teeth movement. 

 
Fig. 3. Percentage of bending force action emitted to 

phase transformation of uncoated (NiTi), rhodium 
coated (Rh NiTi) and nitrified (N NiTi) wires 

4. Remarks 
 Type of coating dictates response of the wire.  

 Rhodium coating caused increase in elastic 
modulus (E), yield strength (YS) and 
percentage of bending force action emitted to 
phase transformation of NiTi wires. 
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1. Introduction 
Microbially induced carbonate precipitation 

will be one of the innovated rehabilitation 
techniques for construction materials, such as soil 
structure, concrete and rock [1]. For soil 
improvement, the transport of bacteria into soils is 
one of the most important subjects, because it 
governs the improved zone [2]. It was shown that 
the transport of bacteria is influenced by many 
factors, i.e., the interactions between bacteria and 
soil particles, permeability of soils, injection 
velocity, type of solution to be mixed with bacteria, 
etc. [2][3].  

This study examines microbially induced 
carbonate precipitation in the field and the 
distribution of bacteria is evaluated by the 
carbonate content, CC., because carbonate 
precipitation is possible only where bacteria exist.   

2. Experimentation 
The field test was performed on the side of the 

Abe River in Shizuoka city. Natural beach sand 
was embanked as an experimental soil layer.  

Ureolytic microbes (1.4 x 109 cfu/mL) were 
cultivated using liquid culture [2]. A cultivated 
solution of 0.12 m3 was prepared. Prior to the 
injection, the cultivated bacteria solution (B 
solution) was mixed with the reactive solution (R 

solution). The R solution consisted of 0.7M CaCl2, 
0.7M MgCl2, 1.5M urea, and 10 mM ammonia 
buffer.  

2.1 Bacteria [4]

The microbes used in this study were first 
isolated from a Japanese soil and named “NO-A10”. 
The strain was recognized as Sporosarcina. Sp.. 
The ureolytic microbes will induce the following 
reaction [6]. 

 
CO(NH2)2 + 2H2O → 2NH4

++ CO3
2−            (1) 

The process is catalytic and very rapid. Under the 
existence of metal ions, such as Ca and Mg ions, 
carbonates can be produced [1][2][4].  

2.2 Sand Materials 

The sand materials used were natural medium 
sand. The maximum grain size was 0.85 mm and 
the average size was 0.282 mm. The density of the 
particles was 2.68 g/cm3. The embankment was 
built with dry sand, as shown in Fig.1. The bulk 
density of the sand layer was 1.6 g/cm3 in average.  

2.3 Injection pipe 

The injection pipe with a diameter of 5cm was 
buried by a depth of 50 cm at the center of the 
conical embankment. The length of the injection 
part was 20 cm, as shown in Fig. 2. The mixed 
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solution was injected with a water head ranging 
from 1 to 2 m.  

2.4 Experimental Procedures 

The mixture of B and R solution was injected 
into the dry sand layer. The solution was injected 
three times with an interval of one week. After 6 
days from the last injection, the cemented sand was 
excavated. The samples were obtained from 
various points to measure carbonate content (CC). 
The CC was measured using a device developed by 
Kato and Okabe [4].  

3. Results and Discussion 
The excavated cemented zone is a column, as 

shown in Fig. 3. The diameter was approximately 
80 cm and the height was 100 cm. 

The vertical and horizontal distributions of CC 
are obtained, as shown in Figs. 4. It seems that the 
nearer the measurement of positions from the 
injection mouth, the higher the CC. It is considered 
that the cementation of sand was due to the 
bacteria adsorbed on the surfaces of sand particles 
[2][4].  

4. Conclusion
A horizontally radial injection of the mixed 

solutions caused a cemented sand column. The 
carbonate content in the sand column seemed to be 
reflected by the distribution of microbes.  
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1. Introduction 
Biological knee joints (BKJ) have a medial 

and a lateral compartment. In each a contact 
spot between the incongruent articular surfaces 
is produced when the BKJ are set into function 
by force closure. The BKJ of man (BKJM) or 
domestic pigs (BKJP), when stimulated by the 
skeletal muscles, solely allow almost plane 
flexion/extension motions. We show that any 
symmetrical relations do exist neither between 
the lateral and medial femoral nor between the 
lateral and medial tibial articular surfaces. A 
couple of plane tibial/femoral contact curves 
exists in the lateral as well as in the medial 
compartment. The lateral and the medial couple 
of contact curves are linked up to a constrained 
cam mechanism for flexion/extension.   

2. Morphological demonstrations 
Fresh or preserved BKJ (with almost natural 

mobility), still possessing the entire ligament 
apparatus with the menisci, were moved under 
force closure into several positions of flexion-
/extension. Into each, tibia and femur were 
locked by metal plates, commonly used for 
osteosynthesis. After releasing, the respective 
flexion/extension positions could be exactly 
located again by means of the plates. After 
removing all ligaments, menisci and capsule, 
tibia and femur were again locked by the plates 
in the selected positions. Now, the respective 
contacts were marked which finally defined the 
contact curves on the tibial and femoral 
articular surfaces. Along each curve a thin lead 
wire was glued so that it reproduced the plane 
curve. The planes of the lateral and medial 
contact curves were parallel. Teleradiographs of 
the femoral compartments of BKJM, parallel 
adjusted to the planes, revealed the asymmetry 

of the femoral contact curves. The center of the 
medial contact curve (MFm) was always shifted 
by some mm to anterior compared to center MFl 
in all 20 BKJM investigated (Fig. 1). The tibial 
contact curve was laterally convex and medially 
concave. Centres: MTm and MTl.  

MFm
MFl

cFm

RFm
RFl

cFl

anterior

≈70°

 
Fig. 1: Center MFm of the medial contact curve cFm 
was always shifted by some mm to anterior 
compared with MFl of the lateral contact curve cFl. 

In BKJP both tibial are convex as sagittal 
cuts demonstrate (Fig. 2). 

Tibia Tibia

Femur Femur

Pig‘s kneeMedial compartment Lateral compartment

Lateral/medial 
asymmetry

Bilateral convex
tibia

Thin cartilageMFm

MTm
MTl

MFl

 
Fig. 2: Because of the alignment of the contact 
curves neither the femoral axes MFm and MFl nor the 
tibial axes MTm and MTl do coincide.  

3. Functional meaning of the asymmetry 

The four axes, MFm, MFl and MTm, MTl, defined 
by curvature centers of the contact curves, link 
up themselves to a closed four-bar-chain which 
is kinematically equivalent to the cam 
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mechanism, given by the four plane contact 
curves, for not too large degrees of flexion/ex-
tension out of home position of the BKJ. In the 
BKJM the home position is given by full 
extension. Then the BKJM can only be flexed 
around an instantaneous rotational axis (IRA) 
which is geometrically located near the contacts 
of the articular surfaces (Fig. 3). Hence, in the 
BKJM the articular surfaces are predominantly 
rolling during the stance phase of the human 
gait. The problem of friction is solved 
kinematically because sliding is transferred to 
rolling during high compressive loads.   
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T F
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Km

●
●

MFl
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Fig. 3: Initial four-bar-chain of the BKJM, home 
position. In flexion the articular surfaces are 
predominantly rolling. The two articular forces 

mF


and lF


form a force wrench: torque RT


. 3, 4, 6, 7: 
transverse contours produced by intersections of the 
planes MTm, MFm and MTl, MFl in the respective 
compartments. Km, Kl = contact centres. 
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cFm, cFl, cTm, cTl: initial contact curves;
RFm, RFl, RTm, RTl: curvature radii;

MFm,MFl, MTm, MTl: curvature centers;
line F: rigidly attached to the femur;
line T: rigidly attached to the tibia; 
IRA: instantaneous rotational axis ;
= lateral contact;   = medial contact    

MFl

IRA-migration in

extension:
flexion:

 
 
Fig. 4: Out of home position the BKJP can be flexed 
or extended. The IHA lies near the articular contacts.  

Also the BKJP (Fig. 4) is kinematically 
optimized for controlling friction. In the 
extending knee, when the jumping pig loads the 
articular surfaces with high compressive forces, 
the BKJP is predominantly rolling. 

4.   Conventional knee endoprostheses 

The conventional knee endoprostheses on the 
market usually show in the lateral compartment, 
in contrast to the BKJM, a concave “tibia 
plateau”. This geometrical design implies that 
the IHA run near the centers of the femoral 
condyles. Thus, they can never show a rolling 
of the articular surfaces under load in the stance 
phase of gait: They do not approximate the 
natural knee kinematics in no way. 

 
5. Total Knee Replacement (TKR) with 
natural kinematics (AEQUOS). 

In the AEQUOS prostheses G1 and G2 as 
well, the lateral “tibia plateau” is sagittally 
convex as it is in the natural BKJM. Both TKR 
approximately show natural kinematics in 
flexion (Fig. 5). 

  

flexion angle φ/deg
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ρl < 1: slipping
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Fig. 5: Aequos G2: the ratio of rolling is close to 
pure rolling in the range (0 - 25°) of flexion.  The 
different relations ρl(φ) are given by different sizes 
of tibia replacement. 
 
6. Conclusion

To achieve approximately natural knee 
kinematics by artificial knee endoprostheses, 
the lateral tibial articular surface must be 
convexly shaped in sagittal direction. 
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1. Introduction 
In the European Union the most common 

reason of death is the disease of the cardiovascular 
system, within that the most significant is the 
coronary artery disease. Currently the vascular 
stenting procedure is the most advanced treatment, 
which can restore the coronary circulation. The 
stent is a biocompatible mesh, which is inserted 
into the narrowed section of the artery to dilate and 
prop it up; hereby it ensures continuous flow of 
blood [1,2]. 

Physicians’ experience shows that stents after a 
period of time may undergo undesirable processes 
that cause the narrowing of the expanded artery 
(restenosis). If engineers are able to design 
implants from better material or with a different 
geometry it may reduce the likelihood of 
restenosis.  

In vivo and in vitro experiments are difficult to 
implement, therefore the finite element tests can 
help to evaluate the behaviour of the stent. Stent 
patterns are comparable by the simulations. The 
best stent geometry can be chosen, and simulations 
also help to improve the properties of existing 
stents, or even the development of new stent 
patterns [3]. 

2. Methods
2.1 Models

A total of 7 original and 6 simplified models 
were designed in SolidWorks software. The 
original models were based on the stent patterns 
(Fig. 1/(b)), which we get from the measured and 
evaluated microscopic images taken of stents on 
the market. These are the kind of stents doctors use 
nowadays. After determining the exact dimensions 
the simplified stent patterns and models were 

made. The 3×12 mm (A) stent along with the 
measured stent pattern and the original model can 
be seen in Fig. 1. 

 
Fig. 1 (a) (A) stent, (b) the stent pattern, (c) the model 

2.2 Simulations

We carried out finite element simulations on the 
designed models using SolidWorks Simulation 
module. We defined two different materials as 
input data. A 316L stainless steel integrated in the 
program, and a L605 CoCr alloy defined manually. 

In the simulations the first ring of the stents 
were considered fixed and a 0.05 N force were 
applied on a pair of struts in the last ring. We ran 
the simulations for every pair of struts with both 
materials. 
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3. Results
3.1 Location of bridges 

In terms of our research the stent geometries 
can be divided into two groups according to the 
interchangeability of the fixed and loaded end of 
stents. This depends on the location of the bridges 
(struts between rings). In the group that came up 
with a different result after changing the loaded 
and the fixed end, we ran the simulation both ways 
and calculated an average displacement value for 
both end. Based on this it can be said that the 
displacement values are clearly separable when 
applying the load on different end. 

The importance of the location of the bridges 
can also be seen in the case of (A) stent. Fig. 2 
shows the difference between the displacements 
when applying the force on different pairs of struts. 
A stent bends far less if it has bridges on the 
compressed side. So it is preferable to use 
“shifted” arrangement for the bridges, since this 
way we can prevent high displacement value in a 
certain direction.  

 
Fig. 2 Displacement of (A) stent with force on the  

(a) 4th pair of strut (b) 7th pair of strut 

3.2 Geometry of bridges 

The value of displacement depends largely on the 
geometry of bridges. In all cases the maximum 
stress arises in the bridges and at the connection of 
bridges and struts. Therefore it is worth to model 
and examine the bridges separetly varying their 
number and geometry. Preliminarily, we consider  

 
Fig. 3 “S” shaped bridge 

that between two rings at least three "S" shaped 
bridges (Fig. 3) would be appropriate, since this 

way the stent would not shorten during the 
expansion. 

3.3 Sizes of struts 

We investigated the change in strut sizes impact 
on mechanical properties. In case of smaller strut 
width and thickness the displacement is larger, so 
the stent is more flexible. The metallic surface area 
is also smaller, which decreases the probability of 
restenosis. Inferring from the above, we can 
assume that in order to achieve an optimal stent, 
material with a higher Young modulus and smaller 
strut sizes are advisable. The excessive reduction 
of strut width is however not recommended, 
because the stent could not withstand the pressure 
of the blood vessel and collapse. 

4. Remarks 
 Stent patterns greatly influence several 

functional properties of stents. After examining 
the stent patterns, we gave a proposal for 
optimal stent geometry. 

 Due to the limitations of the present work, 
continuing this research is definitely justified. 
Further step would be designing a new and 
innovative stent pattern. 
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1. Introduction

Metallic  bone  scaffold  can  be  use  to  mimic 

trabecular  bone  tissue  especially  in  the  place  of 

destruction. According to numerous works as well 

as  long-term  clinical  studies  the  most  proper 

material for scaffold is titanium and its alloys.

In  the  case  of  metallic  scaffolds,  which  has 

regular structure, the orientation of the scaffold can 

have great impact on the surrounding bone tissue. 

Another major feature of the scaffolds is diameter 

of  pores.  According  to  the  literature  the  most 

positive  effect  of  implantation  was  observed  in 

scaffold with pores diameter of 400–600 µm.

Modern  orthopedics  tends  to  use  implants 

optimized  for the selected patient  [1,2].  It  is  not 

always possible to carry out accurate optimization, 

so  the  solution  is  to  look  for  other  structural 

possibilities.

2. Methods

A numerical  model  of  bone  metallic  scaffold 

was prepared using Ansys software. The geometry 

of scaffold was generated using a script written in 

APDL  language  -  Fig. 1.  Model  of  tibia  bone, 

where  scaffold  was  numerically  implanted,  was 

prepared according to CT data. 

Fig. 1. Model of scaffold surrounded by volume and 

implanted into the bone

The  bone  was  modeled  using  solid  tetrahedral 

elements. To build the scaffold model 3d beam elements 

were used. As an implantation place the area under the 

articular  surface of lateral  condyle  was chosen due to 

the boundary conditions, e.g. loads – Fig. 2. Connection 

between bone and implant was modeled using contact 

elements.

Fig. 2. Position of the scaffold in bone volume

Model was loaded by external  forces  according to 

Hurwitz model [3]. Bone was divided into compact and 

spongy bone. Material properties of scaffold was taken 

from Matweb site – see Tab.1.

In that paper a numerical simulation of impact 

structure  of  scaffold  on  the  stress  and  strain 

distribution  in  the  bone  was  obtained.  First 

structure was the classic metallic scaffold in which 

beams was parallel to main axis of bone. Second 

structure has beams not parallel to any axis of the 

bone. The third implant contained in its structure a 

volume of solid alloy as a filling inside. This idea 

was associated with the possibility of penetration 

of the implant structure by bone cells. It was also 

associated with the production capacity of the real 

structures using rapid prototyping techniques.

Material
E

[MPa]

ν

[-]

compact bone 18600 0.3

spongy bone 450 0.42

scaffold 113000 0.34

Tab. 1. Material properties used during simulation
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3. Results

Stress  distribution  obtained  for  the  first 

structure – Fig.3, was higher than for the second 

one. This is associated with the beams parallelism 

to  the  bone  axis  and  loads  directions.  Stress 

distribution  in  the  implant  was  associated  with 

strain  a  stress  distribution  in  the  bone.  This  of 

course has an impact on the tissue remodeling.

Fig. 3. Stress distribution in the scaffold structure

In close proximity to the model calculated the 

stress reached a value of up to 30 Mpa – Fig. 4. 

These  values  were  also  associated  with  the 

geometry  of  the  slice  in  which  the  implant  was 

placed.

Fig. 4. Stress distribution in the close proximity of the 

scaffold

One of difficulties in creating models was the 

ability to generate samples  of real  scaffolds.  For 

large models the resulting files was enormous, so 

as  a  solution  models  with  solid  interior  was 

proposed.  The  next  step  need  to  carry  out  is  to 

check how bone reacts on the shape and structure 

of scaffold.
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1. Introduction 
The aim of this contribution is to present the 

results obtained by pressure drop measurement and 
2D PIV (Particle Image Velocimetry) flow field 
measurement in models of constricted pipe. The 
research was motivated by the study of the flow in 
an abnormal narrowing in blood vessels - stenosis.  
This in vitro experiment relates to the clinical 
examination [1], where the function of maximum 
velocity is a vascular hemodynamics parameter 
which is commonly used to determine the degree 
of stenosis.   

2. Methods 
2.1 Experimental bench 

The experimental bench was designed to 
measure the flow field in an axial plane by 2D PIV 
method and pressure loss simultaneously. PIV 
measurement was made by continuous laser diode 
and high-speed camera (Olympus DF). Pressure 
drop was evaluated from two absolute pressure 
sensors mounted over the models of stenosis. 

2.2 Models 

The models of axisymmetric stenosis of degree 
25%, 50%, 75% used in this research were made 
from plexiglass. Extra models of axisymmetric 
75% area reduction with abrupt contraction and 
asymmetric (off-centred) 75% area reduction 
stenoses were made; see Tab. 1. 

2.3 Measured flow regimes 

The flow was measured during six stationary 
regimes equal to Reynolds numbers 50, 120, 340, 
1000, 2000, and 3000 in the non-constricted 
diameter (26 mm) of the tube.  The lower regimes 
range physiological flows up to the higher regimes 
when the flow becomes turbulent.  

Stenosis 
model 

Tube 
diameter  
[mm] 

Neck 
diameter 
[mm] 

Area 
ratio 
[%] 

Pressure 
loss 
coefficient 
[1] 

Straight 
tube 

26 26 0 0 

Stenosis 25 
gradual 
contraction 

26 22.5 25 0.1697 

Stenosis 50 
gradual 
contraction 

26 18,4 50 1.0982 

Stenosis 75 
gradual 
contraction 

26 13 75 10.7280 

Stenosis 75 
gradual 
contraction, 
asymmetric 

26 13 75 14.8548 

Stenosis 75 
sudden 
contraction 

26 13 75 15.2720 

Tab. 1. Stenosis models properties. 
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3. Results 
3.1 Pressure loss 

Absolute pressure in front of and behind the 
stenosis was measured for 30 seconds for every 
model of stenosis and every regime, and mean 
difference was determined. These differences ∆p 
dependent on flow rate were evaluated for every 
model in a form which supposes constant pressure 
loss coefficient ζ.  

2
2

v
p

ρ
ζ ∆= .  (1) 

Obtained pressure loss coefficients ζ are noted 
in Tab. 1. and furthermore they are represented in 
Fig. 1.   

Fig. 1. Pressure loss coefficients: blue – axisymetric, 
green – asymetrci, black –sudden contraction. 

3.2 Velocity field 

Velocity field was mapped in 2D axial plane. 
Sudden contraction of flow cross-section forms a 
recirculation zone in peripheral area. This zone is 
driven by the high velocity jet formed in the valve
[2]. The flow through stenosis was visualized. The 
research presents the effect of geometry on the 
flow field patterns formation.  

The issue is the influence of the area reduction 
ratio on the maximum velocity reached in the jet 
and on the recirculation zone size. 

 Fig. 2. shows the maximum velocity in each 
cross section of the tube divided by the maximum 
velocity along the whole length coordinate. The 
scheme of stenosis is indicated at the bottom of the 
Figure and corresponds to the length coordinate. 

Fig. 2. Dimensionless velocity along the length 
coordinate. 

The Figure of dimensionless maximum velocity 
shows the acceleration in the neck and the region 
behind the stenosis, vhere the velocity profile  
expands gradually downstream of the stenosis. 
These results for different stenosis geometries and 
different flow regimes are important in that they 
can be compared with the results obtained in vivo 
by ultrasonography.

4. Remarks 
• The pressure loss coefficients for different 

geometries of stenosis were determined. 
Pressure loss measurements would help 
determine the energy loss relevance of stenosis 
in dependence on its degree. 

• The flow field was visualized by PIV method 
and the maximum velocity in cross section was 
evaluated as a function of length. The size of 
the recirculation zone as a function of Re 
number was observed. 
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1. Introduction 
Hospitals, thanks to a constant evolution of 

health technology, have the task to improve 
reliability of services and to preserve patients and 
workers from malfunctions, both mechanical and 
human. To this aim, recently, reliability tools have 
started to be adopted in the health field, see for 
example [1], [2] and [3].  

In its constant pursuit for a better health service, 
in 2012 the Technology Assessment structure at 
the Azienda Ospedaliero-Universitaria of Trieste 
started an interdisciplinary activity of verification 
of malfunctions occurring in the dialysis and 
nephrology unit. 

2. Materials 
The core of this study consisted in a risk 

analysis of the possible failures involving all the 
technical elements of the medical devices used in 
the dialysis and nephrology unit, namely the 
artificial kidneys or monitors. An interdisciplinary 
work group was formed to investigate the failures 
occurring in one year of bicarbonate-dialysis 
activity in the 19 monitors of the unit [4].  

The examined devices belong to three different 
models of artificial kidney, from three successive 
technical generations, and have a working life 
between 10000 and 28000 hours of service. For 
each device, the error records and hours of 
operation data were examined together with the 
technical and user manuals. As an example, Tab. 1 
reports the failures occurred in one of the models. 

3. Methods 
The data collected were elaborated using the 

FMEA methodology prescribed in the CEI EN 
60812-2006 standard “Analysis techniques for 

system reliability” [5]. For the three devices 
examined, 49 different failure modes could be 
identified. The overall effect on the hemodialysis 
procedure was evaluated for each of them. Based 
on this analysis, a risk classification was made by 
means of three scales, taking into account the 
probability, severity and detectability factors 
respectively [5]. By computing the product of these 
three factors, it was possible to assign a Risk 
Priority Number (RPN) value to each identified 
failure mode. The RPN can be regarded as an 
index of the gravity of the consequences, or the 
hazard, of the examined fault. 

 

Failure Frequency 
pH sensor anomaly 17 

No heater power 14 

Power fuse error 4 

Conductivity error 4 

Calibration param. error 3 

Acid concentration  not correct 2 

Excess pressure in degasser 2 

Buzzer error 2 

Main flow too low 2 

Air sensor failure 1 

Heparin pump failure 1 

Incorrect conductance  1 

Venous flap failure 1 

Too long since last calibration 1 

Out of range voltage 1 

Degasser engine malfunction 1 

Air sensor malfunction 1 

Tab. 1. Examples of malfunctions in one model. 
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4. Results 
The failure modes were classified based on the 

hazard linked to their effects. Our ranking starts 
with a maximum RPN value of 120 down to a 
minimum value of 4, Fig.1. In particular, 9 failure 
modes, 19.4% of the total, were found to have 
RPN values equal to or greater than 60, Table 2. 
Corrective actions to return these values within the 
range of acceptable risk are considered a priority. 

 
Fig. 1. Ordered PRN values. 

5. Remarks 
 A very significant outcome of this application 

of FMEA lies in the fact that, following the 
risk analysis performed, it is possible to 
address an optimization of the inventories 
based on the knowledge of which machine 
components are at a greater risk of failure, 
resulting in important savings. 

 Moreover, an analysis of the technical reasons 
that determine the most critical faults also 
helps in the decision to purchase next 
generation equipment with modified internal 
control systems or using more expensive 
disposable kits. This is already happening in 
the dialysis and nephrology unit after the first 
observations offered by the multidisciplinary 
group activated by the Technology 
Assessment structure. 

 With the aim of choosing the best technique 
for the patients safety and of improving 
preventive maintenance, this work will 
continue and monitor the performances of the 
other devices operating in the nephrology and 
dialysis unit. 

 Overall, the analysis here discussed 
constitutes a first step towards a cost/failure 
analysis for a more reliable, targeted and 
rational maintenance service. 
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Component Failure mode Effect Probability Gravity Detection RPN 

Air detector Failure Presence of air in the fluid 4 10 3 120 
Air detector No signal Air detection impossible 4 10 3 120 
Conductivity 

sensor Out of service 
Conductivity evaluation 

impossible 5 5 4 100 
Buzzer Out of service Lack of audible alarm 3 10 3 90 

pH sensor Damaged pH evaluation  impossible   6 5 3 90 
Conductivity 

sensor Damaged 
Incorrect assessment of flow 

parameters 6 5 3 90 
Blood detector Out of service Possible loss of blood from patient 3 10 3 90 

Priming detector Not working Possible blood in the venous line 3 10 3 90 
Battery Not working shutdown in case of power failure 2 5 6 60 

Tab. 2.  FMECA table for RPN≥ 60 
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1. Introduction 

Proximal humerus fractures often occur in 
elderly population with an osteoporotic bone 
substance. About 20% of these fractures need 
surgical treatment, especially comminuted and 
displaced fractures [1, 2]. A locking plate 
fixation has become one of the most popular 
methods for repairing proximal humerus 
fractures [3]. The goal of this study was to 
compare the stiffness of anatomically formed 
novel locking plate with polyaxial screws with 
a commonly used Philos (Synthes Switzerland) 
locking plate. Both plates were made of 
titanium. All tests were conducted on the 
artificial osteoporotic bone model with an 
osteotomy gap at the surgical neck and the 
displacements were determined by digital 
image correlation. 

2. Experimental setup 
The bone models were represented by the 

artificial bone Synbone (Malans, Switzerland). 
The 10 mm thick slice was cut out from bone 
models to simulate a comminuted fracture 
(Fig.1). 

 
Fig. 1: Bone model 

For proper positioning of the models on the 
testing machine the distal end of each specimen 
was potted with PMMA SCS-Beracryl D-28 
(Suter – Kunststoffe AG, Switzerland) in a 

cylindrical steel tube. Each plate was mounted 
to the osteoporotic bone with seven 3,5 mm 
locking screws as shown in Figure 1. The 
experiments were conducted on the screw- 
drive Messphysik Beta 50-5 testing machine. 
For the axial compression test each model was 
mounted vertically on the support according to 
Figure 2 and a quasi-static loading was applied. 

 
Fig. 2: Compression test 

The support has the ability of angle adjustments 
and thereby allows accurate positioning of the 
specimen. Abduction test setup is shown in 
Figure 3. 

 
Fig. 3: Abduction test 
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All tests were conducted in linear elastic range 
in displacement control at a rate of 1.2 mm/min 
and during the abduction test the rate was set to 
5 mm/min. Intact healthy and osteoporotic bone 
models were also tested in order to determine 
the stiffness of the bone models. 

Displacements were measured by using the 
Aramis 4M optical system (GOM mbH, 
Germany). On all specimens a random spray 
pattern was applied, which was necessary for 
following the deformations of the specimen. 
The optical system was calibrated prior to the 
measurement for appropriate measuring 
volume. The models were first recorded in the 
unloaded state and then every second during the 
loading. The resulting images were discretized 
with square facets (15x15 pixels) representing 
the measuring points [4]. 

3. Results and conclusion 
Figure 4 shows the displacement field at 

compression test and the measured distance 
between two points marked on the opposite 
sides of the fracture gap during loading. 

 
Fig. 4: Displacement field at compression 

test 
Comparison of stiffness for plate constructs and 
intact bones is shown in Figure 5. 

 
Fig. 5: Stiffness comparison 

Obtained results indicate that the newly 
developed plate has higher stiffness in linear 
elastic range than commonly used Philos plate. 
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1 Introduction 

Cone‐tapers  are  used  in  designing  modular 
composed hip‐prosthesis. This method offers the 
surgeons  multiple  advantages.  One  of  the 
benefits  is given by the fact of allowing a better 
reconstruction  of  the  individual  joint  geometry 
of the patient. Another great advantage  is given 
if  it  becomes  necessary  to  change  parts  of  the 
Implant.  However  it  may  happen  that  the 
lifetime  of  a  modular  assembled  prosthesis  is 
sometimes strongly reduced by pure mechanical 
failure,  for  instance by  loosening of  the contact 
between  the  male  and  female  partner  of  the 
cone‐tapers;  crevice  and  fretting  corrosion  can 
be observed on  the original  contact  surfaces of 
the partner. The question  is, what  is the reason 
for  it, what  happened  first  even  in  cases  of  an 
ideal  correspondence  of  the  partners  from  the 
geometrical  point  of  view  and  without  failure 
during mounting.  

2. Method 

 

Fig. 1 

Fig. 1  shows as an example of preliminary FEM 
studies [1,2] that the most stressed areas during 
mounting  using  an  axial  effective  force  are  the 
small  contact  area  concentrated  around  the 
contact‐points KP0 and KP1 (Fig. 2). The maxima 
are in KP1 is located at the male‐side and in KP0 
at  the  female‐side.  As  it  is  noted  in  all  other 
cases  observed,  the most  stressed  area  due  to 
the mounting procedure is always the top of the 
male. 

 

Fig. 2 

Fig.  2  shows  the  normal  pressure  CPRESS 
between  the male  and  the  female  part  of  the 
cone  taper  for  the contact‐points  (s. Fig. 4) KP0 
(green)  and  KP1  (blue)  and  demonstrates  that 
CPRESS in KP1 is nearly twice in KP0. 

If  the  failure  starts  already  during mounting  it 
occurs  in  the  area of  contact‐point KP1  (Fig.  2) 
on the male it may happen due to a local plastic 
deformation of this area.  

This  study  is  concerned  on  the  inherent  – 
primary‐weakness  of  cone‐coupling  devices 
from  the mechanical point of  view.  It  uses  a 
FE–simulation  of  trend‐studies  for  cyclic 
loading  of  this  kind  of  coupling  devices.  The 

2,970
e+08 

2,633e+08 

Mises stresses due 
do first loading 
Reference model
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result  is  that  failure may already  start during 
mounting  due  to  overloading  the  small 
contact‐ area on  the  top of  the male partner 
of  the  cone‐taper  causing  a  small  plastic 
deformation of this area. If this happened the 
ideal contact between  the partners  is already 
disturbed  and  the  area  of  load  transport 
between  becomes  smaller.  This  starts  an 
increasing process, comparable with the well‐
known process of gradual expansion of crakes. 
This  process  is  strongly  influenced  by  the 
parameter  by  the  original  cone‐taper 
geometry and by the roughness of the contact 
surfaces. 

 

Fig. 3 

Fig.  3  shows  the  corresponding  unloading 
phase between first and second cycle. 

It is of course not possible to avoid this failure 
mechanism  but  it  is  possible  to  choose  the 
parameters  of  the  cone‐taper  so  that  the 
inherent weakness of this mechanical solution 
becomes  negligible  within  the  range  of 
possible  loading  forces  known  also  from  the 
different gait‐analysis. 

Fig.  4  shows  the  contact  geometry  of  the 
reference model for the FEM analysis, with x‐
axis as axis of rotation. 

 

 

Fig. 4: Reference model for the FE analysis 

For  calculation  the  xy‐plane of  the  rotational 
model was kept rigidly. 

During  this  study  only  the  angle  of  the  cone 
and  its  length  were  kept  constant,  all  other 
parameters of the cone‐taper were varied due 
it special use. 

3. Criteria   

Within the framework of this study  it was not 
possible  to  simulate  the  real  mounting‐
procedure  using  a  hammer  stroke.  For  this 
reason we tried to determine the combination 
of the joint‐parameters with which the danger 
of a partial plastification of  the  contact area, 
leading  to  gaps  (see  Fig.  3)  becomes  a 
minimum. This procedure  is of course  limited 
by  the body‐height of  the patient and by  the 
function of the prosthesis. 
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1. Introduction 
The rising concern towards environmental 

issues and the need to find a realistic alternative to 
glass reinforced composites has led to increase 
interest about polymer composites filled with 
natural-organic fillers, that comes from renewable 
and biodegradable sources. The aim of the project 
is to raise people awareness regarding the scientific 
and technological knowledge of green composite 
materials in order to support a larger application in 
whole industry sectors.  This short review briefly 
illustrates the main paths and results of research 
(both academic and industrial) on this topical 
subject, providing a quick overview. 

2. Green Composites' State of Art 
Currently numerous research groups are 

dedicated to minimising the environmental impact 
of polymer composite production, where the 
polymer matrices are derived from renewable 
resources such as polylactide (PLA), thermoplastic 
starch (TPS) or  thermoset  matrices. Their high 
renewable content derives from vegetable oils and, 
combined with natural reinforced fibers (NF) to 
form environment-friendly and fully degradable 
composite laminates, they represent a potential 
substitute for petroleum based resins.  

2.1 Ecobased Matrices 

The polymer matrices availability is nowadays 
poor, but it rapidly grows as more studies are done 
and more informations are given. The different 
kinds of bio based polymer matrices used are listed 
below: 

- Thermoset matrices: polyols are compounds 
with multiple hydroxyl functional groups available 
for organic reactions, and they react with a large 
number of chemical species, called curatives or 
hardeners, to produce cross-linked thermoset 
matrices. The most important oil  

 
 
used in polyols production is soy bean oil, but also 
cashew nut oil could give the same results. In order 
to decrease the impact of its activity on global 
warming, polyols can be also combined with 
petroleum based chemicals. 

- Thermoplastic matrices: the most 
commercially available plastic matrix is the 
cellulose one, which is properly toughened thus it 
is considered a 100% bio-based matrix. Starch 
based polymers and Poly (lactic acid) PLA are 
both available: the employment of the first ones 
depends on the ability to reduce their moisture 
absorption, while the second one has similar 
properties to polystyrene. Summing up, the 
employment of these bio-based polymers depends 
on the possibility to modify their properties in 
order to obtain an easier processing and improve 
toughness in the final biocomposite. 

2.2 Natural Fibers 
Natural fibers are compounds combining 

cellulose, hemicellulose and lignin; they can be 
derived from leaf (e.g. sisal), bast (e.g. flax, hemp), 
seed (e.g. cotton) and fruit (e.g. coir).  The most 
important advantages of natural fibers relate to 
environmental issues: they are biodegradable and 
carbon positive since they absorb more carbon 
dioxide than they produce. In addition, they are 
non-irritating and tend to be non-abrasive, with the 
latter property resulting in reduced wear on tooling 
and manufacturing equipment. Other important 
advantages are shown in term of specific material 
properties:  using natural fibers in substitution of 
synthetic ones, it's possible to reduce the weight of 
a composite material by up to 40% and it's also 
possible to improve flexural strength, stiffness and 
ductility. However, in terms of overall strength 
properties, synthetic fibers perform better than 
natural ones, even if there are some natural fibers 
that can approach the tensile modulus, E, of glass. 
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2.3 Hybridization 

The hybrid systems for improved material or 
structural performances is a well-known concept in 
engineering design. A recent work has shown that 
the properties of hybrid natural/glass composite 
loading have been found to be an effective way to 
improve composite's mechanical properties and 
dimensional stability (moisture, temperature, etc.). 
The stiffness of biocomposites can thus be 
overcome by structural configurations that place 
material in specific locations for higher structural 
performances.  

3. Tables 
In the table below, Tab.1, a physical and 

mechanical properties comparison between natural 
and synthetic fibers is shown. As noted, natural 
fibers have lower density values and they fit 
perfectly for non structural uses. In these terms, 
natural fibers can replace synthetic ones obtaining 
even more efficient results.  

 

Fibers 
properties 

Density 

(g/cm^3)  

Tensile 
Strength 
(MPa) 

Tensile 
Modulus 
(GPa) 

Strain              
(%) 

JUTE 1.3-1.45 393-773 13-26.5 1.16-
1.5 

FLAX 1.50 345-
1100 

27.6-
80.0 

2.7-
3.2 

HEMP - 690 - 0.6 

BASALT 2.65-
2.80 

4000-
4700 

84-87 3.15 

SISAL 1.45 468-640 9.4-22.0 3-7 

E-GLASS 2.5 2000-
3500 

70 2.5 

ARAMID 1.4 3000-
3150 

63-67 3.3-
3.7 

CARBON 1.7 4000 230-240 1.4-
1.8 

Tab. 1. Fibers' mechanical properties 

4. Equation 
Tensile modulus (Eq.1) of composite materials 

depends on matrix and fiber volume fraction and it 
is calculated using the following equations:  
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5.  Processing and processability 
Literature data on green composites show a 

clear prevalence of wood end natural fibers in 
combination with polyolefins: this influences the 
information available on processing and 
processability. Typical processing techniques 
include extrusion followed by injection or 
compression molding. During the processing, 
temperature must not exceed 200°C and the 
retention time of the material exposed to high 
temperatures should not be too long in order to 
avoid fibers' enervation. Very common 
technologies for NF composite materials are resin 
transfer molding, vacuum injection molding, 
structural reacting injection molding, injection 
molding and compression molding. 

6. Future Research Directions 
New environmental regulations and changing 

governmental attitudes have stimulated the 
research of new products and processes 
environmental friendly. Natural fiber reinforced 
biodegradable polymer composites appear to have 
a bright future for a wide range of applications. 
These biocomposite materials with various 
interesting properties may soon be competitive 
with the existing fossil plastic materials. However, 
the present low level of production and high cost 
suggest they may  apply to industrial application. 
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1. Introduction 
The mineral content of human 

trabecular bone in one of main pointer which 
decided about strength of trabecular bone.  

Its changes with age. About 20-30 
years of age is maximal, next started a gradual 
process of bone loss and a decrease in bone 
strength begin to occur.  

The aim of the work is to determine 
relationship among mineral content and 
mechanical properties from compression test of 
human trabecular bone. 

2. Material and method 
Material to the investigation were 42 

samples of human trabecular bone. Samples 
were collected from osteoporotic and  
coxarthrotic femoral heads gained in result of 
hip arthroplasty. The samples have diameter 10 
mm and 8.5 mm height. Manner of collecting 
sample is presented in fig. 1.  

 
Fig. 1: Manner of collecting sample. Axis the 

sample coincided with the axis of the head and neck 
of the femur 

The compression test was carried out using 
the testing  machine INSTRON 8874. The 
initial loading was 5-7 N. Strain rate was 

%.1


 From the test obtained value elastic 
modulus E from range of strain ε = 0,6 ÷0,8 %, 
and value ultimate compression strength бc, eg. 
values in point first maximum on compression 
curve. 

In scientific investigation trabecular bone 
mostly for description mineral content of bone 
is used apparent density App.D [1] or ash 
density Ash.D [2,3]. 

In the aim of estimate mineral content of 
bone we used ash density. In this aim samples 
were burned in temperature 500 oC by 15 hours 
[4]. After burning in sample remains only 
mineral phase because organic phase was 
destroyed due to the effect of temperature. 

Ash density Ash.D was calculated by divide 
mass burned sample by its volume before 
burning.  

3. Results 
In Tab. 1-2 presented obtained values 

of ash density Ash.D, elastic modulus E and 
ultimate compression strength бc for both 
groups of samples. 

In Figs. 2-5 presented relationships 
among ash density, elastic modulus and 
compression strength for both groups of 
samples. 

 min max mean SD RSD 

Ash.D, g/cm3 0,113 0,592 0,251 0,097 39 % 

E, MPa 41,091 424,181 244,73 107,636 44 % 

бc, MPa 2,329 13,105 6,582 2,946 45 % 

Tab. 1: Values of ash density Ash.D, elastic 
modulus E and ultimate compression strength бc for 
osteoporotic samples 
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 min max mean SD RSD 

Ash.D, g/cm3 0,174 0,513 0,341 0,089 26 % 

E, MPa 59 920,172 503,964 261,581 52 % 

бc, MPa 1,678 25,288 12,844 6,326 49 % 

Tab. 2: Values of ash density Ash.D, elastic 
modulus E and ultimate compression strength бc for 
coxarthrotic samples 
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Fig. 2: The graph dependence between Ash.D and 

elastic modulus E for osteoporotic samples 
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Fig. 3: The graph dependence between Ash.D and 
compression strength бc for osteoporotic samples 
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Fig. 4: The graph dependence between Ash.D and 

elastic modulus E for coxarthrotic samples 
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Fig. 5: The graph dependence between Ash.D and 
compression strength бc for coxarthrotic samples 

4. Summary 
Results obtained from both groups of 

samples are clearly different. For Ash.D range 
of obtained scores is similar but mean value is 
higher for coxarthrotic samples. 

The mean value for E and бc is also 
different for both groups of samples. For 
coxarthrotic samples it is about 100 % more 
related to osteoporotic group. 

Exist relationships among results 
obtained from compression test and Ash. D for 
both groups of samples. The relationships are 
stronger for coxarthrotic samples especially for 
elastic modulus. 
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1. Introduction 
Nanoindentation is frequently used for the 

investigation of the mechanical properties of wood 
cell walls [1,2]. It is still not entirely clear how the 
measurement results may be affected by the way 
the sample is prepared. Wood is commonly 
embedded into resin in order to stabilize the cell 
walls during microtome cutting and indentation 
[1-3]. It remains uncertain whether the resin 
penetrates the cell wall and, thus, influences the 
response of the material during nanoindentation. 
Herein, indentation properties from samples 
embedded into two different types of resins, as 
well as from testing apparently non-embedded 
wood cell walls, are presented. In addition, the 
exposure of the samples to heat either during the 
embedding process itself or prior to the sample 
preparation e.g. during oven drying, may affect the 
resulting material properties. While typical resin 
curing temperatures reach 70 °C, oven drying is 
carried out at around 100 °C. These temperatures 
might exceed the glass transition temperatures of 
the wood polymers [4]. Also cracks in the cell 
walls may occur upon drying, influencing the 
measured quantities. Test results are presented for 
samples having undergone multiple harsh drying 
cycles from a fully water saturated state, in order to 
identify potential effects of sample heating on the 
measured indentation modulus and the hardness of 
wood cell walls. 

2. Materials and Methods 
A rod of 15x2x2 cm3 (LxRxT) of knot-free 

Norway spruce (Picea abies [L.] Karst) wood was 
cut into five cubes of 2x2x2 cm3 (LxRxT, 
Fig. 1a,b). One cube was excluded from further 
treatments and served as reference material (REF). 

Four cubes (D1 to D4) were water saturated under 
vacuum for 48 h and then put into an oven at 
103 °C until the mass was constant. The procedure 
was repeated four times and one cube was removed 
after each cycle, leading to a series of 1 to 4 
drying-wetting cycles for the cubes D1 to D4.  

 
Fig. 1. Sampling procedure: a) initial rod, b) 

cubes (REF, D1-D4), c) NI-specimen, d) cellular 
structure of a NI-specimen, e) indents on the S2 

cell wall layer (bar = 5 µm) 

Small wood specimens (2x2.5x1 mm3, LxRxT, 
Fig. 1c) were cut from each of the five cubes to 
prepare the NI specimens as described in Wagner 
et al. [3]. The standard embedding resin (Agar Low 
Viscosity Resin Kit - A-LV) curing at 60°C was 
used. To study the effects of different embedding 
materials, two more specimens were cut from the 
untreated reference cube and prepared slightly 
differently: One specimen was embedded in the 
standard resin but not subjected to vacuum during 
the embedding, leaving non-embedded wood cells 
in the center of the specimen; another specimen 
was embedded according to the standard procedure 
using a different embedding resin (Struers EpoFix 
- S-EF), which is cured at room temperature. The 
nanoindentation tests were performed in load 
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controlled mode, using a 3-step load function, a 
Berkovich tip and controlled climatic conditions 
(20 °C/60% relative humidity). Indents were 
placed in the S2 cell wall layer of selected 
latewood cells as well as in the cell corner middle 
lamella (CCML) between them (Fig 1e). The 
indentation modulus M and hardness H were 
calculated according to Oliver and Pharr [5]. 

3. Results and Discussion 
Upon drying, the cubes showed a slight mass 

loss of up to 0.75%, possibly due to the extraction 
of soluble agents from the cell walls. A slight 
increase of both M and H could be observed in the 
CCML, which did not become significant (p>0.01, 
paired t-test, Figure 2a,b). In the S2 cell wall layer, 
H also showed a slight increase (n.s. p>0.01), 
while M did not show any trend upon repeated 
heating and drying (Fig. 2c,d). The slight increase 
of H in the CCML and the S2 layer might be a 
result of the mass loss during repeated water 
saturation and drying, suggesting the extracted 
agents to act as plasticizers in the cell walls. 

 
Fig. 2. a) Indentation modulus M and b) 

hardness H of the cell corner middle lamella 
(CCML), c) M and d) H of the S2 cell wall layer 

Embedding the wood specimens into different 
resins did not change the measured M and H 
significantly (p>0.01, Tab. 1). Also testing non-
embedded cell walls did not result in significantly 
different M and H (p>0.01), although the standard 
deviation increased by a factor of 2 to 3 (Table 1). 
The higher experimental scatter might be a result 
of various sources, including damage of the non-
embedded cell walls during sample preparation and 
local variability of the cell wall microstructure, in 
particular of the cellulose microfibril angle [3]. 

 

Sample A-LV 
(REF) 

S-EF no 
vacuum 

M [GPa] 17.708 
(1.072) 

18.225 
(1.355) 

17.667 
(3.055) 

H [GPa] 0.331 
(0.027) 

0.348 
(0.032) 

0.360 
(0.057) 

Tab. 1. Mean indentation modulus M and hardness 
H of the S2 cell wall layer using different 
embedding materials/techniques (standard 

deviation in brackets). 

4. Conclusions 
In this study, influences of sample preparation 

for nanoindentation on the measured indentation 
properties (M and H) were studied. The 
measurement results did not vary significantly for 
all applied sample preparation procedures. Neither 
did repeated heating nor drying prior to the sample 
preparatio result in significant changes of the 
indentation modulus M and the hardness H. 
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1. Introduction 
In manufacturing of high performance plastic 

materials, it is very important to obtain structures 
without defects that may affect the behaviour in 
service. In order to respect such a request, one may 
perform non-destructive evaluation of structures 
made of plastic materials. These methods provide a 
quantitative evaluation of possible inner or outer 
defects in the studied structure. The obtained data 
about existence, shape and size of flaws can be 
further used as input data in numerical analyses for 
assessment of influence of defects on the 
behaviour in service and lifetime of the structure.   

In this paper, the non-destructive evaluation of 
a stratified plate, made of plastic material is 
presented [1]. Two methods were used for this 
purpose: X-ray computed tomography (CT-scan) 
[2] and ultrasonic imaging [3].       

2. Experimental set-up and results 
The stratified plate was manufactured by 

successive casting of two layers of polyesteric 
resin and has a rectangular shape of 100 x 100 mm. 
(Fig. 1). The thickness of each layer was 1.3 mm.  

The purpose of the non-destructive evaluation 
was to determine the possible inner defects (lack of 
adherence between layers, voids, etc.). 

 
Fig. 1. The studied structure 

Using the CT-scan, a 3-D reconstruction of the 
geometry of the studied structure was obtained. 

The results were processed in two stages: the 
first one when the presence, shape, position and 
dimensions of defects were established and the 
second, in which segmentation of planes was 
realized having as final result the 3-D 
reconstruction of the plate. 

A series of tomographic images was obtained 
from the CT-scan (Fig. 2), emphasizing a lack of 
adherence between the layers (the main defect), 
having a maximum length Lmax = 37mm and a 
maximum width Wmax = 5 mm on a depth           
hmax = 1.1mm. Other defects, whose dimensions 
are hardly measurable using this technique, were 
also put in evidence. 

In the second stage, the 3-D reconstruction of 
the plate was achieved (Fig. 3). The obtained 
model was further used in a numerical analysis in 
order to establish the influence of the defects on 
the behaviour in service and on the lifetime of the 
structure.  

  
Fig. 2. CT-scans processing 

The non-destructive evaluation of the samples 
was made also using ultrasonic imaging by 
immersion in mineralized water (as a coupling 
environment). Bottom echo and defect echo 
automatic scanning were performed.  
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Fig. 3. The reconstructed plate (transparent mode) 

The ultrasonic images of the defects detected 
within the plate are presented in Fig 4 (ultrasonic 
images in amplitude – used to determine the in-
plane dimensions and shape) and in Fig. 5 
(ultrasonic images in time of flight (used to obtain 
the depth of defects). 

 
Fig. 4. Ultrasonic image in amplitude [4] 

 
Fig. 5. Ultrasonic image in time of flight [4] 

 
Following the processing of the above 

mentioned images, the dimensions and positions of 
defects in the plate were obtained. The results are 
listed in Table 1.  
 

N
r. Position 

X [mm] 
Position 
Y [mm] 

Length 
X [mm] 

Length 
Y [mm] 

Depth 
[mm] 

1 24.6÷33.6 1.7÷39.0 9.0 37.3 1.2÷1.5 
2 36.6÷43.5 30.6÷45.1 6.9 14.5 1.3÷1.5 
3 19.2÷22.2 18.8÷24.5 3.0 5.7 1.3÷1.4 
4 23.1÷24.9 33.1÷34.9 1.8 1.8 1.4÷1.5 
5 6.0÷8.4 24.0÷29.1 2.4 5.1 1.6÷1.8 
6 23.1÷25.2 51.5÷53.3 21. 1.8 1.4÷1.6 

Tab. 1. Position and dimensions of defects 

3. Conclusions 
Using two different non-destructive methods, 

evaluation of defects in a plate made of plastic 
material was undertaken. The presence, shape, 
position and dimensions of defects were obtained, 
realizing thus a complete image of the structure. 
The exact characterization of manufacturing 
defects using X-ray computed tomography is 
difficult, but one gets a fair approximation of such 
flaws. Ultrasonic imaging provides detection of 
interior defects with high precision. 

The major advantage of X-ray computed 
tomography is that it allows a 3D reconstruction of 
the structure, putting thus in evidence all surface 
and inner defects that appear during the 
manufacturing process or in service.  

The information obtained following non-
destructive evaluation are enough to allow the user 
to design reliable calculus models for further 
mechanical characterization of the influence of 
defects on the lifetime of the structures.  
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1. Introduction 
This paper is focused on testing of cement 

specimens by impact excitation non-destructive 
technique. The objective was to find dynamic 
properties of the specimens without a crack, with a 
crack and with a healed crack by cement paste and 
their comparison. The metrology of impact 
excitation technique is based on previous 
researches [1, 2]. 

2. Experimental methods and specimens 
The impulse excitation method was used for 

measuring of the fundamental resonant frequencies 
of longitudinal, transversal and torsional vibration 
of the specimens. Brüel&Kjær equipment was used 
for testing (Fig. 1.). 

 
Fig. 1. Brüel&Kjær equipment. 

The impact hammer Brüel&Kjær 8206 with 
force transducer inside was used for excitation and 
the acceleration transducer Brüel&Kjær Type 
4519-003 was used for response measurement. 
Both signals, the excitation force and the 
acceleration, were recorded and transformed using 
Fast Fourier Transform (FFT) to the frequency 
domain, and the Frequency Response Function 
(FRF) was evaluated from these signals using the 
vibration control station Brüel&Kjær Front-end 

3560-B-120 and program PULSE 13.4. The test 
was repeated five times for each specimen and 
resultant readings were averaged. From an 
averaged FRF, the fundamental resonant frequency 
was determined for each specimen [1]. For 
measuring of transversal, longitudinal and torsional 
vibration, the specimen was set as it is shown in 
Fig. 2. Specimens were made in standard 
dimension for laboratory tests – 40×40×160 mm 
[3]. The specimens were made out of cement 
CEM I 42.5R (Radotín, CZ) with water/cement 
ratio 0.4. The crack was made 60 mm from one 
end of the specimen. The “healing” of the crack 
was made by means of pushing of the fresh cement 
paste into the crack. 

 
Fig. 2. Location of the accelerometer and position 

of hammer impact in accordance to [3]. 

3. Experimental results 
Measurements of resonant frequencies was 

carried out on the reference specimens (without the 
crack), on the specimens with the open crack, on 
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the specimens 30 min after healing of the crack 
and then after 4 days. The measurement after 30 
min after healing the crack is not included in the 
next figures due to non-significant change in 
resonant frequencies in comparison with cracked 
specimens. 
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Fig. 3. Transversal frequencies. 
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Fig. 4. Longitudinal frequencies. 
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Fig. 5. Torsional frequencies. 

In all 3 figures (Fig. 3 to 5), there is visible that the 
crack has an influence onto the 1st resonance 
frequencies for all 3 types of vibration. The 

resonance frequencies decreased significantly for 
all three basic modes of vibration. Also new 
resonance frequencies were found. Especially for 
the transversal vibration, new modes of vibration 
appeared. The ratio between the 1st and the 2nd 
resonance transversal frequencies of cracked 
specimen decreased in comparison with the 
reference specimen. The same phenomenon was 
observed for the longitudinal vibration. After 
healing there was observed, that the new 
frequencies were vanished, main resonant 
frequencies were shifted onto reference position 
and ratios of the 1st and the 2nd frequencies 
returned to referent values [4]. 

4. Conclusions 
The impact excitation technique was used 

successfully for detection of a crack in cement 
specimens and for evaluation of the healing of a 
crack. This technique will be used in further 
researches to examine capability of bacteria to heal 
a crack in cement specimens – bioremediation of 
cement. 
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1. Introduction 

Elaboration of nondestructive technique (NDT) 
which is useful for damage detection of exploited 
steel elements of seems to be very actual and open 
task for scientific society. In the case of 
ferromagnetic materials one can assume that such a 
technique is possible because magnetic properties 
are strictly related to steel microstructure. We 
present results of research on tests of damage 
detection of two martensite like steels (grades P91 
and 40HNMA) using two complementary 
magnetic NDT techniques based on classical 
Barkhausen effect (HBE) and magnetoacoustic 
emission (MAE), respectively. Microstructure 
modification of these steels was due to or plastic 
deformation made by tension (PD)  or to creep 
damage (CD). This work enhances our previous 
tests with damage steel state detection where 
mainly results of MAE have been exploited 
[1,2,3,4]. 

2. Experimental  
 The microstructures of 40HNMA and P91 

steels consist of the sorbite with remaining needle 
martensite configuration. They differ, however, in 
mechanical properties: the yelding point Rm and 
ultimate tensile stress Re are  about two times  
higher for 40HNMA  in comparison to P91 steel 
[2].  The plane specimens having rectangular 
cross section of 5 mm×7 mm dimensions and 
gauge length of 40 mm. Tensile tests had been 
performed at room temperature while creep tests 
were made at T = 773K with  stress s = 250 MPa 
for 40HNMA and  s = 290 MPa for P91 steels, 

respectively. Each process was interrupted for a 
range of the selected time periods in order to 
achieve specimens with an increasing level of 
plastic strain. After each loading process the 
specimens were tested using magnetic method. 
Magnetic properties were measured using standard 
laboratory method of magnetisation, where 
hysteresis loop B(H) with the HBE and also the 
MAE can be achieved [5]. An intensity of the HBE 
is given by the rms (root mean square) voltage Ub 
induced in pick-up coil. We compared here the 
integrals of those envelopes for one period of 
magnetisation (Int Ub). The MAE voltage signal is 
detected with resonant acoustic transducer. The  
rms envelope (Ua) is integrated and provides an 
descriptor of MAE intensity - Int Ua.  

3. Results 

 Full paper will present the nuances of the 
envelopes of HBE and MAE intensity signals. Here 
we report and compare the integrals Int Ub and Int 
Ua which are plotted as a functions of resulting 
plastic strain e in Fig. 1 for MAE and in Fig. 2 for 
HEB, respectively. These plots reveal that both 
types of damage lead to specific modifications of 
intensities of both effects. These features can be 
summarized as follows. Magnetoacoustic emission 
intensity, as shows Fig. 1,  evidently decreases 
monotonously in function of plastic strain after 
tensile test. This decrease is of order -50 % against 
level for initial stage. Creep damage reduces MAE 
intensity for P91 steel and increases (in not 
monotonous way) for 40HNMA steel. One can 
state that decrease of MAE for P91 steel is  more 
pronounced  when tensile test is performed.      
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Fig. 1 Relative change of MAE intensity in function of 

deformation level for   P91 steel (squares) and 40HNMA 
steel (circles) after plastic deformation (full) and creep 

damage (open) 

 
Fig. 3 Relative change of HBE intensity in function of 

deformation level for   P91 steel (squares) and 40HNMA 
steel (circles) after plastic deformation (full) and creep 

damage (open) 

Plots in Fig. 2 depict also monotonous like   
decrease of HBE intensity for both steels but only 
in the case of the tensile test. This decrease (of 
order of -70%) is higher for P91 steel. Creep test 
leads to non monotonous variation of HBE 
intensity. Its intensity (for both steels) peaks for 
relatively low level of strain (range of 1 – 2 %) and 
than decreases for P91 steel  and again increases 
for 40HNMA steel. We will discuss qualitatively 
the as observed relationships linking them with 
modifications of dislocation densities and creation 
of voids. The as detected fundamental difference of 
magnetic properties of 40HNMA and P91 steels 
when creep test is applied can be attributed mainly 
to voids creation at 40HNMA steel. This effect 
was reported recently in [6].    

4. Remarks 
 All this depicts high capability of the as 
applied magnetic NDT techniques for detection 
and assessment of microstructure modification 
when mechanical damage is in question, mainly 
when both techniques are used simultaneously. 
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1. Introduction 
The modern trend in Nondestructive Testing 

(NDT) is to use guided waves for their potential of 
long range inspection. The problem of acoustic 
wave propagation in infinite homogeneous tubes 
represents a topic of great interest for the 
petrochemical and nuclear industries. Gazis [1] 
investigated the propagation of free harmonic 
waves for axisymmetric and asymmetric motions 
in isotropic hollow cylinders. Many researchers 
have investigated the capability of defect detection 
and sizing, using guided waves in pipes, e.g. 
Alleyne et al. [2], Demma et al. [3]. The present 
paper continues the works [4], [5] by the same 
authors, presented at previous Danubia Adria 
Symposiums. 

In some cases, pipes are used to convey air or 
other gases towards submerged facilities. The on-
site inspection of these pipes faces a new difficulty 
represented by the ultrasonic energy radiation in 
the surrounding fluid. Moreover, the propagating 
modes are not attenuated all in the same ratio and 
the attenuation depends on frequency, as shown by 
Long et al. [6]. The present paper represents a 
preliminary experimental study intended to assess 
the detectability of signals in the presence of fluid 
around a pipe and the fluid influence on the 
propagation of ultrasonic waves.  

2. Experimental setup 
The experimental setup (Fig.1) includes a 

pulser-receiver connected to a Krautkramer B1S 
(1MHz central frequency longitudinal waves) 
ultrasonic transducer. The transducer is placed 
vertically and the pipe is placed on top of the 

transducer using silicon as acoustic coupling. The 
amplified signal is displayed and stored on a 
Tektronix TDS 3000 B Digital phosphor 
oscilloscope.  

 
Fig. 1. Experimental setup for the reference signal. 

 
Fig. 2. The reference signal, pipe in air. 

The reference signal is thus recorded (Fig.2) for 
the brass pipe (E=110GPa, ρ=8700 kg/m3, ν=0.35) 
of outer radius R=7.5mm, wall thickness of 1mm, 
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and 385 mm long.The pipe with the transducer 
attached to one end is immersed in a water 
container. The immersed end of the pipe is sealed 
and the immersed length is 90 mm.  

 
Fig. 3. Reflected signal for the hollow immersed pipe. 

The corresponding signal is presented on Fig. 3. 
It is clearly apparent the attenuation of the first 
wave packet. Moreover, the second wave signal 
from Fig. 2 is now completely attenuated. The 
same high attenuation is remarked for the last 
signals, but from the third initial wave packet it 
remains a measurable signal. 

3. Remarks 
Signal attenuation in pipes represents a major 

technical difficulty, reducing the inspection range. 
This preliminary study has revealed however that 
propagation over 770 mm pipe length, from which 
propagation along 180 mm of immersed pipe, still 
offers the possibility to receive measurable 
ultrasonic longitudinal wave signals. The group 
velocities will confirm the specific modes 
propagating in the pipe generated using the piston-
like method. A confirmation of mode conversion at 
the air-water interface remains to be conducted.  
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1. Introduction 

In railroad transport, fatigue cracking of 

railroad axles are one of the major source of  

railroad accidents. To detect cracks emerging on 

surface of an axle ultrasonic technique (UT) is 

widely used. Axles are usually tested during 

periodic inspection of wheelsets. Dangerous 

fatigue cracks often emerge on the axle wheel-seat. 

These cracks are covered with a wheel hub press 

fitted on the axle. Schema of UT detection of such 

cracks with shear and longitudinal waves is shown 

on Fig. 1. Depending on axle and wheel geometry, 

specific angle probeheads for ultrasonic shear (SV) 

and longitudinal (L) waves are used in tests. To 

detect a crack with shear wave it is necessary to 

couple the probeheads to the cylindrical part of the 

axle, between wheel-seats. Such test can be 

performed on the wheelset dismantled from the 

bogie. Testing with longitudinal wave requires 

access to the flat, front axle face what enables 

inspection of axles in cars, on track (Fig. 1.).  

In both cases, ultrasonic pulse reflects on a 

corner formed by cylindrical surface of the axle  

and surface of the crack. When detecting crack 

situated under the wheel hub, echo amplitude can 

be affected (reduced) by the contact between axle 

and wheel press fitted on axle. Amplitude of the 

ultrasonic wave reflection on the axle-seat – wheel 

hub boundary is lower comparing to reflection on 

steel – air boundary. Value of reflection coefficient 

depends on contacting surfaces conditions like 

roughness, presence (or not) of the grease  and 

pressure. The influence of above factors on UT 

detection of such cracks with shear waves is 

described in details in [1]. Paper describes the 

influence of wheel-axle contact on UT detection of 

fatigue crack detected with longitudinal wave 

launched form the axle face.   

2. Experiment  

Fig. 2 present the experiment setup. Two steel 

samples, made of carbon steel with surface 

roughness the same as in axle and wheel bore (Ra 

=1,6 µm), were pressed with force F. Three angle 

ultrasonic probes for 3 MHz longitudinal wave, 

refraction angle 27
o
, were fixed to the samples.  

 

Fig. 1. Methods of ultrasonic crack detection in railroad 

axle with shear and longitudinal waves.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig. 2. Setup to evaluate coefficients of reflection and 

transmission for longitudinal wave and flaw echo 

amplitude on pressure between contacting surfaces.   
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The first readings were taken on flat samples. 

Signals received by two receiving probes allowed 

to monitor reflection and transmission coefficient 

changes with contact pressure.  

Next measurements were performed with 

transmitting probe operating in echo mode, on 

samples with artificial cracks (dotted line on Fig 2)  

of various depths. These tests allowed to monitor 

the dependence of flaw echo amplitude changes on 

pressure between samples. To imitate real 

conditions, tests were performed for “dry” 

contacting surfaces and for surfaces covered with 

grease.  

3. Results 

Figs. 3 and 4 present dependence of artificial 

flaw echo amplitude on contact pressure between 

samples. Fig. 3 for samples with grease between 

samples, Fig.4 – without any grease (dry contact).   

2 and 4mm cuts, grease
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Fig. 3. 2 and 4 mm deep cut echo dependence on 

contact pressure. Grease between samples. 

2 and 4mm cuts, no grease
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Fig. 4. 2 and 4 mm deep cut echo dependence on 

contact pressure. No grease between samples 

It can be seen that for both, “dry” and “grease” 

contact, echo amplitude depends on pressure 

between samples. As expected higher amplitude 

changes with pressure are observed for samples 

covered with grease. Amplitude changes also 

depend on artificial crack depths. For 4 mm cut 

(cut depth equal to about 2 wavelength) echo 

amplitude drops for contact pressure up to 75 MPa 

and 300 MPa for “grease” and “dry” conditions 

respectively. Significant amplitude drop, equal to 

about 12dB, was observed for “grease” condition 

and low pressure. However, for 2 mm cut (depth 

comparable to the wavelength) echo amplitude 

rises with contact pressure. For “grease” conditions 

this amplitude increase reaches 7.5 dB for pressure 

equal to 25 MPa only. 

4. Conclusions 

Results of presented experiment show that echo 

amplitude for crack situated under the wheel hub 

and detected with longitudinal wave launched form 

the axle face, depends on numerous factors. They 

are: pressure between axle seat and wheel-hub 

(which can vary from point to point [2]), 

conditions (dry, grease) and also crack depth.  

Echo amplitude for dangerous cracks, depth higher 

that a wavelength, can be reduced by factor 4.  

Results show that calibration of ultrasonic 

equipment on artificial flaws cut on free axle 

surface (without contact with wheel hub) can lead 

to errors. Sensitivity of ultrasonic test determined 

in such a way will not ensure detection of cracks, 

of the same depths in a wheelsets.   

One more factor reducing fatigue crack echo 

amplitude is lower than 100% reflection coefficient 

of longitudinal wave on crack surface. Railroad 

axle in a car is subjected to bending. Fatigue crack 

can be opened or closed depending on position of a 

wheelset in relation to load direction. 

Measurements performed in the first experiment 

(on flat samples) showed that, for L wave and 27o 

incidence angle, echo amplitude drop resulting 

from contact pressure can reach 10 dB. Both 

effects, pressure on axle-wheel boundary and 

compressive stress on crack surfaces, can sum up. 

In result echo amplitude of a real crack in the axle 

can be reduced by factor 14 comparing to echo 

amplitude measured on the same depth reflector, 

on free axle.    
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1. Introduction 
Due to its excellent bioactivity, 45S5 Bioglass®

is being highly considered in tissue engineering 
scaffold development. In order to enhance 
vascularization promoting tissue growth, these 
scaffolds typically exhibit a highly interconnected 
porous structure with a porosity between 80 and 
90% (see Fig. 1). Often, Bioglass®-based scaffolds 
of such a high porosity exhibit insufficient 
stiffness. 

Fig. 1. Scanning Electron Micrograph (SEM) showing 
the typical highly interconnected macro-porous 

structure of as-fabricated uncoated Bioglass® scaffold.  

2. Materials and methods 
In order to increase the stiffness of Bioglass®-

based scaffolds fabricated by the foam replica 
method, the herein investigated scaffolds were 
coated with collagen, gelatin, polycaprolactone 
(PCL), alginate, and poly(L-lactic acid) (PLLA) [1, 
2]. The resulting stiffness gain was quantified by 
means of ultrasonic measurements [3, 4, 5, 6]. 

3. Results
Accordingly, PCL and collagen coatings 

increase the overall scaffold’s stiffness ( ), as 
comparing to uncoated scaffolds, by 58% and 
38%, respectively; while no remarkable stiffness 
increase was recorded for the other coatings. To 
reveal the influence of the coatings’ stiffnesses 
(Ecoat) on the overall scaffolds’ stiffnesses (i.e. the 
micromechanical interactions patterns between 
Bioglass® and different coatings) a dimensionless 
relation between coating volume fraction and the 
ratio of –over-Ecoat was investigated. 
Together with ( /Ecoat)-values stemming from 
ultrasonic experiments, theoretical values predicted 
applying the classical isotropic self-consistent 
micromechanics scheme [7, 8, 9, 10, 11] were 
taken into account (see Fig. 2).  

Fig. 2. Dimensionless relation between the coating’s 
volume fraction and the ratio of coated scaffold stiffness 
to the Young’s modulus of respective coating, for PCL- 

and collagen-coated scaffolds. 
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The fact that the relation between coating volume 
fraction and the ( /Ecoat)-ratio are 
significantly different among chosen coatings 
indicates distinct micromechanical interactions 
patterns.

Additionally, scanning electron microscopy 
(SEM), revealed that PCL (unlike collagen) did not 
clog the micropores of the as-fabricated scaffolds 
(which supports the thesis of different 
micromechanical interactions patterns), which are 
deemed essential for cell seeding and the resulting 
in-growth of bone tissue (see Fig. 3). 

Fig. 3. Proper figure description. 

4. Conclusion
Summarizing, ultrasonic tests present an easy-

to-perform and non-destructive alternative to 
traditional mechanical tests. Profound investigation 
of morphology, together with micromechanical 
analysis and ultrasonic tests, reveal the manner in 
which biopolymer coatings affect the stiffness of 
highly porous scaffolds. In case of the investigated 
Bioglass®-based scaffolds, PCL as well as 
collagen infiltrate the cracks present in the struts 
increasing the stiffness of the overall structure. The 
PCL coating not only contributed the most among 
the investigated coatings to the increase of 
stiffness, but also unlike the other coatings, it did 
not clog the scaffold pores, whose preservation is 
mandatory for the biological functioning of the 
scaffolds. The latter finding, together with the fact 
that PCL leads to significant increase in stiffness, 
makes this biopolymer a very promising possibility 
for coating Bioglass® scaffolds without sacrificing 
their excellent bioactive properties. 
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1. Introduction

Ultrasonic method, that characterises a fast

execusion of measurement and its relatively low

cost, is the one of non-destructive techniques most

often used for damage assessments. It has to be

noticed, however, that  the conventional ultrasonic

parameters, e.g. ultrasonic wave velocity and

attenuation coefficient have some limits in

appliacation [1]. The difficulty in measuring of the

both parameters appears in the case of material

microstructure heterogeneity, surface roughness,

and additionally, taking into account the wave

velocity – in assessment of a thickness of

the elements tested [2]. It hast to be also mentioned

that the ultrasonic wave velocity and attenuation

coefficient allow to detect material damage in

the late stage of material exploitation, when voids

are already created [2].

The paper presents an attempt for application of

two other ultrasonic parameters such as acoustic

birefringence and elastoacoustic coefficient in

the early stage of degradation of medium carbon

steel after plastic deformation and accelerated

creep. The acoustic birefringence is based on

a velocity difference between two shear waves

polarized in the mutually perpendicular directions

[3]. Its variation is attributed to the material texture

(grain orientation, oriented voids resulted from

creep for example) that changes itself during

loading of a material [4]. The measurements are

usually carried out using the same ultrasonic

probes, rotated about 90º (ultrasonic beam goes

through the same thickness of material and reflects

from the same area of the opposite surface [2]). In

this way the errors related to the construction

design and heterogeneity of a material can be

eliminated. The elastoacoustic coefficient represe-

nts a proportionality factor between stress and rela-

tive changes of the wave velocities [2]. In

the measurements of elastic coefficient a phenome-

non of the elastoacoustic effect is used. This effect

is explained on the basis of nonlinear elasticity

theory. According to it the wave velocity depends

on stress introduced into a material [5].

The results of our investigations gave

knowledge whether the changes in microstructure

and mechanical properties may be detected in

the early stage of material exploitation by

ultrasonic technique.

2. Experimental procedure

The specimens of power plant steel were

subjected to plastic deformation or accelerated

creep. Each process was interrupted for a range of

the selected time periods in order to achieve

specimens with increasing level of prestrain. After

each loading process the specimens were tested

using ultrasonic technique.

The acoustic birefringence was calculated

according to the following relationship:

TpTl

TpTl

tt

tt
B




 2                           (1)

where:

tTl – time of flight of the shear wave for

longitudinal polarization direction;

tTp – time of flight of the shear wave for

perpendicular polarization direction.

The times of flight of the ultrasonic waves were

measured by the echo method. The elastoacoustic

coefficient was determined using the following

equation:
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t

tt                          (2)

where:

t0 – time of flight of ultrasonic wave in

the unloaded material,

tσ – time of flight of ultrasonic wave in

the uploaded material,

β –   elastoacoustic coefficient,

σ – stress within the range of elasticity.

The times of flight of the ultrasonic waves were

measured by through-transmission method.

Subsequently, static tensile tests and

microstructural investigations were carried out.

Finally, the relationships between parameters

determined by means of the non-destructive and

destructive methods were found.

3. Selected results

The experiment was carried out on two series of

the 40HNMA steel that consists of sorbite

microstructure with remaining the needle

martensite configuration. First series came from

unexploited material subjected to quenching and

tempering, while the second one was cut off from

the exploited tube. In both cases the same

conditions of creep testing were applied

(σ = 250MPa, T = 500ºC).

In the case of 40HNMA steel without prior

loading history a decrease of the acoustic

birefringence was observed for specimens after

plastic deformation and accelerated creep (Fig. 1).

Variations of the acoustic birefringence were

caused by the rotations of material grains. During

this process they try to set themselves parallel

to the stress direction enforcing a deformation [4].

The higher values of the coefficient for the steel

after creep are explained by annihilation of

material defects due to temperature of the process.
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Fig. 1. Variation of the acoustic birefringence for

the 40HNMA steel after quenching and tempering

versus strain.

     In the case of 40HNMA steel cut off from

the tube an increase of the acoustic birefringence

for specimens after creep was identified (Fig. 2). It

is caused by an occurrence of microcracks in

the material matrix.
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Fig. 2. Variation of the acoustic birefringence for

the 40HNMA steel cut off from the exploited tube

versus strain [3].

4. Conclusions

 The acoustic birefringence might be useful in

assessment of a state of material degradation in

the late stage of material exploitation.

 A variation of the elastoacoustic coefficient

was observed in the early stage of exploitation

for the 40HNMA steel cut off from the tube

and subjected to accelerated creep.

The parameter was not sensitive on damage

development in the advanced stage of material

exploitation.
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1. Introduction 
Hardness tests are widely used for weld 

mechanical properties evaluation and thus its 
quality estimation. Typical increase of weld metal 
hardness followed by its decrease in heat affected 
zone can be observed in most of conventionally 
prepared weld joints [1]. In case of laser welding, 
much higher cooling rates are present and thus 
different weld characteristics can be expected.  
Especially thin sheets (< 1.5 mm) seam welding 
with a pulsed laser results in very small-sized 
welds with heat affected zone often unobservable 
using light microscopic techniques [2]. In such 
cases utilization of micro- and especially 
nanoindentation techniques is appropriate 
for reliable measurement of mechanical properties 
of the welded material. 

Nanoindentation (depth sensing indentation) is 
a contact based technique widely used 
for evaluation of mechanical properties at small 
scales. During a typical test a diamond tip 
of known geometry is pressed into the sample 
surface, while the indentation load and depth are 
continuously recorded. This method can provide us 
with new information about fine welds properties. 

2. Experiment 
Pulsed Nd:YAG laser LASAG KLS 246-102 

with maximal average power 150 W was used 
for bead-on-plate welding of 0.6 mm thick AISI 
304 stainless steel sheet. Pulse repetition frequency 
13 Hz, welding speed 4 mm.s-1 and working 
distance 4 mm under the focal plane were kept 
constant during all experiments. Protective argon 
gas (8 l.min-1) was applied coaxially with the laser 

beam. Other processing parameters are concluded 
in Tab. 1. 

Sample no. Pulse 
length 
[ms] 

Pulse 
energy

[J] 

Average 
power 

[W] 

Peak 
power 
[kW] 

I 2.6 3.5 45.5 1.35 
II 3.9 4.7 61.1 1.21 
III 3.4 5.9 76.7 1.74 
IV 3.4 6.2 80.6 1.82 

Tab. 1. Applied processing parameters. 

3. Hardness measurement 
3.1 Vickers microhardness tests 

First, polished sample of basic material 
mounted in cold casting resin was etched with 
a mixture of hydrochloric and nitric acid (3:1) 
to induce its microstructure. 

Basic material microhardness was evaluated 
using automatic hardness tester LECO AMH43 
with Vickers indenter at applied load of 500 mN. 
Fifteen measurements were performed. 
The average value reached (270 ± 25) HV 0.05. 

Second, metallographic specimens of cross 
sections perpendicular to the welding direction 
were prepared in the same way as the basic 
material. Weld microhardness was measured along 
the centre of the weld cross section from its surface 
to the root in discrete points spaced by 70 µm 
or 100 µm, respectively. Supplemental 
measurements were performed perpendicularly, 
in the centre of the metal sheet (indexed with “p”). 
Fig. 2 presents examined weld cross sections with 
the designation of indents positions. 
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(a)                                                   (b) 

  
(c)                                                (d) 

Fig. 2. Weld cross sections after the microindentation 
test (sample I (a), II (b), III (c) and IV (d)). 

Laser power applied in case of sample I and II 
was insufficient for the full penetration. Thus only 
few indents lie in the weld metal. Fig. 3 presents 
results of microhardness measurements that show a 
noticeable scatter. 
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Fig. 3. Results of microhardness measurements. 

3.2 Nanoindentation 

Selected samples of laser welds were also 
examined by the nanoindentation to study local 
weld properties in detail. The measurements were 
carried out using the fully calibrated NanoTest 
NTX system (MicroMaterials). Room temperature 
indentation with Berkovich indenter was 
performed at load of 50 mN. The position 
of investigated area of the weld is displayed in Fig. 
4 together with measured data of sample II. The 
spacing of indents was 30 µm. 

Comparing nanoindentation data with respect 
to the indents position, certain hardness decrease 
on the boarder of the weld metal and basic material
can be observed. 

Nanoindentation provides us also with reduced 
elastic modulus data that are also displayed 
in Fig. 4. 

Fig. 4. Position of nanoindents and corresponding 
nanohardness and reduced elastic modulus results 

(sample II). 

4. Remarks 
• Vickers test did not reveal any significant 

increase in weld metal microhardness. Laser 
welds performed with similar processing 
parameters reached very different 
microhardness values. Measured profiles 
depend on individual weld cross section 
structure that seems different for different cut 
positions. This is caused by the specific 
orientation of weld metal grains resulting from 
relatively small 63% pulse overlap. 

• Higher spatial resolution of nanoindentation 
revealed local decrease of hardness and elastic 
modulus at the boarder of weld metal and basic 
material. 

• More detailed results with adequate comment 
will be presented at the conference. 
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1. Introduction 
The annulus fibrosus of intervertebral disc is 

creates an organized network of collagen fibers. 
Simultaneously orientation of collagen fibers 
determines the anisotropic mechanical properties 
in intervertebral disc [2]. 

The aim of this study was to determine the 
impact of long axial compression on structural of 
intervertebral disc. Changes in the structure was 
characterized on the basis of the mechanical 
properties of lamellar in annulus fibrosus defined 
in microscopic level. 

2. Material and Methods 
The study was conducted on 10 pigs lumbar 

spines motion segments without neural arch. 
Segments were divided into 2 groups: with 
nondegenerate intervertebral disc (physiological) 
and after long compression test - pathological 
intervertebral disc. 

Long axial compression test was carried out on 
the testing machine MTS 858 Mini Bionix. 
The test was performed for 100 000 load cycles at 
a frequency of 2 Hz. Segments loaded axial force 
between 150N to 650N, to simulate daily range of 
loads on the spine. 

Micro-mechanical properties of lamellar were 
carried out on samples obtained from the anterior 
parts of motion segments. Sections 40–50µm in 
nominal thickness were cut from multi lamellar 
blocks Fig.1a. Microtensile samples with 
dimensions of 1.60±0.46mm length and 
2.46±0.47mm width were trimmed from remain 
mono-aligned area of tissue. 

a)  

b)  c)  
Fig. 1. Preparation of material: a) method of cuting 

the samples from the multi lamellar blocks of annulus 
fibrosus. Direction of stretching the micro samples:  

b) parallel, c) perpendicular. 

To maintain comparable test conditions the 
samples were stored in saline at 4÷7⁰C [2]. 
Samples were stretched in two directions: parallel 
and perpendicular to collagen fibers alignment 
direction (Fig.1.b,c). Uniaxial tensile test 
performed on especially designed system 
stretching the samples in the microscopic level. 
The samples were stretched at a constant speed 
loading 0.06mm/s in both directions. 

3. Results and discussion 
The basic mechanical properties (UTS -

 ultimate tensile strength, N - strain at failure) 
were determined from the non-linear stress-strain 
characteristics. Samples revealed different 
breaking mechanisms in depending on the 
direction of tensile [1]. Samples stretched in 
parallel direction show slight increase in value as 
opposed to transverse direction. 
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3.1 Parallel direction of stretching 

During tensile specimens in the parallel 
direction, can be divided into scopes corresponding 
to the characteristic stage of straighten and move 
the collagen fibers. 

Both mechanical properties (UTS, N) of the 
specimens excised in the parallel direction was 
higher in physiological by about 24% than 
pathological Fig.2. 
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Fig. 2. Mechanical properties of micro samples 
stretched in parallel to collagen fibers direction: a) 

ultimate tensile strength (UTS) b) strain at failure(N). 

 

3.2 Perpendicular direction of stretching 

In the case of samples stretching in 
perpendicular direction, collagen fibers are 
separated. In comparison to parallel stretching, 
transversely stretched samples are characterized by 
a slight increase in UTS, which is maintained at 
a constant level. 

The specimens excised in perpendicular 
direction from showed UTS by about 60% higher 
in physiological intervertebral disc than in 
pathological Fig.3.a. However, in both groups, 
there were no significant differences in strain value 
Fig.3.b. 
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Fig. 3. Mechanical properties of micro samples 
stretched in perpendicular to collagen fibers direction: 

a) ultimate tensile strength (UTS) b) strain at failure(N). 

 

The results confirm the annulus fibrosus 
anisotropy and indicate that the orientation of the 
collagen fibers has an effect on the mechanical 
properties. The results of the research showed how 
changes mechanical properties of collagen fibers 
which induced pathological changes. 
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1. Introduction 
Advanced composites have many advantages as 

aircraft structural materials and for this reason their 
use is becoming increasingly widespread. Impact 
damage is a major concern in laminated composite 
structures and sandwich construction, as accidental 
impacts frequently cause damage, severely 
reducing structural strength and stability. 
Relationships between forces and deformations are 
much more complicated in composites than in 
conventional metallic materials due to composites’ 
higher transverse shear and transverse normal 
stress deformability.  

 
Fig. 1. Damage Size [5] 

Fragility of composite materials to impact 
loading limits their application in aircraft 
structures. In particular, low velocity impacts – 
tools dropped during maintenance or foreign object 
damage during landing and takeoff – can cause a 
significant amount of delamination, even though 
the only external indication of damage may be a 
very small surface indentation. This type of 
damage is often referred to as barely visible impact 
damage (BVID), and it can cause significant 
degradation of structural properties. If the damaged 
laminate is subjected to high compressive loading, 
buckling failure may occur. 

 
Fig. 2. Residual strength requirements versus 

damage size [1] 

The extent of BVID damage is difficult to 
measure as it cannot be seen by visual inspection 
and damage is hidden among the layers that cause 
inter-laminar strength reduction, inducing 
secondary invisible effects. 

2. Applying BVIDs on structural parts 
Barely visible impact damages according to the 

definition of damage Categories 1 – 5 out of CMH-
17 [1] (see Fig. 1) are Category 1 and based on a 
no-growth concept, meaning that damages up to 
the boundary of optical detectability. Kassapoglou 
quantified BVID with his specification as 
indentions left by impacts and its local damages 
that are barely visible from a distance of about 
120cm [2]. 

This fact leads directly to the challenge that a 
specific dent depth is postulated for introducing the 
damages on structural composite parts. Performing 
impact calibrations on representative flat panels in 
order to determine the required energy level for 
applying the damages on structural parts is 
recommendable process. 

The following details may have an influence, 
when impacts completed by a drop tower/gas gun 
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under defined laboratory conditions are allocated 
on structural parts: 

 Detailed design configuration of structural part 
impact location are not transferable to flat test 
panels 

 Influence of geometries at impact location  

 Interaction with hardware in surrounding 
regions 

 Final production processes (primer, painting, 
coating, …) 

 Interaction of configuration (laminate – core – 
adhesive) 

A main deviation of required energy level 
determined  from flat panels to structural parts is 
directly connected to the finishing works (painting 
and priming). The main factor that affects the 
indentation is the underlying honeycomb structure 
beneath the core. As shown in the Fig. 3 below, if 
the impact occurs in an intersection region of the 
honeycomb structure, for thin ply composites, the 
increased strength will result in a decreased 
indentation. 

 
Fig. 3. Honeycomb support behavior 

3. Devices 
BVID impacts can be simulated on the drop 

tower and air cannons/gas gun in the test facility 
under laboratory conditions. 

Drop towers have a very good repeatability as 
well as accuracy. The main field of use is under 
laboratory conditions (flat panels) and plain 
structures (coupon test) 

Shooting devices like gas guns offer more 
flexible in regards of shape of the tests parts and 
introduction direction of impacts. A prerequisite is 
that the processes are well defined, as such devices 
have many factors affecting repeatability as well as 
accuracy. 

The gas gun is an impacting device used to 
cause BVID or VID of a known energy and impact 
depth as shown in Fig. 4. 

 
Fig. 4. Gas Gun 

The gas gun expels a projectile to impact a 
target via the use of compressed air. A 
displacement sensor calculates the velocity of the 
projectile as it moves through the barrel and from 
this the impact energy is calculated. The Gas Gun 
is rated to an accuracy of +/- 5%, however an 
accuracy of +/- 2.5% is commonly achievable [3], 
[4]. 

4. Conclusion 
This paper describes a strategy for predicting 

internal damages in a laminated composite 
structure as well as sandwich structures when 
subjected to low-velocity impact. The aim was to 
obtain a better understanding of and solutions for 
the notorious reduction in strength of aircraft 
compression panels when they suffered barely 
visible impact damage (BVID). Secondly the aim 
was to transfer this knowledge from laboratory 
conditions to conditions on structural parts to 
produce significant and realistic testing results. 

Furthermore a strategy of preparing BVIDs 
with gas guns and reoccurring influences shall be 
presented by allocating BVIDs from laboratory 
conditions to conditions on structural parts. 
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1. Introduction 
In recent years there is a need to increase 

development of smart and low weight and low 
energy consumption sensors and actuators for 
engineering applications. Sensors which are 
independent from external energy sources, or their 
energy consumption is negligible are desired. 
These requirements can be met by piezoelectric 
materials. When mechanical force is applied to 
piezo-material, due to the direct piezoelectric 
effect, an electrical voltage is generated. Although 
due to inverse piezoelectric effect it can induce 
force, when electric field is applied. Different 
application of piezoelectric materials makes them 
appropriate for the development of systems that 
such sensor-active vibration damper [1]. 
Unfortunately, such a sensor has an impact on the 
local stiffness, due to the high Young's modulus 
and thickness (compared to the resistive strain 
gauge). 

2. Methods 
2.1 Static tensile test 

Sensors used in experiments were M2807-P1 
(28x7x0.3mm) made by Smart-Material Corp. 

 
Fig. 1. M2807-P1 piezo sensor clamped in machine. 

 

Piezo material is PZT5AH1 Navy Type II with 
longitudinal active part, and transverse electrodes 
[2]. In first step both piezo sensor and GFRP were 
investigated separately to obtain independent 
material properties. GFRP specimens were made 
of two layers of 0/90 glass fabric (total thickness is 
0.4 mm). All specimens were also measured using 
Digital Image Correlation (DIC) for a better 
accuracy. DIC was used to measure true strain and 
to obtain real material properties both of sensor 
and GFRP, which were later used in FE analysis 
(Tab. 1) 

 
Fig. 2. Tension curve of piezo sensor. Magnified  line 
represents linear Young's Modulus for piezo sensor. 

2.2 Finite Element Method 
Model was built with c.a. 500 000  20-node 

elements. All material models were assumed as 
isotropic and linear elastic.  
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Material data GFRP Piezo sensor 
Young Modulus [GPa] 12 10.6 
Poisson ratio [-] 0.31 0.13 

Tab. 1. Material properties. 

3. Results 
Results of longitudinal strain obtained after 

loading the specimen (0.4 mm thick cross-ply 
GFRP) with 900N force are presented on Fig. 3. 
Area, where piezo sensor is bonded, is 
significantly stiffer than rest of the specimen, 
resulting in non-uniform axial strain distribution.  

 
Fig. 3. FE longitudinal strain (specimen and sensor). 

Influence of sensor stiffness on GFRP is also 
presented on Fig. 4., where for clarity piezo 
element is not shown. Specimen was only 0.4 mm 
thick, so influence is observed on both sides. 

 
Fig. 4. FE longitudinal strain in GFRP. 

 

Strain measured directly at piezo sensor 
(centerline of pizeo sensor is located exactly at 
centerline of GFRP) is about 20% lower than strain 
measured at other locations (Fig. 5.).  

 
Fig. 5. Longitudinal strain thru width of specimen. 

4. Remarks 
 Piezoelectric strain sensor has strong influence 

on local stiffness of observed model, while 
global stiffness remains unchanged. 

 Strain measured with piezo sensor at flexible 
parts might be underestimated due to relatively 
high stiffness of sensor. 
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1. Introduction 

Macro Fiber Composite (MFC) piezoelectric 
devices have numerous uses ranging from strain 
gauges, to actuators and energy harvesting devices.  
As a strain gauge it offers high sensitivity and 
bandwidth allowing it to measure signals with 
frequency up to 3MHz. Additional advantages 
include damage tolerance and reliability. MFC 
devices can be used as actuators for introducing 
both static displacement and vibrations. Their 
structure and dual sensor/actuator nature requires 
large cross-section area, which in conjunction with 
high stiffness of piezoelectric ceramic material can 
influence both local strain distribution in the 
sample and global sample's stiffness. 

2. Methods 
A flat sheet of glass fiber reinforced plastic 

composite was used as a specimen. Reinforcement 
consisted of two layers of bi-axial (0° - 90°) fabric 
with 186 g/m2 weight each. EP52 epoxy resin was 
used as a matrix. M2807-P1 (28x7x0.1mm) MFC 
piezoelectric sensor manufactured by Smart 
Material Corp. was attached to specimen using 
cyanoacrylate glue. Specimen with attached sensor 
is visible on Fig. 1. Load was applied in vertical (y) 
dimension. A uniform paint coating was applied to 
sample's surface and subsequently covered in black 
paint spots used as markers for Digital Image 
Correlation Method. 

2.1 Strain measurement 

Sub-pixel, two dimensional Digital Image 
Correlation (DIC) similar to described in [1], was 
used for determining strain distribution and for 
attaching four virtual extensometers, two of which 

are visible on Fig. 1. The other two were attached 
in analogical location on the reverse side of the 
specimen. Extensometers were placed parallel to 
load direction and were used to determine average 
values of strain across sensor area and reference 
area undisturbed by sensor. 

 
Fig. 1. Piezoelectric sensor attached to CFRP sheet. 

Extensometers are marked with black lines. 

3. Results 
Results from the extensometers (Fig. 2) show 

up to 20% change in stiffness on the sensor side 
and 10% change on reverse side. Such difference 
suggests that bending may occur, a notion that was 
confirmed using Finite Element model. Stress was 
calculated from load for composite nominal cross 
section area. 
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Fig. 2. Strain relative to preload, indicated 
by optical extensometers placed on sensor 

and at reference position. 

Fig. 3 shows strain distribution for both sides of 
specimen. Strain in the sensor area is significantly 
lower than strain on reference area of the sample. 
Additionally strain concentration can be observed 
above and below the sensor on the front side. Very 
low strain values on lower part of the sensor can be 
attributed to contacts soldered to the sensor 
surface. An apparent out of scale strain 
concentration in lower part of the sample's front 
side was caused by a movement of signal cable 
attached to sensor, visible on Fig. 1. 

4. Remarks 
Large differences in stiffness and changes in 

strain distribution around sensor must be accounted 
for in numerical models. Numerical model of 
composite shell structure with MFC actuators is 
described in [2]. It is also necessary to compensate 
measurements acquired from the sensor for 
additional stiffness from sensor's active area, 
especially in sheet structures similar to shown case. 
Lack of sensor output correction in shown case 
could result in indicated values up to 20% lower 
than those occurring on area undisturbed by sensor. 

 
Fig. 3. Distribution of strain in load direction 

on front (right) and reverse (left) side of the specimen. 
Sensor was placed on front side. Black rectangle 

denotes sensor's active area. 
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1. Introduction 
Due to their stiff skin and lightweight core 

structure sandwich materials provide in the same 
time both high bending stiffness and low weight 
making them suitable for lightweight application 
design [1].  

The major shortcoming of the sandwich 
materials comes into play when we are talking 
about shock loading or localized (point) loading, 
conditions under which the interfacial damage is 
the main cause of the material failure [2]. 

Being the first step in building a complete 
failure model for the studied sandwich material, 
the current research is focused on determining the 
failure modes under static loading of several 
sandwich configurations. 

2. Experimental approach 
In order to develop a complete numerical model 

able to describe the sandwich material failure 
modes it is necessary to perform tests both on the 
sandwich material and also separately on the core 
and skin materials [3]. Also fracture mechanics 
testing methods must be used in order to build a 
cohesive zone model for the interface damage 
characterization [4]. 

The skin and core materials used for the 
sandwich structure are presented below (Tab. 1). 

Nine different sandwich configurations loaded 
in 3 and 4 point bending are the subject of the 
experimental research (see Tab. 2). Laminated 
composites used for the skin material as well as the 
sandwich structures were manufactured by TCKT 
Wels2. 

 
 

Ref.  Material name Description 
C1 Airex C 70.75 PVC Foam 80 kg/m3 
C2 Compaqform 100 PS Foam 100 kg/m3 

C3 Compaqform 200 PS Foam 200 kg/m3 

C4 Nomex 
Honeycomb 

Aramid paper 
honeycomb 

GF Glass Fiber 0/90 
CF Carbon Fiber 0/90 

Tab. 1. Materials used for the sandwich composite 
 

Name Configuration 
M1 2xGF C1 2xGF 

 

M2 4xGF C1 4XGF 
 

M3 1xCF C1 1xCF 
 

M4 2xCF C1 2XCF 
 

M5 4xCF C1 4XCF 
 

M6 2XGF C2 2xGF 
 

M7 3xGF C3 3xGF 
 

M8 1xGF C4 1xGF 
 

M9 2xCF C4 2xCF 
 

Tab. 2. Tested sandwich configurations 

The experimental results provided information 
concerning the maximum loading capability with 
respect to the sandwich composition (density) and 
helped identifying the main failure mechanisms for 
the studied materials: skin failure occurs under 
local compression, core failure occurs under shear 
loading and in the case of the honeycomb core 
local buckling of the honeycomb cells. 
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3. Numerical approach 
Numerical modelling of damage evolution in 

composite materials has known a continuously 
growing development in both macro structural 
damage modelling (cohesive zone model [5]) and 
also in the microstructural damage modelling 
(micro cellular modelling). These models can be 
successfully employed to describe the failure 
phenomena occurring inside the sandwich material. 

Micross is a tool developed by e-Xtream 
engineering which uses the homogenization 
method and has implemented damage prediction 
models for laminate composites and foams [6]. 
Industry-oriented and aimed at determining the 
stiffness and the maximum loading capability of a 
sandwich material loaded in 3 or 4 point bending, 
Micross is the perfect tool when in need of a quick 
assessment of the material’s mechanical properties 
(see Fig. 1). 

 
Fig. 1. Results for M1 (max. force 665 N) 

In order to assess the validity of the numerical 
results two comparisons were made: firstly the 
capability of the software to predict the global 
force-displacement response of the material (see 
Tab. 3) and secondly accuracy of determining the 
maximum loading capability (see Tab. 4). 

 

Material  Experimental 
displacement at 
400 N loading  

[mm] 

Numerical 
displacement at 
400 N loading 

[mm] 
M1 4.4 4.26 
M2 2.7 2.74 

M4 2.7 2.74 

M9 3.8 4.13 

Tab. 3. Numerical results – stiffness prediction 

 
Material  Maximum force 

experimental 
[N] 

Maximum force 
numerical  

[N] 
M1 640 665 
M2 1020 1006 

M4 1000 971 

M9 450 352 

Tab. 4. Numerical results – maximum load 

 

4. Conclusions 
Micross shows high potential in optimizing the 

sandwich structures, providing a fast solution in 
assessing the influence of material design 
parameters in the overall sandwich behaviour. 
Good agreement was obtained for the foam-cored 
sandwich materials. Further investigations are 
required concerning the honeycomb accuracy. 

5. Further research 
Our future research is focused on two main 

directions: 

 Further experimental study of the failure 
behaviour of the skins, core, interface, and 
sandwich assembly under both static and impact 
loading. 

 Numerical development of a complete 
failure model consisting of skin damage modelling 
for intra and inter laminar failure, core damage 
modelling, micro buckling damage for the 
honeycomb core and interface damage modelling. 
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1. Introduction 
Dowel-type timber connections are widely used 

in timber engineering structures, due to their ease 
of application and their ability to transfer high 
loads. These types of connections act as compliant 
joints, allowing additional deformations between 
the structural elements when the joint is loaded. 
Current design standards require that this 
compliant characteristic of the joint is taken into 
account in the design of timber structures [1]. 
However, the very nature of the joint assembly 
makes it extremely difficult to directly observe the 
micromechanical interaction of its component 
elements. Consequently, current design rules based 
on external performance observations of the joints 
do not fully account for the effects of the joint 
geometry or the loading direction with respect to 
the fiber direction of the wood on the overall 
compliance characteristic of the joint. 

 The aim of this study is to develop an 
integrated experimental procedure allowing an 
enhanced in-situ insight into the micromechanical 
interactions governing the global behavior of 
dowel connections during loading. The approach is 
to combine traditional embedment tests of steel-
dowels in wood with innovative material micro-
characterization and measurements based on 
advanced imaging technologies. The combination 
of these methods with numerical modeling is 
expected to bring the testing of complex 
assemblies to a new level of efficiency and 
knowledge by removing many limitations of the 
traditional experimental methods [2]. 

2. Embedment tests and integrative 
imaging techniques 

Embedment tests were performed on spruce 
wood specimens with dimensions according to 
EN383 [3] with 12 mm boreholes and steel dowels 
(Figure 1). Assemblies were loaded in 
displacement control using a servo-hydraulic 
testing machine. The test configuration is 
illustrated in Figure 1. 

displacement u [mm]

fo
rc

e
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 [
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]

loading parallel to fiber

loading perp. to fiber

initial 1st 2nd deflection final deformation

microCT scansmicroCT scans

DIC measurements

dowel

loading

CT sampleCT sample

 
Fig. 1. Test setup and load deformation curves for 

single dowel connections loaded parallel and 
perpendicular to fiber direction. 

The experimental procedure consisted of step 
loading of the joint assembly, in which the 
specimen was unloaded at the first and the second 
inflection points of the load-displacement curves 
(Figure 1). Before the test and at each break 
between loading steps, the 35 mm core of the wood 
specimen with the borehole was physically 
extracted from the block specimen to allow for X-
ray computed tomography scans revealing the 
permanent deformation of the internal contact 
areas. Following the scanning, the core was 
planted and glued in a matched solid wood 
material for another loading stage. The procedure 
continued until 5 mm global joint deformation was 
achieved. During the loading stages, the surface 
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deformation maps in the connection have been 
recorded by means of an optical measurement 
system based on the digital image correlation 
(DIC) principle. The surface deformation maps 
complemented the snapshot volumetric CT data on 
the permanent deformation inside the wood sample 
between the loading stages (marked with circles in 
Figure 1). This procedure was applied to two joint 
configurations: one loaded along and the other 
perpendicular to the fiber direction. 

3. Results and discussion 
The load-deformation characteristics of the 

investigated samples corresponded well to the 
typical trends (Figure 1): the initial compliant 
loading path in specimens is followed by a linear 
quasi-elastic section until the joint softens and 
turns into a ductile mode. Further loading would 
finally lead to brittle failure of the wood. 

The optical DIC technique returned (full-field)
displacement and strain fields in the wood directly 
under the dowel. The strain maps reveal a narrow 
region around the dowel where the material is 
crushed (seen as high compressive strain), while 
the deformations further away from the immediate 
contact zone are considerably smaller (in the 
elastic range) (Figure 2). This area of large 
deformations increases slowly but steadily with 
softening of the load-deformation curve and, 
further, during the ductile plateau. Deformations 
perpendicular to grain reveal strain concentrations 
leading to vertical split running parallel to the fiber 
direction (Figure 2). 

ε90 

1st crack 

2nd crack 
permanent 
deformation 

100 

-100 

1  crack 

dowel dowel 

 
Fig. 2. left: maximum deformation of steel dowel in 

wood loaded parallel to the grain; right: strains 
perpendicular to grain illustrating cracking of wood. 

Comparing volumetric CT scans of the core 
material taken after each of the loading stages with 
the reference scan of the un-deformed specimen 
taken before the loading procedure allows 
observation of the gradual densification of wood 
due to the local collapse of the cellular structure 
and the increase of the borehole resulting in 
irreversible deformations of the joint (Figure 2). 
Both can be readily quantified on the global 
specimen level (Figure 3). It should be stressed 

that models employing continuum solid mechanics 
could not predict such deformation.  
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Fig. 3. Change of the void volume and in wood as 

indicator for irreversible deformations in embedment 
samples loaded parallel to grain. 

4. Conclusions 
In this study, traditional embedment tests of 

steel-dowels in wood were combined with 
advanced imaging techniques in order to visualize 
the micromechanical response of wood. Digital 
image correlation measurements highlighted the 
strain concentrations in the contact region directly 
under the dowel. Particularly, the location of 
strains perpendicular to grain and shear strains as 
precursors for development of cracks could be 
visualized. Complementary CT data was found to 
be consistent with DIC results and reveals buckling 
and tearing of the cellular structure. These 
observations explain the challenges faced by the 
simulation attempts using conventional continuum 
mechanics models.  
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1. Introduction 
In mechanics, an impact is a high force or 

shock applied over a short time period when two or 
more bodies collide.  

Many types of structures and materials have 
been tested for impact and impact response, with 
different results from material to material, but one 
of the less tested was the stratified honeycomb core 
material. Regarding this fact, this paper presents a 
model of calculus for low energy impact on 
stratified honeycomb core material. 

2. Specimens 
A stratified honeycomb core material (Figure 1) 

is a special class of composite materials that is 
fabricated by attaching two thin but stiff skins to a 
lightweight but thick core. The core material is 
normally a low strength material, but its higher 
thickness provides the sandwich composite with 
high bending stiffness with overall low density [1]. 

 
Fig. 1. Sandwich structured composite with simple core 
(1), double core (2), triple hybrid core (3) a-honeycomb 
structure, b-rigid foam, c-aluminium sheets. 

Figure 2 presents a specimen of the sandwich 
used for impact, with a core thickness of 26 mm 
and outer shells made of two layered epoxy resin–

glass fibre fabric. For each core, there were used 
two types of outer shells: one made of two layered 
epoxy resin – glass fibre fabric and one made of 
one layered epoxy resin – glass fibre fabric. 

 
Fig.3. Sandwich specimen 

3. Impact analyses 
An experimental program consisting of  three 

impact tests in sets of five specimens was 
performed [2]. The energy of the impact was set to 
values starting from 5 Joules up to 10 Joules. 
Figure 3 presents an impacted specimen with an 
energy of 10 Joules. 

 
Fig. 3. 10 Joules impacted specimen [1]. 

For each energy (5, 7.5 and 10 Joules) five tests 
were performed. The averaged results are 
presented in Figure 4.  We can observe that the 
force generated during the impact has a peak value 
of 1100 N for the 5 Joules energy and for the other 
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energies the force reaches up to 1000 N. The 
impact took place over a 3.5 ms time interval for 
the 5 Joules energy and over a 2 ms time interval 
for the other two energies. After the 3.5 ms mark 
and the 2 ms mark, the energy-time curve 
decreases from the maximum value to its 
minimum. 

 
Fig. 5. Force variation over time. 

We can conclude that higher impact energy 
does not actually mean a higher impact force. 

4. Numerical analyses 
A set of numerical analyses were made in order 

to fully understand the impact process. For this, a 
virtual 3D model of the specimen was created 
following the designs shown in figure 6.  

Four points of impact were defined (shown by 
red dots), one over the centre of a honeycomb cell, 
one over the middle of a thin wall of the 
honeycomb core, one over the middle of a thick  
wall of the honeycomb core and the last one at the 
top of the junction of three walls. 

 
Fig. 6. Specimen dimensions and impact points. 

Several parameters were selected considering 
the results from the experimental tests [3]. A 4.5 
ms time interval was set for the program to 
complete the numerical calculus and also a 10-7 s 
increment was set. The speed applied to the impact 
hammer was set at v = 4.125 m/s and its mass to a 
value of 150 g. The resulting impact energy was 5 
Joules. Figure 7 presents the numerical model and 
Figure 8 depicts the numerical results.  

These numerical results highlight the 
importance of impact position over a stratified 

honeycomb core material regarding maximum 
stress over time allowing a classification on the 
ability the structure to absorb kinetic energy, 
depending on the required shock area. 

   
Fig. 7. The numerical model. 

Higher stress values represent lower energy 
absorption potential. We can state that the 
numerical model was validated because the 
difference between the numerical results and the 
experimental results was only 0.45%. In Figure 8 
the numerical results are plotted.  

 
Fig. 8. Numerical results. 

5. Conclusions 
The numerical model developed for this impact 

calculus allows a detailed analysis of sandwich 
plates with honeycomb core. 

The four cases of impact created using the finite 
element numerical analysis, allow a classification 
on the ability of the structure to absorb kinetic 
energy, depending on the required shock area. 
Thus, we can determine the best case in terms of 
energy absorption. 
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1. Introduction 

Magnetorheological elastomers (MRE) are 

Smart materials which change their mechanical 

and rheological properties under the application of 

external magnetic field. This behaviour is known 

as the magnetorheological effect. MREs can be 

used in numerous applications, particularly in the 

areas connected with energy dissipation. For 

example, these materials may be applied in the 

automotive industry as elements of shock 

absorbers, vibration dampers or suspension 

systems [1,2]. In all these applications the 

materials have to withstand a large number of 

working cycles. There is, however, not much 

literature describing the problem of fatigue in 

MREs [3]. 

In this paper the manufactured isotropic 

magnetorheological elastomers were subjected to 

preliminary fatigue tests (based on over 1 million 

cycles of load) and the stability of their mechanical 

and magnetic properties was investigated. 

2. Material 

Magnetorheological elastomers are based on 

two primary components: non-magnetic elastomer 

matrix and magnetically active filler. In the 

investigations described in this paper, 

a thermoplastic elastomer was selected as the 

matrix material. This polymer was filled with 

ferromagnetic iron powder with particle size of 

about 60 µm. Additionally, a plasticizer was used 

to decrease the stiffness of the matrix. Composition 

of the samples is shown in Tab. 1. 
 

Iron 

particles 

[vol%] 

Thermoplastic 

elastomer 

[vol%] 

Additional 

plasticizer 

[vol%] 

35 52 13 

Tab. 1. Components of MRE specimens. 

The materials were manufactured in two stages. 

Initially, all of the components were mixed at high 

temperature, using the Plasti-Corder mixer from 

the Brabender company. After that, the raw 

isotropic material was shaped under pressure inside 

a hot hydraulic press. As a result, MREs in the 

form of 4-mm-thick plates were obtained. 

A typical sample prepared for cyclic shear testing 

is shown in Fig. 1. In total, four isotropic 

specimens were prepared. The manufacturing 

technology was described in greater detail in [4]. 
 

 

Fig. 1. Test sample: 1 – MRE plates, 2 – non-magnetic 

clamping plates, H – direction of the magnetic field 

during experiments, F – direction of the loading force. 

3. Experiment 

The manufactured samples were subjected to 

cyclic shearing on a dedicated test stand [4]. The 

loading was sinusoidal and comprised more than 

one million (1 296 000) cycles, with a frequency of 

5 Hz. The direction of the loading force is shown 

in Fig. 1. The strain amplitude was equal to 5%. To 

study how magnetic field influences the 

mechanical properties of MRE, every 18 000 

cycles a magnetic field H=100 kA/m was applied 

in the direction perpendicular to the sample 

thickness, as indicated in Fig. 1. 

The results are shown in Fig. 2 (magnetic field 

off) and Fig. 3 (magnetic field on). The maximum 

registered stress values (τ) tend to decrease only 

during the first several hundred thousand cycles 

and then they become stable in time. When the 
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magnetic field is applied (Fig. 3) the stress values 

are higher compared to the zero field 

measurements (please compare Fig. 2 and Fig. 3), 

but their tendency to decrease and then to stabilise 

is also observed. This increase in the stress 

amplitude values in response to the magnetic field 

is the evidence of the magnetorheological effect 

occurring in the MRE material. 
 

 

Fig. 2. Stress amplitude values vs. number of load 

cycles, without external magnetic field. 

 

 

Fig. 3. Stress amplitude values vs. number of load 

cycles, with external magnetic field acting on MRE. 

Another way to express the magnetorheological 

effect in MRE is to examine how the energy 

dissipated by the material is changed by magnetic 

field. This energy is equal to the area of 

a hysteresis loop in the stress-strain (τ-γ) system. 

Hysteresis loops, measured at the beginning of the 

fatigue test, are shown in Fig. 4. It is visible that 

the application of external magnetic field 

(0→100 kA/m) increases the area of the loop, so 

the energy dissipated by the material is also 

increased. Percentage values of hysteresis loop 

area change were measured. On average, the loops 

increased by 46.5% at the beginning of the fatigue 

test and by 43.5% after stabilisation. 
 

 

Fig. 4. Exemplary hysteresis loops for isotropic MRE. 

4. Results and conclusions 

• Fabricated MRE subjected to fatigue tests can 

easily withstand over 1.2×10
6
 cycles of load – 

their mechanical properties stabilise in time. 

• The energy dissipated by these materials can 

be increased by magnetic field up to 46.5%. 

• The manufactured MRE show great potential 

for applications such as damping of vibrations. 
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1. Introduction 
The plastics versatility makes them suitable 

for a whole range of construction applications 
especially the most common thermoplastics 
polyethylene (PE) and polypropylene (PP) [1]. 
Many of plastic devices and components are 
expected long durability and high reliability. 
Degradation processes in polymers can evoke 
macromolecular splitting, crosslinking, monomer 
production, low molecular weight substances, 
change of substituents etc. and thus change their 
utilize properties [2,3]. The suggested method of 
studying changes in material by measurement of 
chosen rheological parameters takes easy specimen 
preparation and the measurement conditions can be 
exactly repeated. The changes can be measured as 
the response of the material to deformation by 
periodic forces (during forced vibration or small-
amplitude oscillatory shear) [4,5,6].  

 It is very important to search correlation 
between rheological and mechanical properties 
because they are important for definition of utilize 
properties of products and measurements of 
mechanical properties require difficult sample 
preparation and adequate quantity of material. 

2. Experiments 
Rheological and mechanical properties of 

thermoplastic polypropylene, before and after 
exposure in chemical environment and UV box, 
were measured. Using the Frequency sweep test, 
changes of viscoelastic properties of polymer were 
determined with respect to their molecular 
structure, average molar mass and their behavior in 
thermoplastic processes. As experimental material 
polypropylene samples were used and subjected to 
influence of n-hexane solution for period of 3 

 

months.  Exposure in the UV box lasts for 500 and 
1000 hours. Measurements were performed using 
oscillating Physica Rheometer MCR 301 and 
carried out at the temperature of 160 °. Tensile test 
(LabTest 5.20 ST) and hardness measurement 
(Shore D) were used for mechanical properties 
evaluation.  

3. Experimental results 
Degradation process resulted in changes of 

complex dynamic viscosity, storage and loss 
modulus, changes in molar mass and its 
distribution. During the test stress and strain are 
not in phase, the strain delays behind the stress by 
a phase angle. If the oscillatory shear is sinusoidal, 
then shear stress is equal to 

     )sin(cose  (t) 0
ti

0 tit          (1) 

τ0 - stress amplitude, ω - angular frequency, t - 
time and i = 1 .  

The first G′ is in phase with strain, and the 
second G″ is out of phase with strain with angle δ. 
Therefore, two dynamic moduli can be defined as 



 cos  

0

0G  (2)   and   

 sin  

0

0G   (3) 

G′ is called storage modulus (represents the elastic 
behavior) and G″ is called loss modulus represents 
the viscous behavior. tg δ - damping factor reveals 
the ratio of the viscous and the elastic portion of 
the viscoelastic deformation behavior. Idealelastic 
behavior is specified in term of δ = 0  as tg δ = 0 
and the idealviscous behavior can be expressed 
by δ = 90  as tg δ = ∞. Changes of the measured 
mechanical properties were determined too.   
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The values of complex viscosity η* at the angular 
frequency 0.05 rad.s-1, modulus in the cross point 
G, hardness and tensile strength Rm after different 
time of polypropylene exposure in hexane and UV 
box are shown in Tab. 1.  

 
Environme
nt and time  

G 
[MPa] 

η  
[Pa.s] 

Hardn. 
[HD] 

Rm 
[MPa] 

No exposure 
 2.34.104 1.1.105 73,9 32,57 

Hexane 
 3 month 3,45.104 9,6.103 69 28,92 
UV box  

500 hours 2,32.104 1.0.105 73,3 37,32 
UV box  

1000 hours 2,3.104 8.6.104 75,2 35,56 

Tab. 1 Changes of the measured parameters after 
degradation 

Fig. 1. shows course of the internal damping and 
complex viscosity of  PP after  0, 500 and 1000 
hours in the UV box. In Fig. 2. there are the same 
parameters but measured after 3 month in hexane.  

 
Fig. 1. The measured tg δ and η* after exposure in 

UV box. 

 
Fig. 2. The measured tg δ and η* after exposure in 

hexane. 

 

4. Conclusions 
 Degradation of thermoplastic polymer PP 

changes after exposure in hexane and UV box 
rheological properties and mechanical 
properties in a different way. 

 The value for moduli in cross point after 
exposure in hexane increases (PP is more 
plastic), complex viscosity decreases as well as 
hardness and tensile stress. It means the 
polymer chains are broken, average molar mass 
drops.   

 Degradation of PP in UV box is more 
complicated. Values of moduli are changed 
very little and viscosity dropped after 1000 
hours exposition and in opposite, hardness 
increased. It means that degradation in UV box 
causes crosslinking in surface layers and under 
the surface the PP chains are broken. It explains 
discrepancy between viscosity and mechanical 
properties. 

 It is supposed, that the next investigation in this 
area will confirm that rheological 
measurements are a very good resource for 
determining of thermoplastics degradation 
measure. 
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1. Introduction 
One crucial step of designing woven reinforced 

plastics is the unknown actual fibre orientation 
after draping (forming) them into a mould. Hence, 
mechanical analyses are based on the idealized 
theoretical fibre orientation. For 3D-curved parts 
this issue is even more prone. The objective of this 
work is to simulate the draping process of carbon 
woven fabrics on 3D-curved tools for efficient and 
mechanically reliable designed products. A meth-
odology, which combines numerical and experi-
mental procedures, is introduced to shorten the 
product’s time to market. The study was based on 
the simulation of a Fire Bottle Keel for a Formula 
1 car. This part was already produced and used, 
and so a huge experience in both the mechanical 
performance and the optimized manufacturing was 
available. However, numerical simulation had not 
been considered. 

2. Draping Simulation 
A kinematic simulation tool (FiberSIM, Sie-

mens PLM, Linz, A) was utilized to simulate the 
draping process. From that the fibre orientation 
dependent (0°/90° and +/-45°) flat patterns, which 
are necessary to manufacture the part, have been 
determined. In addition the real fibre orientation 
could be further transferred to the numerical struc-
tural analyses (e.g., FEM) in order to consider the 
actual orientation dependent mechanical behav-
iour. One major simulation step involves the defi-
nition of the region on the curved part for the 
patches of woven fabrics (i.e., the woven fabric’s 
material width exceeded and so the part had to be 
build up in patches). Different variations were 
considered and simulated for these patches. 

To determine the optimal drapeability of the patch-
es, the following procedure was implemented in 
the design process: 

 Geometry: create the geometry and net-
boundaries (if necessary an extended boundary 
can also be defined) 

 Start-point of draping: create the origins, zero 
directions and define the fibre orientation 

 Simulation: iterative variation of the above 
mentioned in order to get the optimized draping 
process 

 Darts for lifted regions: create darts (slit and 
V-shape) and change the origin for further op-
timization 

 Flat pattern: create the flat patterns and check 
the producibility. 

Using this procedure the whole layup of the 
Fire Bottle Keel was simulated and the optimized 
draping strategy (start-points, patches, etc.) was 
determined including the flat patterns for manufac-
turing the part. 

3. Experimental approach 
The flat patterns were used to produce the nu-

merical optimized part and the simulated fibre 
orientations were compared to the actual orienta-
tions. The prepreg flat patterns were cut out of two 
different thick materials (see Tab 1) by a Cutter 
(LR-1600, Zünd, Altstätten, CH).The part was 
laminated with this two materials symmetrically. 
Moreover two thicknesses of the material were 
used, since the thin material’s mesh was smaller 
and therefore required to seal the part. Seven en-
capsulating plies (four of the thick material, three 
of the thin material) with several reinforcement 
plies were used for hand laminating. The plies 
were laminated on a core.  
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Tab. 1. Materials used for laminating 
Material  Name Description Manufactured 

M1 
MTM49-
3/CF5700-
42% RW 

Atlas wo-
ven 

CYTEC Indus-
tries, NJ, USA 

M2 
MTM49-
3/CF4534-
40% RW 

Twill wo-
ven 

CYTEC Indus-
tries, NJ, USA 

Finally the part was wrapped in a silicon hull to 
enhance the surface quality of the finished part and 
then put in to a vacuum bag. After baking in an 
autoclave at 120°C for four hours the core was 
removed. 

4. Exemplary Results 
Here only the results of two regions of the part 

will be presented. Based on the bottom ply a case 
study to optimize the origin and the start-point of 
the draping process were done (see Fig 1). Three 
origins, one on the top of the ply, one in the middle 
and one at the end were simulated 

 
Fig. 1. Bottom ply case study; origin (point) and zero 

direction (line) at top, middle and end position 
(from left to right). 

In Fig.1 the red area shows the lifting of the 
woven, the yellow area indicates a warning and the 
blue area represents an ideal draped woven fabric. 
Darts (green lines in Fig. 1) are also necessary in 
order to reduce lifting and fibre orientation devia-
tion. The simulation showed that the optimal loca-
tion for the start-point of draping is the end of the 
bottom region. The next step was to optimize the 
origins for 0°/90° and +/-45° fibre orientations (see 
Fig 2). 

 
Fig. 2. Front Ply 0°/90° vs. +/- 45° 

It was observed that for the same region differ-
ent fibre orientated fabrics have a different optimal 
origin and therefore different flat pattern geome-
tries. In this context optimal means no lifting of the 
fabric after draping and low fibre orientation de-
viation. According to the performed draping simu-
lation the flat pattern were generated and produced 
(see Fig 3) with a Cutter. 

Fig. 3. Simulated flat pattern compared to real flat pat-
tern 

Figure 4 shows the hand laminated part and it 
can be concluded that the simulated draping pro-
cess works good in manufacturing. 

 
Fig. 4. The finished hand laminated Fire Bottle Keel  

5.  Conclusions 
Kinematic simulation of the draping process re-

duces time and cost to get the optimal strategy 
(start point, patch geometries, etc.) in manufactur-
ing the part. This study showed that the more the 
geometry is curved the higher will be the experi-
mental effort to define the draping process. Simu-
lation helps to analyse different variation virtually 
and the results of this work indicates that a good 
agreement to the reality can be achieved. 
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1. Introduction 
The Simulation Based Reliability Assessment 

SBRA Method is a probabilistic method using the 
Monte Carlo simulation. Substance of that method 
consists in repeated calculations of relatively 
simple equations, where entering variables 
(dimensions of the body, mechanical properties, 
loads, etc.) can be constant or defined by 
histograms, respectively. Mentioned ahead SBRA 
Method using Monte Carlo Simulation is a 
significant tool for probability of failure of 
components or structures determination. Used 
relationships are simple, very often known from 
Mechanics of Materials, but a clearly defined set of 
variable quantities is necessary. 

Loads are determined by so called Load 
Duration Curves which quantify the concrete loads 
in time. For the increasing of the simulation speed, 
the incoming variable quantities are converted into 
histograms which can be easily stored in databases.  
There is a sure possibility for the designer to 
assume some degree of randomness and to choose 
causes when the random behaviour of incoming 
quantities  are  of a great importance or when they 
can be neglected from point of view structure 
behaviour. 

Modeling of engineering problems can be very 
often a way to solve them. It is generally based on 
the conditions 

( ) ( ) miMiSi ...,,2,1, == ππ  (1) 

where iπ  are so called dimensionless parameters 
for structure (subscript S) and model (sub. M) 

e
n

ee xxx .....21
21=π  (2) 

if the solved problem depends on n variables ix
(expressing physical, geometrical etc. quantities).

rnm −=  represents number of independent π
term, r is rank of so called dimensional matrix, see 
[2]. There is assumed that solved problem is 
described by n physical quantities 

nixi ..,,2,1, =  containing k so called primary 
quantities with primary units [ ] kjL j ..,,2,1, = .  
The necessary procedure in described in [2]. 

2. Experimental results 
Composite material was used to simulate 

deflection Sw  of the steel beam Fig. 1 of 
dimensions stated in Tab. 1. 

   

Fig. 1. Simply supported beam. 

 l a b d D 

Beam 1000 375 250 22,08 37,9 

Model 800 300 200 17,664 30,32

Tab. 1. Dimensions of the steel beam and of the 
composite model in mm

Young modulus of steel was MPaES
5102 ⋅=

and of composite material MPaEM
41061,5 ⋅= . 

To solve the problem the deflection w is a function 
of following variables: dDbabal ,,,,2 +=
(geometry quantities), loading force F, property of 
material E. Dimensions of the model (Tab. 1) were 
determined using modelling rules (1). 
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The load of the model kNFM 2=  and 
corresponding experimentally determined 
deflection was mmwM 5,17= . Using rules of the 
model simulation the loading force of steel beam 
was determined as kNFS

71012,1 ⋅= and the 
corresponding defection was == SMS lww    

mm87,21= . 

3. SBRA method application 
Deflections of steel beam and composite model 

were determined using SBRA Method. As an input 
were taken into account following random variable 
quantities: dimensions of the body and 
corresponding geometry quantities, Young´s 
modulus of elasticity, and loading. Gauss´s 
distributive functions for mentioned above 
quantities were used. 

Fig. 2. General distribution functions used for 
calculations. 

Fig. 3. Gauss´s limited distribution function of Young´s 
modulus of elasticity ME  of composite. 

Fig. 4. The distribution function of second moment of 
area MI  of the model. 

Fig. 5. The distribution function of deflection Mw  of 
the model. 

Fig. 6. The distribution function of deflection Sw  of the 
steel beam. 

4. Conclusion 
Obtained results show very good 

correspondence between deflections Sw  of the 
steel beam and its model Mw . It gives a sure 
possibility of application of the SBRA Method in 
the case of modelling of technical problems, but 
there is necessary more verification for 
generalization of that conclusion. 
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1. Introduction 
The mechanical response of stone-mortar-metal 

complexes concerns engineers working for restora-
tion projects of ancient monuments. In case of ex-
cessive loading fractures are expected to start from 
the interior of the stone volume around the corners 
of the grooves accommodating the metallic element. 
Obtaining data from these regions is imperative, in 
order to gain overview of the mechanisms leading 
to premature fracture of the stone body rather than 
of the metallic reinforcing elements. 

Traditional experimental techniques (like strain 
gauges) or even some modern ones (like the Digital 
Image Correlation - DIC) provide data pumped from 
the outer surface of the specimens while the internal 
fracture mechanisms, are activated well before any  
visible phenomena appear on the surface. It is thus
necessary to devise experimental systems which 
provide data directly from the interior of the speci-
mens. Such systems are mainly based on detection 
of elastic waves (Acoustic Emissions), the electric-
al resistance variation of the specimen etc. The main 
limitation is that their data are rather quantitative 
while a direct correlation with the respective data
of traditional techniques is not as yet available. 

 In this study a combined experimental arrange-
ment is described providing data from the interior 
of a marble-cement-titanium complex. The adopted 
techniques involve the detection of weak electrical 
current emissions (Pressure Stimulated Currents-
PSC) [1] (a) and Acoustic Emission (AE) events 
(b), modern Digital Image Correlation (DIC) (c) 
and traditional clip-gauge extensometers (d).  

2. Experimental study 
2.1 The materials and the specimens 

The specimens were constructed from Dionysos 
marble due to the similarity of its properties with

the respective ones of the authentic material of the 
Parthenon Temple [2]. The specimens simulated epi-
styles of ancient stone monuments mutually con-
nected using a metallic “I-shaped” connector and 
suitable mortar. They were prepared by experienced 
technicians of the Parthenon work-site: A groove 
of depth equal to 7 cm was sculptured in two marble
blocks (Fig.1a) and a titanium connector was placed
in the groove which was then filled with liquid mor-
tar (Fig.1b). The mortar consisted of one part of 
white cement and three parts of silica sand. Before 
tested the specimens were cured for at least 28 days.  

2.2 Experimental procedure and results 
The specimens were subjected to shear with the 

aid of a very stiff 250 kN INSTRON servohydraulic 
frame. Suitable gripping devices were prepared to 
limit, to the minimum possible, any parasitic effects, 
in the form of bending or torsional moments (due 
to inherent asymmetries of the specimens) (Fig.1c).

To apply the PSC technique a pair of electrodes 
were attached on the front surface of the specimens 
close to the area where marble’s fracture is expect-
ed. To measure the electrical current the Κeithley 
6517A electrometer was used resolving currents as 
low as 0.1 fA. In addition, an 8-channel AE acquisi-
tion system (Physical Acoustics) was used to detect 
the AE events. For the DIC technique a novel 3D-
system by LIMESS was used. Finally the relative 
displacement of the two blocks was measured 
using two clip-gauge extensometers.  

 The time variation of the PSC and the load in-
duced are shown in Fig.1d. An abrupt load drop 
was recorded at time tf=1000s approximately im-
plying a change on the mechanical behavior of the 
system. The study of the temporal behavior of the 
PSC shows that a gradual reduction of the PSC is 
recorded before the load drop marking the onset of 
significant damages in the bulk of the specimen [1].  
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After performing 3D-location analysis of the AE 
data, it was seen that, until the instance of the load 
drop, the AE events recorded were limited. A few 
seconds before the load drop occurred, a rapid in-
crease of the AE events from the interface of the 
two blocks was recorded (Fig.1d). Along the same 
line the horizontal displacement of the mortar, in 
the immediate vicinity of the same interface, re-
corded by the DIC system is plotted in Fig.1e. It is 
seen that, while the two blocks are initially moving 
as a rigid body, at the critical instance, detected by 
the PSC/AE systems, they start moving almost in-
dependently. The above, support the opinion that 
the load drop is related to the failure of the mortar, 
in the region of the specimens’ blocks interface. 

3. Discussion and conclusions 
Detailed analysis of all the data gathered from 

this combined “attack” indicates that not only the 
mortar’s failure but also the fracture of the marble 
volume itself follows after similar characteristics of 
the PSC and AE records well before anything is de-
tected by either the clip-gauges or the DIC system. 
Fig.1f shows the temporal development of the AE 
events around the groove’s corners. The events that 
originated from the critical location (pink line), 
where fracture occurred, start exceeding the ones 
from other regions exactly when a slope change of 
the load-time curve appears, indicating fracture in-
itiation. In addition a clear increase of the AE rate 
is observed at the loads’ peak value. 

Although the laboratory reproduction of shear is 
a difficult task, the present protocol provided some 
rather interesting conclusions. Specifically, the frac-
ture onset was found to be directly related to a PSC 
drop while both the PSC and the AE records are in 
excellent mutual agreement and also to the DIC 
data. It is thus indicated that the techniques adopted 
can be used as flexible tools for spatially monitoring 
the evolution of mechanical damage.  
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1. Introduction 
    The use of partially encased composite steel-

concrete structural elements has many advantages 
such as; reduced overall dimensions, ease of 
prefabrication and erection, increased fire 
resistance,  good energy dissipation and higher 
rigidity for use in lateral-load resisting systems. 
Due to the existence of substantial temperature 
gradients, the theoretical evaluation of the fire 
resistance of such sections is very complex, and is 
not practical for everyday design. To this end, the 
Eurocode 4 in its part 1-2 [1] proposes two 
methods to determine the fire resistance of 
composites columns subject to a standard ISO fire. 
The first uses tabulated values previously 
established for the most common cross-sections 
based on experimental and empirical results. Often 
of a quick and easy application, its results are 
generally very conservative as it predicts very high 
values for the required reinforcement.   

The second method which had been at the 
origin developed by Jungbluth [2], is based on 
simplified analytical formulas for individual 
structural elements. Its principle is to calculate the 
ultimate load carrying capacity of the element by 
dividing the section into different zones. The 
material properties for each zone are modified 
using reduction factors, which depend on the 
average temperature in the zone. These 
temperatures are determined by considering the 
section to be exposed to an ISO fire for the 
required fire resistance period. For partially 
encased profiles, this method is detailed in EC4 1-
2 Appendix G. The apparent simplicity of this 
method is indeed relatively superficial because of 
more tasks which are involved by handle 
calculation when especially the compression load 
applied to the column is eccentric. In fact, The 
Eurocode 4 unfactored eccentric load strength was 
based on the cross-section and column axial load 

bending moment strength interaction diagrams, 
which needs in the first step to be calculated. An 
approximate five-points M-N diagram is usually 
considered for bending applied about the minor 
axis of the partially encased steel-section. In the 
second step, the approximated  interaction curve is 
used in the design procedure  using a step-by-step 
to determine finally by doing some iterations the 
ultimate eccentric resistance for the whole column. 

The aim of the present investigation is to 
present an efficient simple and practical  method 
for the calculation of the fire resistance of an 
encased eccentric composite steel-concrete 
subjected to an eccentric loading.   

2. Proposed practical design method  
A practical approach based on the Campus 

Massonnet formula [3] initially elaborated for steel 
columns can be adapted for partially encased 
composite steel-concrete columns. The buckling 
strength of a composite steel concrete column 
eccentrically loaded can be solely formulated as: 

RdfieeRdf NN
i ,,, .                      (1)                                                                 

where RdfiN , is the buckling resistance or the  
resistance in axial compression of the column in 
reference to the eccentricity e = 0 of the applied 
load and e  is an equivalent correction buckling 
coefficient depending on the eccentricity, and 
given as:  
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0
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eke                     (2) 

where 0  and     are respectively the reduction 
coefficient and the slenderness ratio of the column 
at ambiant temperture as defined in in EC4-1-1. 
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The parameter  is related to the plastic 
eccentricity and taken equal to with k1 = 4. 
However, the application point of the eccentric 
load should remain inside the composite cross-
section of the column accordingly to the strong or 
weak axis which is considered in the calculation. 

3. Application 
Figure 1 shows an eccentric pin-ended column 
with a partially encased composite cross-section 
made of an HD 400x400x187 steel profile [2,4]. It 
is an interior column on the ground floor of a five 
storey office building. The column is heated on all 
four sides and subjected to a standard fire type 
ISO834.The storey height is 3.75 meters, and the 
applied load is assumed to act at 98 mm from the 
weak axis (z). 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

The results for a class of resistance time R60 (t=60 
min) give: 382.0 → 9066.00  , 

4658.0e  →  5.2619,, eRdfiN kN. The EC4 
gives a value of 2992 kN which is 15% higher. It is 
apparent clearly that the present method yields 
good results and involves less steps than the EC4 
method, and hence much easier to use in a 
computer code. In addition, the effects of some of 
the most influential parameters on the behaviour of 
the column; such as the applied load, the 
reinforcement cover, the slenderness ratio and 
eccentricity, are investigated.  Assuming that the 
fire resistance is a linear function of the level of 
load, some partial obtained results are shown on 
the following figures. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

4. Conclusion 
A practical method for the design for fire 

resistance of a partially encased composite steel-
concrete column was proposed. The method is 
based on the Campus-Massonet criteria, which was 
developed initially for steel columns with 
combined compression and bending. The buckling 
resistance of eccentrically loaded columns is 
expressed by a simple formula as a function of an 
equivalent buckling coefficient taking into account 
the amount eccentricity. The method combines 
accuracy, efficiency and convenience obviating the 
need of M-N interaction diagrams and long 
iteration process necessary in the EC4 procedure.  
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1. Introduction 
In recent years, flexible multi-layered materials 

with very high performance are widely used to 
establish cost-effective processing with regard to 
long-term performance. Therefore, Young’s 
modulus of these flexible materials is very 
important to predict large deformation. This paper 
describes a new testing method (Own-Weight 
Cantilever Method) based on a nonlinear large 
deformation theory. Analytical solutions are 
derived by using Bessel Functions. By using this 
method, Young’s modulus of each layer in a thin 
and long flexible multi-layered material can be 
easily obtained by just measuring the horizontal 
displacement or the vertical displacement at the 
free end of the cantilever. 

Besides the “Own-Weight Large Deformation 
Multi-layered Cantilever Method” studied here, the 
“Single-layered Cantilever Method” [1], the “Axial 
Compression Method” [2], the “Circular Ring 
Method” [3] have already been developed and 
reported, based on the nonlinear  large deformation 
theory. 

2. Theory 
A typical illustration of a load-deflection shape 

is given in Fig.1 for a multi-layered cantilever 
(length L) subjected to the total own-weight w 

(= 


n

i
iw

1
) consisted of n layers where wi is the 

distributed load per unit length of each layer in a 
multi-layered material with a supporting angle 0. 
The basic equation is derived in the form of: 
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Introducing the following non-dimensional 
variables, 
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and transforming the variables (s), Equation (1) 
reduces to Eq.(3). 

  0cosθ1θ
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(3) 

Finally, the non-dimensional maximum 
horizontal displacement A (=max=xA/L) (xA: 
horizontal displacement at the free end A) and the 
non-dimensional maximum vertical displacement 
A(=max=yA/L) (yA: vertical displacement at the 
free end A) are obtained  as follows. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
Fig.1 Large deflections of a multi-layered cantilever 
         subjected to own-weight. 
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(5) 

    The following formula based on Eq.(2) is useful 
in calculating each Young’s modulus Ei. 
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(6) 

In order to calculate each Young’s modulus Ei 
from Eq. (6), One quantity  (: the non-
dimensional load) is required. The value of  is 
obtained from a chart (: Nomograph, omitted here) 
of -xA relation (xA: the horizontal displacement) 
[Method 1] or -yA relation (yA: the vertical 
displacement) [Method 2]. 

3. Exerimental Investigation 
Several experiments were carried out using a 

two-layered wire [SWPA: a spring steel wire, 
length: L1=800.0 mm, diameter: d1=0.5mm, 
distributed load per unit length w1=15.213×10-3 

N/m + Cu: an electrodeposited Copper layer, 
thickness: (d2d1)/2= 0.02 mm (i.e., d2: 0.54 mm), 
distributed load per unit length w2=2.862×10-3 

N/m]. Young’s moduli of Cu obtained by applying 
Method 1 and Method 2 [Note: examples of SWPA 
were omitted here.] are shown in Fig.2. The 
measured values of Method 1 and Method 2 
remain nearly constant for various lengths L and 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

the standard deviation (S.D.) is small although 
every method has a little scattered values. 
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1. Introduction 
Knowledge of the properties of cement pastes 

with addition of fly ash is an important piece of 
knowledge for the design of structures, in which 
the ash is used. The amount of fly ash in cement 
affects the rate of hydration of the cement 
components. The changing the amount of fly ash in 
cement also causes positives like a lower 
production the cement in achieving similar final 
properties, a lower rate of rice the strength and 
lower heat of hydration.  

The compression strength, tension strength in 
bending, modulus of elasticity, creep coefficient, 
volume weight is material properties important for 
design of the building constructions [1]. This work 
presents results of measurements and mathematical 
modeling of the creep evolution. 

2. Tested material 
The cement paste is fine grain and 

homogeneous material. The homogeneity of 
material is suitable for measurement the creep on 
the small specimens. The material that retains their 
hydration properties can occur by adding of the fly 
ash in the Portland cement. 

Portland cement CEM I 42.5R was used for the 
preparation of the cement paste in this work. The 
classical fly ash was used as an additive to the 
cement paste. Usual amount of the fly ash added to 
the cement paste is between 20 – 30 % of the 
cement weight. In this case the ratio c/fa 
(cement/fly ash) was higher, namely 60/40. The 
40 % of the cement weight was used to the 
replacing by classical fly ash. Water cement ratio 
0.4was used, for its tried and suitable consistency. 

The specimens were prepared in the plastic 
moulds. The specimens were placed in the water 
for one month and then were left on air.  

3. Testing of cement paste 
The most important change of compressive 

strength is in the first three months after 
production. At the age of 10 months, the material 
is stable from the viewpoint of strength. The 
testing equipment allowed the using specimens 
with length maximally 70 mm. The diameter of  

Fig. 1. Instrumentation of testing. 

tested specimens was 10mm. These dimensions 
of the specimens allow testing in the lever 
mechanism, as shown in Fig. 1. The specimens 
tested for creep are loaded with weight that is 
placed on the lever apparatus. The specimens 
tested on shrinkage are not contrary loaded with 
weights.  Creep was measured at the 4 specimens 
and shrinkage at the 2 specimens. Two specimens 
were dried before start of testing and two 
specimens were saturated in the water for 
measurement of the creep. Similarly, for the 
shrinkage, one specimen was dried and second 
specimen was saturated in the water.   
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The deformations of the specimens were 
measured during the whole time of testing. The 
specimens were loaded with weights at the 
beginning of the test. Specimens were unloaded 
after 30 days of measurement, as it sees in Fig. 4 
and 5. The temperature was constant during the 
test [2]. Also, the moisture conditions of specimens 
were maintained in the steady state. 

4. Results and simulation of creep 
The results of measurement are displayed in 

Fig. 2 and 3. Firstly, in Fig. 2 is curve of the basic 
creep in 30 days measurement. Basic creep is 
calculated like the difference between creep of 
dried specimen and shrinkage of the dried 
specimen, too. Similarly, result of the creep of 
water saturated specimen is displayed in Fig. 3. In 
both cases is significant rapid increase of the creep 
in the first 12 days, due to the load. 
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Creep was mathematically simulated by B3 
model, which is compounded in environment 
OOFEM [3]. Results of model depending on the 
material properties of the cement paste, the age of 
material and humidity conditions.  

The results are the creep coefficients q1 to q4, 
with which it works B3 model of creep of concrete. 

Fig. 4. Simulation of basic creep of the specimen 
No.1. 

Fig. 5. Simulation of basic creep of the specimen 
No.2. 

5. Summary 
The results of experiments correspond with 

simulation very good, see Fig. 4 and 5. The model 
B3 is suitable for simulation of the cement paste 
creep. The size difference of creep saturated and 
dried material is doubled after 30 days. 
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1. Introduction 
At the actual operation, the components and 

constructions are loaded mainly by repeating 
loading that could lead to the ultimate state, fatigue 
fracture in the final consequences. With regard on 
this fact the fatigue degradation mechanisms are 
studied for more than 170 years. The strain or 
stress vs. number of cycles plot (S-N dependence) 
incl. conventional fatigue limit usually referred to 
N =  2×106 – 107 cycles (steels and cast irons) were 
till now the main dependences used at evaluation 
of fatigue properties of structural materials [1]. 
With the aim to prolong the fatigue lifetime of 
components and equipments (reliability and safety 
demands) it is necessary to study except low-cycle 
fatigue and the high-cycle fatigue also the ultra-
high cycle fatigue life (108 < N < 1010 cycles) [2]. 
Special testing equipments with the working 
frequencies about 20 kHz are used for fatigue 
testing in region of ultra-long fatigue life with 
regard on the economy and effectiveness [1]. In the 
ultra-high cycle region fatigue cracks usually 
initiate on an free surface but sometimes 
subsurface fatigue crack initiation can be observed. 
From this point of view are efforts to eliminate or 
decrease the place of maximal stress and cyclic 
loading concentration, to increase the time for 
initiation of fatigue cracks. The different 
technologies of surface treatments are used with 
contrary results [3]. The shot peening is one of the 
effective methods for the surface treatment of 
structural materials. In this process the surface of a 
component is bombarded with a multitude of small 
hard spherical shots moving at high velocity. As a 

result of the collision of the shots with the surface 
of the component are small dimples created by 
plastic deformation of the surface. After impact of 
multiple shots these parameters of free surface and 
subsurface layers are affected – surface texture and 
surface topography, surface hardness and sub-
surface dislocation density which results in 
changes of intensity and distribution of sub-surface 
residual stresses. Modification of primary surface 
and sub-surface parameters can increase the fatigue 
lifetime of components [4, 5].   

In this paper authors publish their own partial 
results of experimental examination of ultra-long 
fatigue life of 50CrMo4 steel after surface 
strengthening by high energy shot peening.  

2. Experiments and Results 
The experimental works, metallography 

analysis, microhardness tests, shot peening and 
fatigue tests were carried out on the low-alloyed 
50CrMo4 steel which chemical composition and 
mechanical properties are stated in Tab. 1.  

 

C Mn P S Si Cr Mo 
0.46 
0.54 

0.50 
0.80 

max. 
0.025 

max. 
0.035 

max. 
0.40 

0.90 
1.29 

0.15 
0.30

Re [MPa] Rm [MPa] A5 [%] 
702 929 15.0 

Tab. 1. Chemical composition (in weight %) and 
mechanical properties of tested steel 50CrMo4. 

Microstructure created by mixture of bainite, 
sorbite and perlite is shown in Fig. 1. The fatigue 

tests were performed with using methods by 
authors [1] at high-frequency sinusoidal cyclic 
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tension-compression loading (testing frequency f ≈ 
20 kHz, T = 20 ± 10 C, water cooling of specimens 

with anticorrosive inhibitors, parameter of cycle 
asymmetry R = -1) with use of high-frequency 

 

 
Fig. 1. Microstructure of 50CrMo4 low-alloyed steel in 

the place of fatigue crack, etch. Nital. 

testing equipment KAUP-ZU Zilina, SK. The 
round bar specimens (11 specimens with machined 
and polished surface – marked NP and 11 
specimens with shot peened surface – marked SSP) 
with 4 mm in diameter in the central part were 
used during the fatigue tests. The investigated 
number of cycles was in the region from 
N ≈ 4.87×106 to N = 1.55×109 cycles. The high 
energy shot peening treatment of specimens [6] was 
 

Shot type Almen 
intensity 

Coverage
[%] 

S170 (steel shots, ø = 425 µm) 15.6 1000 

Tab. 2. Parameters of performed high energy shot peening. 

realized with the use of parameters including Almen 
intensity presented in Tab. 2. Microhardness 
measurement on the cross section of specimens was 
carried out by Vickers method at a loading 50 gf (HV 
0.05). The results of microhardness tests and fatigue 
tests for specimens before and after high energy shot 
peening are shown in Figs. 2 and 3 respectively.  
        

 
Fig. 2. Surface layers microhardness values of 

50CrMo4 low-alloyed steel before (NP) and after                 
high energy shot peening (SSP). 

 
Fig. 3. S-N curves of 50CrMo4 low-alloyed steel   

before (NP) and after high energy shot peening (SSP). 

3. Conclusions 
With regard on the carried out of experimental 

works it can be stated that application of high 
energy shot peening had a major positive influence 
on the fatigue life in the ultra-high cycle region, 
represented by S-N curves. Surface strengthened 
layer with compression residual stresses increased 
the number of cycles necessary for fatigue crack 
initiation. Increase of fatigue strength is more 
significant with increasing number of cycles. 
Despite these facts, according to the regression 
curves of S-N diagrams, in this case shot peening 
would have negative influence on fatigue life in 
regions of lower number of cycles. 
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1. Introduction
In general the critical distance stress theory 

(point method and line method) were used for 
estimation of fatigue limit with any shape 
structures. In this method the fatigue limit can be 
obtained using typical material strength parameters 
such as the fatigue limit of smooth specimens σw0 
and the threshold stress intensity factor range ΔKth
of the cracked specimens. In the case of point 
method, the fatigue failure supposed to occur when 
the stress range at specific length rc from maximum 
stress point reach Δσw0. This rc can be derived as 
follows.

rc=(ΔKth/Δσwo)
2/2 π              (1)

In this paper we extended this method to the 
low cycle fatigue regions. Then I will explain this 
development in detail. Firstly the critical distance 
in low cycle fatigue region is derived by 
interpolating between critical distance in fatigue 
limit as shown in above and critical distance in 
static strength. This static strength critical distance 
can be derived using ultimate strength of smooth 
specimen σB and the fracture toughness KIC of the 
cracked specimen as follows. 

                   rc’=(KIC/σB)2/2 π                (2)

The critical distance in each stress level is 
calculated by interpolation of critical distance on 
fatigue limit (rc) with critical distance on static 
strength (rc’) as shown by chain line in Fig. 1(right). 
The critical distance on objective conditions 
(structure, load) can be estimated by reflecting the 
stress distributions of objective structure as shown 
by dotted line in Fig. 1(right). The low cycle 
fatigue life in this objective condition can be 

estimated by applying this reference stress σ at 
critical distance r on S-N curve of smooth 
specimens as shown in Fig. 1(left upper).

Fig.1 Derivation of specific distance in low cycle 
fatigue region and estimation of low cycle fatigue 
life

2. Applications and results
To confirm the validity of this critical distance 

approach we applied this method on low cycle 
fatigue life estimation of circle hole specimens and 
fretting fatigue specimens. 

2.1 Application on hole specimens

Circle hole specimen used on this test are 
shown in Fig. 2, and material properties of SS400 
steel are shown in Table 1. Critical distance on 
fatigue limit  rc and on static strength rc’ are 
estimated using Eq.(1),(2) as 0.077mm and 
1.24mm respectively, and shown in Fig.3 by ●
points. By interpolating these two points the 
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critical distances on arbitrary conditions are 
estimated as solid line(predict line) in Fig. 3.

                                                                               
(mm) 

                                                                                          

(mm) 

Fig.2 Dimensions of circle hole specimens

with circle diameter 4mm

Table 1 Mechanical properties of SS400 steel

Fig.3 Stress distributions in circle hole specimen 
with circle diameter 4mm 

Fig.4 Estimated and experimental S-N curves of 
circle 4mm specimens

These estimated full range S-N curves 
coincided well with the experimental results as 
shown in Fig.4 for circle hole specimens.

2.2 Application on fretting fatigue specimens
Then we will apply this extended critical distance 
theory on the fretting fatigue life prediction. In 
Fig.5(left upper) the S-N curve of Ni-Mo-V steel 
smooth specimen in complete reversed loading 
conditions (R=-1), and in Fig.5 (left under) the 
crack propagation characteristic of cracked 
specimen is shown. From these material 
characteristics we can obtain the critical 
distance rc as 0.011mm and rc’ as 2.13mm as 
shown in Fig. 5 (right).

Fig.5 Derivation of specific distance in low cycle 
fatigue region and estimation of low cycle 
fretting fatigue life

The critical distance on each loading conditions 
can be estimated by reflecting fretting stress 
distributions on Fig.5 (right) as shown by dotted 
line. The low cycle fretting fatigue life can be 
estimated by applying this stress level at critical 
distance on S-N curve of smooth specimens as 
shown in Fig. 5 (left upper). By connecting these 
fretting fatigue life on each stress level we can 
estimate the fretting fatigue S-N curve as shown in 
solid line in Fig.6.

Fig.6 Estimated and experimental fretting fatigue 
S-N curves

△σw0
[MPa]

△Kth

[MPa･m1/2]
σB

[MPa]
KIC

[MPa･m1/2]
305 6.7 448 39.5

  

                                                                                 

                                                                                          

 

 

 

 

 

 Fig.6 Estimated and experimental fretting fatigue 
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1. Introduction 
Electroless nickel (EN) is an engineering 

coating, normally used because of its excellent 
corrosion and wear resistance. The results obtained 
for 7075-T6 [1] and 2618-T61 [2] aluminium 
alloys coated with an EN deposit show that the 
coating can give rise to a significant improvement 
in the high-cycle fatigue performance of the 
substrate at medium and low stresses. However, in 
engineering applications, relatively low-frequency 
strain cycling as a consequence, e.g., of start and 
stop operations, generates low-cycle fatigue (LCF) 
failure if various stress concentrators, such as 
microcracks, notches, welds, etc., result in local 
cyclic plastic deformation in the component.   

In the literature, there are no reported studies with 
respect to the LCF behavior of Al alloys plated 
with multi-layered deposits. Therefore, an 
investigation of low-cycle fatigue of a multi-
layered Al alloy is of vital importance for the 
design of structural components. 

2. Experimental

Solutionized and artificially aged 6061-T6 
aluminum alloy consists of, wt.%: 0.4 - 0.8 Si, 
≤0.7 Fe, 0.15 - 0.40 Cu, ≤0.15 Mn, 0.8 - 1.2 Mg, 
0.04 - 0.35 Cr, ≤0.15 Ti, ≤0.25 Zn, other elements  
≤0.05% each, 0.15% total, 95.85 – 98.56 Al. The 
alloy was coated with a single 12- µm or 26- µm -
thick layer of electroless nickel (sets 2 and 3, 
respectively). These layers were deposited on the 
alloy surface in accordance with ASTM B733 
Type V, SC2/SC3. To increase the adhesion of 
electroless nickel (EN) to the aluminum alloy 
surface, heat treatment at 180oC during one hour 
was performed after the coupon plating process. 

Two-layered deposits include an inner 12-µm-thick 
or 26-µm-thick EN and an outer 3-4-µm-thick 
electrodeposited Ni (EDN) layers performed in 
accordance with the standard SAE AMS 2424F-
2010 in a nickel sulfamate bath. Three-layered 
coatings have an 3-µm outer layer of silver (set 6) 
or 0.2-µm gold (set 7) deposited in accordance 
with ASTM B700 Type 1 Grade A Class N 
(thickness class 10µm) or ASTM B488 Type 1 
Grade C Class 0.1µm,  respectively. The samples 
had the gauge width and length of 10 and 32 mm, 
respectively. 

The specimens were tested on a Model IP-2 pure 
bending fatigue machine with the capacity of 
around 50 Nm in a strain-controlled loading mode 
at the strain ratio R = εmin/εmax amounted to 0.1. 
The scheme of the LCF test and a view of the 
sample deflection measurement are given in Ref. 
[3]. The sine-wave input form with the frequency 
of 0.4 Hz was used. The plastic strain amplitudes 
∆εpl varied from about 0.002 to 0.0010.  

3. Results and discussion 

The ∆εpl – N diagrams for the substrate 6061 and 
coated alloy are presented in Fig. 1 where the 
curve numbers are the set numbers.  The fatigue 
life of 6061 substrate dramatically decreases with 
an increase in the plastic strain amplitude ∆εpl  from 
0.003 to 0.010. 

The mean lifetime of the alloy plated with 12-µm 
and 26-µm-thick EN layers amounted to 13,008 
and 5.535 cycles, respectively, as compared to 
45,849 cycles for the substrate at the smallest 
plastic strain amplitude of 0.003 (Fig. 1). 
Therefore, the relative lifetime Nfc/Nfs of these 
coated systems (sets 2 and 3) amounted only to 
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0.28 and 0.12 as compared to the substrate, where 
Nfc and Nfs are the numbers of cycles to failure for 
the coated alloy and the substrate, respectively. An 
increase in the plastic strain up to 0.005 and 0.010 
leads to an additional degradation of fatigue 
properties both for 12-µm- and 26-µm-thick EN 
deposits. 

 
(a) 

(b) 
Fig. 1. Fatigue life of Al 6061-T6 substrate (1) as 

compared to that for the 6061-T6 alloy coated with a 
single layer (2, 3); two-layer (4, 5) and three-layer (6, 7) 

coatings depending on plastic strain amplitude. 
 

       The second 4 µm-thick EDN-layer 
electroplated on the electroless Ni layer (sets 4 and 
5) insignificantly reduced the fatigue life of the 
coated alloy at a relatively high plastic strain of 
0.010, probably, due to the ‘thickness effect’: the 
thicker the coating, the greater lifetime reduction 
(Fig. 1). However, at medium and low strain levels 
corresponding to the number of cycles more than 
103, a marked improvement of fatigue properties 
was found. For example, at ∆εpl = 0.003, lifetime 
of sets 4 and 5 amounted to 15,014 and 9,197 
cycles, respectively, as compared to 13,008 and 
5.535 cycles for sets 2 and 3, which were not  
electroplated with EDN.       

      In accordance to our data, the hardness value of 
electroplated nickel is about 1.9 GPa vs. 5.1 GPa 
for electroless nickel. It seems that at relatively 
minor plastic strain amplitudes, a much more 
ductile electroplated Ni-layer prevents crack 
formation on the outer surface of the coated alloy 
and, probably, in the interface between Ni layers.  
At high strains, EDN layer does not prevent the 
intensive cracking observed already after the first 
cycle contrary to that for a lower plastic strain. 
Cracking after the 1st cycle was found at ∆εpl = 
0.010 both in the outer EDN layer and in the inner 
12-µm-thick EN deposit 

        It was found that cracking occurs, mainly, at 
the interface between the inner electroless nickel 
layer and the Al substrate. As expected, the cracks 
nucleated near various heterogeneities of the 
surface. In contrast to high-cycle fatigue fracture 
patterns, the LCF fracture surface includes the 
striations in the area of an initial rupture close to 
the sample surface both in the substrate and in EN 
deposit. 

4. Remarks 
• Electroless Ni (EN) deposit worsens low-cycle 

fatigue properties of 6061 Al alloy. Incipient 
cracks in a multi-layered alloy origin, mainly, 
in the EN layer.  

• The second electroplated Ni layer improves the 
fatigue properties of coated alloy.  

• The third silver or gold layer worsens fatigue 
properties of the system. 
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1. Abstract
This study aims to determine the influence of 

the chemical composition of industrial sand casting 
and metal shell cast by gravity at room temperature 
or under pressure both mechanical and manual 
metal parts for the various achievements SNVI 
(Aluminum Foundry Unit Rouiba) and ENEL 
(Unit engine Freha in Tizi-Ouzou) Algeria and 
heat treatments on mechanical behavior of fracture, 
quasi-static axial tensile united, Brinell hardness, 
almost dynamic resilience and microstructure of 
the alloy foundry chemical designation AlSi7Mg 
and digital 42000, The addition of 7% silicon and 
magnesium percentage (≤ 1% Mg) in aluminum 
are the principal agents of the improvement of 
mechanical properties in addition to specific heat 
treatments which show different types of 
precipitates that hinder the movement of 
dislocations. 

The physical characterization, chemical and 
general engineering in particular is crucial for the 
design of various metal parts subject to external 
forces varied constituents various mechanisms in 
motion a mechanical component. The designer can 
neither calculate nor resize these parts without 
identifying and quantifying their characteristics. To 
determine them, we reproduce these solicitations 
using static and dynamic tests, usually conducted 
on standard specimens. 

The alloy AlSi7Mg, which governs our study, is 
a shade containing some magnesium added in 
small amounts (0,20 to 0,40) % Mg alloy to allow 
hardening and efficient use in applications with 
high mechanical properties in T46 condition. This 
alloy contains 7% of silicon, which gives very 

good properties implementation in foundry 
(average flow ability, low volumetric contraction 
during solidification, reduction of withdrawal to 
the solid state and the expansion coefficient.). It is 
used for complex shapes, to requirements of 
mechanical strength and maximum thicknesses 
which are very low (~ 8 mm). 

The unalloyed aluminum with mechanical 
properties very reduced, leading to add two items 
of very low density with 7% silicon and traces of 
magnesium less than 1% (≤ 1% Mg) which is the 
lightest of all metals capable of stable industrial 
employment to improve their properties and obtain 
an alloy AlSi7Mg super lightweight. The alloy 
foundry ultimate AlSi7Mg governing our study is 
an alloy with a set of properties that in many 
circumstances make it an irreplaceable material. 
Among these include the addition of a high 
percentage of silicon and a low percentage of 
magnesium to aluminum as the main potential 
agents of improvement largely mechanical 
properties, low density (~2,6) results in equal 
volumes of documents about three times less 
severe than if they were made of steel or copper, 
combined with very good corrosion resistance and 
low melting temperature (660°C) facilitating its 
development in all casting processes. These 
alloying elements come into solution and may also 
be present as intermetallic phases. The 
composition of these phases, but above all their 
delicacy, their distribution, their consistency vis-à-
vis the aluminum matrix, their frailties, their 
stability as a function of heat treatments are also 
decisive for the properties of the alloy. 
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2. Problem
Non-alloy aluminum with mechanical 

properties very reduced, leading to add two items 
of very low density with 7% silicon and traces of 
magnesium less than 1% (≤ 1% mg) which is the 
lightest of all stable metals susceptible of industrial 
employment to improve their properties and obtain 
a super light alloy AlSi7Mg. The addition of a high 
percentage of silicon and a low percentage of 
magnesium to aluminum are the main vectors and 
improving agents largely mechanical. 

Our goal is to make a direct contribution for the 
study of mechanical strength, hardness, resilience 
and structural properties of the alloy foundry 
AlSi7Mg used in sand casting and metal shell both 
mechanical and manual. 

 The reference state is designated as cast, noted: 
F. to try to increase over the strength 
characteristics of the state F and obtain 
substantially high stress elasticity, rigidity of large 
modules with small deformations, the material of 
42000 numerical designation is subject to specific 
treatments T46. 

3. Experimental procedure 
To determine the behavior of the material deal 

with various stresses it may encounter during use, 
these solicitations are reproduced using static or 
dynamic tests, usually conducted on standard 
specimens in order to know the characteristics 
figures of the material. Four techniques are used, 
namely traction to identify the various constraints, 
the brinell hardness HB for the stress field, 
resilience Kcv us about the mode of fracture, 
fragility and resistance to shock and 
metallographic to identify structures.

We will describe in more detail and present in 
the main mechanical characteristics of the material 
obtained from chemical composition by AlSi7Mg 
purpose of this study. 
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1. Introduction 
As part of a planned development of a 

gravity dam, built in the 1920s, its spillway will 
be expanded from the current 60 m³/s to 
355 m³/s in the future. To do this, a flap will be 
installed on the crest of the spillway. The 
Institute of Hydraulic Engineering of the 
Vienna University of Technology was entrusted 
with the implementation of hydraulic model 
tests. 

bottom outlet

 
Fig. 1: Dam and bottom outlet, full model, 

downstream view 

Additional to questions of the maximum 
possible discharge over the flap, scour 
protection and bank stability, the plunge pool 
and the possible danger of a driftwood jam, the 
hydrodynamic forces on the pressure segment 
of the bottom outlet in the cases of  opening and 
closing the roller gate and also in a stationary 
position were to be investigated and the 
pressures measured. 

2.  Experimental Investigations 
2.1 Model stand 

The measurements of the hydrodynamic 
forces were carried out in a 50 cm wide flume 
as a section model in a scale 1:16.  

 

 

pressure segment

roller gate

 

Fig. 2: Section model, M 1:16 

The measurements were performed at fixed 
segment-opening heights of 16, 32, 48 and 80 
cm (prototype values) with a constant upstream 
water level.  To avoid friction the pivot was 
fitted with special ball bearings and the 
hydraulic cylinders were replaced by  rods with 
load cells (HBM Type: S2 100 N)  

2.2 Force measurements 

During the experiments with the moving 
roller gate the force on the rods, the opening 
height of the gate and the pressures on the 
pressure segment were recorded. The space 
between the gate and the segment was filled 
with water almost all the time. The water flow 
took place over, under and beside the segment. 
Only in the case where the opening gap of the 
gate became smaller than the opening of the 
segment, was it no longer overflowed. 

The force curve for different opening and 
closing operations, depending on the opening of 
the roller gate, showed that in the case of larger 
opening heights the force measured corresponds 
approximately to the force of gravity. 

With small opening heights of the gate in the 
range of the segment opening, there was an 
increase in the downward force of about 8.2 to 
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24.6 kN (prototype). The dynamic load during 
the opening process was largest if the gap 
below the segment had a height of 0.48 m. This 
additional suction effect amounted to a 
maximum value of about 20% of its own 
weight. 

Fig. 3: Flow conditions with a segment opening of 
16 cm, contactor opening 3.20 m (prototype values) 
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Fig. 4: Hydrodynamic forces (model values) as a 
function of the opening height of the roller gate, 

segment opening 0.48 m 
In addition, measurements made on the 

stationary gate showed, that the forces on the 
moving gate, especially in the initial phase of 
the opening process, were much higher than the 
forces on the stationary gate. 

2.3 Pressure measurements 

The pressure measurements at four points 
along the surface of the gate used a capacitive 
pressure transmitter Keller series 41, with a 
measuring range 0 to 0.1 bar. 

The highest pressures occurred in the case of 
an opening height of the roller gate of 3.2 m. 
On average they were slightly below the storage 
target. The maximum value was measured at 
the second measuring point from above during 
a segment opening height of 0.16 m. The 
biggest pressure fluctuations occurred at a 
segment opening height of 0.16 m in the upper 

area as well as at the segment opening height of 
0.80 m in the lower area of the segment. 

2.4 Frequency analysis 

The auto power spectrum of the response 
showed that fluctuations occurring in either the 
force or the pressures cause a particular 
excitation frequency. 

Am
pl

itu
de

Frequenz [Hz, nature values]

Fig. 5: Power spectra, segment opening 0.48 m, gate 
opening 0.32 m (prototype values) 

3. Conclusions 
The investigations showed the largest 

hydrodynamic force was approximately 
24.6 kN greater than the weight of the pressure 
segment and acted downwards. This additional 
pull was equivalent to c. 20% of its own weight. 
It occurred at a segment opening of 0.48 m 
during the opening process. The greatest 
pressure on the segment was measured at the 
uppermost measuring point. It was about 
17.50 m head above the contact point of the 
segment.  
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1. Introduction 
Space-harmonic analysis is used to determine 

sound transmission through periodically supported 
panel and includes a definition of the panel 
vibrations and acoustic fields on both sides of the 
panel. Periodically stiffened panel, with the aspect 
ratio of panel elements (bounded by stiffeners) 
greater than three or so, can be represented 
approximately by a one dimensional periodically 
supported beam for the case when the acoustic 
field intensity vectors are in a plane perpendicular 
to the panel and the supports (Fig. 1), [1-2]. 

a)

x

z



y

b) L

M

Kt Kr

M

Kr



M

Kt Kr

L  
Fig. 1. Schematic representation of a) finite stiffened 

panel and b) the corresponding infinite beam 

In this extended abstract the determination of 
equivalent simulation parameters of space-
harmonic analysis (elastic modulus and stiffness) 
for the experimental model on Figure 2 is 
described.

 
Fig. 2. Experimental model of periodically supported 
panel with an axial exciter Schenck VibroPower 41 

2. Determination of simulation parameters 
Experimental model consists of a steel plate on 

which the elastic elements (homogeneous rubber 
seals with rectangular cross-section) are 
periodically glued and are supported with a steel 
frame. Steel plate modulus of elasticity is 
determined by measuring the transient response 
first eigenvalue for the steel strip (Fig. 3a) clamped 
on one side using Euler-Bernoulli beam theory for 
clamped-free boundary condition. Accuracy of 
results is confirmed by the finite element model. 

a) b)  
Fig. 3. a) Experimental model of steel strip clamped on 

one side and b) free vibration frequency spectrum  

Steel plate structural damping is determined 
from the transient response of steel strip (Fig. 4) by 
calculating the logarithmic decrement for lightly 
damped structures (<0.1).

 
Fig. 4. Steel strip transient response 

Panel overall structural damping is determined 
from the transient response of the whole panel 
(Fig. 5) by calculating the logarithmic decrement 
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for lightly damped structures noting that the 
obtained damping is = 0.12. Damping value is 
confirmed with the half-power bandwidth method 
for the first eigenvalue on the panel frequency 
response diagram (Fig. 6). 

 
Fig. 5. Panel transient response 

Elastic supports modulus of elasticity is 
determined from matching of measured and 
calculated first eigenvalue which is calculated with 
the finite element model into which all known 
parameters, together with the panel overall 
damping coefficient, is included (Fig. 6). Elastic 
supports damping is calculated in the same way 
except steel plate damping is used instead of panel 
overall damping coefficient. Now, all the 
parameters for the panel finite element model is 
defined and appropriate direct frequency response 
is given on Fig. 7. 

 
Fig. 6. Panel frequency response for the excitation and 

sensor in the panel 4th period (see Fig. 2) 
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Fig. 7. Simulation result of panel direct frequency 

response using finite element method 

The first (97.3Hz) and the fourth eigenvalue 
(143.9Hz) of flexural vibration on x-axis (Fig. 1) 
are visible on measurements and simulations while 
the second (103.6Hz) eigenvalue is not visible at 
all and the third (118.9Hz) eigenvalue is visible 
just on simulation even though at position of axial 
exciter and sensor there are amplitudes of all 
mentioned modes. That is caused by structure 
damping and vicinity of the first three eigenvalues. 

Determination of equivalent simulation 
parameters for space-harmonic method from 
simulation parameters for finite element method is 

done because the beam model in space-harmonic 
method is infinite. Equivalent steel plate modulus 
of elasticity is determined from matching of the 
first eigenvalue of steel plate (Fig. 8a) and infinite 
periodically simply supported beam. This 
eigenvalue is the reference because its value do not 
change with the number of equal panel periods. 
Specified eigenvalue is also the same for finite 
beam so the steel plate equivalent modulus of 
elasticity is determined using Euler-Bernoulli 
beam theory with the pinned-pinned boundary 
condition.

a) b) 
Fig. 8. Reference mode for a) calculation of the 

equivalent steel plate elastic modulus and b) calculation 
of equivalent supports stiffness  

Equivalent supports stiffness is determined 
from matching of the first eigenvalue of the panel 
and infinite periodically supported beam (Fig. 8b) 
at which the minimum sound transmission loss 
appears (Fig. 9). 
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Fig. 9. Sound transmission loss diagram  

3. Remarks 
 Equivalent values of the steel plate modulus of 

elasticity and the support stiffness are 
determined from the reference eigenvalues and 
modes of vibration. 

 The panel damping value is at upper limit of 
lightly damped structures. 
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1. Introduction 

Many problems considered by the pioneers of 
mathematical physics were devoted to one-
dimensional continua including flexible slender 
bodies like ropes and chains. For centuries many 
types of models, both continuous and discrete, 
have been developed to describe dynamics of such 
systems. Nowadays, results of theoretical and 
numerical studies can be easily verified by 
experiments. For instance, motion of string 
pendula was investigated by Kuhn et al. [2] and 
Takehara et al. [4] whereas Schagerl et al. [3] and 
Tomaszewski et al. [5] analyzed fall of a folded 
chain. 

However, the reported studies usually focus on  
a short time interval – initial phase of motion 
which relates to a sharp peak in the velocity of the 
chain tip. Moreover, most authors have neglected 
air resistance. In this paper results of numerical 
and laboratory experiments are confronted. The 
analyses are performed for motion lasting several 
seconds. In the simulations the air drag is taken 
into account. 

2. Methods 
In the laboratory experiments we used a steel 

chain consisting of 34n  links (see Fig. 1). Each 
segment has length )1.016( l mm and width 

)1.05( b mm. Total length of the system 
310)1446( L m and mass 310)117( M kg.  

as can be seen in Fig. 1, every second link is 
marked with a coloured stripe.  

The chain is suspended against a background of 
a firm whiteboard (see Fig. 2). As a support we use 
an additional link, fixed in the vertical plane, 
perpendicular to the board. It enables free swinging 

of the system. The other end of the chain, B, is 
attached with a bolt and is released manually.  

 
Fig. 1. Chain used in the laboratory experiments 

Motion of the system is recorded on a high 
speed camera (Photron 1024 PCI) at 10241024  
pixel resolution, at frame rate of 500 fps. 
Controlling the camera settings as well as data 
acquisition are done via a computer with an 
appropriate software. For motion analysis, i.e. 
tracking of points and determining their positions 
in particular frames, the Photron Motion Tools 
application is used.   

 
Fig. 2. Schematic model of the experimental setup 

Numerical simulations of the chain motion are 
based on the two-dimensional discrete model 
discussed in Ref. [1]. The links are treated as 
cylindrical rigid rods of length nLl / , mass 

nMm /  and diameter d; the elements are 
connected by dissipative joints. Equations of 
motion of the system can be written as: 

),,()( qqfqqM  t ,  (1) 
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where q is the vector of angular generalized 
coordinates (see Fig. 3). The term f includes the 
generalized forces iQ  of different nature. The ones 
related to air resistance results from the classical 
approach: the drag force proportional to the 
velocity squared. Empirical formula of the drag 
coefficient is assumed for a cylinder of diameter 

bd  . In turn, the viscoelastic damping in the 
joints is described by a uniform coefficient c . 
The equations (1) are solved with a use of the 
MEBDFV solver [1]. 

 
Fig. 3. Multibody model of a chain 

3. Results 
Experiments have been conducted for two 

initial configurations of the chain, i.e. different 
position of the end B (see Tab. 1). The damping 
coefficient was estimated by trial and error. The 
distance between the numerical and experimental 
data was calculated by taking positions of the last 
link only. The optimal value of the parameter was 
found to be 6102.6 c Nm·s. 

 
Experiment 
designation 

xB 
[m] 

yB 
 [m] 

dRMS 
[m] 

I. 0.279 0.087 0.0118 
II. 0.390 0.087 0.0113 

Tab. 1. Initial position of the chain tip and the RMS 
distance between the numerical and experimental data 

 

 
Fig. 4. The y-coordinate of the last link 

Figure 4 presents the y-coordinate of the nth 
link of the model (M) and the real object (OR). 
Values of the RMS distance, dRMS, calculated over 
time interval 6.2,0t s are given in Tab. 1. As it 
can be seen, there is a high agreement between M 
and OR. The function dRMS(t) does not exceed 
0.08L in both cases. The maximal differences are 
connected to violent motion which is typical for 
the classical case of the folded chain [5]. 

4. Remarks 
 The model used in the simulations is based on 

restrictive assumptions: planar motion of the 
chain; viscoelastic damping approximates 
friction between links; same coefficient c  for 
all the joints; drag coefficient for a simplified 
element shape. 

 However, there is a good agreement between 
the numerical results and the experimental 
data. It seems that the applied model allows us 
to faithfully simulate global dynamics of the 
analyzed real system. 
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1. Introduction 
Stiffness can be define like a as resistance to 

deflection. Ring stiffness is similar in form to the 
leaf spring stiffness and it contains the term, EI/D3, 
which shows up in every analysis of ring 
deformation and deflection. For a pipe with a 
rectangular wall cross section, I = t3/12 centroidal 
moment of inertia of the cross sectional area (of 
the wall per unit length in the case of a pipe), the 
bending stiffness of a pipe according to ASTM 
D2412 – 11 [3] becomes: 

 
  



 23 mm

N
tD

E083.0SN , (1) 

Term D/t is another form of ring stiffness. 
Stiffness can be expressed in a variety of ways, but 
for pipe stiffness, is preferred by plastic pipe 
industries because it can be measured by a parallel 
plate test (PPT). To perform this test, a length of 
pipe, usually longer than one diameter, on a flat 
surface is F-loaded as shown in Fig. 1. As load F is 
applied in increments, corresponding deflections 
() are measured [1]. 

 

 
Fig. 1. Parallel plate test for pipe 

 

2. Tests and acquisition of experimental 
results 

For determining the deformation of 
polyethylene pipes used for the transport of natural 
gas, experimental tests were performed using a 
universal testing machine, Instron 5587. The 
samples were cut in the form of rings from pipe 
(made from PE80 and PE 100) with 90 mm 
external diameter and 8.2 mm thickness [4]. For 
this pipes, the ring stiffness calculated with 
equation (1) are SNPE80 = 0.076 and SNPE100 = 
0.101 (EPE80 = 0.9 GPa, EPE100 = 1.2 GPa). 

All the tests were conducted in order to 
determine the mode of deformation of such 
specimens to determine the elastic recovery and to 
determine the strains and tensions that arise in such 
structures. For these experimental measurements, 
in addition to Instron machine software it was also 
used an optical method that uses equipment of the 
type Aramis 2M.  

For the pipe studied they were cut in pieces of 
about 50 mm long, which were requested by radial 
compression. For the data optical acquisition using 
Aramis 2M system, before being required to 
compression, the pipe pieces were coated with 
quick-drying slip matt white paint and after that, it 
was sprayed with graphite spray on exposed areas 
of the imaging system (Fig. 2). Polyethylene pipes 
were requested to a maximum compression force 
of 2 kN, the loading speed being of 10 mm / min, 
achieving at the same time as the data acquisition 
deformation of the pipe by the Aramis 2M system 
and the behavior data from their compression using 
Instron machine software, BlueHill. 
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Fig. 2. Compression test for polyethylene pipe 

Using the software equipment Aramis 2M there 
were determined the following: deformations 
(displacements of points on the pipe contour) in the 
three directions (x, y (Fig.3), z), total 
deformation (e), the main specific deformation 
(1), the Tresca equivalent specific deformation 
(T), the VonMises equivalent specific deformation 
(VM), relative thinning (). 

 

 
Fig. 3. Pipe displacement on vertical direction (Oy)

Using the BlueHill software from Instron 
machine, we determined the load - deformation 
characteristic curves for pipes studied (Fig. 4). 
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Fig. 4. Experimental load - extension curves

3. Numerical simulation 
For a dynamical analysis of pipe compression 

was used Ls-Dyna software, and for visualization 
of results was used Lsprepostd software. For this 
analysis we create three differed parts: the pipe 
(deformable body) and two compression plate 
(rigid body) one superior (this have a displacement 
on vertical direction) and one inferior (fixed). 

In this analysis we focus on the same results 
like for the experimental tests. In fig. 5 is show the 
displacement of pipe on vertical direction (Oy), 
obtained for the last increment of this numerical 
analysis. 

 

Fig. 4. Numerical  

4. Remarks 
 Using the Instron and Aramis equipments is 

possible to determinate pipe deformation in all 
three directions, and also the stress and strain 
state of pipe specimen. Using material data 
obtained after the experimental testing 
(characteristic curves) is possible to make, 
using Ls-Dyna software, a dynamic simulation. 

 If we compare the experimental results with 
the numerical results (obtained using the finite 
element method), we observe the maximum 
value of pipe displacement on vertical 
direction is y=26.39 mm in case of 
experimental test, and y=20.79 mm, in case of 
numerical analysis, difference between this 
two is =21.20%. 
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1. Introduction
The analysis of stresses and strains in two 

reinforced concrete deep girders was performed 
theoretically, applying the finite element method, 
whereas the experimental part, i.e. the structures' 
models testing were undertaken in the laboratory. 
Reinforced concrete deep girder M1 38 cm thick, 
is relied on reinforced concrete pillars which are 
fixed into the base, Fig.1. Another reinforced 
concrete deep girder M2 38 cm thick, is rigidly 
fixed into the base, Fig.2.

Fig. 1. Reinforced concrete deep girder M1.

Fig. 2. Reinforced concrete deep girder M2.

The models for laboratory testing were
developed in 1:10 scale, manufactured from
medium density fibreboard plate 38 mm in 
thickness. Model 1 is a deep girder which is relied
on pillars that are fixed into the base. The pillars 
were glued and fastened with screws to the girder

of MDF. A disposition of measuring spots and load 
scheme for model 1 is shown in Fig. 3.

Fig.3. Disposition of resistance strain gauges "T",
inductive strain gauges "I" and load scheme on model 1.

Model 2 is a deep girder which is rigidly fixed 
into the base and its load scheme and disposition of
measuring spots is shown in Fig. 4. Measuring of 
strains was conducted with resistance strain 
gauges, and displacements were measured with 
inductive strain gauges [1].

Fig.4. Disposition of resistance strain gauges "T",
inductive strain gauges "I" and load scheme on model 2.

Mechanical characteristics of material 
(medium-density fibreboard or MDF) were 
determined prior to models testing. Material’s 
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tensile strength was determined on the specimens
l/b/h=38/3.8/3.8cm via bend testing and amounts
σM=26.48 MPa. Compressive strength was tested 
on specimen d/b/h=7.6/3.8/7.6cm and amounts
σM=139.3 MPa. Elastic constants of MDF:
elasticity module E=3235MPa and Poisson’s ratio
ν=0,3 were determined on prismatic specimens
d/b/h=7.6/3.8/22.8cm.

2. Experimental Results
The testing of model 1 was conducted in fifteen

phases, and model 2 in eleven phases through 
gradual growth of loading. Maximum loading for 
model 1 amounted F=53.5 kN, and for model 2 
was F=50 kN. The testing model 2 is shown in Fig.
5, and the detail of deep girder reliance of model 1 
is shown in Fig. 6.

Fig. 5. Model 2, ready for testing.

Fig. 6. The detail of deep girder reliance of model 1.

During the models testing, strains and 
displacements were measured. To obtain equal 
stress condition on the reinforced concrete deep 
girder’s prototype and on the belonging model in 
the laboratory, a dimensional analysis implies that 
the structure’s prototype should be loaded with 100 
times bigger load than the load model. Eb=25000 
MPa elasticity module was taken for concrete. 
Deflections on the model and on the deep girder’s
prototype are in the ratio 125/160.

The investigation results for the load F=15 kN 
model1 and model 2 were taken for the sake of 
comparison, and they are corresponding with the 
load of the deep girder prototype F=1500 kN. The 
reinforced concrete deep girder models were

analyzed using the software program package SAP
2000 [2]. Deep girders were modelled using plate 
elements, while the columns were modelled by bar 
elements [3]. Fig 7 shows diagrams of normal 
stresses in the middle of the span for reinforced 
concrete deep girders M1 and M2 obtained by 
FEM computation on the prototype and 
experimentally, by model investigation (10 times 
minimized) at the loading F=1500 kN.

a. b.

Fig. 7. Stress diagrams σ [MPa]: a) deep girder M1, b) 
deep girder M2.

Displacement results of reinforced concrete 
deep girders M1 i M2 at load F=1500 kN are given 
in Tab.1.
Tab. 1. Displacement results of deep girders M1 i M2 at 

load F=1500 kN.

Deep girder Displacement [mm]

I1 I2 I3

M1
Testing 0.110 0.623 0.120

Computation 0.0595 0.390 0.0595

M2
Testing 0.489 0.897 0.402

Computation 0.156 0.468 0.156

3. Conclusion
The results analysis of conducted investigations 

for two reinforced concrete deep girders (M1 and 
M2) indicated that the differences in stresses 
amounted even up to 18%, and in displacements up 
to 16, 7%. A deep girder with the columns (M1) is 
a better solution for the construction than the deep 
girder (M2) rigidly fixed into the base.
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1. Introduction 
Most of the literature on strengthening of 

existing reinforced concrete structures by 
adding a concrete overlay is based on lab tests 
[1], [2]. Contrary to the latter, in the present 
contribution an experimental study of 
strengthening a reinforced concrete bridge by a 
concrete overlay is presented. The RC plate 
girder bridge to be strengthened was built in 
1970 as part of the Austrian road network and is 
characterized by a width of 15 m and four webs 
and three spans in longitudinal direction 
(Fig. 1). For restoring the load bearing capacity 
of the aged bridge and for improving its 
structural capacity, a 90 mm thick reinforced 
concrete overlay is added.  

 
Fig. 1: View of the reinforced concrete bridge to be 

strengthened. 

2. Experimental Program 
In the framework of the experimental 

investigation depth dependent and time 
dependent moisture distribution profiles of the 
existing bridge deck and the added concrete 
overlay were determined by means of a non-
destructive system. The measurements of mass 
water contents were started before the 
beginning and continued during rehabilitation 
work and are still going on. Furthermore, 
deformations of the strengthened concrete 
bridge, ambient temperature, relative ambient 
humidity and wind speed were monitored by 
means of respective sensors.  

For investigation of the restraint effects 
exerted from the substrate to the overlay, the in-
situ measurements were accompanied by a 

comprehensive laboratory test program 
concerning the evolution of shrinkage strains. 
Hence, water desorption isotherms and the 
ultimate drying shrinkage strains were 
determined for both, the substrate and overlay 
concrete. Additionally, time dependent 
moisture distribution profiles and combined 
autogenous and drying shrinkage strains were 
determined on prismatic lab test specimens.  

3. Experimental results 
3.1 In-situ measurements 

Multi-Ring Sensors (MRS) for measuring 
electrolytic resistances were placed in the 
existing bridge deck as well as in the concrete 
overlay. 

 
Fig. 2: Mass water content distributions in the 

existing bridge deck for different steps during the 
rehabilitation work. 

By means of calibration curves the 
electrolytic resistances, measured at the 8 
measuring points of each MRS, were converted 
to the respective mass water contents. Fig. 2 
exemplarily from left to right shows the 
moisture distribution profiles from the top 
surface of the overlay to the lower surface of 
the existing bridge deck during the 
rehabilitation work. 
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3.2 Laboratory measurements 

The water desorption isotherms and the 
ultimate drying shrinkage strains of substrate 
and overlay concrete were determined on thin 
lab test specimens. After moisture equilibrium 
during moist curing was achieved, the thin 
specimens were stored in 5 desiccators until 
constant values of relative ambient humidity 
(RH) of 97%, 85%, 75% 59% and 43% were 
achieved, respectively. Fig. 3 shows the mean 
values of the equilibrium mass water content 
for the mentioned five values of ambient 
relative humidity for both, the substrate 
concrete and the overlay concrete.  

 
Fig. 3: Water desorption isotherms (mean values) 

for substrate concrete and overlay concrete. 

3.3 Comparison of lab test results and in-situ 
measurements 

In addition to the lab tests mentioned so far, 
further lab tests were carried out on 3 concrete 
prisms with dimensions of 300 x 300 x 90 mm. 
The prisms were casted at the construction site 
during strengthening of the RC bridge. They 
were equipped with Multi-Ring Sensors (MRS). 
The lateral surfaces of 2 prisms were sealed 
immediately after casting for achieving one-
dimensional moisture migration. One prism was 
additionally sealed at the top surface for 
considering the effects of primer and 
waterproof blanket, which were applied on the 
overlay surface of the RC bridge. Comparison 
of the mass water content distributions of the 
latter with the respective distributions of the 
concrete overlay is shown in Fig. 4. The 
comparison clearly shows the effects of 
convective surface moisture transfer due to 
wind at the construction site.  

Due to a pronounced surface moisture 
transfer between RC member and environment 
compared to the one occurring between lab test 

specimen and uniform climatic conditions, 
moisture equilibrium between existing bridge 
deck and overlay concrete will be achieved long 
before the composite specimen shows a 
uniform distribution of mass water content 
along the interface.  

 
Fig. 4: Comparison of the mass water content 
distributions measured in the concrete overlay 

(continuous lines) and in a lab test specimen (dashed 
lines) for selected time instants. 

Comparison of the in-situ measurements 
with previous lab test results [2] will allow the 
assessment of surface preparation on the 
bonded overlay behaviour and, hence, the 
examination of the significance of results from 
lab tests for real bridge decks strengthened by 
overlays.  
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1. Introduction 
This paper presents testing of cracked concrete 

slabs in a threestorage underground garage in one 
shopping center in Zagreb. Axial dimensions of the 
slabs supported by rectangular columns (1,2 m x 
0,6 m) are 8 m x 8 m and their thickness is from 28 
cm to 32 cm, depending on the slab's position. 
Most of the cracks appeared soon after the center 
was built, in 2007. These cracks present a constant 
problem for durability of slabs because water 
(comes into garage by cars during rain or snow) 
that leaks through them causes corrosion of 
reinforcement bars and, subsequently, deterioration 
of concrete protection layer. Some of the cracks 
spreaded through whole height of the slabs and, 
therefore, testing of the slabs was needed in order 
to check their load bearing capability before 
making decisions about their sanation. Although 
four cracked slabs were tested, we will here show 
brief results for one characteristic slab. 

2. Testing description 
Slabs were tested both statically and 

dynamically. For static load, four forklifts were 
used that approximately matched the design load 
(Fig. 1). During static testing, displacement was 
measured in the center of the slab and strain were 
measured in total of 10 positions, in upper 
(compression) and lower (tension) zone of the slab 
(Fig. 2). Both parameters were measured with 
inductive sensors. Strain measurement positions 
were determined, among standard criteria, by 
taking crack position into consideration. 

 
Fig. 2. Slab loaded with forklifts. 

  
During dynamic testing, modal parametrs 

(modal shapes, frequencies and damping ratios) of 
the slabs were determined by means of operational 
modal analysis (OMA) using piezoelectric 
accelerometers (9 measuring positions, Fig. 3) and 
associated analyzer. Excitation was induced by 
jumping on the slab. 





























 
 
 








 
Fig. 2. Measurement positions for static testing. 

 
Fig. 3. Measurement positions for dynamic testing. 
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3. Testing results 
Following tables (Tab. 1 and Tab. 2) and 

figures (Fig. 4 and Fig. 5) are showing results of 
static testing. Tables show maximum measured 
values and values remained after unloading the 
slab. 

Measurement  
position 

εmaximum 
[m/m] 

εremained 
[m/m] 

1 (up) 27,0 0,8 

6 (down) 15,4 1,2 

2 (up) 16,4 0,7 

7 (down) 9,7 0,5 

3 (up) 18,9 0,5 

8 (down) 35,6 2,2 

4 (up) 82,4 3,9 

9 (down) 77,1 6,9 

5 (up) 22,3 1,2 

10 (down) 36,2 0,8 

Tab. 1. Strain measurement results. 

Displacement in 
center of the slab 

wmaximum 
[mm] 

wremained 
[mm] 

1,92 0,07 

Tab. 2. Displacement measurement results. 

Fig. 4 shows time record of strain in 
measurement positions in lower zone of the slab.  
The slab was loaded twice to investigate (proove) 
its elastic behavior. 

 
Fig. 4. Strain record. 

Modal frequencies and damping ratios (Tab. 3) 
are determined from analysis of records of singular 
values of autospectral densities. Fig 5. shows 
experimentally determined first and second modal 
shape. 

Mode Frequency 
[Hz] 

Damping ratio 
[%] 

1 10,94 3,07 
2 18,52 1,12 
3 21,33 0,78 
4 28,57 0,50 
5 35,91 0,51 

Tab. 3. Modal frequencies and damping ratios. 

 
Fig. 5. First modal shape (10,94 Hz). 

 
Fig. 6. Second modal shape (18,52 Hz). 

4. Conclusion 
Behavior of cracked slabs under load was 

elastic what is proven with negligible remained 
values of strain and displacement. Results of 
dynamic testing show that global stiffness of the 
slabs is preserved. Therefore, load bearing 
capability of the slabs is insured and sanation is 
needed only for durability reasons. 
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1. Introduction 
The magneto-barocaloric effect is 

a combination of the magnetocaloric effect and the 
barocaloric effect. It is a physical phenomenon that 
causes temperature changes in selected materials. 
This effect can be applied in various cooling 
devices. A refrigeration method based on the 
magneto-barocaloric effect is the so-called 
magnetic cooling. The magnetic refrigerator 
utilises solid-state refrigerant. It is 
environmentally-friendly alternative to the most 
commonly used vapour-compression technology. 
Conventional refrigerators employ gases which 
contribute to global warming and ozone layer 
depletion. Moreover, they are less energy-efficient 
compared with magnetic cooling devices. 

The magneto-barocaloric effect is exhibited by 
first-order magnetic materials. Magnetisation and 
application of the pressure cause an increase in 
their temperature as well as a decrease in magnetic 
entropy. Demagnetisation and pressure release 
result in temperature drop and magnetic entropy 
rise. 

The paper presents a design of a test stand for 
studies of materials that exhibit the magneto-
barocaloric effect. The test stand is at present 
under construction. 

2. Structure of the test stand 
A device to study the magnetocaloric effect was 

presented by the authors in [1]. This test stand will 
be developed in order to enable introduction of 
stresses in tested materials (to cause the 
barocaloric effect). The general scheme of the new 
device is shown in Fig. 1. 

The stand is composed of 6 main parts:  
a magnetic   bed,   a   magnet,   a   pump,  a    force  

Magnetic 
bed

Socket

MagnetMagnet Piston

Pump

CHEX HHEX

 
Fig. 1. General scheme of the test stand. 

transmitting system and two heat exchangers (cold 
and hot). 

The magnetic bed is a main part of the device. 
Fig. 2 presents a model of the magnetic bed. The 
bed has two inlets/outlets for a fluid flow. One is 
connected with a cold heat exchanger and the other 
is connected with a pump. The magnetic bed is 
filled with a tested material. The magneto-
barocaloric material has a form of pipes. The 
thickness of their wall amounted to 1 mm. These 
pipes are connected in parallel with the aid of 
flexible pipes (made of plastic). Furthermore, 
flexible pipes separate tested pipes from one 
another. Each magneto-barocaloric pipe has two 
inlets/outlets for a heat transfer medium flow. 
Inlets/outlets are located on opposite sides of pipes 
in order to force fluid to flow along their entire 
length. The magneto-barocaloric pipes are fasten to 
two composite plates that fulfil functions of  
a bottom and a top. Moreover, the plates isolate the 
magneto-barocaloric material from a socket and  
a piston in order to prevent heat exchange. 

The magnetic bed is placed in the socket. The 
force is transmitted to the magneto-barocaloric 
material by a piston (it causes introduction of 
stresses in the tested material). In the same time the 
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material is magnetised by a 1 T magnet assembly. 
This assembly is built out several permanent 
magnets that concentrate and homogenise the 
magnetic field on the one side and reduces on the 
other side. This arrangement is the so-called 
Halbach array [2]. The piston and the Halbach 
array are moveable in order to cyclically 
magnetised/demagnetised and applied/released 
pressure in the magneto-barocaloric material 
therefore its temperature is changing. 

Magneto-
barocaloric 

pipes

Flexible 
pipes

Top

Bottom

Inlet/
Outlet

 
Fig. 2. Model of the magnetic bed. 

To exchange a heat in the system a two-
directional pump, a heat transfer medium and two 
heat exchangers are employed. The medium is in 
liquid form. It is transferred with the aid of the 
peristaltic pump. The heat generated by the 
magneto-barocaloric material is transported to the 
hot heat exchanger which expels it to the 
environment. The heat from the cold heat 
exchanger is absorbed by the fluid after the 
demagnetisation process. This heat exchanger is 
insulated. 

3. Work cycle 
The device works in AMR (Active Magnetic 

Regenerator) work cycle [3]. In this cycle material 
fulfils the function of refrigerant as well as 
regenerator. The AMR work cycle consists in four 
steps. In the first step magneto-barocaloric material 
is magnetised and uniaxial pressure is applied in 
adiabatic conditions. This process causes increase 
in material’s temperature. The second step is  
a process in the constant magnetic field and at 
constant pressure. In this stage the medium flows 
from the cold heat exchanger, absorbs heat from 
the material and removes it to the hot heat 
exchanger. As a result temperature of the material 
decreases. The third step is adiabatic 
demagnetisation and pressure release. After this 
process temperature of the magneto-barocaloric 
material decreases. The last step is a process 

without either magnetic field or uniaxial pressure. 
In the process the medium flows from the hot heat 
exchanger, expels heat to the material and absorbs 
heat from the cold heat exchanger. 

4. Conclusion 
In the paper a concept of the magnetic 

refrigerator based on the magneto-barocaloric 
effect was presented. The device will generate 
cooling power thanks to magnetisation/ 
demagnetisation process and pressure apply/release 
process. 

The employed refrigerant will be a solid 
material, hence the device will be more 
environmentally-friendly compared with 
conventional refrigerators. The prototype is 
currently under construction.  
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1. Introduction 
Glass beam which is the subject of this research 

is the main load bearing element of the new 
entrance canopy of hotel Dubrovnik located in the 
centre of Zagreb. Structure of the canopy is 
designed entirely from glass. This paper presents 
experimental testing of laminated glass beam and 
determination of elasticity modulus and bending 
tensile strength. Laminated glass refers to two or 
more glass panes bonded together with an 
elastomeric interlayer such as polyvinyl butyral 
(PYB) to improve the postbreakage characteristics 
of the glass [1]. The concerned laminated glass 
beam consist of three 15 mm thick tempered glass 
panes bonded by interlayer and the glass cover 
plates consist of two 10 mm tempered glass panes. 
Static system of the glass beam is a simple beam 
with overhanging (2,0 m + 3,0 m). Beams are 
placed at 0,8 distance and covered by cover plates. 

2. Mechanical parameters of the laminated 
glass 

In order to determine the mechanical 
parameters of the basic material (laminated glass) 
bending tests were performed on small specimens.  

 
Fig. 1. Testing of the basic material 

6 specimens were subjected to three point 
bending test, 3 were tested perpendicularly to the 

direction of glass layers and the other 3 parallel to 
the glass layers, as shown in Fig. 1. 

Values of experimentally determined elasticity 
modulus and bending tensile strength in two 
directions are shown in table 1 [2]. 

Bending 
direction Spec. 

Elasticity 
modulus 

[GPa] 

Bending 
tensile 

strength 
[MPa] 

Perpendicular 
to layers 

1 39,1 96,5 
2 37,7 90,6 
3 38,6 99,0 
   38,5±0,7 95,3±4,3 

Parallel to 
layers 

4 66,8 200,2 
5 67,1 174,4 
6 67,0 190,7 
   67,0±0,1 188,4±13,1 

Tab. 1. Elasticity modulus and bending tensile strength 

  
Fig. 2. Specimens of basic material 

3. Experimental testing of glass beam 
Total value of unfactored load (structure weight 

+ snow load) is 3,625 kN/m along the glass beam, 
and resulting bending moment at the support is 
16,31 kNm. Test loading was applied at the 
distance of 2,7 m from the support [2]. The 
resulting bending moments were compared to the 
design values caused by unfactored load in order to 
determine the safety coefficient. Test arrangement 
and measuring points are shown in figure 3. 

Glass beam was tested to the level of test load 
(Fexp. = 20 kN) that is equivalent to unfactored 
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design load with safety coefficient k = 3.31 [2]. Up 
to that level of load, beam acted completely elastic 
and no damages were observed. 

 
Fig. 3. Glass beam test arrangement 

Testing of the glass beam was carried out using 
universal testing machine Zwick Z600, pictures of 
test arrangement and measuring points are shown 
in figure 4. and figure 5. 

 
Fig. 4. Testing of the glass beam 

 
Fig. 5. Strain measuring points 

Figure 6. shows force – strain diagrams during 
the testing and in figure 7. stress distribution in the 
cross section above the support is shown. The 
maximum stress of +5,6 MPa was recorded at the 
top of the support cross section. The maximum 
tensile stress recorded during testing corresponds 
to 3% of the bending tensile strength.  

 
Fig. 6. Force – strain  

 
Fig. 7. Stress in the cross section above the support 

4. Conclusions 
During the experimental testing beam acted 

completely elastic without any damages, reaching 
the safety coefficient of k = 3,31. If the stress level 
reached during experimental testing (5,61 MPa) is 
compared to the stress reached in 3point bending 
test of basic material (188,4 MPa), we can 
conclude that there are extremely high reserves in 
the bearing capacity of tested glass beam beyond 
the reached level of test load. Even if for some 
reason one of the glass panes breaks the scattered 
glass pieces would stick to the interlayer and in 
that way prevent people from getting injured and 
the other panes could continue to carry the loads 
[3]. Taking into account the behavior of laminated 
glass and results of experimental testing glass 
beam can be regarded as safe. 
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1. Introduction 
The subject of this paper was to explain the 

power transmission process through ultrasonic 
mechanical vibration using SMART materials, as 
a new idea for Energy Harvesting (EH) method 
[1]. Using magnetostrictive and electrostrictive 
materials  that  under the influence  of adequately 
strong magnetic and electric fields change their 
size and which are characterized by the fact that 
under load produce a magnetic or electrical field, 
energy harvesting process is very practical [2, 3]. 

The aim of this work is to provide electrical 
power, by use of mechanical energy, for small 
electronic devices with one low power 
microcontroller. That makes this type of powering 
method self-sufficient, very often for decades or 
even for life time. 

The main goal was to find the mechanical 
application for the chosen types of devices. In 
order to perform this task it was necessary to 
define whether all the types of harvesters are 
suitable for using them in mechanical environment.  

In order to perform the researches of the chosen 
different magnetic composition device types, the 
actual object for testing was specified. After the 
objects were chosen, the preliminary test stands 
was made to allow proper performance check of 
the ultrasonic power stability. During the testing 
process, great attention was dedicated to the 
harvesting devices based on magnetostrictive 
materials. The new idea of harvesting device’s type 
with dual magnetostrictive rods was presented and 
tested for the better operational understanding. 

2. Magnetostrictive actuator 
Presented in this paper energy harvesting 

system consists of the actuators which are 

processing electrical energy into mechanical 
vibrations and harvesters which are responsible for 
the reverse process. Transfer of mechanical energy 
takes place by the generation of ultrasonic waves 
by the actuator and collection of this wave by the 
stimulated magnetostrictive material inside the 
harvester device. 

 
Fig. 1. Scheme of the actuator's and harvester's 

magnetostrictive cores. 

Actuators and harvesters used in this studies, 
are based on the Terfenol-D (GMM, Giant 
Magnetostrictive Material) and its composites. 
GMM materials change their dimensions under 
the influence of a magnetic field, while under 
the influence of mechanical stress (deformation) 
they generate a strong magnetic flux. Magnetic 
field changes caused by the mechanical stress may 
be used to generate electricity. It can be done by 
placing the Terfenol-D core inside the induction 
coil. The aforementioned solution was applied to 
the construction of the resonant power test stand. 
Construction of active element is shown in Fig.1.  
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Two cores made of solid Terfenol-D, or in 
a form of composite, were placed between three 
neodymium NdFeB magnets and then placed 
inside the coil. 

3. Test stand 
The idea of supplying the harvesters nodes with 

use of ultra-sonic vibration of the construction was 
shown in Fig.2. One should notice that, such 
solution might have variety of different 
configuration. This is related to the fact, that as 
a transmitting devices, one can use actuators based 
on different materials, such as piezoelectric or 
magnetostrictive. The same situation is possible 
with the harvester devices. 

Actuator

A Hf>20KHz
RX
TX

TX
RX

waveguide  
Fig. 2. Scheme of powering of the final harvester 

nodes, through mechanical vibrations in the ultrasonic 
range. 

The possibility of transmission of energy over 
long distances, with the use of magnetostrictive 
harvesters system, was studied on the example of 
the steel rail (DIN-3). The element of this type has 
been selected mainly due to the cross-sectional 
profile in the shape of letter C. Rail of such 
a profile is characterized by a high resistance to: 
bending, buckling and twisting. 

4. Results 
Construction of the test rig was based on two 

DIN beams, between which magnetostrictive 
modules were placed as it was shown in Fig.3. 
DIN beams were pressed against each other by the 
elastic bands placed at a distance of 10 mm from 
the axis of the hole. 

AT H1 H2

l>1m

 
Fig. 3. Scheme of the resonator with a chosen 

actuator/harvester configuration. 

Following the assembling of each version of 
ultrasonic power supply, signal was scanned with 
frequency spectrum analyser. On the input of the 
resonant power supply, a signal with continuously 
changing frequency was applied. At the same time, 

the signal of received power, was recorded on the 
one of harvesters. After completion of the 
experiment based on the time course from 
harvester, a spectral analysis with the usage of 
Fourier transform was done - sample of the 
frequency response is shown in Fig.4. Based on 
this solution, the frequency of the power supply, at 
which harvester has its highest output voltage, was 
chosen. The highest amplitudes were usually in 
ultrasonic band. Useful band begins above 22 kHz. 

 

Fig. 4. The frequency spectrum of construction, 
based on 1 actuator and 2 harvesters mechanically 

coupled through the two DIN-3 beams. 

5. Remarks 
In order to allow free propagation of acoustic 

wave from the active elements to the construction, 
an appropriate contact between magnetostrictive 
elements and construction must be provided. 

The highest voltage values have been obtained 
for the ultrasonic frequencies. Analysing 
the results obtained for different resonant power 
supplies, it can be stated that it is possible to 
transfer the energy on a distance without the use of 
electrical wires. 
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1. Introduction 
Since telecommunication services continue to 

expand, wireless providers are deploying more and 
more base station antennas in order to meet the 
growing demand. As a result, antenna towers and 
support structures are being pushed to the limits of 
their load capacity. It is therefore important to 
understand the impact that each base station 
antenna has on the overall tower load. Base station 
antennas not only add load to the towers due to 
their mass, but also in the form of additional 
dynamic loading caused by the wind [1]. Therefore 
after adding additional antennas to the tower a 
repair of one tower antenna and tensioning bolts 
was caried out.  

 
Fig. 1. TV Tower at the top of Biokovo Mountain 

This antenna was antenna tower Sveti Juraj on 
mountain Biokovo, Figure 1. During the year 2011 
a measurement of forces in a tensioning bolts was 
carried out in order to control projected forces after 
the completion of repairs. 

2. Reconstruction of the tower 
Antenna tower was originally designed and 

constructed without tensioning bolts. During the 
operation there was a need for adding a new load 
on the tower and it was necessary to reconstruct 
the tower. The first reconstruction was provided by 
adding 24 vertical bolts in the lower section of the 
tower and 18 bolts in the upper section, needed to 
carry dynamic loads due to wind. Because of the 
geometry of the tower it was not been possible to 
set up all 18 bolts in the upper section. In the last 
reconstruction on the tower, a new tensioning bolts 
and screws were placed. Demanded forces of 60 
kN per bolt are required in the lower tensioning 
bolts and forces of 90 kN are required in the upper 
tensioning bolts. This force distribution is achieved 
in three steps. After further analysis of the 
construction, requirements are changed and it was 
necessary to achieve a forces of 110 kN in lower 
and 60 kN in the upper bolts. 

3. Methods of measurement 
Measuring forces in tensioning bolts was done 

by measuring the deformation of tensioning bolts 
using strain gauges. Control measurements were 
performed in two ways, by measuring the 
displacement of tensioning bolts and by method of 
measurement natural frequencies of tensioning 
rods (strings) [2,3]. Force is calculated from the 
frequency using the expression: 

 2 24F q l f    , (1) 

where:  

l – lenght of the tensioning screw, m 
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f – natural frequency, Hz 

q – mass per length unit, kg/m 

 

 
Fig. 2. The force vs. time diagram during tightening one of the bolts 

 

 
Fig. 3. Diagram of measured acceleration during measuring natural frequency of tensioning bolt (left hand side) and 

amplitude - frequency characteristics of bolt (right hand side) 

 

 

Figure 2 shows the amount of force in time at 
tightening of one of the tensioning bolts. 

Figure 3 Shows the graph of the measured 
acceleration on the tensioning bolt to determine the 
natural frequencies and frequency-amplitude 
characteristics of the bolt. 

Difficulties in the measurement were created by 
unfavorable weather conditions (rain, wind), 
difficult access to the location of measurement and 
hardly achiveable required torque for tightening 
bolts. Wind influence on the results can be seen in 
the graphical results. 

4. Results 
Results obtained by measuring with strain 

gauges were confirmed by method of measuring 
natural frequency of tensioning bolts. This method 

is approximate and can be used as a control only. 
For accurate measurements it is necessary to apply 
methods that can accurately determine the natural 
frequencies such as the method of excitation and 
response by measuring the phase angle between 
them. 

The distribution of forces in upper tensioning 
bolts deviates less than 4% from mean value force, 
and the same situation is in the lower section bolts. 
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1. Introduction 
At present, in the field of protection against 

impact effects, high hopes are located in semi-
active or active methods of energy dissipation. 
They are based on an adaptive reaction of 
absorbing element to impact conditions (Adaptive 
Impact Absorption, AIA) [1]. However, they 
require the final control element of variable 
rigidity. The example which fulfill the requirement 
are MagnetoRheological Composites, MRC. 

The work presents impact tests performed on 
magnetorheological composites with the matrix 
made of an elastic porous material. 

2. Magnetorheological composites 
Magnetorheological composites belong to  

the SMART materials group, properties of which 
change as a result of external stimulus. They are 
composed of magnetorheological fluid, MRF, and 
a carrier structure in the form of elastic, porous 
matrix (Fig. 1). 

 

  
a) b)  

Fig. 1. Magnetorheological composite: a) internal 
structure diagram: 1 – porous matrix, 2 – thin layer of 
MRF, 3 – free space [2]; b) real view of composite. 

 

Unique properties of the discussed composites 
are related to a change in the MRF yield point as 
the result of magnetic field stimulation. It has to be 
stressed that by controlling the MRF share in  

the matrix, the initial “programming” of material 
damping properties is possible. 

3. Impact tests 
The main purpose of work was to determine  

energy damping capacities of MRC. 

3.1 Test stand 

The tests needed to be performed on  
an experimental stand (Fig. 2), which in the 
controlled way simulated conditions of impact into 
manufactured specimens. At the same time it 
allowed for stimulation of composite with  
a magnetic field of various intensities. 

 

 

 

Fig. 2. Impact test stand: 1 – slidable element with  
a constant mass; 2 – bar ended with a piston;  
3 – piezoelectric force sensor; 4 – housing; 

 5 – displacement measurement system; 6 – magnetic 
system with an assembled material specimen; 7 – fixed 

partition. 
 

 

3.2 Composite specimens 

For tests of the impact energy damping 
capacities, three composite specimens were 
manufactured with different contents of the MRF, 
and one specimen (U0) free of the magnetically 
active fluid (see Tab. 1). 
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Specimen MRF volume 
fraction [%] 

U0 0 
U1 10 
U2 15 
U3 25 

Tab. 1. Specimens for impact tests. 
 

3.3 Results 

The following parameters were considered as 
significant in evaluating the MRC damping 
capacities: 

 exit velocity (Vw) - the direct correlation with 
the kinetic energy of hitting element (Fig. 3); 

 total work (W) performed by composite 
during impact – Fig. 4; 

 strain size of composite specimens (ΔI). 

 

Fig. 3. Dependence of the exit velocity (Vw) of  
impacting part upon the magnetic field intensity value 

(H). 

 

 
Fig. 4. Value of the total work (W) performed by  

the damping material as a function of the magnetic field 
intensity. 

4. Remarks 
 All considered damping quantities for  

the specimen without MRF were identical, 
regardless of the magnetic field value. This 
indicated that, according to expectations, no 
magnetorheological damping effect was 
observed for that specimen. 

 The lowest value of the exit velocity Vw was 
registered for the U3 specimen when it was 
exposed to the strongest magnetic field  
(H=45 kA/m). The work performed by 
composites increases in two cases: when  
the magnetorheological fluid share in the MRC 
rises and when MRC was stimulated with 
higher values of H. In the extreme case  
the growth in total work (W) of 25% was 
achieved. Stimulation of the U3 specimen with 
the maximum field intensity caused the highest 
reduction in the porous material deformation 
size Δl.  

 It was shown that damping properties of 
magnetorheological composites may be 
controlled by stimulation with magnetic field 
of various intensities and content change of the 
magnetorheological fluid in MRC.  
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1. Introduction 

The experimental part includes the following: 
composite wooden beams reinforced with steel 
bands. Two sets were done with three identical 
pieces of different composite beams:Carbon steel 
strips reinforced, boxed fir beam. Carbon steel 
strips reinforced fir solid beam. Analyses were 
performed with at the maximum loaded beams. 
Value of the force at which the fracture zone was 
created has caused greater deformation than the 
calculated one. The study confirms the 
characteristics of calculation capacity. Increase of 
the beam deflection is proportional to the increase 
in bending force. The values for the corresponding 
deflection of force are different from the 
numerically obtained due to higher stiffness of the 
used wooden beams. We can notice that the 
distributions of stresses due to the different 
elasticity modulus are not equal. This is a basic 
idea for usage of composite beams. This allows us  
beam calculation the to maximize potential of 
used materials. 

2. Experiments 
Data were obtained for samples of materials, 

which may not fully correspond to those included 
in testing.  
Dynamic properties of bonded joints were tested 
during two years totally, up to six months by 
specimen. For that purpose, was built dynamic 
testing machine with constant amplitude, Fig. 1.   

Fig. 1. Specimen dynamic testing machine 
Specimens are made from Fir, Plane Carbon 

Steel and SIKAFLEX 221 (Fig. 7). Characteristics 
of used materials are in Table 2. The goal is to 
notice weaknesses in dynamic loads on this 
bonded beam system. Six specimen were tested 
simultaneously  in external weather conditions. 
 Differences are in bonded surface pretreatment. 
There are two different types of pretreatment: 
1. Direct SIKAFLEX 221 application on wood 

and metal surfaces 
2. Two component epoxy pretreatment before 

SIKAFLEX 221 application. 
Material: SIKAFLEX 221 
Name Polyurethane adhesive 
Produced by: SIKA 
Material type: Linear-Elastic Isotropic 
Brake criteria: Max von Misess stress 

Note: 
Tensile strength and yield 
strength are taken as equal.  

Tab 1. Sikaflex 221 
Specimens were tested in two periods. After 

one year and after 18 months in duration of 4300 
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hours. Totally three specimens of each surface 
pretreatment were tested simultaneously. 
Dynamic load was applied with: 

 Amplitude: A=10mm;  

 Maximum stress in metal strip (calculated): 
21.7 (MPa) 

 Duration of dynamic load: 4300 hours 

 Frequency: 1 

‐  
Fig. 2. Specimen maximum stresses during 

dynamic testing 

 
3. Results 

Specimen with no pretreatment were sensitive 
on metal surface rust formation in contact with 
SIKAFLEX 221. Rust was formed on 31,5% of 
metal strip surfaces. That produce delaminating of 
trusses bonded layers caused by dynamic load. 
Epoxy pretreated surfaces are not damaged and 
bonded trusses had measured  capacity reduction 
lower than measurement error (<5%). 

4. Discussion 

Influence of Urethane, Polyurethane and 
Epoxy metal coatings are well known, but there 
are no information about influence of SIKAFLEX 
221 or similar material applied on carbon steel 
surfaces directly. Epoxy surface treatment was 
uses for comparison. 

Fig. 4. Specimen details. 

5. Conclusion 

It is necessary to use corrosion pretreatment of 
carbon steel surfaces bonded with Polyurethane. 
Using low quality wood material as bearer filling, 
gives significant advantage in comparison to 
laminated wood bearings in terms of price, 
producing simplicity, material acquisition and 
production time. 
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1. Introduction 
Coatings and surface modification of materials 

are of considerable interest, because they can be 
used to tune their physical, chemical and even 
biological properties [1-3]. The ability to improve 
the surface properties enables designing of a 
material with controlled features. 

A good example is sol-gel process which allows 
to obtain, in a relatively low temperature multi-
component material with properties controlled at 
the molecular level [4]. Compared to conventional 
thin film processes this technique allows for better 
control of the chemical composition and 
microstructure of the coating, preparation of 
homogeneous films, reduction of the densification 
temperature, and last but not least, simpler 
equipment and lower cost [5]. 

2. Materials and Methods 
Silica, titania and silica/titania sol-gel derived 

coatings were synthesis using following 
precursors: tetraethyl orthosilicate (TEOS), 
tetramethyl orthosilicate (TMOS), titanium n-
butoxide (Ti-nBO), titanium izopropoxide (TIPO), 
titanium(IV)ethoxide (TiEO), isobutyl 
trimethoxysilan (iBtMOS). Butanol (BuOH), 
etanol (EtOH) or propanol (PrOH) were used as 
solvent, and acetylacetone (AcAc) as a comlexing 
agent of titanium precursor. Mentioned above 
substrates were homogenized in an acidic medium 
(HCl) on a magnetic stirrer at room temperature. 
Received hydrolyzates were applied on stainless 
steel 316L probes using dip-coating technique with 

controlled parameters, and annealed at 250⁰C for 
12hrs. 

2.1 Surface morphology and topography 

The surface morphology and topography of the 
coatings were investigated using a scanning 
electron microscope (SEM) Evo LS 15 Zeiss and 
Atomic Force Microscope (AFM) XE-100 Park 
Systems. For each coating, images were made 
using SE1 and CZ BSD detectors at following 
magnifications: 50, 100, 500, 1000 and 5000x. 
Elemental analysis and distributions of elements 
were performed at magnifications of 500x using 
Bruker detector in SEM microscope. Atomic force 
microscopy images of silica, titania and 
silica/titania coatings were obtained using contact 
mode in AFM XE-100 Park Systems. 

2.2 Raman spectroscopy 

The chemical structures of synthesized coatings 
was performed using Raman spectroscopy. The 
Raman spectra were measured on a dispersive 
Raman Spectrometer LabRAM HR800  Horiba 
Jobin Yvon. The incident laser excitation was 
provided by a water-cooled argon laser source 
operating at 514,5 nm. 

2.3 Uniaxial tension 

The mechanical strength of coatings deposited 
on 316L stainless steel foil  were examined during 
tensile strength testing by an auto-controlled 
Tensile Tester (Fig. 1) combine with Scanning 
Electron Microscope Evo LS15 at a loading speed 
of 0,2 mm/min. The load and displacement were 
automatically recorded for every moment during 
whole test. 
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Fig. 1. Tensile tester- X MT 10222.  

2.4 In vitro test 

Effect of the coatings on the viability and 
proliferation of the ADMSC cell culture was tested 
in the colorimetric assay using Alamar Blue. 
Analysis of the morphology of cells cultured in the 
presence of tested materials was performed using 
fluorescence microscopy. The preparations were 
labeled with a fluorescent dye DAPI staining 
nuclei. evaluation of distribution of cells on the 
material was performed using a scanning electron 
microscope. 

3. Results 
Our research showed that silica and 

silica/titania layers were transparent, 
homogeneous,  smooth and covered the 316L 
substrate , uniformly. In turn, TiO2 coatings had 
characteristic robust topography. These 
observations were confirmed by results obtained 
from atomic force microscopy (AFM) experiments 
which demonstrated significant differences in 
roughness parameters (e.g. Ra, Rq) of obtained 
surfaces. 

In all samples after tensile testing observed 
uniform coverage of the substrate by each of 
coating, and high adhesion to the metallic 
substrate. Even after breaking the substrate, 
obtained coatings did not undergo delamination 
and peeling off coatings. 

  
Fig. 2. SEM images of pure foil 316L after tensile 

testing. 

  

Fig. 3. SEM images of SiO2/TiO2 coating after tensile 
testing. 

The Raman spectra of SiO2,TiO2 and SiO2/TiO2 
hibrid oxides deposited on stainless steel 316L 
confirms the presence of silica (Si-O-Si), titania 
(anatase) and silica/titania (Si-O-Ti) network. It 
proves that these networks were created during the 
condensation. 

Obtained in vitro results indicate a stimulating 
effect of all coatings onto ADMSC cells. The 
higher proliferation factor values were noticed for 
titania and silica/titania materials, especially after 
24h and 168h cell culture. Moreover cells showed 
variable morphology and adhesion to the substrate, 
depending on type of sol-gel derived coating.  
Morphologically normal cells which adhered 
properly to every type of material were observed, 
however distribution and number of cells were 
different onto obtained biomaterials. 
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1. Introduction 
Power transformers are filled with oil. Function 

of oil is to serve as electrical insulator, and for 
cooling purposes. Temperature of oil in 
transformer varies between -25 and 90 C,
depending on load conditions. Transformer oil 
change its volume depending on temperature, and 
for that range oil will change its volume for 
roughly 8%. Transformer design incorporate 
conservator, a tank at the top of the transformer, 
whose function is to allow oil to change volume. 

Transformer design without conservator will 
greatly simplify maintenance of the transformer. 
To achive that, some elastic element have to be 
introduced in transformer, to allow the oil to 
change volume. Idea is to use radiator for that 
purpose. Radiators are made of 1 mm thick steel 
plates, imprinted and welded to increase their 
rigidity. If radiators are made more elastic, they 
may be used for sealed type transformers (without 
conservator). Based on the experience with selad 
type distribution transformers, expected workig 
pressure should be around 0.25 bar. 

2. Method of masurements of elasticity  
Principle of measurement is to measure volume 

of oil pumped into radiator, and to measure 
pressure in the radiator. That way correlation 
between volume and pressure is established. 
Working pressure is the maximum pressure 
radiator may withstand with no permanent 
deformation of the radiator. 

Several designs of expansions radiators were 
made, and tested. Machine designed to test 
endurance of corrugated tanks for distribution 
transformers was used, as shown in Fig. 1. 

Fig. 1. Testing equipment 

4 different designs of expansion radiators were 
made. Some of them were too elastic (plastic 
deformation occured at very low pressure leves), 
and some of them were too rigid (change of 
volume was too small). One design showed 
preferred characteristics - desirable elasticity and 
pressure levels. Test resuts of that design are 
shown in this paper. 

3. Results of experimental testing 
3 different heights of radiators were tested - 

1100, 1300 and 1800 mm. Fig. 2 show results of 
measurements of radiator elasticity. 

Tip A 

-200 -150 -100 -50 0 50 100 150 200 250

p [mbar]

V
 [l

] 1100 mm
1300 mm
1800 mm

Fig. 2. Elasticity of expansion radiators 
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Slope of the elasticity curve shows radiator 
elasticity - 1100 mm radiator curve is more laid 
than 1800 mm radiator curve, therefore it has 
higher pressure for the same amount of volume 
change, meaning it has less elasticity. 

During manufacturing, radiator is subjected to 
large amount of heat stress (welding, hot dip 
galvanizing). Result of that is residual stress, and it 
is clearly visible during testing. Radiator is tested  
first time right after is delivered from workshop, 
and second time after is subjected to cyclic load 
(10 cycles, working pressure level). Cyclic load 
allows residual stresses to relax. Fig. 3 show 
results of such measurement. It is clearly visible 
that after 10 cycles elasticity of radiator increased. 

-200 -150 -100 -50 0 50 100 150 200

p [mbar]

V 
[l] after 10 cycles

after workshop

Fig. 3. Elasticity of radiator as a function of cyclic load 
applied 

Type of anticorrosion protection have impact 
on elasticity of radiator. Hot dip galvanizing add 
layer of metal film (80 m) on the steel plate, and 
increase its rigidity. That impact clearly showed up 
during testing. Same type of radiator  was 
manufactured with 2 different protection layers, 
hot dip galvanazing and solvent paint. Results are 
shown if Fig. 4. Painted radiator has greater 
elasticity, that is expected result because hot dip 
galvanized radiator has thickness of 1.08 mm, if 
galvanized layer is added to plate thickness. 

-200 -150 -100 -50 0 50 100 150 200

p [mbar]

V 
[l] painted

hot dip galvanized

Fig. 4. Elasticity of radiator as a function of  
anticorrosive protection 

Final test was made on a complete transformer. 
Goal of that test was to determine if there is any 
other elastic element on the transformer 
(transformer tank for example), or expansion 
radiator is the only element that allows oil to 

expand and contract. Results are shown in Fig. 5. 
and they shows that transformer has greater 
elasticity than set of transformer radiators (for 
around 8%). That means transformer tank has 8% 
of elasticity of expansion radiators. That impact do 
not have to be taken into account for design 
purposes, because it is small in value, and increase 
safety of the system. 

0 20 40 60 80 100 120 140

p [mbar]

V 
[l] expansion radiators

power transformer

Fig. 5. Comparison of measured elasticity of radiators 
and transformer 
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1. Introduction 

The investigation of material pre-failure indica-
tions has attracted a wide scientific interest ranging 
from civil engineering applications to natural hazard 
precursors. Traditional experimental techniques deal 
mainly with destructive testing and statistical ana-
lysis regarding the determination of the ultimate 
strength of a material. Various experimental tech-
niques have been developed in order to study the 
structural changes that take place within the bulk 
of a material when micro-fracture processes take 
place. Such techniques include detection of weak 
electrical current emissions (Pressure Stimulated 
Currents - PSC) as well as detection of mechanical 
elastic waves (Acoustic Emission - AE) propagating 
in the bulk of a specimen when micro-fracture phe-
nomena take place [1]. 

In this work prismatic marble specimens were 
subjected to successive loading-unloading-reloading 
compressive loops, up to loads closely approaching 
the fracture stress of the material. The PSC tech-
nique was applied and the background level of the 
PSC emission after each loading was studied while 
approaching the specimen’s failure. In parallel the 
characteristics of the AE recordings, as collected 
from two AE sensors, are studied and evaluated 
using the b-value analysis according to the Aki’s 
model and the Guttenberg-Richter relation [2].  

2. Experimental Details and Materials 

The mechanical load was applied parallelly to 
the long edge of the prismatic specimens. The ex-
periments were quasi-static under loading control 
mode and were carried out using an ENERPAC 
actuator of capacity 100kN. The loading procedure 
consisted of 9 successive loading-unloading cycles. 
During each cycle the stress rate was kept constant, 
equal to 1MPa/s, while the maximum stress value 
of each cycle was equal to approximately 60MPa,  

 
some 15% lower from Dionysos marble compres-
sive strength [3]. At each loading cycle the maxi-
mum stress level was kept constant for 200s. Dur-
ing the ninth loading cycle the specimens failed 
about 15s after reaching the maximum stress.   

2.1 Experimental set-up and Materials 

The measuring system consisted of an ultra-
sensitive programmable electrometer (Keithley, 
6517A). The sensor was a pair of gold plated elec-
trodes that were installed in parallel to the direction 
of the mechanical load. In the present experimental 
protocol, the AE were collected with the aid of an 
8-channel PCI-2 AE detection system (Physical 
Acoustics Corp). The complete experimental set-
up is described in previous works of the authors [1].  

The specimens were made of Dionysos mar-
ble, the material used extensively and almost ex-
clusively for the restoration project of the Parthe-
non temple on the Acropolis of Athens [3, 4]. The 
mechanical and physicochemical properties of Di-
onysos marble were obtained from literature [5, 6]. 
The dimensions of the specimens were equal to 40 
x40x100 mm3 while the fracture limit, during the 
specific loading protocol, was found to 643MPa. 

3. Results and Discussion  

The PSC and AE were analyzed for each load-
ing cycle while attention was paid to the 200s time 
interval where the applied stress was kept constant, 
equal to about 60MPa. It is known that when an 
abrupt change of the mechanical load is applied on 
a specimen a PSC excitation is observed followed 
by a relaxation at a PSC background level. At this 
work this PSC background level was studied for 
the 8 loading loops, since during the ninth loop the 
PSC never restored due to fracture of the specimens.  

Fig. 1 shows the background level of the PSC 
after the relaxation. It becomes obvious that during 
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the first six loading cycles (reaching approximately 
the same mechanical load level) the PSC back-
ground level tends to stabilize. During the subse-
quent loading cycles (#7, #8 and #9) the PSC 
background level tends to increase. 

 

 
 

Fig. 1. The background level of the PSC after the re-
laxation process for each one of the loading cycles. 
 

Analyzing the characteristics of the AE record-
ings, it was observed that the cumulative number 
(N) of the AE hits as well as the cumulative energy 
of the AE emissions during the first six loading 
cycles become gradually lower, reaching a mini-
mum value during cycles #3, #4, #5 and #6 clearly 
implying the existence of the Kaiser effect (as it is 
seen in Fig.2) During the remaining three loading 
cycles before failure both quantities increase signi-
ficantly reaching a maximum at the #9 loading 
path where the specimen fractured.  

 

 
 

Fig. 2. The behavior of the cumulative number of the 
AE hits (orange square markers) during each loading 
increase for the nine cycles and the corresponding cu-

mulative energy of the AE events (blue circle markers). 
 

The results, after performing the b-value analy-
sis according to Aki’s model and the Guttenberg-
Richter relation [2], are shown in Fig. 3. It becomes 
clear that the b-value tends to stabilize after the 

third loading cycle but this behavior is distorted 
after the sixth loading since after three additional 
loading cycles the specimens failed.  
 

 
 

 

Fig. 3. The b-values after fitting the experimental data 
using Aki’s model (blue circle markers) and GBR rela-
tion (orange square markers) during each loading in-

crease for the nine cycles. 
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1. Introduction 

The Fused Deposition Modeling (FDM) from 

Stratasys is a typical example of a RP process [1-

3]. The part manufacturing consists in the 

deposition of filaments of a plastic material, such 

as ABS or ULTEM, onto the partially constructed 

part. The mechanical properties of FDM processed 

parts, in particular strength and stiffness, are 

influenced by a large amount of production 

parameters [1]. The involved factors are: the build 

direction (depending whether the specimen is 

sitting down flat or is lying on one side as it is 

being generated), the bead width and thickness, the 

air gap, the raster angle and the number of contours 

around the component edge. The building 

procedure is usually arranged, so that the filament 

is initially deposited all around the component 

edge. Afterwards, other filaments are deposited at 

the inner sides of the previously deposited 

contours, until the stated number of contours has 

been deposited. The inner part of the component is 

finally filled by inclined rasters.  

The raster orientation and the air gap have a 

significant impact on the part tensile strength [1, 

3]. The build direction also has an influence on 

compressive strength [2] and on the efficiency of 

the process [4]. Studies dealing with the effect of 

contouring are currently missing. The available 

predictive models are empirically developed and 

do not account for the aforementioned effect [5]. 

The influence of contouring is here investigated 

experimentally, by running tensile tests on 

different sample types. An analytical predictive 

model for strength and stiffness is then developed. 

It is not empirical, but is based on principles of 

mechanics and accounts for the previously 

mentioned process parameters and for contouring. 

2. Experimental 

Twenty five specimens were manufactured in 

ABS-M30: the geometry was chosen according to 

the type I in Standard [6]. Five specimen types 

were considered: four of them were built while 

sitting down flat, respectively with 1 (Type 1), 4 

(T. 2, see Fig. 1), 7 (T. 3), 10 contours (T. 4), and 

the last one (T. 5, see Fig. 2) was modeled while 

lying on its side with 1 contour. Five samples were 

tested per each type. The experimentation was 

carried out in the displacement controlled mode at 

the actuator velocity of 20µm/s, with strain 

measurement by an extensometer at specimen gage 

and force monitoring by a 25KN load cell.  

Offset contours Oriented rasters

 

Fig. 1. Type 2 sample: overall view and cross section. 

Offset contours

Oriented rasters

 

Fig. 2. Type 5 sample: overall view and cross section. 
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3. Analytical prediction 

The application of the developed analytical 

model is like the simulation of an experimental 

test: the forces transmitted by the longitudinal 

(contours) and the inclined rasters, and, 

consequently, the total force, are determined, based 

on the applied displacement v.  

The force transmitted by the longitudinal 

contours in one layer is reported in Eq. (1), where 

kl is the stiffness of each single bead and nc is the 

number of contours. The force transmitted by the 

(i-th) inclined raster can be computed as in Eq. (2), 

where α stands for the raster angle, Eb is the 

Young’s modulus of ABS-M30 (in isotropic 

conditions), b and h are filament dimensions (see 

Fig. 2) and l(i) is the raster length. v(i) is finally a 

term being proportional to the applied 

displacement v. The total force per layer is 

computed by Eq. (3), where nl is the number of 

layers, nα is the number of inclined rasters, while 

the Fad. terms account for the adhesive forces 

between adjacent beads. These forces arise from 

adjacent rasters being partially fused each other 

and by different dilatations of inclined beads. The 

proposed model makes it possible to predict the 

part strength. The rupture event of every single 

bead is simulated by automatically setting the 

transmitted load to zero, as the ultimate strength of 

the single raster is overcome. 
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4. Results 

 The experimentally determined stress-strain 

curves for Types 1 to 4 are shown in Fig. 3. 

Regarding model validation, the experimental and 

analytical values for the Young’s moduli and the 

strengths are compared in histograms in Fig. 4. 
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Fig. 3. Exp. stress-strain curves for Types 1 to 4. 
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Fig. 4. Analytically determined elastic moduli (a) and 

strengths (b) compared to experimental values. 

5. Remarks and conclusions 

• The number of contours indeed affect the 

mechanical properties: the strength of Type 4 

specimen is 24% incremented with respect to 

that of Type 1, whereas the elastic modulus is 

increased by 17%. Conversely, the strengths 

for types 2 and 5, having the same number of 

contours differ by less than 1MPa. 

• The comparison between the experimental and 

the predicted values of the elastic moduli 

shows a very good agreement, with errors 

never exceeding 6.6%. The results concerned 

with strengths are also very consistent, with 

errors between 3% and 4% as an average. 
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1. Introduction 
Designing machinery components has been more 

and more often dimensioning-oriented due to 
rigidity (thin, geometrically-developed walls) and 
not strength-oriented; an example can be provided 
here by extruded sections produced from 
aluminum alloy. Identifying their strength 
properties, it is possible to take only the specimens 
(the so-called mini specimens) [4] which are 
smaller from those described as normative. To 
refer the results recorded applying that mini 
specimens methodology of own fatigue tests to the 
objects with a different geometry (a different 
cross-section), the size effect models are applied.

The paper describes the monofractal approach 
[2]. It is used for the description of the size effect 
for the range of material strength (tensile strength, 
fatigue limit, high-cycle fatigue). 

The aim of the paper is to determine the 
parameters of the model for a given group of 
construction materials. Applying the analysis of 
the results for various aluminum alloys, it was 
possible to determine the mean value of the fractal 
dimension. 

2. Size effect 
Metal construction materials demonstrate a 

change in the strength properties together with a 
change in the cross-sectional area (the so-called 
size effect). The size of that change depends on the 
kind and the local features of the material structure 
(defects, grain size). The size effect is defined 
based on coefficient Kd, (the quotient of specimen 
strength with any cross-section to the strength of 
normative specimen, determined for the same 
fatigue life). The value of coefficient Kd to cross-
sectional area for selected aluminum alloys is 
given in Fig. 1. 
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Fig. 1. Dependence of the coefficient of the cross-
section size (Kd) to cross-sectional area of the rounded 

bended specimens – own study based on [1, 3, 5] 

3. Monofractal approach [2] 
The results of high-cycle fatigue tests are 

described with the Basquin equation expressed 
with the following dependence: 

C = N(σa)k                             (1) 

where k stands for the slope of line σa-N, C is 
constant of curve σa-N. The monofractal approach 
applied in the paper is based on dependence (1) in 
which the main assumption is the parallelity of 
fatigue characteristics σa-N (k = const) 
experimentally determined for the specimens 
geometrically similar with a different cross-
sectional area. For the relationship of constant  C, 
cross-sectional area A can be used to derive the 
following equation: 

βxd

B

A
AB A

ACC
−









=                    (2) 

where AA, AB is cross-sectional area of specimens 
(assuming that AB > AA), CA, CB constants of curve 
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σa-N, d x β is the slope of the line. The graphic 
representation of dependence (2) is given in Fig. 2. 

The monofractal approach uses the fractal 
dimension (α = 2 - d assuming that 0 ≤ d ≤ 0.5) 
which defines the relationship of the cross-
sectional area to material structure. For the 
materials with disordered structure, non-
homogenous, with a considerable number of 
defects, the size of that dimension is much lower 
than 2. The material properties, considering the 
size effect, can be described with the equation in a 
general form (3) assuming that AA = 1, AB = A, CA
= C1 (for A = 1). 

Fig. 2. Dependence of parameter C(A) of curve An to 
cross-sectional area A in bilogarithmic scale 

Based on the parameters of C constants for 
characteristics An (determined for the specimens 
with a different cross-sectional area A), there was 
plotted line C(A)-A with slope d x β. Parameter 
C(A) and the amplitude of stress σa approaches 
zero for each value N. It leads to receiving non-
realistic results for large-size objects (cross-
sectional areas), thus limiting the range of the 
applicability of the approach for the range of large-
size specimens. 

4. Applying the monofractal approach for 
aluminum alloys 

The monofractal approach was applied for the 
fatigue tests results for aluminum alloy D21-T6 
[5], EN AW-7075 (AlZnMg) [5], 24S-T [1], 75S-
T6 [3]. The results were used to determine the 
plots of the dependence of constant C from the 
cross-sectional area of specimen A in the scale of 
natural logarithm described with function C(A). 

Aluminum alloy d α C1

D21-T6 0,091 1,909 71,17
EN AW-7075 (AlZnMg) 0,047 1,953 69,15

24S-T 0,081 1,919 66,55
75S-T6 0,045 1,955 71,38

Tab. 1. Parameters of the model of fractal approach to 
the aluminum alloys analysed 

An example of the plot for aluminum alloy 
75S-T6 is given in Fig. 3. Detailed parameters 
from dependence (3) for the alloys analysed are 
given in Table 1. 
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Fig. 3. Example of the plot of the dependence of 
parameter C(A) for the size of cross-section A for 

aluminum alloy 75S-T6 

5. Conclusions 
The monofractal approach provides a linear 

description of the sensitivity of the material to a 
change in the size of the cross-section by applying 
material constant (fractal dimension). In the 
dimension range tested it is justifiable due to the 
linearity of the change of parameter ln C(A) and 
coefficient Kd received. 

The model applied for four aluminum alloys 
has made it possible to determine the mean value 
of the fractal dimension at the level of αśr = 1.934. 
The knowledge of the values for a given group of 
construction materials can be used to predict the 
fatigue life for the range of high-cycle fatigue for 
the specimens with a different cross-sectional area 
than the one experimentally tested. 
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1. Introduction 
The study of materials' mechanical properties is 

very important for their characterization, specially 
for the structural parameters which describes their 
elastic behavior. In order to develop this research 
topic, the mechanical properties of five kinds of 
biocomposites, reinforced with natural fibers 
molded with green matrix, have been tested. Then, 
the experimental results have been compared with 
those of carbon and glass composites. 

2. Experiments 
The five kinds of ecolaminates are produced by 

resin infusion and hand-up molding. Three of them 
are composed by a natural fiber combined with an 
ecofriendly matrix. The other two are hybrids, 
combined with two different kinds of fibers, both 
mixed up with a green thermoset resin: the first 
one is compound with both synthetic and natural 
fibers, and the last one is compound with two 
different natural fibers. The comparison 
composites are made of glass fiber combined with 
polyester resin. Following the ASTM standards, 
specimens for each test have been carved 
appropriately from each laminate. 

2.1 Materials 

A short description of bio-based materials used 
for this research is shown below:  

Fibers 

- Flax fibers: used for NF reinforced 
composites, flax fibers are considered to be 
complementary to glass ones. In terms of 
comparison, flax fibers' tensile modulus is very 
close to glass fibers' one and their lower density 
makes them lighter. They can also be matched to 
the most important  thermoset resins. Specimens 
are made with LINEO FLAXPLY, 300 g/m2 
Balanced Fabrics 0/90. 

 

 

- Basalt fibers: similar to carbon and glass 
fibers, they are cheaper than the first ones and have 
better mechanical properties than the second ones. 
Basalt fibers are also ecologically clean and non-
toxic for the end user. Specimens are made with 
BASALTEX Fabric Type BAS 350.1500.A 350 
g/m2. 

- Carbon fibers: synthetic fibers, readily 
available on the market, have been used. 
Specimens are made with G.ANGELONI balanced 
woven fabric GG201, 200 g/m2. 

- Glass fibers: traditional glass fibers have been 
used. Specimens are made with G.ANGELONI 
plain woven fabric VV45, 200 g/m2. 

Matrices 

- Epoxy system used for the tests is formulated 
with a high percentage of carbon biomass in which 
56% of the molecule is bio-renewable because of 
its plant origin. SICOMIN, GREENPOXY 
56/GP505 has been used for the specimens. 

- Vinylester matrices have been patented as a 
revolutionary resin technology with low content 
and emission of styrene. This low-VOC and low-
HAP resin formulation minimizes emissions 
thereby reducing workplace exposure and 
environmental impact. DISTITRON VEef 220 STZ 
has been used for the specimens. 

- Orthophthalic polyester resin is used as a 
standard laminating system in the composites 
industry. For the specimens DISTITRON 105 SXQ 
has been used. 

Composition of the laminates used during the 
tests is shown in Tab.1. For each laminate five 
specimens have been produced.  
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Type 
specimens 

FIBER MATRIX 

I. FLAX EPOXY 
(green) 

II. FLAX VINYLESTER 
(low styrene) 

III. BASALT VINYLESTER 
(low styrene) 

IV. FLAX-
CARBON 

EPOXY 
(green) 

V. FLAX-
BASALT 

VINYLESTER 
(low styrene) 

VI. GLASS POLYESTER 

Tab. 1. Kind of laminates 

3. Methods 
In order to determine all mechanical properties 

of the laminates considered, the four tests below 
were done according to proper standards: 

- Tensile test is performed according to ASTM 
D 3039 standard: a thin flat strip of material having 
a constant rectangular cross section is mounted in 
the grips of a mechanical testing machine (Instron 
universal tester, model 8033, has been used) and 
monotonically loaded in tension while recording 
load. The ultimate strength of the material can be 
determined from the maximum load carried before 
failure. 

- Flexural test is performed according to ASTM 
D 730 standard: a bar of rectangular cross section 
rests on two supports and is loaded by means of a 
loading nose midway between the supports (Fig. 
1). 
 

 
Fig.1. Flexural testing machine 

- The drop-weight impact test is performed, 
according to ASTM D-7136 standard, using a 
balanced, symmetric laminated plate. Damage is 
imparted through out-of-plane, concentrated 
impact (perpendicular to the plane of the laminated 
plate) using a drop weight with a hemispherical 

striker tip. The damage resistance is quantified in 
terms of the resulting size and type of damage in 
the specimen. 

- Accelerated aging test uses aggravated 
conditions of heat and saline solution to speed up 
the normal aging processes of materials. It is used 
to determine the long term effects of expected 
levels of stress within a shorter time, usually in a 
laboratory by controlled standard test methods.  

4. Equations 
The Young modulus E has been calculated 

according to Hooke's law: 
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Calculation formulas for each test are listed below: 
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1. Introduction 

Aim of the work is to determine the feasibility 

of fracture mechanics studies on Selective Laser 

Sintering Materials (plastics, metals and 

composites) based on the additive production of 

specimens containing an artificial crack-like notch. 

Specimens produced with different growing 

direction were tested with or without cracks and 

their behavior has been compared. 

2. Materials and Methods 

Fifteen CT specimens were produced in three 

the directions (Parallel, Transversal and 

Longitudinal) showed in fig. 1 in Polyammide. 

They were then mechanically tested and the 

displacements in all directions were measured by 

means of  Digital image correlation. 

Fig. 1. Growth directions 

2.1 Selective laser sintering 

Selective Laser Sintering (SLS) was developed 

at the University of Texas in Austin, by Carl 

Deckard and colleagues. The basic concept of SLS 

uses a moving laser beam to trace and selectively 

sinter powdered polymer materials into successive 

cross-sections of a three-dimensional part. 

Additional powder is deposited on top of each 

solidified layer and sintered.  

CT specimens were produced in the „3D 

Impuls“ laboratory by mean of an EOS Formiga 

P100 machine using fine Polyammide PA 2200 

powder. 

2.2 Mechanical Testing 

Mechanical test to determine Fracture 

toughness were performed on a servohydraulic 

Instron machine equipped with a 25 kN load cell, 

acording to ASTM D5045 [1].  

2.3 Digital Image correlation 

Among different techniques of full-field 

displacement measurement, digital image 

correlation (DIC) has gained considerable attention 

during recent years because of its simplicity [3]. 

This method has become widely used mainly 

because it does not require complicated optical 

equipment and, in contrast to most other optical 

methods, it is applicable to both opaque and 

transparent materials. DIC has also been used for 

determination of fracture parameters in various 

loading modes [4]. 

Comparison of digital images captured before 

and after deformation is the basis of the DIC 

method for determination of displacement field 

data. The sample is prepared by creating a random 

speckle of black and white dot patterns. Then, 

digital images of the specimen surface before and 

after loading are taken, recorded and ther analyzed 

by computer to obtain displacement and strain field 

information. This is performed by matching 

subsets of pixels between two images. Location of 

a point in an undeformed subset is found in the 
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deformed image, and thus its displacements are 

determined. 

For this study a 3D Dantec Dynamics System 

was utilized. 

3. Results  

The results obtained in terms of KIC considering 

valid all the limitation of the normative [1] and the 

artificial crack as a real one, are shown in table 1. 

Tab. 1. Fracture toughness 

The Fracture toughness derived from the 

experiments is strongly dependent on the 

orientation and the crack appearance as well. In fig 

2 it is possible to se that in the P direction the crack 

is not well formed, while in the T (and L) 

directions it is completely smooth. 

Fig. 2. Crack appearance 

Two kinds of load-displacement curves were found 

as shown in Fig. 3  

Some of the specimens, even showing the same 

maximum load of the others, had a first crack 

opening phase as shown by the DIC. It means that 

in some case the artificial crack was not well 

formed, as shown also in the previous Fig.2. 

Due to this it is not possible to use the ASTM 

normative [1] to determine fracture toughness in 

these case. Nevertheless it the procedure shown in 

[4] is feasible by DIC. In fig. 4 shear stresses are 

shown. It is possible to see that the two peak zones 

are in correspondence of the corners of the 

artificial crack, well separated one from the other, 

while in the case of a real crack they should be 

contiguous. 

4. Remarks 

• CT specimens with artificial cracks have 

been produced by SLS and analyzed under 

load by DIC. 

• The analogies and differences with real 

crack have been investigated and some 

critical issues were singled out 

Fig. 3. Load displacement curves. 

Fig. 4. Shear strain map 
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1. Introduction 
The microplastic limit (MPL) can be considered 

to be a stress (strain) at which plastic strains begin 
to occur in some micro-volumes of metal. The 
occurrence of these strains can not be determined  
by common methods but they can be detected  by 
means of monitoring  changes in magnetic 
permeability of a ferromagnetic material during 
application of  mechanical load to a specimen [1]. 
Microplastic strains occur below the fatigue limit, 
namely as a result of  dislocation movement in  
favourably oriented microregions in the metal 
lattice.  With increasing load  the dislocations are 
gradually piling-up at obstacles, firstly at grain 
boundaries, and due to that they form short-
distance stress fields  which obstruct magnetic 
domains to rotate to the direction of the acting load 
(strain).                              

 

2.  Measurement of electrical impedance  

The direct measurement of changes in magnetic 
permeability of a ferromagnetic specimen during 
straining is difficult but, however it can be 
substituted by the measurement of  changes in 
either the a.c. resistance of a bare specimen or the 
inductance of a specimen furnished  with a coil 
wound up on it.  

A typical character of these changes is shown 
on Fig.1 and Fig.2. It can be seen here that the 
ideal mean curve of the inductance vs. stress  
hysteresis loop is an increasing function of stress 
whilst that of the a.c. resistance vs. stress  
hysteresis loop is a decreasing function of stress. 
This is due to a concurrence of the direction of 
tensile strain and magnetic flux lines when 
measuring inductance and a perpendicularity 

between tensile strain and magnetic flux lines 
when measuring a.c. resistance.  

A point of deviation from linearity on the 
increasing branch of either hysteresis loop can be 
considered to be the microplastic limit [2].  

 
  Fig. 1 Inductance vs. stress. 

 
Fig. 2  A.C. resistance vs. stress 

3.  Results of evaluation  of MPL during 
fatigue                

   Evaluation of the measured  hysteresis loops 
made it possible to determine magnitudes of  MPL 
for selected numbers of cycles throughout the life. 
For specimens from low-C steel CSN 411375 they 
are plotted on Fig.3 together with zero stress 
inductance L0 in relation to a relative number of 
cycles n/N loaded at σa = 230 MPa. It can be seen 
that MPL varied during cycling between 70 MPa 
and 115 MPa,  which  is  in  contrast  to the fatigue 
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Fig.3 Variation of MPL and L0 with n/N 

limit (FL) σf = 170 MPa. Because MPL separates 
damaging and non-damaging stresses below FL 
when they  interact with stresses above the fatigue 
limit verifying fatigue tests were made in two-level 
block cycling. 

4. Verifying fatigue tests 

    Cycling at the reference level σref = 242 MPa to 
fracture was designated as tests A. The mean life, 
calculated from the mean of the logarithm of the 
lives, was Nf

*
   = 17 688 cycles. Two-level block 

steps with the upper stress level equal to the 
reference stress and the lower stress lying below 
the fatigue limit FL were designated as tests B and 
tests C in relation to that whether the lower stress 
in the block was higher or lower than the MPL. 
Characteristics of these tests are summarized in 
Tab.1. 

 

Tests / para-s A B C 

σa1 (MPa) 242 242 242 

n1 (cycles) 17688 5896 5896 

σa2 (MPa) - 150 70 

n2 (cycles) - 106 106 

σa3 (MPa) - 242 242 

n3 (cycles) - 6698 16254 

Nf = n1 + n3 17688 12594 22150 

Tab. 1.Stress levels and mean values of the life 

It can be noticed from Tab.1 that for tests B and C 
the number of cycles n1 realized at the stress level 
σa1 = σref was one third of the mean life at the 
reference stress level. If there is any influence of 
fatiguing below FL, then the total life Nf = n1 + n3 
at the reference stress should differ significantly 
from the mean life Nf

*. The results in Tab.1 show 
that this is the case for the tests B with the stress 
level σa2 laying above MPL. In the tests C a 

deteriorating effect of fatiguing below MPL was 
not observed; the effect was rather slightly 
beneficial. The results of these tests are illustrated 
in Fig.4. 

 

 
Fig.4 Probability density diagrams for cyclic tests 

 

The probability density curves on Fig.4 illustrate 
that fatiguing of specimens below FL and above 
MPL for 106 cycles reduced the total life at the 
reference stress and fatiguing below MPL 
improved it slightly.   

5. Conclusions 

    Block test – based  informative results showed 
that the MPL divides damaging and non-damaging 
stresses below FL. The MPL itself is not constant 
during cycling but it varies: it decreases in the 
beginning of cycling, reaches its minimum of ~ 70 
MPa and then it gradually increases with number 
of cycles up to about 115 MPa just before fracture. 
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1. Introduction 
Thick-walled vessels and pipes have found their 

use in systems with extreme loads and 
aggressiveness of the surrounding media. Thick-
walled cylinders can be loaded with internal 
overpressure, external overpressure, heat, bending, 
twisting, and combinations of these load features 
[1]. 

In this paper, the analytical and numerical 
analysis of a compound thick walled cylinder in 
elastic and plastic range is given. In addition, the 
condition after completely unloading the cylinder 
is analysed and the analytical and numerical results 
are compared. 

2. Analytical analysis of the compound 
cylinder 

The analytical analysis is performed on a 
compound cylinder with rising inner pressure until 
the complete plastification of the inner tube, see 
Fig. 1. The presumption for this analysis is that 
there is no overlap in the initial position of the 
inner and outer cylinder. For the analytical and 
numerical analysis of this problem a linear elastic-
ideal plastic material model is used. The following 
were the values of material properties (TStE500): 

206855 MPaE =  and MPa575T  [2].  
According to [3] and [4] equations for circular 

and radial stress for a thick-walled cylinder with 
internal load in elastic range are given: 
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Fig. 1. Symbolic representation of compound tube 

dimensions and loads 

With rising inner pressure, plastification slowly 
progresses through the inner cylinder, so for 
further analysis the equations describing the radial 
and circular stress in the plastic range with 
considering the von Mieses yield criterion are 
needed [3, 4]: 
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Additionally, the condition after unloading the 
compound cylinder after the complete plastifica-
tion of the inner cylinder is also described and 
analysed analytically.  
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3. Finite Element Method analysis 
For the given compound cylinder, see Fig. 1., 

the numerical analysis using FEM is also 
performed with additional attention directed to 
modelling the contact problem [5]. The numerical 
analysis is performed as an axis-symmetric 
problem [6] where the schematic of the finite 
element mesh used is shown, see Fig. 2.  

In addition, the state after unloading the 
cylinder is analysed numerically and compared to 
the analytical results. 

r1 r2 
r3 

p1 symmetry 

contact elem. 

 
Fig. 2. Axis-symmetric computational domain and 

the schematic of the finite element mesh for the FEM 
analysis  

4. Elaboration of obtained results 
The obtained numerical and analytical results, 

for the compound cylinder loaded with gradually 
rising inner pressure, are given in this chapter of 
the paper.  
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Fig. 3. Comparison of analytical and FEM results of 

radial stress distribution 

Radial and circular stress distributions are 
compared, see Fig. 3. and Fig. 4., additionally to 
the comparison of the analytical and numerical 
results for the condition after completely unloading 
the compound cylinder after the complete 
plastification of the inner tube. 
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Fig. 4. Comparison of analytical and FEM results of 

circular stress distribution 

5. Conclusion 
The aim of this paper was to compare the 

analytical and numerical results in elastic and 
plastic range for a compound thick-walled cylinder 
exposed to rising inner pressure until the complete 
plastification of the inner tube. Besides that, the 
results for the state after completely unloading the 
cylinder are also compared. 
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1. Introduction 
INCONEL alloy 718 is a high-strength, 

corrosion-resistant nickel chromium material used 
at -253°C to 705°C. The ease and economy with 
which INCONEL alloy 718 can be fabricated, 
combined with good tensile, fatigue, creep, and 
rupture strength, have resulted in its use in a wide 
range of applications. Examples of these are 
components for liquid fuelled rockets, rings, 
casings and various formed sheet metal parts for 
aircraft and land-based gas turbine engines, and 
cryogenic tankage [1]. For the past several 
decades, alloy 718 continues to be used in gas 
turbines in greater volume and for many 
applications. High performance demands and high 
quality requirements especially in disk application 
have required material homogeneity, grain size 
control, and high mechanical properties (such as 
LCF or cyclic stress rupture) at operating 
conditions.  

To summarize the selection process, an alloy 
with maximum designer confidence in 
homogeneity and ductility was desired, and 
wrought alloys fit the bill; forgeability of IN-718 is 
good. Yield and ultimate strengths plus LCF 
resistance are quite satisfactory; creep resistance is 
adequate to the desired maximum application 
temperature. The alloy is available, has fewer 
strategic elements, and cost less than competitor 
alloys. Consequently, IN-718 is the alloy of choice 
for a majority of gas turbine disks. 

2. Experimental material 
Chemical composition of INCONEL alloy 718 

according to BIBUS Ltd. (CZ) is as follows (all 
elements in wt %): C – 0.026; Si – 0.09; Mn – 
0.07; P – 0.008; S <0.001; Al – 0.57; B – 0.004; Bi 
(ppm) <0.1; Co – 0.14; Cr – 19.31; Cu – 0.03; Mo 

– 2.99; Nb – 5.30; Ni – 53.32; Pb (ppm) – 0.1; Se 
(ppm) < 3; Ta <0.01; Ti – 0.96; Ni + Co – 53.46; 
Nb + Ta – 5.31; and Fe – balance. Some 
mechanical properties are in Tab. 1.  

The bar was heat treated 980°C/1 hrs. AC + 
heating at 720°C/8 hrs. followed FC (50°C per 
hour) to temp. 620°C holding time 8 hrs. and air 
cooled. 

  Temperature [°C] 
20 649 

Rp 0.2 [MPa] 1213 986 
Rm [MPa] 1549 1123 
A [%] 21.3 22.6 
Z [%] 33.3 68.0 
HBW 10/3000 429 - 
T/649 [MPa] - 689 
Rupture life hrs.] - 26.8 
A [%] creep - 45.7 

Tab. 1 Mechanical properties of IN 718 

3. Experimental results 
3.1 Hardness measurements 

Hardness measurements were provides by 
Rockwell (STN EN ISO 6508) and Brinell (STN 
EN ISO 6506) methods on bar with diameter  12 
mm as supplied by BIBUS company. Results of 
hardness measurements are in Tab. 2. 

Method  

HBW5/750 395.25 

HRC 45 

HV(*) 452 

HBS10/3000(*) 425 

Tab. 2. Hardness measurements, (*) according to 
ASTM E 140-02. 
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3.2 Microstructure 

Bar were cut and moulded into bakelite sample, 
which have been grinded and polished via regular 
metallography preparation steps. The samples were 
observed as none etched for carbide particles 
identification, Fig. 1, then etched by Kallings for 
microstructure observing, Fig. 2. 

 

 

Fig. 1 Identification of carbide particles rich for Ti and 
Nb content in IN 718 alloy + SEM elements mapping, 

etch. Kallings, SEM. 

Superalloy consists of the austenitic fcc matrix 
phase  plus a variety of secondary phases. 
Secondary phases of value in controlling properties 
are the fcc carbides MC, M23C6, M6C, and M7C3 
(rare) in virtually all superalloy types; gamma 
prime () fcc ordered Ni3(Al,Ti); gamma double 
prime () bct ordered Ni3Nb; and the delta (δ) 
orthorhombic Ni3Nb intermetallic compounds in 
iron-nickel-base superalloys. The , , and η 
phases also are known as geometrically close-
packed (gcp) phases.  

The superalloy derives its strength mostly from 
solid-solution hardeners and precipitated phases. 
Principal strengthening precipitate phases are  
and , which are found in iron-nickel- and nickel-
base superalloys. 

The δ and η phases are useful (along with ) in 
control of structure of wrought iron-nickel- and 
nickel-base superalloys during processing [2].  

 

 

Fig. 2 Microstructure of IN 718 alloy with Ti, Nb 
carbides and γ΄ (small rectangle particles), γ΄΄ (plate 

like particles), and rare deformations twins, etch 
Kallings, SEM. 

4. Conclusion
This is a brief description of metallography 

evaluation of IN 718 alloy, which will be used as 
an experimental material for further fatigue testing.  
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1. Introduction 
Cross laminated timber (CLT) has become a 

favorite structural element especially in the context 
with concentrated loads and 2D-span structures. 
Such loads may either be induced from single 
supports on the borderline or in the interior of the 
plate or from high wheel-pressure typical for road 
bridges. 

This topic has intensely been investigated for 
concrete slabs [1] long ago including nonlinear 
load-carrying behavior due to crack formation but 
not yet for CLT-elements. At the moment 
structural modeling [2] is quite restricted to local 
elastic failure, not taking into account possible 
post-elastic failure modes leading to even higher 
ultimate loads than the first elastic peak. 

That is why test series with three layered 
quadratic circumferentially supported CLT-plates 
were recently performed at Linnaeus University, 
Växjö. The load carrying behavior due to a 
concentrated load at mid-span was mainly recorded 
by means of a digital image correlation (DIC) 
system, facing the unloaded plate surface (tension 
side), to make the results more comparable with 
those from structural modeling by FEM. 

2. Experiments 
2.1 CLT test specimens 

The boards for the production of the CLT-plates 
were machine-graded according to the profiles 
C18, C24, and C35. Due to the small size of the 
plates (3 x 19/1500/1500 mm) finger-jointing of 
the lamellas was not necessary.  

2.2 Test set-up and measuring devices 

In order to enable comfortable measuring and 
protection of the cameras against damage from 

splitting boards a vertical rig in combination with 
horizontal application of the concentrated load was 
selected (see Fig. 1). The test set-up was identical 
for all test samples (8 plates per grading-class). 
The direction of the main load carrying capacity 
was vertical, corresponding to the Y-axis of the 
coordinate system of the DIC measurement system 
ARAMIS. 

 
Fig. 1. Vertical test set-up 

The 3D full-field displacement measurements 
were performed with two 4-MPix-cameras. The 
resolution of the displacement field can be 
estimated with about 12 mm taking into account a 
facet-size of 15 pixels and overlapping of 3 pixels. 
An appropriate speckle pattern was applied 
manually with a pattern-brush. 

3. Results and discussion 
It was agreed to perform the tests up to the 

ultimate load carrying capacity, but several tests 
were stopped prematurely based on the traditional 
assumption, that after the first elastic failure no 
recovery due to a change of the corresponding 
structural system would be possible. However the 
benefit of this fact could be used to assess 
intermediate fracture formations. 

3.1 System response 

Although it was expected, that the failure 
modes would follow the classification of the three 
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grading profiles, only two significant different 
structural systems could be identified: the one 
being based on tensile failure of single boards 
(usually no recovery of the system after the first 
drop of load) and the other one only exhibiting 
rolling-shear failure in between the different layers 
(typical for boards with higher performance of 
tensile strength, see Fig. 2). 

 
Fig. 2. System recovery (hardening) 

3.2 Failure modes 
The following evaluation modes supported by the 
ARAMIS-system could be used for assessment of 
different aspects: 
 Displacement field with contour lines: Crack 

formation is reflected by asymmetry of the 
field respectively staggered contour lines. 
The two dominating failure modes are 
highlighted in Fig. 3. 

            
Fig. 3. Y-displacement field: 

         left: bending failure; right: rolling-shear failure 
 Multi-stage sections for displacements in the 

main and transverse load carrying direction: 
Significant gaps between singles stages reflect 
the start of crack formation (usually separation 
of singles layers). 

 Strain field parallel to the grain of the surface-
lamellas: Growth irregularities, discontinuities 
(tensile failure parallel to the grain) as well as 
lateral load redistribution (see Fig. 4) can be 
identified. 

          
      Fig. 4. Tension strains and lateral load redistribution 

      left: before first failure; right: post-elastic system 

 Strain field perpendicular to the grain of the 
surface-lamellas: Reflects discontinuities by 
opening of probably side-glued edges between 
single boards perpendicular to the grain. 

 Shear strain field: Reflects delamination, 
respectively interface failure between single 
layers. 

Sometimes interpretation of the results becomes 
more concise if rigid body movement is excluded. 

4. Conclusions 
 A DIC system is a perfect tool for tracking 

failure modes of CLT-plates during testing 
even up to the ultimate load. Different options 
for the evaluation focusing only single 
components of the whole field of 
displacements or strains enable identification 
of load redistribution as well as typical plate 
failure modes. 

 Although only the surface can be assessed, 
many conclusions can be extracted also for the 
load carrying behavior of the interior layer. 
Nevertheless, the type and location of distinct 
failure modes may finally only assessed by 
slicing the test specimens into strips or cubes 
for visual inspection. 

 Failure modes are strongly depending on the 
strength specifications of the boards. If 
premature classical bending-tension failure of 
single boards can be excluded, rolling-shear 
failure becomes the dominant failure mode. 
The increase of the plate deformations due to 
reduced shear stiffness in high stressed areas 
may change the structural behavior from a first 
mode (plate bending) to a second mode 
(membrane system). The size of the structural 
element and the location of the concentrated 
loading may be decisive for the final failure 
mode. 
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1. Introduction 
Cross laminated timber (CLT) has become a 

favorite structural element especially in the context 
with concentrated loads and 2D-span structures. 
Such loads may either be induced from single 
supports on the borderline or in the interior of the 
plate or from high wheel-pressure typical for road 
bridges. 

This topic has intensely been investigated for 
concrete slabs [1] long ago including nonlinear 
load-carrying behavior due to crack formation but 
not yet for CLT-elements. At the moment 
structural modeling [2] is quite restricted to local 
elastic failure, not taking into account possible 
post-elastic failure modes leading to even higher 
ultimate loads than the first elastic peak. 

That is why test series with three layered 
quadratic circumferentially supported CLT-plates 
were recently performed at Linnaeus University, 
Växjö. The load carrying behavior due to a 
concentrated load at mid-span was mainly recorded 
by means of a digital image correlation (DIC) 
system, facing the unloaded plate surface (tension 
side), to make the results more comparable with 
those from structural modeling by FEM. 

2. Experiments 
2.1 CLT test specimens 

The boards for the production of the CLT-plates 
were machine-graded according to the profiles 
C18, C24, and C35. Due to the small size of the 
plates (3 x 19/1500/1500 mm) finger-jointing of 
the lamellas was not necessary.  

2.2 Test set-up and measuring devices 

In order to enable comfortable measuring and 
protection of the cameras against damage from 

splitting boards a vertical rig in combination with 
horizontal application of the concentrated load was 
selected (see Fig. 1). The test set-up was identical 
for all test samples (8 plates per grading-class). 
The direction of the main load carrying capacity 
was vertical, corresponding to the Y-axis of the 
coordinate system of the DIC measurement system 
ARAMIS. 

 
Fig. 1. Vertical test set-up 

The 3D full-field displacement measurements 
were performed with two 4-MPix-cameras. The 
resolution of the displacement field can be 
estimated with about 12 mm taking into account a 
facet-size of 15 pixels and overlapping of 3 pixels. 
An appropriate speckle pattern was applied 
manually with a pattern-brush. 

3. Results and discussion 
It was agreed to perform the tests up to the 

ultimate load carrying capacity, but several tests 
were stopped prematurely based on the traditional 
assumption, that after the first elastic failure no 
recovery due to a change of the corresponding 
structural system would be possible. However the 
benefit of this fact could be used to assess 
intermediate fracture formations. 

3.1 System response 

Although it was expected, that the failure 
modes would follow the classification of the three 
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grading profiles, only two significant different 
structural systems could be identified: the one 
being based on tensile failure of single boards 
(usually no recovery of the system after the first 
drop of load) and the other one only exhibiting 
rolling-shear failure in between the different layers 
(typical for boards with higher performance of 
tensile strength, see Fig. 2). 

 
Fig. 2. System recovery (hardening) 

3.2 Failure modes 
The following evaluation modes supported by the 
ARAMIS-system could be used for assessment of 
different aspects: 
 Displacement field with contour lines: Crack 

formation is reflected by asymmetry of the 
field respectively staggered contour lines. 
The two dominating failure modes are 
highlighted in Fig. 3. 

            
Fig. 3. Y-displacement field: 

         left: bending failure; right: rolling-shear failure 
 Multi-stage sections for displacements in the 

main and transverse load carrying direction: 
Significant gaps between singles stages reflect 
the start of crack formation (usually separation 
of singles layers). 

 Strain field parallel to the grain of the surface-
lamellas: Growth irregularities, discontinuities 
(tensile failure parallel to the grain) as well as 
lateral load redistribution (see Fig. 4) can be 
identified. 

          
      Fig. 4. Tension strains and lateral load redistribution 

      left: before first failure; right: post-elastic system 

 Strain field perpendicular to the grain of the 
surface-lamellas: Reflects discontinuities by 
opening of probably side-glued edges between 
single boards perpendicular to the grain. 

 Shear strain field: Reflects delamination, 
respectively interface failure between single 
layers. 

Sometimes interpretation of the results becomes 
more concise if rigid body movement is excluded. 

4. Conclusions 
 A DIC system is a perfect tool for tracking 

failure modes of CLT-plates during testing 
even up to the ultimate load. Different options 
for the evaluation focusing only single 
components of the whole field of 
displacements or strains enable identification 
of load redistribution as well as typical plate 
failure modes. 

 Although only the surface can be assessed, 
many conclusions can be extracted also for the 
load carrying behavior of the interior layer. 
Nevertheless, the type and location of distinct 
failure modes may finally only assessed by 
slicing the test specimens into strips or cubes 
for visual inspection. 

 Failure modes are strongly depending on the 
strength specifications of the boards. If 
premature classical bending-tension failure of 
single boards can be excluded, rolling-shear 
failure becomes the dominant failure mode. 
The increase of the plate deformations due to 
reduced shear stiffness in high stressed areas 
may change the structural behavior from a first 
mode (plate bending) to a second mode 
(membrane system). The size of the structural 
element and the location of the concentrated 
loading may be decisive for the final failure 
mode. 
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1. Introduction 
Orlik Dam is one of the most important 

construction work Czech Republic. Construction of 
the dam began in 1956 and was completed in 1961. 
Orlik Dam is the largest water work in the Czech 
Republic and is part of the Vltava Cascade. 
Concrete dam is straight, gravity and is high 81,5 
m and long 450 m [1]. The volume of material to 
produce the dam was huge, it was about 923,000 
cubic meters of concrete. Great work schedule and 
sophisticated technological solutions, however, 
allowed to handle 83% displacement produced as 
early as 32 months [2]. 

For the construction of the dam to be used two 
mixtures - wrapping concrete B170, where was 
200 kg/m3 of cement and fly ash 50 kg/m3

(replaced by 20 %) and the core concrete B80, 
where was 130 kg/m3 of cement and 50 kg/m3 fly 
ash (replaced by 27.8 %) [3]. Fly ash was used due 
to problems with the increase in heat of hydration.
The following concrete composition was analyzed 
material and mechanical properties. 

2. Experimental results 
The analysis and tests were performed on 

specimens obtained from bores with a diameter of 
80 mm and a bore diameter of 300 mm. Smaller 
specimens were used for microscopic analysis and 
moisture analysis, bigger then test the compressive 
strength and tensile strength. 

2.1 Microscopic analysis 

Microscopic analysis was performed on a 
scanning electron microscope XL30 ESEM-TMP 
with EDAX microanalyzer. 

It was found that, thanks to the gravel is 
minimal space between the grains and so the 
consumption of cement minimized. The cement 

paste includes: unhydrated clinkers, mostly belit, 
remnants of fly ash particles and as mentioned 
above, there are also very few hollows and pores. 
Fly ash has pozzolanic activity, and therefore is not 
in the cement paste almost portlandit. 

Fig. 1. Microscopic image of concrete from Orlik dam. 

Fig. 2. 1) CSH-HD surroundings the clinker, appears by 
compact and homogeneous structure; 2) CSH-LD in the 
hydrated cement matrix, is more heterogeneous; 3) the 
grains of non-activated fly ash. 

1

3
2
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2.2 Determination of volume density and 
moisture analysis 

The measured volume density is shown 
graphically in Fig. 3. It can be seen that the 
difference between the volume density of wrapping 
concrete B170 and core concrete B80 is minimal, 
the value is around 2400 kg/m3. 

Core bores diameter 80 mm were cut diamond 
saw into slices with a thickness of 3-5 mm and 
split into three groups of ten specimens. Prepared 
in this way specimens were placed for 10 months 
at a constant temperature of 20°C water until there 
was no stabilizing weight. Then were specimens 
placed for 2 months in the drying oven at 105°C 
and will be dried to constant weight. The resulting
loss of weight is shown in Tab. 1. 

Fig. 3. Volume density of concrete from Orlik dam 
measured after more than 50 years of operation of the 

waterworks. 

Type of 
concrete 

Type of 
bore 

Average 
saturate 
weight 

Average 
dried 

weight 

Loss of 
weight 

[-] [g] [g] [%] 
B170 VO1 58,6 55,5 5,3 
B80 VJ1 53,4 50,4 5,6 

VJ2 51,1 48,7 4,7 

Tab. 1. Loss of weight completely saturated concrete 
specimens of Orlik dam after dried completely. 

2.3 Splitting test 

Splitting test was performed on cylinders with a 
diameter of 300 mm and a height of 220 mm and 
was found in the transverse tensile strength. The 
test was performed on six specimens and value was 
between 3 and 4.5 MPa, which corresponds to 
about 10% of the compressive strength. 

2.4 Compressive strength test 

Of a cylinder with a diameter of 300 mm were 
cut with a diamond saw a cube with 200 mm and 
were tested for compressive strength. The test was 
performed on four cubes and value of compressive 

strength ranged from 42 to 51 MPa. From the 
extant literature, where are presented the results of 
measurements, was chosen measuring the 
compressive strength of the cubes 200 mm taken 
from the finished work and was created Tab. 2. 
The table shows the development of compressive 
strength of concrete B170 and B80 during the first 
year, which is complemented by actual 
measurement. 

Type of 
concrete 

The development of compressive strength 
[days; MPa] 

28 365 18615 
B170 14,4 33,4 - 
B80 10,1 23,4 47,3 

Tab. 2. The average compressive strength of concrete 
from Orlik dam in time, from [4]. 

3. Remarks 
• Comprehensive analysis of the material and 

mechanical properties of the concrete is 
performed because it is a unique opportunity to 
determine the properties of such material after 
several decades in operation. 

• The final concrete is very compact material 
with little hollows and pores with a high 
strength, which in the time continues to 
increase. 

• This analysis demonstrated that almost 30% 
replacement of cement with fly ash had no 
negative effect on the long-term properties of 
final concrete. 
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1. Introduction 
Nodular cast iron is a group of cast construction 

materials with a wide application in engineering 
practice. It combines high tensile strength 
and plasticity with high fatigue strength. The 
contribution deals with the influence of charge 
composition (different ratio of steel scrap in a 
charge and different additive for the regulation of 
chemical composition) on the microstructure and 
fatigue properties of nodular cast irons.  

2. Methods 
The specimens from four meltages of nodular 

cast iron were used for experiments. The meltages 
were different by charge composition (Tab. 1). The 
basic charge of individual meltages was formed by 
different ratio of pig iron and steel scrap and by 
different additive for the regulation of chemical 
composition (metallurgical silicon carbide or 
ferrosilicon). The content of these additives was 
chosen to achieve approximately the same resultant 
chemical composition of the meltages. For 
modification the FeSiMg7 modifier was used and 
for inoculation the FeSi75 inoculant was used [1]. 

 
Meltage 
number 

pig iron 
[%] 

steel scrap 
[%] additive 

3 40 60 SiC 5 0 100 
8 40 60 FeSi 10 0 100 

Tab. 1. Charge composition of experimental meltages. 

The fatigue tests were made at high-frequency 
sinusoidal cyclic push-pull loading (frequency f  
20 kHz, stress ratio R = –1, temperature T = 20  
5 °C) using the ultrasonic testing equipment 
KAUP-ZU [2].  

3. Results  
From a microstructural point of view, the 

specimens from all the meltages are ferrite-
pearlitic nodular cast irons with different content 
of ferrite and pearlite in a matrix, different size of 
graphite and count of graphitic nodules (Fig. 1).  

 

 
a) meltage 3 

(with SiC additive) 
c) meltage 8 

(with FeSi additive) 

Fig. 1. Microstructure of the specimens from cast bars, 
etched 1% Nital. 

The mechanical tests were realized on the 
specimens made from cast bars. The results of 
mechanical tests, i.e. tensile strength Rm, 
elongation A, absorbed energy K and Brinell 
hardness HB, are given in Tab. 2.  

 
Meltage 
number 

Rm 
[MPa] A [%] K [J] HBW 

10/3000 
3 539.0 4.0 30.6 192.3 
5 515.7 3.7 17.2 182.3 
8 462.6 2.7 24.0 181.3 

10 462.6 2.7 19.2 183.0 

Tab. 2. Mechanical properties. 
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For the fatigue tests, ten specimens from each 
meltage were used to obtain Wöhler fatigue curves 
σa = f(N) and determine fatigue strength σc for N = 
108 cycles. The results of fatigue tests (relationship 
between stress amplitude σa and number of cycles 
to failure Nf) are shown in Fig. 2. The values of 
fatigue strength σc are given in Tab. 3. 

 

a) meltages 3 and 5 (with SiC additive) 

b) meltages 8 and 10 (with FeSi additive) 

Fig. 2. Wöhler curves σa = f(N). 

The fatigue strength in the specimens from the 
meltages with SiC additive is higher than in the 
specimens from the meltages with FeSi additive. 
The highest fatigue strength (218 MPa) was 
reached in the meltage 3 created by 60 % of steel 
scrap and SiC additive, which has the best 
mechanical properties.  

 
Meltage number σc [MPa] 

3 218 
5 191 
8 163 

10 136 

Tab. 3. Fatigue strength. 

The fracture surfaces of analysed specimens do 
not show any remarkable differences; they are 
characteristic of mixed mode of fracture (Fig. 3).  

The fatigue fracture was initiated by casting 
defect (Fig. 3a). The fatigue fracture is 
characteristic of intercrystalline fatigue failure of 
ferrite around graphitic nodules and 

transcrystalline fatigue failure of ferrite and 
pearlite in the rest of the area (Fig. 3b). The final 
rupture is characteristic of transcrystalline ductile 
failure of ferrite with dimple morphology (Fig. 3c) 
and transcrystalline cleavage of ferrite and pearlite 
with river drawing on facets (Fig. 3d).  

 

a) initiation of fatigue 
failure 

b) fatigue fracture  

c) final rupture  d) final rupture 

Fig. 3. Fracture surface of the specimen  
from the meltage 3 (with SiC additive),  

σa = 272 MPa, Nf = 1.1 x 107 cycles, SEM. 

4. Remarks 
The results of the experiments show that:  

 SiC additive positively influences the 
microstructure as well as the mechanical and 
fatigue properties of nodular cast iron, 

 the best fatigue properties has the meltage 3 
created by 60 % of steel scrap and 40 % of pig 
iron in the basic charge with SiC additive. 
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1. Introduction 
The crash cushion is an active device serving 

for road safety, with which a car has a contact 
during unintended occurrences in road traffic, 
special attention is paid to the minimization of 
direct impacts and their consequences for people in 
a vehicle. Numerical investigation of energy 
absorbing shields can help not only at the design 
stage (because of a speed, easiness of introducing 
changes, costs of tests, possibilities of 
simultaneous testing many variants or testing not-
yet- existing solutions) but also can serve to 
conduct reliable, numerical impact tests. In this 
work the numerical test results are presented. They 
deal with some modification variants of the 
selected crash cushion whose numerical model has 
been subjected to validation by comparison with 
experimental results which were carried out at the 
stand for impact tests in Inowrocław. 

 

2. The real stand and the numerical model 
of a stand 

The crush cushion is a thin-walled steel 
construction resting on 3 posts rammed into earth. 
Each of construction elements is joined itself by 
screw joints, as depicted in Fig. 1.  

The 3 D model, in the STP universal format, 
has been made available by the Intermetal firm. It 
has implemented the geometry to the HyperMesh 
processor. The next stage is to create a numerical 
model. An average size of a finite element of a 
steel construction of a crash cushion is 

approximately 20 mm. The total quantity of finite 
elements is about 23000. 

 
Fig. 1. The crush cushion 

Experimental boundary conditions are taken 
into account at numerical tests (Fig. 2). 

 
Fig. 2. The numerical model of a crash cushion with a 

ground model 
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A numerical model consists of a crash cushion and 
an undeformed plate with a mass corresponding to 
a vehicle used in an experimental test. In an 
experimental test a stiff vehicle of 2700kg driving 
down from a steel ramp hit into a crash cushion 
with the initial speed equal to 24 km/h. To 
transform correctly a real behaviour of a 
construction during an impact it was necessary to 
take into account the susceptibility of ground and 
simplified screw joints, constants for a model of 
the ground material have been taken from literature 
[1]. 

The results of the numerical analysis have been 
compared with the results of experimental tests. 
The run of the ASI index at the individual time 
moments are presented in Fig. 3 

 
Fig. 3. Comparison of ASI indexes for experimental and 

numerical tests 

3. Numerical model of the modified crash 
cushion 

Modification consists in filling with rigid foams 
the inner space of a crash cushion (Fig. 4). 
Additionally, metal joints limiting foam movement 
during crash tests have been mounted, Fig. 5. 

 
Fig. 4. The numerical model of a rigid foam 

 
Fig. 5. The numerical model of a modified crash 

cushion with the rigid foam 

4. Results of the numerical analysis of the 
modified crash cushion 

Computations have been carried out for foams 
with ultimate compressive strength values which 
are equal to: 0.15 MPa, 0.20 MPa and 0.25 MPa, 

respectively to the EPS strength (Expanded 
PolyStyrene). 

Diagrams depicting the ASI index time 
variation are presented in Fig. 6. 

 
Fig. 6. Comparison of ASI indexes for numerical tests 
of the original crash cushion (marked as “default”) and 

filled with foams of ultimate compressive strength. 

The goal of these experiments is to work out 
innovative crash cushions with progressive energy 
consumption, leading to improvements in safety of 
participants in road traffic. The multi stage, thus 
universal, character of a shield work allows to 
protect all road participants (motorcyclists, car and 
lorry passengers) [2]. 
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1. Introduction 
Implementation of thin films has brought 

specific demands on measurement techniques for 
assessment of their mechanical properties. In the 
early 80´s of 20th century scratch test came to 
use as a primary method for measurement of 
coatings-substrate adhesion [1-3]. Test consists of 
pulling the diamond indenter over the sample 
surface by precisely defined force, while the 
displacement is continuously measured. Scratching 
of coating leads to formation of various types of 
damage (see Fig. 1.). The evaluation of the test is 
based on microscopic analysis of residual scratch 
and record of load, distance and time. Onsets of 
certain types of failure are assigned to the 
corresponding force load, which determines the so 
called critical loads (Lc). 

Fig. 1. Scratch test scheme. 

Despite the principal experimental simplicity of 
the test, several specific features have to be 
recognized. Firstly, disturbance and damage of 
coating during scratch test can be caused by failure 
of adhesion as well as cohesion. Therefore, it is 
necessary to perform thorough microscopic 
observation to resolve specific failure mechanisms. 
Influencing parameters are another issue of the 
scratch test. They can be divided into extrinsic and 
intrinsic parameters (see Tab. 1.). Extrinsic 
parameters are attributes of the sample itself; their 

influence on mechanical stability of the sample is 
essentially the purpose of scratch test 
measurement. On the contrary, the influence of 
intrinsic parameters on scratch test should be 
avoided. These parameters must be constant during 
measurement of set of samples.  

Intrinsic Extrinsic 
- Loading rate 

- Scratching speed 
- Indenter tip radius 

- Indenter wear 
- Machine compliance 

- External test 
conditions (temperature, 

humidity) 

- Substrate properties 
(hardness, elastic modulus, 
coef. of thermal expansion)

- Coating properties 
(thickness, hardness, 

modulus, residual stress) 
- Friction coefficient 
- Surface roughness 

Tab. 1. Parameters that affect the scratch test results. 

 Increase in scratching speed (dx/dt) results in a 
decrease of critical load. Increase in loading rate 
(dL/dt) increase the critical load. Nevertheless, 
critical load does not change if the variation of 
both parameters is proportional, e.g. the ratio dL/dx
remains constant. However, the change in the 
value of the ratio dL/dx itself results in the change 
of the critical load. Steimnann et al. [6] have found 
that tenfold increase in the value of dL/dx
ratio results in a 20% increase in critical load. 
Research was primarily focused on values of ratio 
dL/dx = 10–100 N/mm. 

Contemporary nanoscratch test uses all 
attributes in miniaturized scale. Indenters have 
radii from one to tens microns, which is about ten 
times smaller than in the classical scratch test. 
Beake et al. [7] have found, that in the case of thin 
films even the disproportionate change of 
scratching speed and loading rate has no effect on 
critical loads, if the value of dL/dx ratio is held 
below 1 mN/µm. 
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2. Experiment 
The aim of this work is to investigate the effect 

of dL/dx ratio on critical loads in the case of 
thicker and more complex multilayer coatings.  

Measurements were performed by using the 
NanoTest apparatus (Micromaterials). Indenter 
with nominal radius of 10 µm was used. 
Thorough measurement with laser confocal 
microscope OLS LEXT 3100 showed that radius is 
rather 9.2 ± 0.2 µm. The same microscope was 
used for residual scratch investigation in high 
magnification. Scratch test procedure consists of at 
least three scratches for each of the 6 values of 
dL/dx ratio in the range of 0.17–1.04 mN/µm. This 
corresponds to scratching speeds in the range 
of 2.6–10.4 µm/s and loading rates in the range of 
5–20 mN/s. In the most cases the scratch length 
was 450 µm, but for certain measured values it was 
reduced to 200 µm or prolonged to 1200 µm. 

Samples were deliberately chosen on the basis 
of recognizable and highly reproducible coating 
failures. Sample A was a two-layer coating 
consisting of Al and SiO2 type layers. Sample B 
was a dielectric multi-layered system based on 
SiO2 and Ta2O5 layers. 

3. Results 
Sample A exhibited a sharp brittle adhesive 

failure which was constrained inside area of 
residual scratch (see Fig. 2.). Corresponding load is 
labeled as Lc3. Sample B exhibited two different 
failures (see Fig. 2.). Lc1 is the faint cracking 
constrained inside residual scratch. Lc3 is the large 
area spallation which is of the same size in all 
tests. 

Fig. 2. Residual scratches on the two samples with 
highlighted failure modes. 

Fig. 3. Variation in three critical loads of two 
multilayered samples with the dL/dx ratio. 

Variation in the critical loads of both multi-
layered samples with different values of dL/dx
ratio is depicted in Fig. 3. 

4. Conclusions 
The effect of intrinsic parameters on scratch test 

results was investigated. Variation of scratching 
speed, loading rate and consequently the value of 
ratio dL/dx has no effect on critical loads, 
corresponding to the small constrained coating 
failures of the samples, if the ratio dL/dx is smaller 
than 1 mN/µm. 
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1. Introduction 
In 19th century, two types of steel were 

commonly used as a construction material; the 
puddled steel and the cast one. As it is estimated in 
[1], that the age of 75% of operating steel railway 
bridges in Poland exceeds 50 years and more than 
43% of them, are the constructions from the 19th 
century. In Europe, the tendency is similar. The 
age of 68% of railway bridges is estimated over 50 
years and 28% of them are the objects operating 
more than 100 years. The material investigations 
and the results of mechanical low-cycle fatigue 
tests have been described and discussed. The 
object of our investigations was the I-100 steel 
profile from the railway station (1850-1900) 
renovated in (2011-12), called “Dworzec Główny”. 

2. Material and method 
The investigated ancient beam were cut from 

the floors of the main hall of the “Dworzec 
Główny” station.  

 
Fig. 1. Microstructure of puddled steel, a) ferrite 
grains with nonmetal inclusions, light microscopy, 
b) ferritic structure with brittle, degrading 
preparations inside (A, C) ferrite grains and thick 
envelope of Fe3C on the border of ferrite grains, B 
– nonmetal inclusion on the border of ferrite grains 
SEM, etched 3% HNO3, [2] 

After mechanical preparation, the metallographic 
observations were performed. For a puddled steel, 
the typical ferrite microstructure with a number of 
nonmetal inclusions has been shown in Fig.1. 
A chemical composition was obtained using 
a gravimetric method (0.06%C, 0.1%Mn, 0.17%Si, 
0.198%P, 0.025%). Metallographic observations 
with SEM have shown typical symptoms for 
a degraded ferrite microstructure of the old 
puddled steel from Wroclaw’s bridges [3].  

3. Low cycle fatigue behaviour of tested 
puddled steel 

Basic mechanical properties were determined 
during a static tensile test: UTS=376 MPa, 
YTS=256 MPa, elongation A5=21.7%, reduction in 
area Z=34.7%. Low cycle fatigue tests were 
performed for the described puddled steel 
according to American Standard ASTM E606 [4]. 
The measurement stand is shown in Fig. 2. For the 
investigation, round specimens (diameter 12 mm, 
gage length l=30mm) were used. A total strain was 
controlled during the experiment; t=0.8%, 0.7%, 
0.6%, 0.5% 0.4% in tension-compression test (R=-
1). A loading frequency was kept on the level of 
f=0.2Hz. During the test, the temperature was 
monitored with a thermo-vision camera. The 
Coffin-Manson equation has been calculated. The 
total strain amplitude (blue), elastic strain 
amplitude (red) and plastic strain amplitude (green) 
have been presented in Fig. 3.  
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Fig. 2. Measurement stand of low cycle fatigue 

experiment a) specimen during test (A – thermovison 
camera, B – hydraulic pulsator MTS 809, C – specimen, 
D – extensometer), b) the temperature distribution in the 
sample during test, c) general scheme of measurement 

stand, [2] 

 

 
Fig. 3. Coffin-Manson diagram for a puddled steel from 

the Dworzec Główny construction in Wrocław, after 
100 years operating time, [2] 

 

The curves were described in the literature [4]: 

 c
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where pl  and e  mark plastic and elastic parts 
of total strain amplitude, respectively, the '

f  and 
'
f  are cyclic strain and stress parameters. fN2  

means a number of reversals to failure, b and c are 
the exponents of mentioned number of cycles. For 
a tested steel the cyclic stress-strain and low cycle 
fatigue parameters are collected in Tab. 1.  

 

 

 
 

 f’ 
[MPa] 

f’ 
[-] 

b 
[-] 

c 
[-] 

Parameter 442 0.01699 -0.03651 -0.3632 

Tab. 1. Cyclic properties of tested puddled steel 

4. Conclusions 

 More than 100 years of operation of the tested 
puddled steel caused significant changes in the 
microstructure. These changes consist mainly in 
separations of brittle phases within the ferrite 
grains and on their boundaries. It is not indifferent 
to fatigue properties of investigated objects. The 
results of low cycle fatigue test show a significant 
decrease of plastic properties. The 2Nt transitional 
stability was established at 410 cycles. The 
obtained value ascribes this ancient steel to the 
group of brittle materials. This situation, combined 
with a significant number of non-metallic 
inclusions, can be particularly dangerous during 
a further exploitation of the object. In the context 
of safety, the assessment and evaluation of 
sustainability of components and the influence of 
intensification of microstructural degradation 
processes should be taken into account.  
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1. Introduction 
In recent years, micro-CT has proved to be a 

very effective and reliable method for assessing the 
fibre structure in SFRP [1-8]. More recently, 
efforts have been made in order to apply the 
technique for studying the damage accumulation 
processes in these materials [9]. Among other 
issues, the micro-CT set-up requires samples of 
narrow gauge section allowing to concentrate 
damage [9]. The aim of the experimental 
characterization presented below is threefold: 
   a comparison of the mechanical properties of 

two standard geometries of PA6.6GF10, the 
smaller ASTM D1822 (9.6 mm2 section, constant 
curvature) and the ISO 527-1A (40 mm2 constant 
section), used in the previous works; 

   a collection of data during interrupted fatigue 
tests on the ASTM samples, for later use in the 
damage accumulation investigation; 

  a fatigue thermal analysis, possible only on ISO 
samples due to their larger dimensions. 

2. Specimens 
The sample geometries are depicted in Fig.1. A 

total of 25 ISO samples and 30 ASTM samples 
were used. All specimens were obtained by 
injection moulding  and conditioned at 23°C and 
50% relative humidity. 

 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 

3. Experimental  
A servo-hydraulic Instron 8801-A2 machine 

with a 100kN load cell was employed for tensile 
and fatigue tests. The ISO samples’ strains were 
recorded by means of an extensometer with 50mm 
base length, while for the ASTM specimens the 
movements of the mobile traverse were directly 
recorded. Four tensile tests and 12 fatigue tests  at 
different stress levels (R=0.1, 2Hz frequency) were 
performed for each type of geometry. Further 
fatigue tests on ASTM samples were performed at 
max=52MPa and interrupted at different stages 
(20%, 40%, 60%, 70%, 80%, 90% respectively) of 
the corresponding fatigue life (105 cycles).  

Surface temperatures were acquired along the 
longitudinal centerline of four ISO samples under 
fatigue loading in the range between 10000 and 
200000 cycles using an infrared thermaCAM P25. 
Temperatures were recorded every 3 minutes for 
the first 45 minutes and successively every 30 
minutes. 

4. Results 
The stress-strain and the Wöhler's curves for 

each geometry, the accumulated damage and 
hysteresis loops of ASTM samples and the surface 
temperature recorded at different stress levels for 
the ISO samples are shown in Fig. 2-6. 

 

 
                             (a)                                         (b) 

Fig. 1. (a) ASTM D1822 and (b) ISO 527-1A geometries 
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Fig. 2. Stress-strain curves for ISO and ASTM samples 
 

 
 

Fig. 3. Wöhler's curve for ISO and ASTM samples 
 

5. Remarks  
  The ASTM and ISO samples exhibit very 

different static and dynamic properties. This result 
was expected, since different geometries lead to 
different distributions of the reinforcing fibres  
which in turn influence the final mechanical 
behavior [2-8]. 
  The trend of the maximum and minimum 

strains and the shifts in hysteresis loops along the 
strain axis in the interrupted fatigue tests of the 
ASTM samples are similar. With each 20% 
increase in life cycles, the area enclosed by the 
hysteresis loops grows by about 10%. 
  The thermal behavior of the ISO samples is 

characterized by a rapid rise in the surface 
temperature at the beginning and at the end of the 
tests. A lower increase (7°C for high stress tests 
and 3°C for low stress tests) was found in the 
remaining fatigue life, confirming the trend found 
in [10] for a PA6GF30. 
  The ASTM samples subjected to the 

interrupted fatigue tests will be further analyzed by 
means of  micro-CT for investigating damage 
nucleation and progression phenomena, a 
necessary step for the development of predictive 
models for fatigue behavior of in SFRP materials.  
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Fig. 4. Accumulated damage for ASTM samples 
 

 
 

Fig. 5. Hysteresis loops for ASTM samples 
 

 
 

Fig. 6. Surface temperature for ISO samples 
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1. Introduction 
Characterisation of modern materials for 

engineering applications requires data from 
standard tensile or compressive tests in order to 
determine basic mechanical parameters. Besides of 
such parameters as: Young’s modulus, 
proportional limit, yield point, ultimate tensile 
strength a knowledge concerning the stress 
intensity factor (SIF or KI) is necessary. It is 
known that SIF describes material resistance to 
brittle cracking. The stress intensity factor is 
investigated using specimens having a notch 
containing a fatigue crack at its tip and by applying 
the following stages of the experimental procedure: 
(a) pre-cracking of fatigue zone, (b) testing under 
monotonic tension [1]. Several types of specimens 
are used, e.g. compact tension (CT); disk-shaped; 
single edge [2]. In many experimental cases, 
dimensions of specimens are limited by a material 
volume. Therefore, different sizes of specimens 
can be applied, i.e. standard [2] or miniature [3]. 

The objective of this paper is to determine the 
critical value of stress intensity factor of a metal 
matrix composite (MMC) reinforced by the Saffil 
ceramic fibres. 

2. Details of experimental procedure 
The 44200 aluminium alloy reinforced by a 

different percentage content of Al2O3 Saffil 
ceramic fibres, 10%, 15% and 20%, was selected 
for investigation. As reported in [4] the ultimate 
tensile strength and the Young’s modulus of this 
type of reinforcement are equal to 1800 MPa and 
300 GPa, respectively. All tests were performed 
using compact tension specimens (CT ). With 
respect to a limited volume of the composite, the  

 
applied specimen was four times smaller than the 
typical one.  

2.1 Specimen and validation process 

The compact tension specimen, shown in 
Fig.  1, was designed on the basis of guidelines 
contained in the ASTM [2] and PN-EN 
standards [5].  

 

 
Fig.  1. Compact tension specimen (CT). 

 

 
(a) 

 
(b) 

Fig.  2. Boundary conditions (a); the Huber-Mises-
Hencky’s effective stress at the tip of  notch (b). 

The specimen geometry was validated using finite 
element analysis (FEA). The loading and boundary 
conditions (Fig. 2a) were similar to those applied 
in the servo-hydraulic testing machine. The 
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specimen was modelled using 3D solid body 
divided into 374088 3D elements and 528467 
nodes, Fig. 2a. Selected results, e.g. Huber-Mises-
Hencky’s effective stress at the tip of  notch, are 
illustrated in Fig. 2b. They show a typical 
concentration of the effective stress in a field close 
to the tip of notch. 

2.2 Investigation of fracture toughness   

All fracture toughness tests were conducted 
using the 8802 Instron servo-hydraulic testing 
machine at room temperature. The specimens were 
mounted in the loading system by applying special 
grips. Crack tip opening displacement was 
measured by means of the clip on knife edge 
extensometer of 10 mm gauge length. 

The crack propagated in perpendicular direction 
with respect to the opposite side of the specimen, 
independently on the content of Al2O3 Saffil fibres. 
Each specimen was observed at different 
magnification, i.e. macro- and micro-scales to 
distinguish features of the fracture surface. The 
results of macro-scale observations obtained at 
small magnification indicated several geometrical 
sections in the decohesion surface, i.e. plane of 
fatigue pre-cracking, and tension zone having two 
sloping fracture areas and tearing section. 
 

  
a) magnification ×1000 b) magnification ×2500 

Fig.  3. Microscope images of fatigue fracture surface 
of the 44200+20% Saffil fibres composite. 

 
a) 

 
b) 

Fig.  4. Tensile force versus COD (a), variations of 
KIC as a function of Saffil fibres content (b).  

The microscopic analysis of the fatigue fracture 
surface was performed at magnification equal to 
18, 100, 1000 (Fig. 3a), 2500 (Fig. 3b). The  results 
did not exhibit any typical features observed on the 
specimen surface after fatigue testing. Instead of 
them, a local delamination of the structure was 

observed in the case of composite with 20% Al2O3 
Saffil fibre content, Fig. 3b. It occurred in the form 
of voids between the base material and fibres. 

Variations of the tensile force versus  crack tip 
opening displacement, exhibited the I-st mode 
fracture, Fig. 4a. The critical values of the stress 
intensity factor of the 44200 aluminium alloy 
reinforced by 10%, 15% and 20% of the Saffil 
fibres reached the following levels: 12.20, 12.12 
and 11.87 [MPa×m1/2], respectively, Fig. 4b. 
Values of the KIC decreased slightly with an 
increase of the Saffil fibre content. 

3. Remarks 
 A miniaturized compact specimen can be 

successfully applied to determine the KIC. 
 A pre-cracked zone in the composite did not 

has typical features usually observed on the 
specimen surface after fatigue. 

 An influence of the Al2O3 Saffil fibres of the 
content within the range from 10% to 20% on 
the critical stress intensity factor was 
negligible small. 
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1. Introduction 
The reaction of the hollow cylindrical specimen 

under Thermo- Mechanical- Fatigue (TMF) 
comparing to the standard solid cylindrical 
specimens, declared by the Code of Practice (COP) 
[3] will be investigated. This try will be a step to 
test specimens which are close to components. The 
TMF-test rig is prepared to specimens which are 
greater than the standard test specimen. After the 
required modifications the tube results are 
compared to the results from the standard 
specimen by equal test conditions. The test 
schedule comprised the influence of the maximum 
temperature and of the strain constraint factor to 
the lifetime behavior for both types of specimens. 
Furthermore a routine was developed, that allows 
the calculation of parameters for material models. 
FE-simulation software use this models for 
modeling plastic material behavior. The routine 
delivers a rather accurate and quick approximation 
of parameters simplifying all following evaluation 
processes. 

2. Approach and Results 
The standard specimen and the tube are mado 

of the same material, austenitic steel 
X6CrNiMoTi17-12-2. Fig. 1 shows the mounted 
tube test specimen installed in the TMF-machine 
with applied thermocouples and extensometer. 

Fig. 1. Fitted tube test specimen at the TMF-machine 

The tube requires special terms to measure the 
temperature. The only potential to measure the 
temperature without an affect coming from the 
heating coil, is to weld on the thermocouples.  

2.1 Tube test specimen geometry 

Two different types are investigated. The 
difference between both types describes the factor 
from outer diameter D to the wall thickness t. 
According to the COP the D/t-factor should be 
small. As seen by the first test’s the tube with the 
highest D/t- factor is not practicable for the  
TMF-testing method. The tube used for 
investigations offers an outer diameter from  
23 [mm] and a wall thickness of 1 [mm], D/t=23. 
The standard specimen is solid and has a diameter 
of 7 [mm]. Fig. 2 shows the geometry of the tube 
specimen.  

Fig. 2. Tube specimen geometry, factor D/t=23 

2.2 Testing results 

The characteristic hysteresis are shown in Fig.3, 
left the tube and right the standard specimen.  

Fig. 3. Stress-strain hysteresis at same conditions, left 
tube, right standard specimen
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Comparing the lifetime behavior from both 
specimen types addicts a longer lifetime for 
standard specimens. Fig. 4 shows t
from the maximum temperature to the tube test 
specimen and the standard test specimen. 
comparative lifetimes from different maximal 
temperatures are similar. Testing mode is 
phase (OP, compressive stress by maximum 
temperature), strain constraint ratio is one.

Fig. 4. Lifetime influenced by the maximum 
temperature 

2.3 Parameter approximation 

Based on the data of the TMF 
material model can be created. By u
the material behavior can be foreseen for various 
testing conditions (temperature, mechanical load, 
etc.). As the process of obtaining a material model 
is relatively complicated and time
first approximation of the required parameters for 
the material model is aspired. The developed 
routine uses the stress-strain loop at the half 
number of cycles and considers only the plastic 
part of the hysteresis. The plastic part is defined by 
the yield stress σ0. 

Fig. 5. Plastic stress-strain loop with yield stress 
for tension and compression

Fig. shows a typical OP-TMF test. The 
above σ0 on the tension side and beneath 
compression side will be considered for the 
calculation. The used equation for the
(1) describes the kinematic part of the combined 
hardening model for the first cycle.
delivers a satisfying approximation
the following three equations: 
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addicts a longer lifetime for 

standard specimens. Fig. 4 shows the influence 
from the maximum temperature to the tube test 
specimen and the standard test specimen. The 
comparative lifetimes from different maximal 

Testing mode is out of 
, compressive stress by maximum 

is one.

Lifetime influenced by the maximum 

TMF test results a 
By using this model 

can be foreseen for various 
testing conditions (temperature, mechanical load, 
etc.). As the process of obtaining a material model 
is relatively complicated and time-consuming, a 
first approximation of the required parameters for 

The developed 
strain loop at the half 

number of cycles and considers only the plastic 
The plastic part is defined by 

strain loop with yield stress σ0
for tension and compression.

TMF test. The section 
on the tension side and beneath σ0 on the 

compression side will be considered for the 
equation for the parameter fit 

describes the kinematic part of the combined 
hardening model for the first cycle. This model 
delivers a satisfying approximation described by 

(1) 
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k

kαα ,

ασσ += 0 .

For the better quality of the
temperature-dependent parameters have been used, 
k=3 in equation (2) and used in (3) to calculate the 
stress. The fit is carried out using the last mean 
square method on the tension and compression 
curve separately (tension and compression curve of 
the loop). The results of the approximation are the 
temperature-dependent yield strength 
plastic parameters C(T) and 

Fig. 6. Fit of the plastic section of the hysteresis with 
σ1, σ2 and 

3. Outlook 
Tubes with other D/t-

inner sides will be investigated in further tests.
developed routine for describing the material 
behavior will be implemented for a first 
approximation at the beginning of every material 
model creation process. 
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Threaded connections subjected to fatigue

loading are found in many applications, [1]. The

notched geometry associated to the threads and the

local contact stresses require careful evaluation of

factors such as part stiffness, preload, thread forming

method, etc.. The most critical location in fatigue is

the first engaged thread of the screw with up to 70 %

of failures, [1]. The fatigue notch factor and the

nominal stress approach are used to assess steel bolts

and bolted joints in fatigue. However, such approach

is always not applicable.

In internal combustion engines, a critical

threaded connection, i.e. the bulkhead/bearing cap

connection, is a fatigue concern as cracking may be

experienced on dynamometer tests. Fig. 1, taken

from [2], shows the stress distribution in a slice of a

3D FE model of the cylinder block with the main

bearing cap, main bearings, all studs and a

simplified representation of the cylinder head. In this

application the critical point in fatigue is not in the

steel stud rather in the threaded hole of the bulkhead

and bearing cap, which are both made of cast Al-Si

alloy.

To address the fatigue design of this threaded

connection the following activities were performed

and are reported: i) a simplified experimental test

system was devised to provide reference fatigue data

for a threaded hole in cast aluminum; ii) the test

system was analyzed using the FE method to

determine local stresses and strains in the threaded

connection; iii) fatigue prediction based on the

strain-life approach were checked against

experimental tests.

1) Development of an experimental testing system

The bulkhead/bearing cap connection geometry

and its actual loading condition are too complex for

controlled fatigue experiments. A simplified but

representative system, shown in Fig. 2a, was

developed and tested in fatigue using a servo-

hydraulic testing machine. It is made of a steel stud

inserted in the threaded hole of a cast A356 cylinder.

The M12 x 1.75 stud is initially tightened then

inserted into the hydraulic grips of an MTS 810 test

system and subjected to a cyclic force with a

positive R-ratio to simulate axial preloading in

actual applications. A sequence of fatigue tests was

performed according to a reduced staircase method

to estimate the fatigue strength of the threaded

connection. Fatigue test that continued up to 2 106

cycles without failure were interrupted i.e. run-out.

Fatigue strengths at 2 10
6

cycles for a given: i) type

of stud mounting, ii) material combination and iii)

preload were determined and used for assessing

predictive fatigue methods. Fatigue cracks initiated

at the root of the first engaged thread in cast A356.

2) Finite element stress analysis of test system

Compared to the  realistic configuration of Fig. 1,

the experimental system of Fig. 2a can be readily

modeled using axis symmetric finite elements. The

thread geometry can be represented in detail and a

very fine mesh density specified to determine the

local thread root stresses and strains. The contact

pressure that develop among threads along the

length of the engagement area is also computed.

using the ABAQUS code capabilities, [3].The thread

geometry, with special attention to the corner radius,

was defined according to norm. Eight-node

quadratic elements were applied for mesh

development. A linear elastic behavior was assumed

for the stud made of X8CrNiS18-9. A significant

amount of plasticity was instead expected at the root

areas of the threaded hole. Therefore the behavior of

cast A356 was modeled as elastic-plastic with

isotropic hardening. The monotonic properties were

Rm= 240MPa, Rs=198 MPa, E= 76 GPa and cyclic

curve data H=351MPa and n=0.088.

A typical axial stress distribution in the threaded

connection under tensile load is shown in Fig. 2b.

The local cyclic stress vs. strain cycles for three

different loading cases, see Table 1, at most stressed

thread root (i.e. the first in Fig. 2b) are presented in

Fig. 3. Elastic shakedown is observed in the first two

load cases. A hysteresis loop is associated to the

third load case. FE elastic-plastic notch stresses and
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strains were used to predict the fatigue life of the

A356 threaded hole.

3) Fatigue prediction method

Different fatigue design approaches have been

proposed for assessing threaded connections. Here

the strain-life approach to fatigue crack initiation life

and the Smith-Watson-Topper (SWT) empirical

formula, [4], was used because the fatigue tests were

characterized by a mean stress superposed to the

local cyclic strain. The equation relating the local

SWT parameter and the number of cycles to crack

initiation is the following:

cb'
f

'
f

b2
2'

f
amax )N2()N2(

E

)( 





where max = a+m and a are obtained from the

computed local hysteresis loop, 2N = Ni is the

number of cycles to initiation. The four material

constants for the cast A356 are: σ’f = 666MPa, ’f =

0.09; b = -0.117 and c = -0.610, [4].

The application of the method to the fatigue

results is summarized in the Table 1, where the

predicted crack initiation life vs. the observed total

life is presented. The method captures the load

dependence of the fatigue life although it apparently

underestimates the total lives.

The microscopic observation of the thread shape

after testing, see Fig. 4, demonstrates that i) the

thread forming method (rolling) produces local

micro structural distortion and ii) the load transfer

from the rigid steel stud to the soft A356 thread

produced plastic root straining with a reduction in

sharpness and possibly crack initiation retardation in

the experiments.

Table 1 – Fatigue lives of threaded connections

Fmin

(kN)

Fmax

(kN)

Predicted

Ni

Observed

Ave. Nf

3.0 11.7 5.0 10
5

> 2 10
6

3.0 13.7 1.2 10
5

1.2 10
6

3.0 16.5 1.0 10
5

6.0 10
5
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Fig. 1 Stress distribution in the bulkhead-

bearing cap connection using studs, [2]

Fig. 2 a) Rendering of the simplified experimental

system, b) elastic-plastic FE stresses in the engaged

threads

Fig. 3 Local stress-strain response at the thread

root for three different loading conditions

Fig. 4 Deformed thread root in cast A356

following engagement and load transfer

(in yellow initial shape)
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1. Introduction
For experiments in mixed mode there are 

standard specimens, and one of the most common 
is the four-point bend specimen. This can create
the pure mode I or II and the mixed modes I and II. 
The four-point bend specimen is loaded in two 
forms: symmetric and asymmetric. The symmetric 
bend specimen creates the pure mode I and the 
mixed mode, but the asymmetric specimen creates 
mode II in addition to the mixed modes I and II. In 
[1] a new fundamental reference solution is given 
for an infinitely long cracked specimen loaded by a 
constant shear force and the corresponding bending 
moment. Small corrections need to be applied for a 
finite four-point loading geometry. The geometry 
and loading conditions for another improved test 
configuration called the asymmetric semi-circular
bend (ASCB) specimen is presented in [2]. In this 
case a semi-circular specimen that contains an 
edge crack emanating normal to the flat edge of the 
specimen is loaded asymmetrically by a three-point 
bend fixture. In order to use accurately the 
analytical solutions for these two testing 
configurations the loading points have to be 
sufficiently far from the crack.

2. Testing geometry
An asymmetric four-point bend specimen

(A4PB) is used in these tests having the geometry 
presented in Fig. 1. All tested specimens had B =
12.5 mm, W = 25 mm, and b1 + b2 = 100 mm. Here 
are presented only results for b1 = 40 mm, b2 = 60 
mm, and 𝑎𝑎 𝑊𝑊⁄ = 0.5. Distance c was considered as 
being c = 0 mm, c = 5 mm, and c = 10 mm. For c =
0, Mode I should vanish according to the relations

written bellow, from which one can calculate the 
stress intensity factors for a reference problem with 
an infinite specimen subjected to a force Q and a 
varying bending moment M, [1]

𝐾𝐾𝐼𝐼𝑅𝑅 =
6𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐
𝑊𝑊2 √𝜋𝜋𝑎𝑎𝐹𝐹𝐼𝐼(𝑎𝑎 𝑊𝑊⁄ )                    (1)

𝐾𝐾𝐼𝐼𝐼𝐼𝑅𝑅 =
𝑐𝑐

𝑊𝑊1 2⁄
(𝑎𝑎 𝑊𝑊⁄ )3 2⁄

(1−𝑎𝑎 𝑊𝑊⁄ )1 2⁄ 𝐹𝐹𝐼𝐼𝐼𝐼(𝑎𝑎 𝑊𝑊⁄ ) .      (2)

The shear for Q which acts between the inner 
loading points is given by 
𝑄𝑄 = 𝑃𝑃 (𝑏𝑏2 − 𝑏𝑏1) (𝑏𝑏2 + 𝑏𝑏1)⁄ and 𝑀𝑀 = 𝑐𝑐𝑄𝑄 are force 
and moment defined per unit thickness. The 
expressions to calculate 𝐹𝐹𝐼𝐼(𝑎𝑎 𝑊𝑊⁄ ) and 𝐹𝐹𝐼𝐼𝐼𝐼(𝑎𝑎 𝑊𝑊⁄ )
can be found in [1].

Fig. 1. Geometry of the specimen and 
loading configuration.

The reference solution of equations (1) and (2) 
is accurate (finite element results show this in [1]) 
as long as the distance of the nearest loading point 
is greater than 1.4W. That is (𝑏𝑏1 − 𝑐𝑐) > 1.4𝑊𝑊. For 
our b1 value it results c < 5 mm, as to fulfill this 
condition. For loading points nearer to the crack, 
He and Hutchinson [1] established that a correction 
of the above relations is needed as these are valid 
only for a reference specimen. Such calculations 
were done for some geometries and further 
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discussions were presented in [3], as these authors 
introduced two more correction factors (one for 
each mode), besides the ones established in [1].

3. Results
In Mode I, 3PB tests were performed on closed-

cell Necuron polyurethane foams of densities 100, 
160 and 301 kg/m3. Speed of testing was 
considered as 1, 10, and 100 mm/min. The 
obtained Mode I average critical toughness is 
given in Table I. Average values are obtained for
each speed from 4 to 7 tests.

Foam 
density
[kg/m3]

Speed of 
testing

[mm/min]

KIc

�MPa√m�

100

1 0.0722

10 0.0741

100 0.0735

160

1 0.0797

10 0.0881

100 0.0861

301

1 0.341

10 0.343

100 not tested

Tab. 1. Mode I fracture toughness for three densities 
of polyurethane foam.

Loading was applied through loading cylinders 
having a diameter of 10 mm. In Fig. 2 is presented
the failed specimen for c = 0. Due to the loading 
conditions the foam was crushed severely closer to 
the crack location and a secondary propagating 
crack developed. 

Fig. 2. Failure of A4PB specimen with c = 0.

This crack was the one which finally led to the 
failure of the specimen.

Almost the same behaviour of the tested 
specimen resulted when c = 5 mm, as presented in 
Fig. 3. This time the main crack propagated as 
being oriented towards the nearest loading point, 
and bifurcated close to the outer surface. One 
branch turned suddenly to the surface, while the 
other continued its path to the loading cylinder.

Fig. 3. Failure of A4PB specimen with c = 5 mm.

Although formally the condition c < 5 mm 
discussed previously was preserved, the local 
crushing of the polyurethane foam gave the 
undesired failure of the specimens. It is believed 
that the increase of the diameter of the loading 
cylinders and of the ratio 𝑎𝑎 𝑊𝑊⁄ will lead to 
successful tests.
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1. Introduction 
Over the last decade turning of hardened 

materials has become more and more interesting 
for the manufacturing industry due to rising 
requirements like high production flexibility and 
increasing cost pressure. Additionally the rapid 
development of new, highly wear-resistant cutting 
materials enables high performance cutting 
processes [1]. Compared to the sophisticated 
grinding processes of hardened materials chipping 
offers some essential advantages such as cheaper 
investments in machines, higher material removal 
rates and thus a significant reduction of processing 
times [2]. 

Besides these benefits, there are some aspects 
in hard turning processes that need to be 
considered. First of all, it is essential, that the 
stiffness of the machine tool is adequate due to the 
higher process forces compared to conventional 
turning. Furthermore, very high stresses and 
temperature gradients occur alongside the cutting 
edge, which cause highly abrasive wear and thus 
reduced tool lives and surface qualities of work 
pieces [3]. To achieve minimum wear of the 
cutting edge it is indispensable to choose 
appropriate process parameters such as feed rate, 
depth of cut and cutting speed, which are heavily 
depending on the cutting geometry, cutting 
material and work piece material. 

However, beside an adequate machine tool and 
an ideal choice of process parameters, the run-out 
of the work piece seems to have a remarkable 
impact on the tool life. Hence, this paper is based 
on research work of the occurring process forces 
during hard turning and their influence on the 
tool’s life. 

Furthermore, this study focuses on roughing in 
order to match with the above mentioned  
requirement of high material removal rates. The 
used work piece material is hardened tool steel 
(1.2842, 60HRC). The material of the cutting 
inserts is Al2O3+TiCN ceramic. The cutting inserts 
are featured with a 25° negative chamfer to 
withstand the high process forces and ultimately to 
stabilize the cutting edge. 

2. Experimental setup 
2.1 Measuring setup 

The core of the measuring setup is a 
piezoelectric dynamometer, consisting of four 3-
component force sensors, e.g. Fig. 1. The physical 
principal of the piezoelectric effect contributes 
highly dynamic measurements. Hence the 
measuring series have been recorded with a 
sampling rate of 5 kHz.  

Fig. 1. Measurement chain 

2.2 Machine setup 

Due to the specific process requirements 
concerning the high cutting forces, a turning lathe 
with feasible machine rigidity has to be used for 
the machining investigations. Therefore, the 
measuring setup was adjusted to a HEID FS 300 
CNC lathe with an incline bed, e.g. Fig. 2.  
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Fig. 2. Machine setup 

3. Experimental results 
3.1 Longitudinal hard turning operation 

Several parameter sets have been tested to find 
an optimized process condition appropriate to the 
respective cutting edge geometry. Throughout the 
cutting processes the forces have been mapped in 
charts, e.g. Fig. 3. During the cut the cutting force 
and the feed force are the dominating components. 
No abnormalities seem to occur using the 
particular scaling of the x-axis shown in Fig. 3. 
However, when focusing on the start and end of 
the cut, as seen in Fig. 4 and Fig. 5, vibrations of 
all three force components have been measured. 

Fig. 3. Force chart, 
 vc=150m/min, f=0,11mm/U, ap=2mm. 

As seen in Fig. 4 the run-out of the work piece 
causes force peaks that occur with the rotational 
frequency of the spindle (ca. 5Hz). The reason for 
the peaks is the increasing area of the cut. 

Fig. 4. Entering of cutting edge into material, 
vc=150m/min, f=0,11mm/U, ap=2mm. 

Fig. 5 shows vibrations of the force components 
during the exit of the cutting edge. This effect was 
observed during all of the measurements with 
varying process parameters. Eventually these 
vibrations lead to a significant decrease of tool life. 

Fig. 5. Exiting of cutting edge from material, 
vc=150m/min, f=0,11mm/U, ap=2mm. 

4. Conclusion
An essential negative impact on the tool wear 

was observed during longitudinal hard turning, 
especially when the cutting edge axially exits the 
material. Measurements show that this effect can 
be diminished by reducing the feed rate at the end 
of the cut. Moreover, when roughing 
miscellaneous contours, a carefully selected 
machining strategy can be the key to an enlarged 
tool life cycle, by avoiding numerous axial 
material exits of the cutting edge. 
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1. Introduction 
Short fiber reinforced polymers are widely used 

in automotive applications due to their superior 
mechanical properties and possibility of processing 
via injection molding which allows for application 
in mass production. To use these materials in crash 
relevant applications the deformation and damage 
behavior has to be adequately predicted. 

The ultimate failure of the material can be 
predicted by use of various failure models (Tsai 
Hill, Tsai Wu, Puck, etc.) [1, 2]. These models 
were originally designed for unidirectional fiber 
orientations. Using the first pseudo grain failure 
(FPGF) model [3, 4] these failure criteria can be 
applied to complex fiber orientation distributions 
as they appear in injection molded components.  

In order to determine proper parameters for the 
previously mentioned failure criteria axial and in-
plane tensile tests as well as in-plane shear tests are 
an elementary input. In this study a methodology 
for shear testing is proposed and the results are 
compared to micromechanics based finite element 
simulations. Furthermore, critical failure stresses 
were extracted from the shear tests and parameters 
for a Tsai-Hill failure model [2] were determined.  

2. Experimental 
A commercial grade polypropylene (GD301FE 

from Borealis) with a fiber content of 32w% glass 
fibers was investigated. The material was provided 
as injection molded plate specimens (60mm x 
60mm x 2mm) with a high fiber orientation.  

2.1 Specimens 

The plate specimens were milled as shown in 
Fig 1 in order to obtain a shear zone of 6mm x 
2mm. 

 
Fig. 1. Geometry of the milled shear specimens 

2.2 Test Set-up 

The specimens were tested on a tensile testing 
machine (Zwick Z020) under various monotonic 
loading rates (0.0002mm/s, 0.002 mm/s and 
0.02mm/s). In addition a digital image correlation 
system (Aramis by GOM, Germany) was applied 
in order to measure the full strain field. This 
detailed strain information can be used to measure 
not only the nominal shear strains but also the true 
local shear strains, which allows for an effective 
validation of the simulation results. 
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Furthermore, the specimens were also loaded at 
different angles with respect to the shear zone. 
Thereby, different multiaxial strain states could be 
generated in addition to the shear strain, which 
provide additional points for the determination of 
the failure envelope. The critical failure stress was 
defined as the maximum shear stress. 

3. Simulation 
In order to perform finite element simulations 

an anisotropic material model based on the 
microstructure was set-up using a mean field 
homogenization method [4, 5]. The PP-matrix was 
modeled as elasto-viscoplastic and the fibers as 
linear elastic. Moreover, the whole specimen was 
meshed with the finite element software package 
Abaqus (Dassault Systems, France) and loaded as 
in the experiment. 

 
Fig. 2. Comparison of experimentally measured and 

simulated force-displacement curve of the  
shear test at 0.002mm/s loading rate 

In Fig.2 a comparison of the experiment and the 
simulation is shown for an exemplary loading rate 
of 0.002 mm/s. As expected, the force signal 
shows a clear maximum in the experiment, 
whereas the simulation reveals a constantly 
increase in force due to lack of material damage. 

In a consecutive step the parameters for a Tsai-
Hill failure criterion were determined. The FPGF 
model together with the Tsai Hill criterion was 
implemented in the simulation in order to predict 
the point of damage. 

4. Remarks 
 Shear specimens were milled from injection 

molded plate specimens and tested under 
uniaxial loading. Critical shear failure stresses 
were extracted from those test results. 

 A Tsai Hill failure criterion was determined 
using the critical shear stresses in combination 
with failure stresses derived from uniaxial 

tensile tests of specimens with 0° and 90° fiber 
orientation [6]. 

 A finite element simulation was set up in order 
to simulate the deformation behavior of the 
shear specimens. To predict the material 
damage this simulation was extended with a 
FPGF model with a Tsai Hill failure criterion. 
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1. Introduction 
Nowadays, the identification and validation of 

constitutive laws with a high degree of reliability is 
an important demand from industry so as to 
apprehend safety factors in a rational manner. Full-
field measurement techniques open the way to 
such an efficient and secure determination of 
constitutive parmeters. In the present case, nodular 
graphite cast iron was chosen as the studied 
material. 

In this paper the identification of plastic 
parameters of Johnson-Cook law is performed 
from the analysis of biaxial tests. Two different 
loading paths are considered, namely, proportional 
equibiaxial and non-proportional "snail" histories. 
During the tests, images of the region of interest 
are taken. Displacement fields are measured via 
Digital Image Correlation (DIC).  Boundary values 
of this measured displacement are prescribed in a 
FE modeling of the same test. Minimizing the 
difference between the measured and simulated 
displacement fields by tuning the plastic 
parameters is the strategy followed herein to 
identify the quasi-static part of Johnson-Cook’s 
law. 

2. Experimental procedure 
Elastic properties of cast iron were determined 

from uniaxial tensile test on Messphysik Beta 50-5 
screw-drive machine. The obtained mechanical 
properties are Young’s modulus E = 190 GPa, 
Poisson’s ratio 0.3,   and yield stress 0.2% = 370 
MPa. 

Biaxial tests were also conducted on the triaxial  
servo hydraulic machine ASTREE (Figure 1). 
Equibiaxial and "snail" loading paths were applied 

in load controlled mode with the loading rate of 
0.5 kN / s. Cross-shaped specimens loaded under 
equibiaxial regime consists of loading and 
unloading along perpendicular axes at the same 
time and with the same load level. "Snail" history 
first (un)loads the specimen in one direction while 
the load in the other direction is kept constant. In 
the next (un)loading step the specimen is 
(un)loaded in the second direction while the load is 
held constant in the first direction, so that a single 
cycle follows a square in two-direction load plane.  

During the test, one surface of the cross-shaped 
specimen was observed at the macroscale (picture 
definition 1024 × 1024 pixels, physical size of one 
pixel is 48 µm), which required to spray black and 
white paint with airbrush to enable DIC analyses. 

   
Fig. 1. Experimental setup 

3. Identification procedure 
The main identification tool is based on full-

field measurements. In this study, a global 
approach to DIC is used. Three-noded triangles 
(T3) are chosen with a linear displacement 
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interpolation [1,2]. The identification process was 
conducted in several steps.  

First, the 3D mesh is designed in the 
commercial FE code ABAQUS™. From the model 
surface nodes were extracted into a set that defines 
the 2D mesh that is imported in the T3-DIC code. 
The 2D mesh is adjusted and scaled (Fig. 2) to the 
macroscopic observation on the reference image of 
center part of the tested sample.  

 
Fig. 2. Adapted mesh for T3-DIC analyses  

 
The T3-DIC code provides the displacement 

fields. The in-plane nodal displacements on the 
boundary of the T3 mesh are extracted and 
prescribed to the 3D FE model. The same 
displacements were prescribed through the 
thickness along the edges (Fig. 3). Since the radii 
of the cross-shaped specimen are traction-free 
during the test they were treated as such and 
displacements were not prescribed in that region. 

 

 
Fig. 3. Prescribed (measured) boundary conditions 
 

In the FE simulations the material is described with 
an elasto-plastic law. To describe plastic 
hardening, a simplified version of Johnson-Cook’s 
law is chosen 

 0

nplK      
, (1) 

where  is von Mises’ equivalent stress, pl the 
cumulative plastic strain, K the hardening 
parameter and n the hardening exponent to be 
indentified. The initial elastic and plastic 
parameters were determined from uniaxial test data 
(Table 1). Based on the minimization of the 
quadratic difference between measured and 
computed displacement fields, the elasto-plastic 
parameters are estimated. 

  
Tab. 1. Initial elasto-plastic parameters 

Young's 
modulus

E 
[GPa] 

Poisson 
ratio 
ν 
 

Yield 
Stress 
σ0 

[MPa] 

Hardening 
parameter 

K 
 

Exponent
 

n 

193 0.33 360 3379 0.7363 

4. Conclusion 
An iterative method is implemented to update 

the finite element model by determining the 
sensitivity displacement fields, i.e., the 
displacement fields corresponding to a small 
change of the sought parameters δK and δn. 
Minimizing the least squares difference between 
the measured and calculated displacement fields 
allows us to tune the plastic parameters.  

In this study, it was also noticed that without 
regularization of the measured displacement field 
[2] the stress profile on the boundaries of the FE 
model has a random distribution. Conversely, edge 
regularization yielded more appropriate stress 
profiles. While regularization enhances the 
displacement resolution [2], it also plays an 
important role for identification purposes.  
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1. Introduction  

Flaying vehicles which can not use control 

surfaces (fins, ailerons) to correct or change the 

position, must have some other type of attitude 

control systems. Focused to the missiles (object), 

solution for flight directional control is thrust 

delivered by propulsion system which must be 

deflected (vectored) to cause the object to pivot 

around its center of mass (center of gravity - CG) 

[1]. Generated lateral (side) force applied at some 

distance from the object’s CG results in a control 

moment which change an object attitude. One of 

representatives of thrust vector control (TVC) 

mechanisms is movable nozzle (Fig.1.) where the 

lateral side force is generated by deflecting the 

main flow exhaust together with the nozzle [2][3]. 

In order to define three components of resulting 

force and three components of resulting moment, 

6-component test bench (Fig.2.) needs to be used.  

  

 Fig.1. Rocket engine with 4 movable nozzles; Canted 

rotatable nozzle (single unit) 

2. Testing methodology  

The rocket engine is placed into horizontal position 

and constrained toward bench by six struts 

specifically located in three planes (Fig.2., Fig.5.). 

By measuring six forces in the struts and by 

applying appropriate mathematical calculation [4] 

vector of the main force together with the vector of 

the main moment can be obtained. 

 

Fig.2. 6-component test bench & calibration system
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3. Main components & calibration system 

Each strut consists of force transducer, flexures, 

alignment subsystem and connections [5] (Fig.3., 

Fig.4.). Flexure separates cross influence of load 

cells. It is rigid in one plane and „soft“ in another. 

 

 

Fig.3. Axial Strut 

 

 

Fig.4. Moment strut in the aft plane 

Cage (Fig.5.) is used to carry the motor and to 

prevent stresses caused by thermal rocket motor 

„growthing“ and „creeping“.  

 

 

Fig.5. Motor cage and 6 struts 

 

In order to define matrix of transformation for 

given main orthogonal system of the test bench, 

special calibration system is designed. It consists 

of calibration struts and rigid supports. Three 

calibration struts are shown on Fig.6. Beside 

previously mentioned parts, each calibration strut 

have a force source for generating load. In fact it is 

electromechanical actuator (Fig.7) which 

transforms rotation of the electromotor shaft to 

linear motion to push or pull certain point. 

Depending of the space, simulation of the axial 

force can be from top or from rear position.  

 

Fig.6. Part of the calibration system (actuator on the left, 

actuator on the top and actuator at the front) 

 

 

Fig.7. Actuator for simulation axial force 

4. Conclusion 

Presented testing methodology can be used as 

universal procedure. Own dimensions of the unit-

under-test will define just mechanical details of the 

test bench.     
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1. Introduction 
Shaft furnaces (fig. 1) are used to melt 

copper. Their walls (caissons) are composed of 
segments made of steel with high heat 
resistance and are water cooled. Every 2 weeks 
the thermal load of the furnace is changing. 

 
Fig. 1. Shaft furnace during operation 

Technical problem during operation is the 
accelerated degradation of caissons due to the 
loss of geometric form (fig. 2). 

 
Fig. 2. Degraded caisson of shaft furnace 

The boundary conditions of the furnace 
come from the process of operation and they 
are: the thermal loading caused by copper 
smelting, hydrostatic load of the charge weight, 
pressure and convection of cooling water. The 
support of the particular segments is statically 
indeterminate [1,2]. 

The aim of the analysis was to identify the 
causes of the damage occurrence. 
 

2. Methodology 
The measurements of deflection of selected 

segments of out of service were conducted. The 
measurement was performed using a laser level. 

 
Fig. 3. Values of permanent deformation of caissons 

along their height 

Selection of approximating function of a  
permanent deflection line by nonlinear 
regression analysis was performed. The good 
approximation of a quadratic function was 
stated. The measurement of the performance of 
the cooling water and the temperature of the 
input and output was conducted. On this basis, 
the heat balance of the furnace and the 
estimated value of the heat flux loading a single 
caisson was determined [4]. 

In next step, the FEM model of whole 
furnace, single segments (fig. 4) and their 
fragments was built. The thermal-displacement 
calculations were performed with use of FEM 
in the ranges of transient and steady state. The 
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nonlinear thermal characteristics of the material 
was taken into consideration. 

 
Fig. 4. Discrete model of caisson 

3. Results 
The contour lines of plastic strain and 

displacement after load decrease are shown on 
fig. 5. and fig. 6. 

 
Fig. 5. Plastic strain after load decrease. 

 
Fig. 6. Displacement after load decrease. 

 
Fig. 7. Diagram of displacement increment – heat 

flux 

The correlation between value of 
permanent deformation and the thermal load 
was also determined (fig. 7). The increase the 
accuracy of results, the numerical model was  
tuned based on the deflection measured 
experimentally [3]. 

4. Summary 
Numerical models show a high sensitivity 

to the distribution and value of the thermal load 
[4]. Figure 8 shows the permanent deformation 
determined for different structural solutions of 
caissons (Fig. 8). 

 
Fig. 8. Comparison of displacement after one load 
cycle for selected structural solutions of caisson   

Based on the research the new design of 
caissons was proposed.  

The main problem in solving the issue was 
the approximation of the distribution and the 
thermal loading. 
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1. Introduction

Main issues in ensuring structural safety and
optimal operational performance of a wind turbine
as shown in Fig. 1. are: desired relatively long
design life, sensitivity of structure on vibration and
resonance, wind loads are non-deterministic with
significant time variations and micro-location
loads dependence. Failure or malfunction of
control system which is trying to minimize stresses
can result in overload or failure.

Load cases are well defined in [1] and [2] as
essentially combination of external conditions (like
wind speed, turbulence intensity, etc.) and wind
turbine operational modes. Turbine operational
modes are generally considered as normal (like:
Power production, Start-up, Shut-down and Parked
at extreme wind speeds) or fault (like: Generator
short-circuit, Control system fault, Rotor
emergency stop and Rotor overspeed)

Experimental procedure presented here is based
on the [3]. Fig. 1 shows 1.5 MW turbine equipped
with 5 dual-axis accelerometers, and 5 rectangular
strain gage rossetes which allow measuring of
accelerations and strains at defined locations.
Strains further allow determination of internal
forces: torsional and bending moments along the
height of the tower. Following figures show a short
time sequence of a detailed and long lasting
monitoring record. In Fig. 2 control events
sequence during a turbine emergency stopping
with just 10 m/s wind speed is marked with red
circles on the upper diagram's abscissa. Control
events are correlated with bending moment at a

height of 8.7 m: magnitude in the upper diagram,
and corresponding longitudinal and transversal
components with respect to the actual nacelle
position in the lower diagram.

Fig. 1. Positions of used sensors.

Data similar to here presented can be used to
verify design and/or its performance on the actual
location. A great number of possible control
sequences exists in reality, while their
combinations with external loads are even more
numerous. Control strategy, can be a solution of
the problem of dynamic instability, as well as its
cause.
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Fig. 2. Bending moment and control events during an
emergency shutdown.

Using a complete structural model of the
turbine to explain its dynamic behavior leads to
enormous computational complexity resulting in
huge amounts of data, with real possibility of
missing the critical points. Solution is some
simpler model of supporting structure, but complex
enough to give a correct answer to the main
questions.

2. Model of the supporting structure

Free-standing tubular steel tower is essential
element which determines system dynamics and its
model and verification follows

2.1 Experimental data

Analysis of the acceleration signals during
idling phase with 3 m/s wind at last two levels
yields first two eigenfrequencies of 0.402 Hz and
3.323 Hz. Minimum request set on the numerical
model is to match those two frequencies and
respective mode shapes.

2.2 Numerical model

A wind turbine conic tubular steel tower is
modeled as a cantilever beam with 24 lumped
masses (24 DOF-s) of 24 conical segments
consisting the tower are determined in such a way
that centers of gravity of conical segments match
their actual position in the structure. Stiffness
matrix of the cantilever beam with variable cross-
section is obtained by numerical solving of
differential equation of the beam elastic curve.

Fig. 3. Magnitude of spectral density between signals
from A5x and A4x.

Figure 4 presents the first two mode shapes of
the wind turbine tower. Circles indicate positions
of the lumped masses i.e. the endpoints of conical
segments. One can see that a very good agreement
between the measured field data and the data
obtained by considered simple numerical model
has been obtained.

Fig. 4. First two mode shapes of the wind turbine tower

3. Conclusion

This paper reveals a need to have reliable
experimental data of the wind turbine behavior.
Since the described simple numerical model is
validated it will be upgraded and used in further
research to simulate response of the wind turbine
tower subjected to external loads.
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With the Durability Transfer Concept a 
efficient methodology is presented, in which the 
fatigue loading under operational conditions in all 
the different areas of a vehicle is determined based 
on the measurement of reference quantities, such 
as accelerations on the axle and transfer models. In 
a first step of the methodology short term 
measurements are performed with a vehicle 
equipped with sensors for the reference quantities, 
e.g. accelerometers on the suspension, and a large 
number of sensors for quantities of interest, such as 
wheel force transducers, strain gages in different 
areas e.g. the chassis or the body, displacement 
transducers and force transducers all over the 
vehicle. This instrumented vehicle is driven under 
well defined manoeuvres and on selected test 
tracks. The signals of the reference quantities are 
processed by band pass filters to virtual quantities 
with defined frequency content. Subsequently the 
virtual quantities and all other signals of the 
measured quantities are correlated to derive 
respective transfer functions. These durability 
transfer functions describe the complex load and 
stress conditions in different areas of a vehicle. 
The algorithms developed for this methodology are 
based on a perceptron first grade and is combined 
with physical boundary conditions of the vehicle 
dynamics. Subsequently measurements on many 
vehicles of the same type, measurements of only 
the reference quantities can be performed with 
only simple instrumentation very cost efficient and 
without measuring experts on board. The recorded 
reference quantities are finally processed by the 
identified transfer functions to the time histories of 
those quantities, which initially were identified but 
not measured during the long term campaign. 

Effort and cost for the preparation, 
instrumentation, performance and processing of the 
long term measurements have been decisively 
reduced, since only the accelerations on the 
suspension are recorded, reduced and processed. 
Still the most valuable information about the 
damaging content of the load and stress conditions 
of parts and components in different areas of a 
vehicle are reliably gained. 

Within this paper the methodology is described 
and results of multiple tests on passenger cars and 
heavy commercial vehicle for the proof of the 
reliability of the transfer method are presented. 
Examples of long term measuring campaigns in 
different missions are presented. The application of 
the methodology for the proof out of modern 
verhicles for well defined usage profiles is 
demonstrated as well as its potential for the 
monitoring of vehicle durability tests on proving 
grounds. 
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1. Introduction 
The design of vehicle powertrain and its 

mounting system is essential for improving the 
characteristics for noise and vibration. The 
powertrain vibration isolation from the rest of the 
vehicle is a problem often encountered in the 
design stage in the automotive field. Several 
methods have been developed to minimize the 
interactions between the powertrain and chassis. 
Most of these methods, which focus on the 
positioning and the design of resilient supports are 
based on decoupling rigid body modes from a 
grounded powertrain model with constant 
properties [1-5] or with characteristics that depend 
on the frequency or deflection [6,7]. Other 
methods have been developed in order to take into 
account the interaction between the chassis and the 
powertrain, but they considered that the chassis 
behaves like a rigid body. 

The aim of this study is to present a method to 
predict the behavior of the chassis coupled to the 
powertrain. This method uses only the modal 
characteristics of the chassis and the vibration 
response of the grounded powertrain. The study is 
based on the vibrational coupling phenomenon 
between two subsystems: the chassis and the 
powertrain. A coupling matrix representing the 
influence of one system on the other is defined. 
The resolution of the problem is treated by using 
this coupling matrix. The method is applied to a 
city bus for which predominant excitations are 
assumed to be those of the powertrain. Usually, for 
such city buses, driving time is less than stop time 
and vibrations are low frequency with rather large 
amplitude.  

2. Formulation of the coupling problem 

Figure 1: Powertrain coupled to the chassis 

The equations describing the overall behavior 
can be obtained by considering that the vehicle is 
composed of three main parts: the powertrain 
which includes the engine and transmission, the 
engine mounts and the chassis with its suspension 
system. Figure (1) is a schematic representation of 
the model used in this study. the powertrain is 
modeled by rigid body with time-invariant mass 
and inertial matrix. It is supported by mounts on 
the vehicle chassis and it is modeled as a 
suspended body. The chassis is not considered as a 
rigid body, but it behaves like an elastic solid with 
its own characteristic frequencies. 

Thus the response  of the complete bus can 

be determined from equation 1 in which: 

  is the response of the powertrain 
(without the chassis) subjected to the 
force . (see figure 2) 

  is the response of the chassis 
(without the powertrain) subjected to 
the force 
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  is the coupling matrix obtained 
from the characteristics of the mount. 

  (1) 

The principle of the method is shown 
schematically in Figure 2. 

Figure 2. Principle of the method 

3. Application for an industrial case 
The studied structure is city bus manufactured 

by IVECO and operated by the Paris public 
transport company RATP (Régie Autonome des 
Transports de Paris). The bus has a length of 12 
meters and a mass of 8008 kg. The powertrain is 
manufactured by IVECO (CURSOR 8 F2B) with a 
mass of 1147 kg 

Figure 3: Finite element model used for the 
chassis 

Figure 3 shows the mesh of the model used.  

4. Results
A dynamic torque with a constant amplitude 

(220 Nm) was applied to the powertrain. The 
curves in figure 4 show the evolution of the 
vertical acceleration obtained near the driver’s 
seat. The two curves are obtained by considering 
the full model and a condensed model thanks to the 
expansion to the second order of the coupling 
terms. One can see that the two curves are close 

over the frequency from which the convergence is 
verified (spectral radius<1).

Figure 4: Acceleration v.s frequency for the full 
model and the condensed model. 
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1. Introduction 
NiMnGa alloy is a part of group of 

ferromagnetic shape memory alloys (FSMA) 
which are distinguished by large strains induced by 
magnetic field, high temperature or mechanical 
field. The material can elongate even up to 6% by 
the mechanism of twin boundary (TB) motion 
during the reorientation of magnetic domains  
[1,2,3]. The alloy is also characterized by 
magnetocaloric effect, temperature shape memory 
effect and harvesting properties.  

This material has found an application in the 
construction of actuators, sensors and even energy 
harvesting devices. 

2. Objectives 
The aim of the study was an analysis of the 

magnetic properties of single crystal NiMnGa 
alloy. The magnetic parameters are required to 
understand the interaction of the material with a 
magnetic field. The obtained results enable to 
determine e.g. the range of working temperatures 
of the alloy.   

3. Experimental results 
The studied sample, which was provided by  

AdaptaMat,  was a rectangular rod in the form of 
single crystal. Two kinds of studies were carried 
out: for determination of the magnetic properties 
and of the value of the magnetocaloric effect. 

3.1 Magnetic properties 

The chemical composition of the alloy was 
identified as Ni46.4Mn28.6Ga24.0 using scanning 
microscopy with EDS detector. To measure the 
temperatures of the structural transformation the 

material was twice examined by differential 
scanning calorimetry (DSC) – Fig. 1, in the ranges 
of the -30°C÷80°C and 0°C÷110°C. 

 
Fig. 1. DSC measurement with marked maximum 

peaks. 

The calorimetric investigation shows that the 
temperatures of the structural transformation 
appear at 59.2°C and 102°C. The measured 
temperatures are similar to the results presented in 
other articles [4].  

Based on the calorimetric analysis, the 
magnetic hysteresis loops were taken at two 
different temperatures, 325K and 340K, using 
Vibrating Sample Magnetometer (VSM) – Fig. 2. 

 
Fig. 2. Curves of the magnetic hysteresis loops 
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The shapes of the loops differ, which confirms 
the occurrence of the structural transformation at 
59.2°C. The loops are very narrow, which suggests 
that the alloy is a soft magnetic material, suitable 
for working in an alternating magnetic field.  

3.2   Value of the magnetocaloric effect 

The magnetocaloric effect of the NiMnGa alloy 
was measured using the direct method. The results 
are depicted in Fig. 3. 

 
Fig. 3. Magnetocaloric effect measured by the direct 

method. 

The value of the effect of 0.8K at 1.7T and 
375K is significantly lower than for pure 
gadolinium – 4K at 1.5T and 297K.   

The temperature hysteresis loop of the material 
was measured simultaneously – Fig. 4. 

 
Fig. 4. Temperature hysteresis loop of the NiMnGa 

alloy. 

The temperature hysteresis loop suggests that 
the studied alloy has a rapid reaction of the 
temperature to a variable magnetic field.  

4. Conclusions 
During the examination, the temperature of the 

austenite transformation of the alloy was 
determined at about 60°C and was additionally 

confirmed by the shape of the magnetic hysteresis 
loops. 

The material was also found to be magnetically 
soft – it is easy to magnetize in a different 
direction. 

NiMnGa is characterized by a narrow 
temperature hysteresis loop, thus a fast temperature 
reaction to a change in the magnetic field, but 
compared to pure gadolinium it has a much lower 
magnetocaloric effect, which makes it unsuitable 
for use as an active material in heat pumps. 

The studied material, due to multiple 
characteristic features, did not yet find a precise 
field of application and is used in various kinds of 
devices. 
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1. Introduction 
Reduction of CO2 emissions motivates the 

cement and concrete industry to develop new 
binders, representing blends of classical cement 
clinker with supplementary cementitious materials 
such as fly ash and slag, or with fine-ground inert 
materials such as quartz and limestone. In order to 
be successful on the market, new materials have to 
perform similarly to their nowadays-available 
competitors. This implies that formworks should 
be removable one day after concrete production. 
Hence, compressive strength and material stiffness 
reached only 24 hours after production are of great 
importance. This raises the need for combined 
experimental-theoretical research.  

We here focus both on non-destructive and on 
destructive uniaxial compression testing of young 
cement pastes using an electro-mechanical 
universal testing machine of type Walter & Bai 
LFM 150, designed for classical Òquasi-staticÓ 
testing of materials. We have developed 
procedures allowing us to reliably characterize 
both elasticity and strength of highly creep active 
and fragile cementitious materials at very early 
ages, with a very satisfactory level of 
reproducibility. 

2. Methods 
Macroscopic mechanical testing of cement 

pastes at early ages is a rather challenging task, 
because any imperfection will contribute to an 
increased scatter affecting the measurements of 
interest: either unloading displacements required 

for YoungÕs modulus determination or the ultimate 
forces sustained by the sample. Therefore, it is 
important to analyze and to optimize every single 
element in the chain of actions from mixing the 
material up to the final test.  

Concerning production of cement pastes with 
water-to-cement mass ratios resulting in initially 
rather stiff suspensions, intensive mixing is 
required as to achieve material homogeneity, 
followed by intensive vibration before and during 
casting, in order to effectively reduce the risk of air 
entrapment. As for casting, we let the material 
slide, under simultaneous dynamic vibration, over 
the surface of a funnel and over the inner surface 
of the formwork, rather than letting the material 
simply fall into the mold. After that, vibration 
intensity is reduced progressively, in the sense of a 
smooth fade-out. During subsequent curing at 
constant temperature, evaporation protection is 
very important, because even loss of only small 
amounts of water changes the effective water-to-
cement mass ratio considerably, such that the 
tested mix would differ from the designed one. 

In order to facilitate demolding, we use 
specially designed formworks consisting of two 
parts, such that they can be taken off the fragile 
specimen without applying notable forces. 
Subsequently, we remove the specimensÕ top layer 
which is typically affected by segregation effects. 
In order to achieve the desired plan-parallelity of 
the two opposite specimen surfaces, quasi-static 
scratching with a sharp Stanley knife turned out to 
be preferable to grinding with a belt slander, 
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because the latter dynamic action results in 
measurable damage of the fragile materials. 

In order to obtain over-determined and, hence, 
redundant measurements of sample deformations 
during loading and unloading, we use five LVTDs 
instead of the minimum required three LVTDs. 
The LVTDs are evenly distributed around the 
specimen, measuring the relative displacement of 
two adapters that are clamped to the specimen such 
that they are in continuous contact with the 
specimen around its perimeter. The mean value of 
the five LVTD measurements together with the 
distance of the adapters allows for calculation of 
the normal strain in loading direction. The 
individual LVTD displacement fluctuations around 
the mean value, in turn, are related to bending, 
resulting mainly from load eccentricity. 

In order to come as close as possible to a truly 
central application of the normal force, we use 
metal cylinders with bottlenecks, in a serial 
arrangement with the specimen. This way, the 
effective eccentricity of the applied normal force 
typically amounts to less than one percent of the 
specimenÕs diameter, reducing bending stresses 
very satisfactory to a reasonable minimum. 

Poisson ratioÕs differences between sample and 
the adjacent metal cylinders result in inevitable 
self-equilibrated shear forces in the interfaces 
between specimen and adjacent loading cylinder. 
In order to minimize the influence of these 
undesired shear forces in destructive strength tests, 
we use two friction-reducing layers of Teflon in 
the mentioned interfaces, and we use cylindrical 
samples with a height-to-diameter ratio larger 
than 2. The observed failure mode (close-to-perfect 
axial splitting) underlines the success of this 
strategy. In case of non-destructive elasticity 
testing, we mount Ð inspired by Saint VenantÕs 
principle Ð the aforementioned LVTD-carrying 
adapters in a distance from the end of the 
specimens, which amounts to the one times the 
cylinder diameter, and we use slender specimens 
(typical height-to-diameter ratios amount to 5:1), 
in order to still guarantee a reasonable LVTD 
measurement length. 

The sum of all described actions result in 
uniaxial compression experiments with very small 
scatter and a very high level of reproducibility, see, 
e.g. Fig. 1 for results from early-age strength 
testing on stoichiometric cement paste. Notably, 
both YoungÕs moduli and uniaxial compressive 
strength values increase with increasing speed of 
loading/unloading. This can be explained by the 
pronounced creep activity of very young 
cementitious materials.  

 
Fig. 1. Comparison of early-age strength values of 

stoichiometric cement paste, produced with a 
commercial CEM I 42.5 N, and comparison with a 

continuum micromechanics model prediction, after [1] 

3. Results 
Mechanical testing of young cement pastes is a 
challenging task, but a thorough analysis and 
optimization of every action from material 
production right up to the final mechanical test 
results in new standard procedures allowing us to 
achieve highly reliable and repeatable results 
regarding both early-age stiffness characterization 
and early-age strength determination. These results 
are starting points either for model development 
and or model validation activities; see, e.g., [1,2]. 
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1. Introduction 
This paper is focused on determination of 

mechanical properties of optical fibers that are 
used for manufacturing of Fiber Bragg Grating 
(FBG) sensors and also on calibration of strain and 
temperature sensitivity of chosen FBG sensors. 
The goal of the experimental testing is to choose a 
FBG sensor with primary coating material, which 
is suitable for embedding into the composite or 
into the adhesive joints of composite structures 
(ultralight aircraft wing or skeleton of a electric 
bus). Defining conditions for selection of FBG 
sensors are particularly max. temperature during 
the composite curing process (no more than 70 °C) 
and presumed level of max. mechanical strain in 
areas, where the FBG sensors will be installed (up 
to 6 000 µm/m). Another requirement was to use 
FBG sensors with central wavelength of 830 nm, 
because of available interrogators. 

2. Primary coating materials 
Three types of primary coating materials, which 

are commonly used for manufacturing of FBG 
sensors, were considered. Properties of 
commercially available FBG sensors (in the most 
common optical windows of 830 nm and 1550 nm) 
are listed in Tab. 1. FBG sensors with primary 
coating made of polyimide were not available in 
830 nm, so sensor with acrylate and ORMOCER® 
coating were selected for experimental testing. 

3. Experimental set-up 
Experimental testing of tensile properties was 

carried out using the biaxial tensile testing machine 
Zwick/Roell. It was equipped with U9B HBM load 
cell (-250N to +250N, accuracy class 0.5). 
Longitudinal strain was measured by Messphysik 

video extensometer ME46, with minimum 
resolution 0.4 µm for vertical field of view 50 mm. 
Safibra FBGuard 2-channel interrogator (CW 830 
nm, sampling frequency of 70 Hz) was used to 
measure signal from FBG sensors during the 
calibration tests. 

 
prim. coating acrylate polyimide Ormocer® 

reflectivity [%] 
>80% @ 10 mm [3] 

>90% @ 10 mm [4, 
5] 

>70% [2] 

>80% @ 10 mm 
[3] 

>90% @ 10 mm 
[4, 5] 

>15% @ 8 
mm [1] 

coated fibre 
diamet. [µm] 

255 [4] 

 

145 - 165 [2] 

165 [4] 

195 [1] 

 

strain sensit. 
[pm/µm/m] 1.2 [3, 4] 1.2 [2, 3, 4] 0.78 [1] 

temp. sensit. 
[pm/°C] 11 [3] 9.9 [2], 11 [3] 6.5 [1] 

strain limit 
[µm/m], tensile 
load at break 

9 000 [3] 

3 000 - 5 000 [4] 

 

5 000 [2] 

9 000 [3] 

3000 - 5000 [4] 

>50 000 [1] 

(> 50 N) 

operational 
temperature 
range [°C] 

- 270 to 85 [3] 

5 to 120 [4] 

- 5 to 80 [5] 

- 40 to 120 [2] 

- 270 to 300 [3] 

- 40 to 300 [4, 5] 

- 180 to 200 
[1] 

 

manufacturing 
process 

stripping & re-
coating 

stripping & re-
coating drawing 

Tab. 1. FBG sensors properties. 

4. Tensile properties of optical fibers 
Specimens of optical fibers were about (80-90) 

mm long, with diameters of 0.255 mm (acrylate 
coating) and 0.195 mm (ORMOCER®). Both ends 
of each sample were glued into the woven string, 
using the cyanoacrylate glue. These strings were 
clamped in the loading grips of testing machine, 
ensuring a uniform force transfer into the fiber. 
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Pair of contrasting marks for video extensometer 
was glued to the center of the specimen. The goal 
of experiment was to obtain tensile force at break 
FMAX (from the load cell), mechanical strain at 
break εmax (from the video extensometer) and 
tensile modulus of optical fiber E (calculated 
from stress-strain curve), see Tab. 2. A total of 
seven specimens with acrylate coating were tested. 
Five of them were broken correctly, two of them 
was detached from the clamping string. A total of 
sixteen specimens with ORMOCER® coating 
were tested. Four of them were broken correctly, 
twelve of them was detached from the clamping 
string. High strength of this coting material is 
apparent from the prevailing number of unbroken 
specimens. 

 F max ε max E 
coating [N] [um/m] [GPa] 

acrylate 9.8 11644 17.5 

calculated value 18.1 

Ormocer® 48.6 49948 34.1 

calculated value 31.2 

Tab. 2. Mechanical properties of optical fibers. 

Comparative tensile modulus of optical fibers 
was calculated using the simple rule of mixtures. 
Modulus EGLASS = 73 GPa was taken from [6], 
EACRYLATE = 0.7 GPa from [7] and EORMOCER = 2 
GPa from [8]. 

5. Calibration of FBG sensors 
5.1 Temperature sensitivity coefficient 

Coefficient was determined from the measured 
wavelength changes depending on temperature 
changes. The FBG sensor, protected by the steel 
tubing, was immersed in water. Gradual heating of 
water was measured using a PT100 thermocouple, 
connected to the HBM Spider8 measuring device. 

5.2 Strain sensitivity coefficient 

Coefficient was determined from the measured 
wavelength changes depending on changing 
mechanical strain of Bragg grating area (measured 
by external video extensometer). 

5.3 Experimental calibration results 

Calibration values of strain and temperature 
sensitivity was investigated (see Tab. 3). FBG 
sensors with ORMOCER® coating were chosen 
for further use, because of their ability to reach 
elongation of about 5 %, which is much more than 
the required value of 0.6 %. Moreover they can 
survive curing temperature up to 200 °C, which is 

enough even for the potential use of prepregs 
technology. 

  acrylate Ormocer® 

temperature sensitivity [pm/°C] 5.70 6.30 

strain sensitivity [pm/(µm/m)] 0.60 0.70 

Tab. 3. Calibration values for FBG sensors. 

6. Concluding remarks 
 Tensile mechanical properties of optical fibers 

with two coating materials were tested. Limit 
values of load and strain at break were 
obtained, as well as tensile modulus. 

 Calibration values of strain and temperature 
sensitivity for acrylate coated and 
ORMOCER® coated FBG sensors were 
measured. 

 ORMOCER® was chosen as the most suitable 
coating material for embeddable FBG sensors, 
because of high mechanical and temperature 
durability. 
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1. Introduction 
In general mechanical structures of machine 

tools, especially those which are dedicated to high-
precision machining purpose, show the need for 
high static stiffness characteristics and their 
dynamic behavior becomes of increasing 
importance. During machining, on the one hand 
the whole structure is excited by inertia forces due 
to the feed drives motion and the positioning 
movement of single axes. Furthermore deviations 
of the tool center point in reference to the 
workpiece occur due to the spindle rotation and 
unbalanced tools and rotors. Referring to this the 
engineer has to take care in the design of machine 
tools that this type of excitation does not meet one 
of the natural frequencies in order to avoid slightly 
damped vibrations in the kinematics structure 
elements. On the other hand the structure is loaded 
with an immediately rising force collective caused 
by transient reactions when the cutting edge gets 
into the cut. With respect to a typically fast change 
of forces and the requirements of precision and 
tolerances of workpieces it is important that the 
structure comes to a rest as soon as possible by an 
enhanced excited state deactivation. Thus the 
constructions material of machine tool components 
needs to offer an increased damping rate which is 
significantly influenced by the material damping 
characteristics. 

In this regard a particularly very sensitive part 
of the machine tool is the last axis of serially 
arranged kinematic chains, mainly the quill where 
the main spindle is typically attached. At this axis 
it is always necessary to find a compromise 
between high stiffness and damping and low 
weight for high acceleration performance. A 
specifically challenging applications example can 
be located in the quill construction used in large 
milling centers with an increased stroke in the Z-

axis. The design has to meet the requirements of a 
slim cross section area and a long but not guided 
length. As the mass, the stiffness and the natural 
frequencies of a structure can be calculated by 
FEM and optimized with advanced simulation 
techniques, it is hardly possible to make an 
indication of the damping performance of a 
structure without a measurement of the real part. 

2. Test arrangement 
The aim of the present work is to analyze the 

damping of structure parts usually used for a quill. 
As a first step two different designs have been 
compared. First a quill-construction consisting of 
welded steel plates. Second a quill with the same 
external dimensions build up with a thin steel plate 
coverage and filled with a composite material 
consisting of polymer concrete, like wet mix 
aggregate material and steel - called Hydropol. The 
following figure illustrates the test configuration. 

Fig. 1. Experimental setup. 
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The dimensions of the test parts have been 
defined by a ground view of 250 mm x 250 mm 
and by a height of 1000 mm as it is depicted in Fig. 
1. To simplify the test arrangement the holes for 
the main spindle and for installation purpose like 
cables are disregarded. The steel test part shows a 
weight of 119 kg and the Hydropol test part has 
211 kg. In order to enable a constant force and 
excitation on the structure the test is based on an 
experimental setup which is described in [1]. Fig. 1 
shows the test implementation and the positions of 
the sensors. The used mass for excitation was 
selected with about 136 kg. This is equal to a force 
of 1340 N which was recorded with a load cell in 
Pos. (1) during the test. The acceleration sensor 
was placed at Pos. (2) to Pos. (6). The typical 
transient changeover of the force described in the 
time regime is presented in Fig. 3. 

Fig. 2.  Force-time-graph showing the changeover of 
excitation force. 

3. Results
 The experiment was repeated to check and to 

optimize the reproducibility. Different measure-
ment positions have been investigated. Fig. 3 
shows the measurement of the acceleration value 
against time of both the welded part and the 
Hydropol test part, measured on Pos. (5). 

Fig. 3.  Acceleration against time, measured on Pos. (5) 

It can be depicted that the damping behavior in 
the experimental setup and test parts is almost 
equal. While the structure made of Hydropol 
shows rather constant characteristics at each of the 
measuring positions, the vibration in the dynamic 
behavior of the welded steel test part is 
significantly varying. Hence the acceleration 

against time graph illustrated in Fig.4 depicts that 
the acceleration value and with it the vibration 
effects of the steel test part rises at Pos. (4).  
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Fig. 4.  Acceleration against time graph, measurement 
signals at Pos. (4) 

The measuring signals show that the Hydropol test 
part has one dominating frequency at 87 Hz and 
almost no effects of harmonic components whereas 
the steel test part shows a basic frequency at 
105 Hz and several natural harmonics at 
frequencies of about 870 Hz, 945 Hz and 1210 Hz. 
The attenuation factor by Lehr´s damping ratio can 
be determined in approximation for the given 
bending vibration using the logarithmic decrement. 
The evaluation for Hydropol material results in 
DH = 0,021 and for steel DS = 0,11. The latter can 
be  regarded as a typical value for solid rigid 
material [2].  

4. Conclusion
The experimental setup should help to gather 

data for damping characteristics of two different 
materials which can be used for designing machine 
tool frame parts. In evaluating the dynamic 
behavior of machine tools by FEM simulation the 
material characteristics become important. The 
materials investigated by the use of distinctive test 
parts show significantly different characteristics. 
The following step of material investigation will be 
the simulation of the experimental setup with the 
found material parameters. Furthermore, especially 
the test part connection to the foundation must be 
evaluated, because there is a wide influence of this 
connection on the stiffness and the natural 
frequencies.
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1. Introduction 
Simulation techniques are very powerful means 

of prospecting for mechanical behavior of 
materials. Their use needs, however, to be 
validated by appropriate experiments. In this 
article, the results of experiments on the behavior 
of an Al-Mg alloy with mechanical instabilities in 
the Portevin-Le-Châtelier effect (PLC) are 
presented. During a tensile test, the PLC effect is 
manifested, under certain conditions of 
temperature and strain rate, by the appearance of 
localization effects of plastic deformation zones 
that can spread throughout the body of the 
specimen. The deformation curves present then, at 
a certain rate of deformation, characteristic streaks 
that can occur until rupture. For a given alloy, the 
experimental results show that, while being 
interdependent, the characteristic parameters of the 
PLC instability are dependent on deformation 
conditions (strain rate, temperature, strain 
hardening rate). These features are revealed by the 
streaks on the stress-strain curve such as the shape 
of the step and the amplitude and frequency of 
stress drops. 

Bibliographical references abound on the 
subject (see [1]) but few papers deal with the 
influence of specimen geometry on the 
characteristics of PLC bands.  

In this article, the influence of specimen length 
and the presence of a notch on the characteristics 
of PLC bands during tensile tests on an Al-3.2 Mg 
is examined. A brief description of the 
experimental device and the used material will be 
given. The second part will be devoted to the 
presentation of experimental results and their 
analysis before ending with a conclusion. 

2. Experimental device and material 
Tensile tests on flat specimens of an Al-3.2 Mg 

alloy have been conducted at room temperature on 
a crosshead speed piloting machine (INSTRON). 
The test specimens with a notch of 1.1 mm width 
are obtained from a 1.1 mm thick sheet. The length 
used is 100 mm. The tests were conducted at 
constant imposed strain rate. The crosshead 
velocity, in mm/min, is determined by the
expression:

60.. 0LVT 

where  is the imposed strain rate (s-1), and L0

is the initial length of the specimen (mm). 

The experimental setup (figure 1) comprises, in 
addition to a conventional traction device, an 
optical image acquisition system. 

Fig 1: Experimental setup. 

Sequences captured by the CCD camera are 
stored on a computer hard drive for further 
processing by the 7D software developed in the 
SYMME laboratory [2]. Image correlation on 7D 
can visualize and quantify the heterogeneity of 
deformation.
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3. Results and analysis 
The jerky flow associated with the PLC effect, 

is reflected in typical oscillations of the stress-
strain curve ( = f()) (see figure 2). 

Fig 2: Stress-strain curve for a tensile test on Al-3, 
2 Mg at room temperature ( 1310.98.1  s ).

Each serration corresponds to a location of the 
plastic deformation of the material (PLC band). 
The test conditions used in this study correspond to 
the area of occurrence of the PLC bands of type B. 
The heterogeneity of the plastic deformation is 
characterized in this case by quasiperiodic stress 
drop ( ) on the tensile curve. As it can be seen 
on figure 2, the amplitude of the stress drop is 
significant.

For different lengths of samples, the curves have 
the same overall look. The oscillation frequency of 
the curve is different, however. 

Figure 3 shows a zoom on part of the stress-time 
curve for two samples. The curves were taken at 
the same strain rate (15%). 

Fig 3: Deformation curves on a 5-second interval 
in the vicinity of 15% of strain rate for two 

samples of different lengths ( 1310.98.1  s ).

DIC techniques allow quantitative determination of 
the geometric and kinematic parameters of PLC 
bands (width, orientation, local deformation, 
velocity ...) [3,4]. Figure 4 shows two maps of the 

kinematic field relating to the times of occurrence 
of PLC bands which become blocked by the notch. 

These maps clearly show that, step by step, the 
plastic deformation is localized not far from the 
notch of the specimen. 

                                                                     

Fig 4: Cartography of kinematic fields showing the 
amplitude of the localization of longitudinal 
deformation in different moments from the tensile 
test on an Al-3.2 Mg ( 1410.33.8  s ).

Furthermore, and in association with changes in 
stress drop ( ) on the deformation curve, the 
kinematic field shows a clear increase in the strain 
amplitude within the PLC band during the test. The 
increment of deformation associated with each 
instability evolves during the global deformation of 
the sample. 

The results of this work confirm that the PLC 
effect is an intrinsic property of the material and 
that the main features of the instability 
(appearance, mode of propagation and amplitude), 
for a given material, depend mainly on the strain 
rate imposed. The influence of the presence of a 
notch is also studied in this study (appearance, 
shape of the notch…).
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1. Introduction 

Increasing requirements for a fuel economy 

exhaust emissions and the output performance and 

also the complexity of the automotive engines 

necessitate the development of a new generation of 

the engine control functionality. Engine torque 

estimation function is an important function for an 

engine torque model, misfire diagnostics and 

dependability. The engine torque estimation 

function is based on monitoring of the cylinder 

individual fluctuations of the high resolution 

engine speed signal [1].  

The engine speed signal is based on the 

measurements of a passage time between two 

subsequent teeth on a crank wheel. The passage 

time decreases as the rotational speed increases 

thus the time interval errors increase. Moreover, 

low frequency oscillations from the power train 

and high frequency oscillations due to the 

crankshaft torsion, together with vibrations 

induced by the road, act as disturbances on the 

crankshaft. These disturbances influence directly 

the performance of the engine speed signal and 

consequently the torque monitoring function. 

Many misfire diagnostic functions utilize a low 

rate sampling of the engine crankshaft speed. 

Typically, the crankshaft speed is sampled once 

per cylinder firing event. The engine speed can be 

approximated by a trigonometric polynomial due 

to the periodic nature of both engine rotational 

dynamics and combustion forces as functions of a 

crank angle [2]. Misfire is the state of an engine 

where the combustion does not occur due to the 

errors in fueling or ignition. As a consequence, 

such misfires affect long term performance of the 

exhaust emission control system. The misfires 

cause changes in the crankshaft rate of rotation,  

 

because the misfired cylinder is not able to provide 

the torque. Engine misfire diagnostic functions are 

based on monitoring of the cylinder individual 

fluctuations of the high resolution engine speed 

signal or a passage time between subsequent teeth 

on a crank wheel. The high resolution engine speed 

signal is calculated as a ratio of the length of the 

angular segment on the crank wheel and the 

passage time for this segment. The passage time 

becomes less as the rotational speed raises, thereby 

time interval errors rise. Usually, measured signal 

in most cases are transformed to frequency signal. 

In this paper we analyzed measured signal directly, 

without any transformation.  

2. Problem Statement 

As a rule, a passage time between two teeth on 

a crank wheel is measured in production engines. 

The high resolution engine speed signal is then 

calculated as a ratio of the length of the angular 

segment on the crank wheel and the passage time 

for this segment. 

We prepare hardware for measurement signal 

value in voltage from engine crankshaft sensor on 

real engine. For this, we use universal 

measurement toll QUANTUM MX-840 and engine 

embedeed crank shaft speed sensor [3]. The 

sampling rate it’s very high in interest for high 

resolution of measurement. 

Suppose that there is a set of the Crank Angle 

synchronized data
l

y , l = 1,…, n (n < 15000) mea-

sured at the following points: x , 1 ,x = ∆ 2 2 ,x = ∆  

....
n

x n= ∆ ,  =0,000417 s. Misfire state it is 

controlled manually, for any cylinder (1
st
 to 4

th
).  
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Fig. 1. The applied measuring system for data acquisition 

 
normal state 1st cyl disabled 2nd cyl disabled  3rd cyl disabled 4th cyl disabled 

0 -0.34135 0 3.025295 0 -6.24184 0 -2.08619 0 -2.22722 

0.000417 3.674666 0.000417 1.620199 0.000417 -11.3549 0.000417 -3.41265 0.000417 -5.53553 

0.000833 0.289516 0.000833 -1.45069 0.000833 -2.03844 0.000833 -4.56775 0.000833 -3.39072 

0.00125 -1.05096 0.00125 4.253419 0.00125 1.352602 0.00125 -0.94344 0.00125 -3.59625 

0.001667 3.290856 0.001667 -0.63544 0.001667 10.69681 0.001667 -6.3695 0.001667 -4.99481 

0.002083 0.85035 0.002083 1.482191 0.002083 3.597733 0.002083 -0.25947 0.002083 -2.19339 

0.0025 -0.86523 0.0025 2.984 0.0025 2.470534 0.0025 -6.91866 0.0025 -6.96948 

0.002917 3.151368 0.002917 -1.86904 0.002917 -3.30137 0.002917 -0.93836 0.002917 -0.89454 

0.003333 1.211538 0.003333 3.738023 0.003333 3.078322 0.003333 -5.12115 0.003333 -7.48536 

0.00375 -1.40347 0.00375 0.649114 0.00375 -2.19125 0.00375 -3.04726 0.00375 -0.53651 

0.004167 3.067888 0.004167 0.193866 0.004167 0.889037 0.004167 -2.96356 0.004167 -6.83391 

Tab. 1. Measured data 

3. Verifying Data 

First off all, we evaluated signal distribution for 

different samples [4]. Normal working condition 

are shown in Fig. 2. 

 

Fig. 2. Analysis of different sample size (data)- 

function density for normal distribution 

 

4. Conclusions 

Automotive makers are not published detailed 

engine onboard system for fault diagnosis. 

Complex algorithms for evaluation engine proper 

or improper work are secret, for reason of 

expensive development, researching and 

competition. It is known that engine revolution 

analysis is excellent tool for this purpose. 

Capability for capture real data in working 

conditions, and analyzing them with existing  

software (for example Matlab) in combination with 

simulating failures  enabled possibility for 

education, scientific and other tasks. Measurement 

data (signal) can be analyzed, transformed, filtered, 

and combined with commercial software.  

One of the key techniques used in this paper is 

the statistical techniques. A periodic nature of the 

engine rotational dynamics and a cycle-to-cycle 

variability allows the presentation of the engine 

signals as statistical signals utilizing such statistical 

variables as mean values and standard deviations. 

These statistical methods are the most future 

prospective methods for a new generation of robust 

engine functionality. 
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1. Introduction 
The main goal was to conduct comparative 

testing of the underground truck operator’s 
compartment. The examination was made based on 
the computer simulation and experimental testing 
of the mining machine operator’s protective 
structure. Computer simulations were conducted 
with the use of a finite element method in the range 
of dynamics, taking into consideration material and 
geometrical nonlinearity [2]. The experimental 
testing was taken by a competent certification unit 
INOVA – Technical Innovation Centre Ltd., within 
Lower Silesian Machine Factory ZANAM-
LEGMET. 

2. Examination methodology 
The object of the studies was an operator’s 

protective structure of the mining machine 
CB4_20TB (Fig. 1.) 

 
Fig. 1. Protective structure of the mining machine 

operator 

Simulation included the strength test of the 
impact with the weight into protective structure 
according to norm PN-92/G-59001 (RSPS) „Self-
propelled mining machines. Rock slide protective 
structures for operator – Requirements and 
Tests.”[1]. Experiment was recorded with use of a 
specific camera for highly nonlinear transient 
dynamic phenomena (Fig. 2.).  

 
Fig. 2. Camera PHANTOM V12 

The picture was registered in a 800x600 dpi 
resolution, with the velocity of 11001 fps and with 
exposure time equal 91 μs.  

All places, where the displacement 
measurement was taken (Fig. 1.) have the same 
location in case of the real and numerical model of 
the protective structure . This made the comparison 
of the results possible. The obtained  picture was 
analysed to determine the values of the 
displacement and velocity from the specified test 
points. The picture analyses was performed using 

7A02 059
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the TEMA System.  This was the base for carrying 
out the comparative tests.  

The fundamental issue in this type of the 
studies is to determine the measuring error and 
precise its origin.  

In order to perform the displacement 
measurement with the help of the photogrammetry, 
there was a necessity to execute a picture scaling at 
first (defining the number of the pixels per length 
unit). To do this, distance between two chosen 
points was measured (the longer distance the more 
accurate scaling is obtained). Precision of the 
points orientation on the recorded picture is 
conditional upon the method of their designation 
and brightness of the particular pixels [3,4].  

The picture was registered in 255 shades of 
greyness. Minimal size of the point, where 
displacement measurement were taken, was 5 
pixels. This was the base for determining the 
accuracy of the measurement, that equals 
0.0007843 px. One pixel per 1.878 mm was 
obtained, so absolute error is equal 0.00147 mm.  

Length of the section used for scaling is equal 
0.9 m, what correspond to 478.74 pixels. 

Generally, accuracy of the measurement is 
determined by the measuring error of the model 
section, equal in this case ± 1.5 mm (distance 
measurement was taken with the aid of the spring 
rule). 

3. Results of the examination 
Maximal absolute dynamic deflection obtained 

in the simulation was equal: f = 40.94 mm for t=15 
ms. (Fig. 3.).  

 
Fig. 3. Chart of the deflection values for specified 

points of the construction dependent on the time of the 
[mm-ms] 

Figure 4 presents comparison of the deflection 
results received from numerical examination and 
the high-speed camera measurements, based on the 
picture analyses for the chosen point.    
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Fig. 4. Vertical displacement for the selected points of 
the protective structure (blue – computer simulation, 

pink – experiment) 

4. Conclusion 
 Performance of the displacement 

measurements during experimental testing 
with the aid of photogrammetry is very 
complicated and subjected to errors, 

 While proper light conditions are maintained 
and adequately short exposure time and acuity 
is established, the error of the measurement is 
dependent on the measuring error of the model 
section distance, 

 Proper choice of the shape and contrast of the 
test points is a substantial issue in this case.  
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1. Introduction 
Contactless suspension of rotor dynamic 

systems is provided by means of active magnetic 
bearings (AMBs). Such systems offer many 
advantages over conventional bearings, such as no 
need for oil supply systems, absence of mechanical 
wear, lower maintenance costs etc. However, rotor/ 
AMB systems are inherently unstable and require 
well tuned feedback control in order to ensure 
proper stabilization and required performance. 
Moreover, in a case of a flexible rotor, the 
dynamics of the rotor becomes significantly more 
complicated. One of the reasons is that, when the 
sensor and the actuator are non-collocated, there 
are always flexible modes with a zero vibrational 
displacement located between a sensor-actuator 
pair. If the frequencies of such modes lie within the 
bandwidth of the controller, then they represent a 
special problem on the stability of the system  
[1].  

Current state-of-the-art in the control of AMB 
systems shows that PID controllers with associated 
filters are still the most widely used control 
strategy in industrial applications. The PID 
controllers ensure robustness in many applications 
but they can be implemented only as decentralized 
controllers which are not capable of addressing the 
non-collocation problems directly [2]. Moreover, 
this approach usually does not take into account 
the special requirements of complex rotor/AMB 
systems and therefore cannot guarantee their 
stability. To improve the efficiency of the 
controller and stabilize the system, notch filters 
need to be implemented. 

A setup procedure for a flexible rotor/AMB 
system with non-collocation is presented in this 
paper. The system is controlled by four 
decentralized SISO controllers based on PID 

algorithm, each for one radial control axis (two per 
each AMB). Successful run up tests were carried 
out, which validated the efficiency of the presented 
procedure. 

2. The setup procedure 
Fig. 1 presents the mode shape of the first 

flexible mode of the rotor/AMB system. It is easily 
observed that this mode has a modal node lying 
between the sensor and the actuator axes. This 
implies that when the rotor vibrates with this mode 
shape at the corresponding natural frequency, the 
displacement measured by the sensor is out of 
phase with corresponding actuator.  

 
Fig. 1. Mode shape of the first flexible mode (related to 

the unstable rotor/AMB configuration) 

In order to set up the rotor/AMB system and to 
resolve the system instability when the rotor passes 
the first critical speed, either advanced controller 
strategies (H2, H∞, -synthesis) should be 
implemented or, if PID control is applied, the 
mechanical components of the system should be 
adequately configured. For that purpose FE 
calculations are carried out in order to choose the 
locations of the discs and sensor/actuator positions 
along the rotor axis. A detailed modeling 
procedure of the rotor/AMB systems is presented 
in [3]. In accordance with the numerically selected 
configuration, the test rig is configured and 
assembled as shown in Fig. 2.  
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Fig. 2. Experimental test rig (from left to right): disk 1, 
radial AMB A, disk 2, radial AMB B, flexible coupling 

and electromotor 

After placing the discs and AMBs at the proper 
locations along the rotor axis, the calibration of the 
inductive sensors of AMBs has to be carried out 
and the control system needs to be tuned. The 
controller parameters are determined based on an 
iterative approach. Moreover, the proper notch 
filter selection is of crucial importance for the 
stabilization of the higher order modes of the rotor, 
thus ensuring stable levitation. The frequencies of 
the notch filters, depending on the bearing, are set 
up to 10 Hz lower than the corresponding natural 
frequencies whose influence had to be eliminated. 
This means that the stabilization of the unstable 
modes is carried out by directly influencing the 
system phase, which is known as phase 
stabilization. Additionally, rotor balancing in two 
planes (for two discs) has been carried out.  

3. Measurement results 
The measured frequency responses from 

bearings AMB A and AMB B for the case of 
rotationless levitation are shown in Fig. 3 and Fig. 
4. The location of the pole of the first flexible 
mode (peak) is located after the corresponding zero 
(valley) implying that the system can pass the first 
critical speed. The rotor was ran up to the speed of 
6000 rpm during which the first critical speed 
(71,5 Hz) was passed.  

Fig. 5 shows the lateral displacements of the 
disk 2 in the y direction, which proves the 
efficiency of the presented procedure. 

 
Fig. 3. Frequency response from the bearing AMB A 

 
Fig. 4. Frequency response from the bearing AMB B 
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Fig. 5. Run up curve of lateral displacement in time 
domain (disc 2, y-direction) 

4. Remarks 
 In order to resolve the instability of the rotor/ 

AMB system with non-collocation, either 
advanced controllers should be implemented or 
the mechanical reconfiguration of the system 
should be adequately performed. 

 Applying the proposed procedure, the stable 
performance of the rotor/AMB system was 
verified by experimental run up test using the 
PID control. 
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1. Introduction 
Dynamics of the variable mass systems has 

been received a lot of attention for many years. 
Some authors, in order to describe dynamics of the 
variable mass systems, used the Newton’s second 
law in the form 

    
dt

tdm
dt
dtm vvF  , (1) 

where F denotes the sum of the external forces 
acting on the particle of mass m, which moves at 
the velocity v. Plastino and Muzzio in [1] noticed 
that Eq. (1) is used erroneously in the case of an 
isotropic mass loss. They proposed to use the 
following form  

    
dt

tdm
dt
dtm uFv

 , (2) 

where F is the sum of the external forces, v is the 
velocity of the center of mass, m is the mass of the 
body and u is the relative velocity of the loss mass 
with respect to the center of mass of the body. 

Nonetheless, in the literature publications 
where Eq. (1) is used for describing dynamics of a 
variable mass system still appear. The purpose of 
the paper is to propose the experiment, the results 
of which indicate that such approach to the 
mathematical description of variable mass system 
is wrong. The recommendable review article on the 
topic of variable mass systems was made by 
Irschik and Holl [2]. 

In the paper motion of the pendulum with 
variable mass was considered. The equation of 

motion was solved using fourth-order Runge-Kutta 
method. In addition, experimental and numerical 
results were compared. 

2. Methods 
In the paper we proposed to build the 

mathematical and physical model of the pendulum 
with variable mass consisting of the wire rope and 
the vessel with fluid. Two cases are studied: with 
and without reactive force. 

2.1 Mathematical model 

We proposed equation of motion for the 
pendulum with variable mass in the following form 

 rMM
dt

tdtI 2

2 )()( 
, (3) 

where I denotes the moment of inertia, M is the 
moment of forces of the system and Mr is the 
moment of reactive force caused by the flow of the 
fluid out of the vessel. The moment of inertia of 
the system involves three elements (the moment of 
inertia of the fluid If, the moment of inertia of the 
vessel Iv and the moment of inertia of the wire rope 
Il) and can be expressed by 

 lvf IIII  . (4) 

The moment of forces of the system is represented 
by 

       MlMvglgvgf MMMMMM  , (5) 

where Mgf , Mgv and Mgl denote the moments of the 
gravity – respectively of the fluid, the vessel and 
the wire rope; MMv and MMl are the moments of the 
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forces derived from Morisson equation – relevant 
for the vessel and the rope.  

The equation of the motion in form (3) was 
solved using the fourth-order Runge-Kutta method. 

The proposed model of pendulum and the 
fourth-order Runge-Kutta method was 
implemented in FORTRAN. 

2.2 Test rig 

In order to evaluate the presented mathematical 
model, test rig was designed and built (Fig. 1). The 
pendulum consists of steel rod which is wound 
around the ring. The oscillating mass is a vessel 
with the hole which the water flows through. The 
hole is located either on the side or the bottom of 
the vessel if cases with or without reactive are 
considered respectively. The ring rotates together 
with the mass and rope around the shaft. There is a 
ball bearing between the two elements in order to 
minimize the friction. The shaft is mounted firm on 
the frame.  

 
Fig. 1. Test rig. 

The angle of rotation is captured by the 
measurement system (Fig. 2) using rotary 
potentiometer. 

 
Fig. 2. Measurement system for measuring the 

dynamics of the variable mass system without reactive 
force. 

3. Results 
 The numerical results were compared with 

experimental results. 

3.1 Numerical results 

The example results of the numerical 
experiment involving reactive force are presented 
in Fig. 3.  

 

 
Fig. 3. Numerical results. 

3.2 Experimental results 

The example results  of experiment involving 
reactive force are presented in Fig. 4. 

 

 
Fig. 4. Experimental results. 

4. Remarks 
 The amplitude of vibrations of the pendulum 

with variable mass declines faster than the 
amplitude of vibrations with constant mass. 

 Numerical and experimental results present 
similar character of vibrations.  
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1. Introduction 

Increasing number and individualization of 

products force developers to develop products with 

predefined product behaviors. Product behavior is 

the result of product components properties and 

characteristics. Fig. 1 shows the V-model of gear 

drive unit design process obtained according to V-

model in DIN-2206. Presented model includes 

application of various methods for design process 

realization, design parameters definition and 

indicators of gear unit’s behavior indicators 

identification. All of these methods and procedures 

are based at experimental data. Without this data 

methodology can be useless. This contribution 

contains review of testing methods, procedures, 

features and characteristics which have to be tested 

and results involved in procedure in Fig.1.  

 

Fig. 1. V-model for gear units design 

Gear transmission units are really a complex 

structure with various indicators of their behavior, 

such as the level of reliability, vibration and noise 

level, etc. These are result of properties and 

characteristics of components and machine parts. 

The property-based design methodology [1] needs 

precise definition of characteristics of material and 

characteristics and properties of parts and 

assemblies and their interaction in order to provide 

indicators of product behavior. In Fig.2 this 

interaction is presented for gear transmission unit 

using similar presentation in [1]. 

2. Parts properties testing 

According to block diagram in Fig.2 the gear 

unit properties and gear unit behavior is 

predominantly the result of gear pairs and bearings 

properties and characteristics. Testing of these 

components can be specified as following. 

 

• Testing of gear teeth surface fatigue endurance. 

• Testing of gear teeth root fatigue endurance. 

• Testing of gear teeth failure probability in 

relation of type of stress. 

• Testing of load probability in exploitation (load 

spectrums). 

• Testing of gear teeth geometry and effects of 

transmission errors at dynamic disturbances and 

vibration and noise generation. 

• Testing of bearing load capacity and failure 

probability. 

The most common is separate testing of 

presented properties. Also interaction is also very 

interesting for experimental research and failure 

process propagation [2]. Testing methodology is 

also wide area. For gear fatigue testing is common 

to apply FZG power circulation system [3]. For 

testing of teeth geometry imperfection are 

developed various methods including optical ones 

[4]. For vibration and noise testing [5, 6] are 

applicable closed and opens systems of power 

circulation with specific systems for measurement 

and data processing. 
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Fig. 2. Gear unit behavior based on characteristics and 

properties 

3. Assembly properties testing 

Gear unit examination includes observation of 

key parameters which describe gear unit behavior, 

such are reliability, vibrations, noise and gear unit 

heating. Material and geometry characteristics and 

gear pair and bearings properties affect a lot at gear 

unit behavior indicators. 

Reliability of gear unit could be calculated 

based on components reliabilities. To obtain 

necessary data for calculations, it is usually 

performed testing by means of fatigue testing 

machines [7]. Also it is necessary to proof some of 

calculated results by reliability testing of complete 

gear unit. In combination with calculation this 

methodology is accelerated approach for gear unit 

identification. 

Vibrations of the gear unit contains analysis of 

disturbance processes in gear and bearing 

assemblies and modal analysis and testing of gear 

unit housing modal behavior. Measuring and 

analysis of vibrations and noise is also complex 

area of gear units behavior testing, analysis and 

synthesis of various effects [8]. 

There is variety of method to obtain the 

temperature conditions of the gear unit. Analysis of 

heat sources inside of gear units (gear teeth meshes 

and bearings) including heat emission in 

surrounding is very important theoretical and 

experimental task. Various methodologies for local 

temperature testing inside of unit, oil temperature 

measurement, etc is available. 

 

4. Conclusions 

This contribution contains review of various 

methodologies, especially methodologies applied 

and developed by authors, for gear units and gear 

units components testing. This methods, properties 

and behavior indicators as the testing results are 

incorporated in models for gear units’ development 

using actual trends in the area of product 

development. 
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1. Introduction 
Work presents results of an experimental 

designation of structural damping coefficient of 
one-dimensional, flexural vibrating mechanical 
system. Obtained results are juxtaposed with 
results of analytical methods of the considered 
system’s analysis presented for example in [1-3]. 
In order to verify calculated characteristics of 
mechanical subsystems and mechatronic system 
with piezoelectric transducers used as passive 
vibration dampers or actuators it was necessary to 
carry out the experiment tests [1-4]. Only the part 
concerned with verification of assumed value of 
structural damping coefficient of the mechanical 
subsystem is presented in this paper. A laboratory 
stand was designed and build to carry out the test. 
The mechanical subsystem of mechatronic systems 
(a cantilever beam made of steel) was tested. 
Obtained results were juxtaposed. 

2. Experimental and theoretical analysis of 
the system 

The considered system is a cantilever bending 
beam that is excited by the externally applied 
harmonic force that operates on the free end of the 
beam, perpendicularly to the beam’s axis. Strain of 
the beam’s surface is measured using strain-gauges 
and the beam’s deflection is calculated. The 
experimental test is realized on the designed and 
build laboratory stand with possibility to generate 
an electromechanical excitation of the beam with 
required frequency. Elements of the laboratory 
stand are presented in Fig. 1. It consists of: 

- generator of signals with required 
frequency, 

- laboratory power supply, 
- electromagnetic inductors, 

- structure with the possibility of mounting 
the tested piece, 

- measuring amplifier MGCplus for strain 
gauge testing. 

Fig. 1. The laboratory stand. 

The excitation frequency is set to the value of 
calculated natural frequencies of the analysed 
mechanical system. Externally applied force is 
generated by a pair of electromagnetic inductors – 
see Fig. 2. 

Fig. 2. A pair of electromagnetic inductors used for 
excitation of the analysed system. 
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The experimental works are realized parallel to 
the process of mathematical analysis of the flexural 
vibrating mechanical system using an approximate 
method. A dynamic flexibility of the considered 
cantilever beam was calculated using the Galerkin 
method. In this method a solution of the 
differential equation of motion is assumed as [1-3]: 

( ) ( ) ( )∑
∞

=

=
1

cossin,
n

n txktxy ω , (1) 

where: 

( ) ,
2

12
l

nkn
π−=   ...3,2,1=n  (2) 

in agreement with boundary conditions of the 
considered beam. 

 A structural damping of vibration is being 
taking into consideration in mathematical model of 
the system using a Kelvin-Voigt model of the 
beam’s material. It was introduced using a 
substitute Young’s modulus of the beam Eb

*

described by the equation [5]: 

,1 







∂
∂+=∗

t
EE bbb η  (3) 

where ηb denotes structural damping coefficient of 
the beam. It was assumed as: 

[ ]sb
5108 −⋅=η . (4) 

Results obtained using the approximate Galerkin 
method are presented in Fig. 3. It is dynamic 
flexibility of the analysed beam presented on chart 
in a half logarithmic scale for the first three natural 
frequencies of the system. 

Fig. 3. Obtained dynamic flexibility of mechanical 
subsystem – analytical method 

Introduction of the substitute Young’s modulus 
causes that the assigned dynamic flexibility have 
limited values in resonance zones of the considered 
system. In the first step the value of the structural 
damping of the beam was assumed (based on 
literature review) in order to generate obtained 

characteristic of the system. In the next step, value 
of the structural damping coefficient was 
calculated on the basis of the experimental test. 
The true value of the coefficient was calculated 
taking into account values of the harmonic force 
applied to the system and its deflection. Obtained 
value was consistent with the value assumed in 
earlier calculations. 

3. Conclusion 
Knowing of the structural damping coefficient 

value is necessary to verify results of mechatronic 
systems analysis that was presented in the other 
author’s works and to make the analysis more 
precise [1-3]. In those works systems with 
piezoelectric transducers used as passive vibration 
dampers were analysed and their dynamic 
flexibility was calculated. Obtained results were 
juxtaposed with the dynamic flexibility of the 
mechanical subsystem in order to verify efficiency 
of the piezoelectric shunt damping of vibrations.     
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1. Introduction 

A lot of projects like serially built wind turbines 
or telecommunication towers are in a design or 
building phase. At the same time wind properties 
and intensity data at various locations of 
development projects are more and more available 
due to pre-building prospecting coverage. Still, 
even with data at hand main difficulty is how to 
obtain reliable structure load estimation. Procedure 
in [1] which establishes wind-to-load relationship 
uses a great number of heuristic parameters. 
Among those, the most important and basic 
parameter for the determination of wind actions on 
a structure is characteristic 10-minute mean wind 
velocity, irrespective of wind direction or season at 
10 m above ground level on a terrain category II. 

In the Fig. 1a there is a Bura wind speed 
distribution of an epoch. Record consists of one 
second samples for the duration of 6h 27min with 
maximum speed of vmax = 23.4 m/s. Wind was 
measured simultaneously on top of a 40 meter free 
standing telecomunication lattice tower and 
resulting bending moment in a foot of it, Fig. 1b. 
Similarity of the two patterns is high, leading to the 
question: How to establish a model of maximum 
bending moment amplitudes founded on maximum 
10-minute wind speed. Method in [1], is to take 
average 10 minute windspeed and turbulence 
intensity, and then using tables or other 
suggestions from [1], calculate probable effects. 
The problem is that range of values in tables is 
very wide, and suggestions subject to designers 
personal opinion. Even then, [1] points to rarely 
available national annexes, or reccomends 
measurements. 

 
Fig. 1. Wind speed and bending moment spread of a 

Bura epoch. 

2. Description of exprimental work 

Experimental work which is source of real field 
data used here is a result of a project involving 
instrumentation and long term monitoring (1yr.+) 
of a telecommunication tower as described in 
details in [2]. From a collection of data, one 2.5 
days epoch of Bura was chosen, segmented in 
series of 10-minute intervals, binned according to 
the maximum speed and then processed to get 
example spectra in Fig. 2. In Fig 2a there are 64 
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10-minute load spectra with maximum speed of 
14-16 m/s and in Figure 2b 33 10-minute spectra 
with maximum speed of 18-20 m/s. 

Figures clearly show considerable spread, 
graphed with pdf curves. Main task is establishing 
a direct link between maximum moment and 
maximum wind speed. 

 
Fig. 2. Spectra of 10-min segments binned according to 

maximum wind speed. 

3. Estimation of maximum bending 
moment amplitude 

Analysis of M*
a according to the Gumbel 

distribution, 

( ) 1 a a
a exp expM Mf M λ λ

δ δ δ

∗ ∗
∗ ⎡ ⎤⎛ ⎞− − ⎟⎜⎢ ⎥= − ⎟⎜ ⎟⎜⎢ ⎥⎝ ⎠⎣ ⎦

, (1) 

is shown by Gumbel probability plots, Fig. 3. 
Every bin yields a pair of distribution parameters λ 
and δ. Further parameters p and q according to Eq. 
(2), introduce covariate vmax into the model Eq. (1). 

 2pvmaxλ = , 2qvmaxδ = , (2) 

In this example, parameters p and q are 
calculated by regression analysis (p=0.327, q= 
0.0384) after which Eq. (1) changes form to 
f (M*

a | vmax). 

Resulting model as depicted in Fig. 4, show 
very good agreement between regression and 
empirical data. 

 
Fig. 3. Gumbel probability plots of M*

a binned by vmax. 
 

 
Fig. 4. Estimated and mesured bending moments vs 

max wind speed. 

4. Conclusion 

Here presented model matches closely with 
measured data. Therefore it is possible to estimate 
the bending moment to which the tower is 
subjected. Since model also follows stochastic 
nature of the process, extrapolation of standard 10-
minute amplitudes to longer intervals up to the 
whole epoch duration of several hours is possible. 
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1. Introduction 
Modal parameters are dynamical characteristic 

of mechanical system. They are: undamped natural 
frequencies, relative damping coefficients and 
mode shapes [1]. The modal parameters can be 
used for the assessment of structure condition [2]. 
In order to measure modal parameters, structure is 
exited: by an impact hammer, by a shaker, by 
ambient excitation [3], etc. In this paper we test 
sensitivity of modal damping to two different 
excitation methods: with a hammer and an 
electromagnetic shaker involving certain excitation 
strategy. Modal parameters from the IRFs are 
extracted using the continuous Wavelet Transform 
(WT) with Gabor Wavelet Function. 

2. IRF measurement procedure 
The test structure has two emphasized masses 

where accelerometers are applied.  

For the measurement following equipment is 
used: 24bit – NI PXI-4472B data acquisition card, 
LabView measurement software. The H2 method 
was used in order to calculate IRFs. MMF type 
KS95B100 accelerometers are used. 

2.1 Excitation procedure and equipment 

The B&K impact hammer type 8206-001 with a 
rubber tip was used. Five measurements were 
acquired by exciting the second mass with 
sampling frequency fs=1 kHz measuring collecting 
8192 samples. WT of the second mass IRF is 
shown in Fig. . 

Second set of measurements were acquired 
using the electromagnetic shaker TIRA S50009. 
Shaker was freely hanged and attached to the 
second mass through piezoelectric force sensor 
MMF type KF24 via thin stinger. System is excited 
with sine sweep in the frequency range 10-64Hz 

with duration of 8 s. Ten measurements were 
acquired with a sampling frequency of fs=1024 Hz 
measuring 8192 samples. WT of the second mass 
IRF is shown in figure Fig. . 

 

 
Fig. 1 WT of the second mass IRF, 5 averages 

Signals were acquired with a sampling  

 
Fig. 2 WT of the second mass IRF, 10 averages 

In order to have a better frequency resolution a 
longer duration of each measurement is required. 
So third set of measurements were acquired with 
32768 samples leaving frequency range 
unchanged, but duration is set on 32 s. WT of the 
second mass IRF is shown in figure Fig.  
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Fig. 3 WT of m2 IRF, 10 averages, enhanced resolution 

3. Identification results 
Using the two different types of methods 

natural frequencies and relative damping 
coefficients are extracted from the calculated IRFs. 
Results are shown in tables 1-3. 

 

 AV f1 
[Hz] 

1 
[10-3] 

f2 
[Hz] 

2 
[10-3] 

C
ro

ss
 

Se
ct

io
n 

1 19.69 2.00 21.12 1.96 
2 19.68 2.14 21.12 2.00 
3 19.68 2.11 21.11 2.00 
4 19.68 2.11 21.11 2.04 
5 19.67 2.16 21.11 2.10 

Ph
as

e 

1 19.68 1.38 21.12 1.31 
2 19.68 1.74 21.11 1.75 
3 19.68 1.79 21.11 1.86 
4 19.67 1.82 21.11 1.91 
5 19.67 1.82 21.11 1.94 

Tab. 1 Identification results using an impact hammer as 
a source of the excitation. fs=1000 Hz, N=8192 S 

Modal parameters are extracted from the IRFs 
calculated with increasing number of averaged 
measurements.  

 AV f1 
[Hz] 

1 
[10-3] 

f2 
[Hz] 

2 
[10-3] 

C
ro

ss
 S

ec
tio

n 1 19.66 1.53 21.1 2.68 
2 19.66 1.55 21.1 2.66 
4 19.66 1.54 21.1 2.67 
6 19.66 1.52 21.1 2.67 
8 19.66 1.49 21.1 2.63 

10 19.66 1.48 21.1 2.65 

Ph
as

e 

1 19.66 1.60 21.1 2.42 
2 19.66 1.60 21.1 2.56 
4 19.66 1.62 21.09 2.47 
6 19.66 1.60 21.1 2.60 
8 19.66 1.58 21.1 2.78 

10 19.661 1.59 21.1 2.62 

Tab. 2 Identification results using an electromagnetic 
shaker as a source of excitation. fs=1024 Hz, N=8192 S 

Results show that with the increased number of 
averaged measurements relative damping 
coefficient is changing slightly. Natural 
frequencies are not affected. 

 AV f1 
[Hz] 

1 
[10-3] 

f2 
[Hz] 

2 
[10-3] 

C
ro

ss
 S

ec
tio

n 1 19.76 1.07 21.09 2.24 
2 19.71 0.874 21.09 2.23 
4 19.71 0.874 21.09 2.30 
6 19.71 0.838 21.09 2.25 
8 19.71 0.811 21.08 2.35 

10 19.71 0.821 21.09 2.30 

Ph
as

e 

1 19.76 0.959 21.1 2.04 
2 19.71 0.862 21.09 2.09 
4 19.71 0.854 21.09 2.12 
6 19.71 0.829 21.09 2.13 
8 19.71 0.819 21.09 2.03 

10 19.7 0.821 21.09 2.06 

Tab. 3 Identification results using an EM shaker with 
enhanced number of samples. fs=1024 Hz, N=32768 S 

With different excitation method a change in 
identified relative damping coefficient can be 
noticed. 

4. Conclusion 
Two excitation methods were used and three 

sets of measurements were acquired. IRFs were 
averaged increasing the number of measurements 
involved. The identification showed a discrepancy 
in the identified relative damping coefficients. This 
observed sensitivity should be reduced with the 
recommended procedures.  
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1. Introduction 
Manufacturing industry is facing a hard task, 

namely to increase accuracy and productivity 
simultaneously. Multi-cutter turning systems 
represent an excellent solution for the given 
problem, since they offer high material removal 
rates and ensure high feasible accuracy at the same 
time. 

2. Theoretical background 
Dynamics of turning operations, where more 

than one tool is cutting the same surface, can with 
reason be considered peculiar. If one takes into 
account the existing different coupling effects 
between the tools, the governing equation of 
motion will be intricate. In case the tools are 
cutting the same surface, a special form of 
coupling occurs, namely coupling via the 
regenerative effect. Investigation of this effect for 
one tool has a long history [1, 2]. Since the 
instantaneous value of the chip thickness is not 
only influenced by the instantaneous, but also by 
the previous tool displacement, the cutters are 
coupled through a delayed states. Beforehand, the 
corresponding theoretical model has been derived 
by the authors. Another way of coupling may also 
exist via the dynamics of the machine tool, since 
the two cutters are clamped in the same tool holder 
or at least in the same turret. This latter type of 
coupling  is usually neglected [3]. 

2.1 Idealized multi-cutter turning system 

Considering an idealized case, which is based 
on the fact, that the fixture is assumed to be much 

stiffer than the tools, the multi cutter turning 
system including n number of tools can be 
modeled by a minimum of n degree-of-freedom 
system. The corresponding equation of motion is 
assumed in the following form [4]: 

��� � ��� � Kx � ��,    (1) 

where the vector x = [x1 x2 ... xi ... xn]
T contains the 

coordinates each of them representing the motion 
of a cutter in feed direction, M is the mass matrix, 
C is the damping matrix, K is the stiffness matrix. 
M, C and K are diagonal, containing mass, 
stiffness and damping of the tools respectively and 
Ff is the feed cutting force. 

2.2 Extended mathematical model for the 
multi-cutter turning system 

Measurements have shown, that even when the 
tools are fixed into different tool holders with 
symmetric fixture, but in the same turret, the 
vibrations from one tool are transferred to the other 
tools via tool coupling. Thus the effect of the 
second type coupling through the physical contact 
of the fixture cannot be neglected. To improve the 
idealized mechanical  model it can be extended by 
one additional degree of freedom representing the 
stiff fixture. The equation of motion is assumed in 
the same form as in the idealized case (see Eq. 1), 
but the matrices M, C and K have an extended size 
and structure. As a simple example, the system 
matrices for a multi-cutter turning system 
including two cutters can be written in the 
following forms: 
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� �
�� 0 0
0 �� 0
0 0 ��

,  (2) 

� �
�� 0 ���0 �� ������ ��� ��+c�+C�

, (3) 

� �
�� 0 ���
0 �� ���
��� ��� ��+k�+K�

, (4) 

where c1, c2 are the damping coefficients, k1, k2 are 
the stiffness values and m1, m2 represent the modal 
mass of the two tools respectively. M3, C3 and K3
represent the dynamical properties of the fixture, in 
which the tools are clamped in (see Figure 1). 

Fig. 1. Improved mechanical model of multi-cutter 
turning system

3. Methods 
Numerical simulation and experimental 

investigation have been carried out to examine the 
different coupling effects. Furthermore, the simple 
mechanical model considering only tool coupling 
via the regenerative effect has been improved by 
taking into consideration the effect of the fixture 
represented by an additional degree-of-freedom. 

4. Results
It is shown that the symmetric idealized system 

has qualitatively different mode shapes than the 
extended one. This system behaves differently 
compared to the idealized case - computed mode 
shapes are also completely different than the 

measured ones - due to the appearance of a beating 
phenomenon. 

5. Remarks 
One might think that the theoretically 

computed mode shapes are completely 
different than the measured ones. 

The influence of this model modification 
on the stability properties of the cutting 
process is to be analyzed. 
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1. Introduction 
Aeolian vibrations of overhead transmission 

line conductors are usually noticed at frequencies 
5-100 Hz. These vibrations can cause the damage 
and breaking of the conductor due to material 
fatigue, and can significantly shorten its lifetime. 

Very large differences among the numerical 
results obtained by different computational 
programs are frequently observed [1]. Two main 
reasons were identified for the large differences 
among the results. First, the aforementioned 
programs are based on several different models, 
i.e. different assumptions that are built into the 
models. Second, these programs use data from 
different sources that can differ significantly (wind 
power, data on the damper's mechanical 
impedance, mechanical characteristics of the 
conductor) [2]. 

 Overhead transmission line Aeolian vibrations 
are in practice commonly estimated by using the 
Energy balance method (EBM) [1, 3] and the 
Modified energy balance method with using 
eigenfunctions (MEBM) [4]. In order to examine 
the accuracy of the developed computational 
programs, based on EBM and MEBM, as well as 
correctness of the estimation of the data used, 
results generated using the developed computer 
programs and data from field measurements using 
device VIBRECTM 400 are compared in this paper.  

2. Numerical methods 
An overhead transmission line conductor is 

modeled here as an ideal taut string. All resonant 
frequencies of the string vibration model (without 
mounted dampers) are integer multiples of the 
resonant frequency corresponding to the first mode 
shape, which is of the order of magnitude of 0.1 
Hz. 

2.1 Energy balance method (EBM) 

By using EBM relatively dense discrete 
spectrum of a conductor with Stockbridge-type 
vibration damper is approximated by the 
continuous spectrum of a semi-definite conductor. 
In that way the conductor vibration amplitude A 
can be simply determined using the non-linear 
algebraic equation for any given frequency without 
determining the natural frequencies and mode 
shapes 

      W D CP A P A P A  .   (1) 

 WP A  is the power of aerodynamic forces brought 
into the system,  DP A  is the power dissipated by 
the vibration damper, while  CP A  is the power 
dissipated by the conductor due to conductor self-
damping.  

2.2 Modified energy balance method with using 
eigenfunctions (MEBM) 

From the boundary conditions at both ends of 
the each subspan, and from the force equilibrium at 
the clamps of the line fittings, one obtains a set of 
equations that leads to the eigenvalue problem. The 
spectrum of this eigenvalue problem is very dense 
and its numerical solution presents considerable 
numerical problem. After the complex eigenmodes 
are determined, one can formulate the energy 
balance by equating the wind power input over the 
whole span to the power disipated in all 
Stockbridge dampers and the power disipated in 
the cable due to cable’s self-damping 

     
1 1

max max max
1 1 1

N N N

Wi Di Ci
i i i

P A P A P A
 

  

    .  (2) 

maxA is here the variable to be determined by 
scaling the vibration amplitudes. 
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3. Field measurements 
Field measurements of Aeolian vibrations are 

performed by vibration recorder VIBRECTM 400. 
Within the device, there is a microprocessor that 
records amplitudes, frequencies, wind velocity and 
surrounding temperature. A characteristic position 
of the VIBRECTM 400 is shown in Figure 1. The 
so-called Poffenberger-Swart formula [5] 

  b pf bK Y  ,          (3) 

relates the stress in outer cable layer at the last 
point of contact between conductor and clamp ( b ) 
and the measured shift of the cable bY  (the so-
called bending amplitude) at a certain distance c  
from the clamp edge. pfK  is the conversion factor 
that depends only on the characteristics of the 
conductor, conductor tension and the distance of 
the displacement transducer to the supporting 
clamp edge. 

 

Fig. 1. Vibration recorder VIBRECTM 400. 

Given the memory capacity limitations of the 
measurement device, the device doesn't record the 
amplitude and frequency of each observed 
vibration. Given the amplitude and frequency of 
each vibration, the observed data is classified into 
the appropriate class of the frequency-amplitude 
matrix. Each class encompasses an interval of 
frequencies and amplitudes. 

4. Results 
Results generated using the developed 

computer programs and data from field 
measurements are compared in Fig 2 (OPGW 18,1 
mm, span length 425 m, 12 % UTS,  Stockbridge 
damper position at 0.55 m from each suspension 
clamp). Classes of the frequency-amplitude matrix 
are shown in Fig. 2 with rectangles. Number inside 
the rectangle indicates the number of registered 
vibration cycles within the appropriate class of the 
frequency-amplitude matrix. Measurements of the 
span vibrations were conducted for 29 days. The 
measuring device was activated every 15 minutes 
and gathered data for 10 s. The total device 
working time was 7.63 hours. 

 

 
                      MEBM,  EBM,   Field measurements 

Fig. 2. Comparison of numerical results (EBM, 
MEBM) and data from field measurements. 

5. Remarks 
 A very high correlation between the measured 

field data and the data generated with the 
developed computer programs (EBM and 
MEBM) has been obtained. 

 At several frequencies the measured vibration 
amplitudes are larger than those generated by 
developed computer programs. It should be 
noted that vibrations with these large 
amplitudes are very rare. 
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1. Introduction 
Truck that drives on unpaved roads is exposed 

to a number of loads, that must be carried by the 
main frame. Typically, these loads are dependent 
on the size of the traffic load and the type of 
surface on which the vehicle is moving [2,4]. 
However, the level of effort of the load carrying 
frame of the vehicle in addition to the above 
factors is also influenced by the way of the 
connection between the various elements of the 
frame and geometric dimensions. In trucks, the 
loading that comes from cargo is transferred to the 
main frame through the intermediate frame, which 
reduces the torsional compliance of the main frame 
[3]. These frames are often used as supporting 
frames and they increase the external load transfer 
capacity by stiffening the main frame. The 
experimental study of the truck was carried out in a 
static range by torsion the frame during the 
operation on sandy roads with big bumps in the 
ground. The study was conducted on a vehicle with 
6x6 axle configuration designed for transporting 
the containers. 

2. Measurement points 
Based on the preliminary numerical 

calculations with use of finite element method [1], 
there were selected three points on the main frame 
of the vehicle and four points on the intermediate 
frame in which the strain gauges were glued  
(Fig. 1).  

 
Fig. 1. Points of strain gauges location of main and 

intermediate frame. 

To measure the strain of the frame the foil 
strain gauges were used with resistance of 
350,50,25%, constant ksg=2,15 0,5% and type: 
TFpxy-5/350 and TFx-6/350.  

Figure 2 shows an example of measurement 
point (T7) located in the middle cross-bar in main 
frame, that is characterized by the constant cross-
section on the length and by the occurrence in the 
cross-bar of mainly torsion. 

 
Fig. 2. Point T7 
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3. Measurements 
Measurements were carried out in two stages. 

Initially, on the testing stand, the angle of rotation 
of the main frame, without intermediate frame by 
raising the opposite wheels was measured. In this 
way, the maximum angle of torsion of the main 
frame was determined. Then the vehicle with 
mounted both frames was twisted. This method of 
measurements allowed to determine the impact of 
stiffness of the intermediate frame on the torsional 
flexibility of the entire frame. Figure 3 shows the 
change of torsional stresses for the selected series 
of measurements in three measurement points 
installed on the main frame of the vehicle,  while 
figure 4 shows the change of torsional stresses in 
the point T7 during measurements of torsion with 
installed intermediate frame. 

 
Fig. 3. The change of stresses in points T1, T2, T7 
during torsion of the main frame 

 
Fig. 4. The change of stresses in point T7 during 

torsion of the main frame together with intermediate 
frame 

The vehicle load carrying frame due to lifting 
of the opposite wheels has been twisted by an 
angle of approximately 21°. However, after 
installing the intermediate frame the torsional 
flexibility of entire frame has been reduced, which 
affects the increase of its torsional rigidity. Then 
the torsional angle was reduced to the value of 
about 13°. The second stage of the measurements 
were the measurements of loading in the vehicle 
frame fully loaded during driving on uneven 
ground. The vehicle was moving at an average 
speed of about 20km/h. Figure 5 shows an example 
of changes of torsional stresses in point T7.  

 
Fig. 5. The change of torsional stresses in point T7 

during driving 

While driving, the vehicle underwent torsion 
much less than those caused by the tests on the 
testing stand. The reason is that during testing in 
real conditions the vehicle was fully loaded by 
cargo, in the case by the rigid 20 foot container, 
that on the length of about 6000 mm has stiffen the 
main frame without allowing to its free torsion. 

4. Conclusions 
During the experimental measurements carried 

out on the test stand and during the operation of the 
vehicle the waveforms of stresses changes in the 
characteristic points of the frame were received. 
The maximum values of stresses ranged for the 
points T1 and T2 from 25 to 30MPa, for points T3-
T4 from 50 to 90MPa, and at the point T7 the 
maximal values were about the half of the size of 
values measured at test stand and were about 
50MPa. The mounted intermediate frame has 
caused that the angle of torsion of the main frame 
was reduced by 30%. However, in this type of 
vehicle that transports only a rigid container, such 
big torsional flexibility of the load carrying frame 
will never be used. Fellowship co-financed by 
European Union within European Social Fund. 
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1. Introduction  

     Wind turbines (WT) are multidisciplinary 

technical systems which convert wind energy into 

mechanical and then into electricity for ever 

growing need of power production. Common WT 

consists of rotor, gearbox, generator, nacelle and 

tower. Since output power production depends of 

wind speed which cannot be controlled, obtained 

electric power must be transformed into 50 Hz 

alternating current in order to be synchronized with 

electric net. These transformations significantly 

reduce WT system efficiency, comparing to direct 

synchronized electric generators at the electric net. 

For direct synchronization it is necessary to 

achieve a constant generator speed whether there is 

a sufficient wind power and speed or not. In the 

common WT design, gearbox transforms speed of 

rotation with the constant transmission ratio. The 

generator speed of rotation varies in relation of the 

rotor speed of rotation. To maintain generator 

speed at the constant level, it is necessary to 

provide gear transmission train with variable 

transmission ratio.  

 

Fig.1. Wind turbine with controlled speed and with 

continual variation of gear train transmission ratio 

Figure 1 shows possible kind of this design 

solution. Gear train transmission contains gearbox 

with constant transmission ratio and additional 

planetary gear set which can provide continual 

variation of transmission ratio. Ring of planetary 

gear set is toothed at both sides, inside and outside. 

An additional motor-generator with electronically 

controlled speed varies ring speed of rotation. If 

the wind is slow, motor-generator increases speed 

and vice versa keeping the constant speed of 

electric generator. Speed control of motor-

generator is provided by controller. 

2. Testing of mechanical components 

The drive train consists of specific planetary 

gearbox with total transmission ratio i=25, and of 

one planetary gear set for variation of overall 

transmission ratio and keeping the constant speed 

of generator at 1500 rpm. The operating speed of 

rotor is 12 ÷ 16 rpm and generator output power is 

1.5 MW. The main gearbox (Fig.1, i=25) is a 

specific conceptual design, without a sun gears. 

One inside toothed ring is input (drive) gear and 

another one is fixed, without rotation (Fig.2). The 

result is in reduced dimensions and increased 

systems reliability [1]. The average operating life 

of WT is about 20 years and for a gearbox it is 5 

years.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig.2. Conceptual design of gearbox 

      To provide functional requirements for 

components of complete gear train transmission, it 

z1 z2 
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is necessary to carry out the next testing’s of the 

system components [2]. 

• Testing of load capacity of complete gear train 

transmission. By use of specific design of 

testing rig with power circulation principle, it is 

necessary to identify the load capacity of gears 

for constant load (torque). It is possible to 

expect teeth flank failures at sun gear and at the 

central gear connected to generator. The ring 

toothed at both sides, during the test can be 

damaged by cracks in the teeth roots and in the 

ring body. For this purpose it is necessary to 

design and produce a specific testing rig for 

performance of this testing. 

• Testing of bearings in gear train transmission. 

The bearings present potentially problematic 

components which can be damaged during 

operation. The tests can be carried out in the 

same time, during the gear testing at the testing 

rig.  

• Dynamic testing of the gear train transmission 

vibration. In the course of load capacity test, 

vibrations at the chosen points will be measured 

and analyzed. Vibration can be caused by gear 

meshing and by natural vibrations disturbing of 

elastic and gear components with reduced 

masses. 

• Modal analyses and modal testing of the whole 

gear train transmission and of complete system. 

Results obtained in this way have to be 

compared with results identified by 

measurement at the testing rig in order to 

harmonize design parameters and reduce 

vibrations.  

• Measurement of vibrations in operating 

conditions using monitoring system. 

Monitoring process except vibrations has to 

contain monitoring of heating (oil temperature) 

and oil contamination by metal particles. 

• Testing of load spectrum taking in 

consideration wind conditions in the course of 

the year dependence of the season. The load 

spectrum will be used for calculation and 

prediction of gear train transmission reliability.  

3. Testing of electronic components 

Due to the complexity of the system as a whole, 

testing of electronic components together with 

control software must be divided into parts as 

follows: testing of components, testing of 

subsystems and hardware-in-the-loop testing. 

Testing methodology will be subsequently defined 

but initially we'll focus our work on design of 

testing bed for each item needs to be tested.  

• A lot of different types of sensors (such as 

strain gages, force, torque, pressure, 

temperature, speed, flow, heat-flux, level, oil 

contamination) will be incorporated into test 

beds which will be probably very complicated 

from mechanical point of view. Because of that 

- identification of static and dynamic 

characteristic of the testing system itself will be 

defined firstly. For that purposes, modular data 

acquisition system will be used together with 

activation units.  

• We anticipate that control subsystem could 

consist of an onboard computer (OBC) with 

several DSP modules. One or two modules will 

be used for measurements other realizes control 

algorithm. Parameters of controller will be 

adjusted by many series of tests. OBC testing 

will be performed by additional hardware. 

• Once, when testing of components and testing 

of subsystems will be finished, hardware-in-the-

loop testing will be performed. Gear transmition 

train coupled with motor-generator and 

generator, together with control system, will be 

simultaneously activated by simulation of real 

load [3]. This test will prove proper work of the 

electrical as well as mechanical components of 

the whole system and control software too. 

4. Conclusion 

The testing methodology for the new type of wind 

turbine with controlled speed based on continual 

variation of gear train transmission ratio is 

suggested. Testing of mechanical components is 

oriented to identify potential failures and service 

life. Tastings’ of electronic and other components 

in control loop are directed to provide reliable 

operation of control system.  
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1. Introduction 
Cracking of elements working in the power 

industry is one of its main problems. One of the 
reasons may be occurring vibrations of these 
structures. Vibration measurement and verification 
based on numerical calculation methods allows 
sometimes to prevent effectively such phenomena 
at the stage of the design process [4]. The study is 
dedicated to the discussion of issues of power 
vibration analysis, based on selected devices of 
fluidized bed power boiler in power plant, such as 
convection chamber, primary and secondary air 
channels. 

2. Experimental testing 
The aim of the study was to determine the 

structure frequency and amplitude of vibration, 
which occur during their operation. Determination 
of these values enables subsequent assessment of 
the facility in terms of the possibility of resonance 
phenomena. Due to the reliability of the results of 
measurements an important issue is the selection of 
appropriate measurement points. One of the 
selection criteria is primarily the availability of the 
test object and the need to verify a specific area of 
the structure. 

 
Fig.1 Distribution of acceleration sensors on the 

primary and secondary air channels 

In figure 1, the measurement points at the 
channels of primary and secondary air and selected 
for testing are shown. 

Another issue to be decided in the planning of 
measurement is the measuring equipment. To 
measure the voltage signals, depending on the 
value of the accelerations of elements of hermetic 
walls of  convective chamber, the acceleration ICP 
sensors and capacitive sensors are used. In order to 
record the generated signal during the 
measurements, the sensors are connected to a 
multi-channel recorder equipped with a card to 
record measurements (Fig. 2). 

 

 
Fig.2 Measuring equipment used in the measurements - 

multi-channel recorder 

Obtained voltage signals were subjected to 
Fourier analysis. The result of such activity are the 
amplitudes spectra of acceleration. Figure 3 
presents the examples of the result of Fourier 
analysis carried out for the selected measurement 
point at the convection chamber [1]. 
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Fig.3. Amplitude spectrum of acceleration at the 

measurement point 04 - measurement 18 

3. Numerical analysis 
A key stage of research concerning the 

assessment of the durability of power equipment is 
the modal analysis with use of the Finite Element 
Method [2]. Consequently, the discrete models of 
convection chamber and the channels of the 
primary and secondary air were built (fig. 4).  

 
Fig.4. Discrete models of the channels of the primary 

and secondary air 

To determine the free frequencies and their 
characters with use of the FEM the Lanczos 
algorithm was used [3]. It is used due to the fact 
that the results obtained are the most correspond to 
reality. Figure 5 shows the contours of normal 
modes of vibration for the selected vibration 
frequencies of primary and secondary air channels. 

 
Fig.5. The modes of vibration for: a) primary air 
channel, free vibration frequency of f=4,15 Hz:  

b) secondary air channel, free vibration frequency of 
f=6,25 Hz 

4. Conclusions 
Comparing the vibration test of facilities of 

power plants to power block elements discussed 
above, it can be concluded that the combination of 
the actual object vibration measurements and 
numerical methods, FEM, is sometimes an 
effective way to determine the causes of cracks of 
their surfaces. This pattern was confirmed in the 
convection chamber. In this case, due to the similar 
values of free frequencies and the measured values 
of inputs, that could be found, probably we have to 
deal with the phenomena of resonance. However, 
in the case of the air channels, the phenomena of 
resonance should be excluded as a the reason of 
high-amplitude vibrations. The reason is, that the 
free frequency of these objects obtained by the 
FEM analysis are very different from those 
obtained from the measurements. 
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1. Introduction 
Zagreb Municipality Transit System (ZET) runs 

15 tram lines on a 116 km long tram track network, 
forming a backbone of Zagreb public transport. 
176 tram units operate the network daily, servicing 
around 560 000 passengers. In recent years ZET 
has acquired 140 new low-floor trams TMK 2200 
built by Croatian consortium – Crotram. New 
trams introduced new wheel type as well. Instead 
of monoblock wheels used on older tram units, the 
new trams run on resilient wheels Bochumer 
Verein BO 84, which consist of wheel tyre 
mounted on to the wheel body with resilient pads 
in between designed for vibration absorption. Two 
wheel components are bolted together using 24 
high quality screws M22x58 and M16x60, 12 of 
each type, Fig. 1. The instructions provided by the 
tram manufacturer is to replace the screws after the 
second tyre refitting, hence after 200 000 km in 
operation. This procedure requires acquisition of 
13400 new screws annually, which represents a 
significant expense for the tram maintenance. This 
fact has led to investigation of wheel screw 
behaviour over the exploitation period in order to 
examine their mechanical properties and to 
investigate if they are safe for further use, therefore 
saving valuable resources. 

 
Fig. 1. Wheel BO 84 with marked screws 

2.  Visual inspection of screw geometry 
In order to evaluate the geometry of used 

screws, a sample of 10 screws has been examined, 
4 new ones, 4 taken after first refitting (100 000 
km) and 2 after second refitting (200 000 km). 
Screws have been thoroughly cleaned and 
degreased in order to analyse screw body, thread 
surface, screw head and the washer. 100x 
magnification has been used in the process, Fig 2.  

M22x58 – new M22x58 - used 

M16x60 – new M16x60 - used 

Fig. 2. Visual comparison of thread wear of new and 
used screws (100x magnification) 

There were no identified significant wear 
changes on any of screw components. 

3. Analysis of mechanical properties 
As a part of mechanical properties analysis, 

screws have been processed on a turning machine 
in order to achieve test pieces according to 
ISO 6892-1 [1], i.e. round cross-section 
proportional test pieces. Two types of test pieces 
have been prepared, one from M22x50 and the 
other from M16x60 according to provided 
specification for proportional test samples, Fig. 3.  
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Fig. 3. Test piece extraction out of M22x58 screws 

Tension testing has been performed on a 
universal testing machine Zwick Roell Z600. Total 
of 10 samples have been tested according to Table 
1. Because of short reach of test machine clamps, 
special extensions for test samples have been 
machined as well. 

Test sample Screw  
type 

Condition Tensile strength 
(MPa) 

DV01, DV02 M16x60 Unused 1108, 1113 
DV11, DV12 M16x60 100 000 km 1072, 1074 
DV21, DV22 M16x60 200 000 km 1081, 1108 
KV01, KV02 M22x58 Unused 909, 945 
KV11, KV12 M22x58 100 000 km 957, 834 

Tab. 1. Test samples and tensile strength results 

Tensile strength tests show no distinguishable 
difference between unused screws and screws after 
certain period of exploitation. All the samples fulfil 
the manufactures nominal tensile strength 
requirements (1000 - 1200 N/mm2 for M22x58 and 
800 – 1000 N/mm2 for M16x60 according to [2]).  

 
Fig. 4. Stress-strain record obtained during tensile test 

Steel toughness is another mechanical property 
measured in order to evaluate exploitation 
influence. Toughness is ability of metal to deform 
plastically and to absorb energy in the process 

before fracture [3]. The good combination of 
strength and ductility of materials perform better 
toughness. To compare these tensile tests we use 
measure of toughness as the total area under stress-
strain curve according to Eq. (1): 

0
W d

d
s e= ò ,  (1) 

where δ is total strain up to the 13%. Values of 
specific work up to the 13% of strain are illustrated 
in Fig. 5. 

 
Fig. 5. Toughness values of test samples 

Results of tensile test shows better behaviour 
according to strength and ductility for the longer 
screws compared to short ones, but at the same 
time there is no significant deviation for the same 
group of screws. According to results we can 
conclude the exploitation period plays no 
significant difference in any of the described 
material properties. 

4. Conclusion 
According to preliminary results of geometrical 

and mechanical properties examination of 
TMK2200 wheel screws, it is visible that 
exploitation period of the screws could be under 
evaluated. In addition, further fatigue testing could 
provide more insight into screw behaviour under 
the dynamic tram load.  

If screws are to be used for a longer period of 
time, savings could be achieved, taking into 
account that 13 440 screwes are changed annualy. 
Ultimately the longer exploitation period should be 
evaluated in order to achieve economic benefits, 
yet having safe vehicle operation as a priority. 
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1. Introduction 
Belt conveyors are commonly used in the 

mining industry and each place, where the big 
amount of material need to be transported 
continuously. The belt conveyors are also used in 
open cast mining industry. The typical usage of 
belt conveyor is shown in figure 1. Overburden is 
transported from bucket wheel excavator to spoil 
tip or coal is being delivered to power plant [1, 2]. 

 
Fig. 1. Belt conveyor in Coal Open Cast Mine. 

2. Typical damages of belt conveyors 
Typically the wearing of the conveyor belt 

surface has been inspected visually, photographed, 
marked up where events observed, combined with 
thickness and hardness testing to project the 
expected life of the conveyor belt[3]. This service 
whilst accurate requires a significant amount of 
downtime of the target belt to be performed. 
Typical damages of belt are: 

-mechanical failure of glued or steel belt joints 
shown in figure 2, 

-cutting or delamination the belt: along the 
direction of moving or across, shown in figure 3,  

-overheating idlers bearing, shown in figure 4, 

-mechanical damage to electrical equipment 
built along the conveyor structure, 

-excessive belt load bearing capacity in relation 
to the belt, 

-overheating the rotating elements [4]. 

 
Fig. 2. Mechanical failure of steel belt joint[7]. 

 
Fig. 3. Cutting the belt along the direction of moving. 

Each of damage causes the stop of production 
and to mitigate the risk of catastrophic failure the 
monitoring systems are developed. 
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3. System of monitoring belt state 
In the world there are plenty types of 

monitoring systems. Some of them use vision 
systems, others use X-ray or mechanical contact 
with the belt or belt equipment.in figure 4 is shown 
the magnetic system and in the figure 5 is shown 
the vision system. 

 
Fig. 4. Magnetic system to controling belt cord[7]. 

 
Fig. . Visionl system to control belt surfece  
defects [7]. 

The most important thing in those systems is 
identifying and monitoring steel links defects, 
surface damage, splice deterioration and tracking 
errors before they become serious problems [5,6] 
The condition of the belt is monitored 
continuously, providing immediate alarms of 
impending major failures, such as splice failure, 
belt tears, etc 

New system should join two types of system: 
magnetic and vision system, because each of it has 
disadvantages. The research held in Wroclaw 
University of Technology try to join those two 
systems to make it more efficient and more 
reliable. New system consist of multiscan camera 
with laser lightening and the magnetic module to 
control belt with steel links. 

4. Summary 
Automatic belt conveyors monitoring systems 

are in common use, because they are reliable and 
allow to avoid human presence in dangerous 
environment. The dust and high humidity cause the 
very hard conditions for a human and make 
problems to identify the eventual damage of belt. 

Monitoring system always measures with the same 
precision at any time and any conditions. 
Monitoring system works 24 hours a day, 7 days a 
week and let the industry work well. 
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1. Introduction
The purpose of this experiment is to measure

resultant aerodynamic force on vertical tail 
surfaces of the tip-jet helicopter. One of the main 
advantages of the tip-jet helicopter is the lack of
counter rotating moment. It means that tip jet 
helicopter has no need for tail rotor [1]. Still, some 
kind of vertical tail is needed for rotating the 
helicopter around Y-axis. It is important that tail 
surfaces are designed and positioned very carefully 
mainly because, in hovering, they use only airflow 
generated from the blades [2]. Larger tail surface 
area generates larger resultant aerodynamic force. 
If generated force is too large, helicopter is 
difficult to handle in forward flight. If the force is 
too small, helicopter won’t be maneuverable in 
hovering.

2. Method of measurement
Measurement scheme is shown on Fig. 1.

Fig. 1. Measurement scheme.

Vertical tail system and tail boom are attached 
on test stand beneath rotor blades. Aerodynamic 
force causes tail boom to turn around Y-axis. By 
preventing this turning, force can be measured with 
a load cell (see Fig. 2). Measurement starts when 
rotor head angular speed reaches 600rpm. 

Fig. 2. Position of the load cell.

Load cell [3] is positioned 300mm from hinge 
axis. Resultant aerodynamic force is 1800mm from 
hinge axis.

∑ = 0M                      (1)

12 LFLF la ⋅=⋅ (2)

12 6LL =                      (3)

al FF 6=⇒ (4)

Force measured on the load cell is six times 
greater than actual aerodynamic force on vertical 
tail surfaces (according to Eq. (1), (2), (3) and (4)).

Position of the load cell is determined by its
capacity. For this measurement, we used OMEGA 
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LC 204 load cell, with capacity of 5 to 25lb (22 to 
110N). Load cell is shown on Fig. 3. Expected 
aerodynamic force on tail surfaces is around 10N. 
That’s why we positioned load cell in that way so 
it measures six times greater force.

Before measuring, load cell has to be calibrated.
We calibrate load cell by adding known loads, 
starting from 30N, and then adding additional 
loads (5N each) until total load of 100N. After that 
we remove loads one by one until we get back to 
0N. If a load cell shows actual value for each 
known load than it is calibrated. 

Fig. 3. Load cell LC 204.

To produce movement of the vertical tail 
around X-axis we used MAXON step motor. Tail 
is turning ±30°, and that is the position when 
maximum force is expected. Change of sequences 
of the angular movement is shown on Fig. 4.
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Fig. 4. Sequences of angular movement.

3. Results of measurement
Signal from the load cell is subsequently 

processed, and results are presented in MATLAB 
(see Fig. 5). 

Fig. 5. Time-Force diagram presented in MATLAB.

As expected, maximum force of around 54N
was measured in the ±30° position. It means that 
the actual resultant force on vertical tail is around 
9N. 

4. Conclusion
Calculations show that for 250kg helicopter, 

resultant aerodynamic force on vertical tail 
positioned 2000mm from axis of rotation should be 
8-10.5N.  Measured force is in that range, so we 
get to the conclusion that vertical tail area is 
enough for safe handling of the helicopter in 
hovering, and also in forward flight. Later that 
month, tail surfaces of the same area, were tested 
on helicopter in flight, and once again results were 
satisfying. 
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1. Introduction 

This paper presents the procedure for 

monitoring engine operation, health and 

performance in a tip jet helicopter [1] testing. In 

this case, engine is mounted on top of the rotor 

heat and it is rotating with helicopter rotor which 

represents a difficulty in data acquisition while 

monitoring engine performance. 

For an effective operation of system it is 

necessary to reduce a number of sensors and 

communication lines between rotating helicopter 

driveline and stationary systems (external or 

located in fuselage). 

2. Elements of the measuring system 

The engine data measuring system used in this 

testing is a part of data acquisition system used to 

monitor all parameters needed in helicopter test. 

Measuring and control subsystem that is related to 

the engine is shown on figure 1.  

 To gather the data needed for appropriate 

performance monitoring, three essential parameters 

were measured: Engine speed of rotation (RPM), 

temperature on critical part of the engine and 

engine fuel flow.  

2.1 Engine RPM measurement 

Engine rotation velocity was measured using a 

proximity sensor. Proximity sensors [2] provide 

medium or low resolution sensing, depending on 

the number of pulses measured per revolution. The 

method of using a proximity sensor: to sense the 

teeth on a gear that is located on engine shaft. This 

type of sensing typically has pulses that are 

relatively clearly defined and symmetrical. 

2.2 Temperature sensor 

Temperature measurement is realised by means 

of thermocouple [3] which gives analog signal of 

0.5-100 mV. That signal is then amplified and 

converted to signal interpreted by system as a 

temperature value. 

 

 

Fig. 1. Schematic representation of engine control and 

essential parameters measurement. 
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2.3 Fuel flow 

Fuel flow is measured by turbine flowmeter. 

Turbine flowmeters [3] use the mechanical energy 

of the fluid to rotate a “pinwheel” (rotor) in the 

flow stream. Blades on the rotor are angled to 

transform energy from the flow stream into 

rotational energy. The rotor shaft spins on 

bearings. When the fluid moves faster, the rotor 

spins proportionally faster. 

3. Results 

Objective of testing was to achieve liftoff. 

During the test, it was important to have stable 

engine operation insuring thrust for lift force 

generation. Figure 2 shows engine RPM change 

during test. Engine was controlled by increasing 

the fuel flow which can be seen on figure 3. 
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Fig. 2. Engine rotation speed diagram. 

These two parameters are essential for 

monitoring of engine performance because they 

directly correlate with thrust and fuel consumption. 
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Fig. 3. Fuel flow diagram. 

To prevent any damage to the engine it is 

necessary to prevent overheating. Figure 4 shows 

engine temperature during testing. 
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Fig. 4. Engine temperature diagram. 

4. Remarks 

Results of numerous numbers of tests that have 

been done with this measuring system show that 

this system provides sufficient data for effective 

engine monitoring. 

During tests, engine performed stably and 

enabled measuring of relevant parameters of other 

parts of helicopter. 

Data that is obtained from engine monitoring 

system will help in future development of 

helicopter systems and new engine, more suitable 

for this application. 
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1. Introduction
This paper presents the technical solution for 

reliable and precise measurement of lift force 
which acts on the rotor blades of tip-jet helicopter 
propulsion system [1].

The propulsion system consists of a teeter rotor 
and a turbojet engine with exhaust nozzles on the 
end of blades.

Measurement is done with an acquisition 
system which consists of:

- load cell for measuring the lift force of the 
rotor head;

- linear actuator with potentiometer for 
shifting and measuring of the collective 
step;

- tachogenerator [2] for determining angular 
velocity of the rotor head.

2. Measurement system
The measurement is based on the change of the

rotor lift force which depends on the alternation of
the rotor rpm and the collective step. Experimental 
testing is done on the test stand platform in real 
conditions. Figure 1 shows the setting up of the 
entire system on the test stand platform. 

The control of propulsion group and collective 
step is done by the control panel with joysticks,
and it is shown in Figure 2. Control and measured 
signals from the test stand platform are transmitted 
via telemetry.

To perform the collective step of blades one 
uses the linear actuator IDM 8A with incorporated 
potentiometer  and the following characteristics: 

input voltage 12 VDC, load capacity 1500 N, static 
load 4500 N, stroke length 100 mm, speed at full 
load 27mm/s.

Fig. 1. Test stand platform and measurement system.

Fig. 2. Control panel.

Tachogenerator, developed for these 
measurement needs, is used for determining the 
rotor head rpm.

LCHD-2K load cell is employed for measuring 
the lift force, and it has the following
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characteristics: excitation 10 Vdc, output 2mV/V ±
0.25%, linearity ±0.20% FSO, hysteresis ±0.10% 
FSO and load 9000N.

3. Results
Results of the measurement are shown in the 

following diagrams, which were obtained using the 
previously described methodology. 

Figure 3 shows the measurement of the rotor 
head rpm vs. relevant period of time.
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Fig. 3. Rotor head rpm.

Helicopter rotor lift force as a function of time 
is given in the Figure 4.
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Fig. 4. Lift force.

Measurement of the collective step change is 
done indirectly, via linear movement of the 
actuator. This dependence of the collective angle 
of blades with the linear actuator movement
directly correlates to the kinematic relation of rotor 
head element, as is described in this equation:

6160.193662.00005.0 2 +⋅−⋅= xxθ (1)

where x is the linear movement of the actuator 
in mm, and θ is the angle in degrees. 
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Fig. 5. Collective step.

4. Conclusion 
The previously described measurement system 

is designed in order to figure out available 
performances of the propulsion system.  

Figures 3, 4 and 5 show the results for the 
measured values. These values indicate that the 
maximum lift force around 1800 N was achieved 
during the continual work of the turbojet engine 
and the maximum values of the collective blades 
angle. This can be seen with nearly constant rotor 
head angular velocity in Figure 3. This lift force is 
enough for ultralight helicopters weighing up to 
150 kg.
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1. Introduction 
In thin-walled structures such as the fuselages 

and wings of aircrafts or the deck and side 
structure of a ship, under cyclic loading fatigue 
cracks may initiate and further propagate, which 
can eventually lead to unstable fracture and result 
in structural failure. Sumi at al. [1] and Bozic [2] 
studied fracture mechanisms of stiffened panel 
specimens related to ship deck structure. Bozic [3] 
presented a procedure for determining the critical 
J-integral values associated with the onset of stable 
fracture in a centrally notched plate under tension 
loading. He related numerical results of the J-
integral values to the experimentally observed 
crack tip opening displacement values associated 
with stable crack propagation onset.  

In this paper is presented an experimental and 
numerical investigation of fracture occurring in 
damaged plates exposed to lateral pressure. The 
plate specimens notched with a central crack were 
subjected to increasing lateral pressure until 
fracture occurred. Pressurized test equipment was 
used for loading. The strains, the deflections, crack 
propagation and the applied pressure were 
measured during the experiment. Finite element 
analysis was carried out in order to investigate 
fracture onset conditions under Mode I type 
loading, taking into account both material and 
geometrical nonlinearity. The elastic plastic 
fracture mechanics concept was employed in the 
analysis. The critical pressures associated with the 
onset of stable fracture were determined based on 
the critical J-integral values Jc taken from [3]. 

2. Pressurized tests 
The material of specimens was an aluminum 

alloy plate of thickness t=2mm, (JIS 5050 H32). 
The specimen is fixed along the edges to the 

pressurized tank by bolts. Two pressurized 
specimens were tested, PPR-1a I PPR-1b. The 
picture of the specimen after the test, depicting the 
geometry and locations of stain gages and crack 
gages is given in Fig. 1.  

 
Fig. 1. Plate specimen with a central crack after the test. 

Effective size of the specimen which is exposed 
to the loading pressure is 250x500mm. Initial 
crack, 2a=40mm, were machined by electric spark. 
Measured deflections of the plate at a point 25mm 
distant from the plate center and the crack, with 
respect to the applied pressure are shown in Fig. 2.  

 
Fig. 2. Deflection of the plate versus the pressure. 

The measured maximum pressures and the 
corresponding deflections for the two specimens 
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are very close indicating the reproducibility of the 
present experiment. Measured strains in the 
direction perpendicular to the crack line, at a point 
distant 125mm from the plate center in the crack 
line, with respect to the applied pressure is given in 
Fig. 3. The figure shows the membrane and total 
strains at the middle, top and bottom plate surface. 

 

 
Fig. 3. Strains with respect to applied pressure. 

From the experimental results one can see that 
the strains still increase after maximum pressure 
which means that the crack continues rapid 
propagation with depressurization until the driving 
force (oil pressure) is exhausted.  

3. Numerical assessment of fracture onset  
By using ANSYS program J-integral values 

with respect to applied pressure were calculated, as 
given in Fig. 4. For a centrally notched plate 
specimen it was estimated the critical value Jc = 
360 MPa mm [3].  

 
Fig. 4. Numerical estimation of the fracture onset. 

Isoparametric eight-node shell elements were 
used in modeling the specimen. The crack tip was 
meshed by triangular non-singular elements, which 

are degenerated from quadrilateral elements having 
three nodes tight to one at the crack tip. The radial 
length of crack tip elements was 1/20 of the half 
crack length, which is proper for the evaluation of 
J-integral based on the contour integral procedure. 

It can be expected that for specimens with 
different geometry having ligaments subjected 
primarily to tensile loading and under large scale 
yielding onset of stable fracture occurs at this 
critical point. According to Fig. 4 fracture onset 
occurs slightly before 800 kPa.  In the experiment 
fracture onset was observed around 900kPa.  

4. Discussion of results an conclusions  
Experimental and numerical analysis of a plate 

with a central crack exposed to lateral pressure 
were carried out. The simulated deflections in Fig. 
2 agree well experimental results in terms of shape, 
but the magnitudes are smaller than those 
measured in the experiment. This could be 
explained by a possible pull-in along the clamped 
edges, which could have occurred in the 
experiments. The edges of the specimen may 
slightly slip between the clamping frames due to 
the significant membrane force so that the 
membrane stiffness could be reduced, enabling 
larger deflections.  

Finite element analyses including large 
deformations and elastic-plastic material behavior 
were carried out. The critical pressures associated 
with stable fracture were estimated. Slightly lower 
critical pressures were estimated which could be 
due to the above described reasons. 
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1. Introduction 
During interaction of laser beam with metal 

surface a time variable temperature gradient is 
present and consequently local changes of structure 
are generated. Diffraction methods offer 
information about phase composition of 
polycrystalline materials and numerous other 
structural parameters, such as residual stresses or 
crystallographic texture. Moreover, they embody 
a suitable tool for both analysis, and control of the 
surface quality due the non-destructive or semi-
destructive character of the X-ray diffraction 
experiments. This contribution is focused on the 
issue of structure alterations brought about by laser 
hardening of steels and introduces possibilities of 
X-ray diffraction techniques in optimization of 
laser hardening treatment of machine parts. 

2. Samples under Investigation 
Two sides of steel sample of Czech grade 

12050 (C45) with dimensions 190×50×20 mm3 
were analyzed (see Fig. 1). The effect of hardened 
area width was investigated. Width of hardening 
area on the first side was 20 mm and 30 mm on the 
other. As a source, 3.5 kW diode laser was used. 
The laser beam velocity was 3 mm/min. Hardening 
temperature was kept at 1200 °C by pyrometer.  

 
Fig. 1. Sample after hardening with measured areas. 

3. Experimental Techniques 
The residual stress measurements were 

performed with a θ - θ X’Pert PRO diffractometer 

in ω-arrangement with CrKα radiation. The line 
{211} of α-Fe phase was measured. The sin2ψ 
method was applied to study the biaxial state of 
residual stresses (RS) and breadth of diffraction 
line (W) was determined [1]. In order to analyze 
the stress gradients beneath the samples surface, 
layers of material were gradually removed by 
electrolytic polishing in area 2, see Fig. 1. 

4. Results  
The back-reflection X-ray diffraction patterns, 

taken before performing residual stress 
measurements, correspond to diffraction of the 
spectral doublet CrKα1α2 on crystallographic 
planes {211} α-Fe, see Fig. 3. While the surface 
after temperature treatment shows isotropic fine-
grained polycrystalline structure, i.e. the diffraction 
line is broad and continuous with homogeneous 
intensity around its perimeter, in the case of the 
origin surface, the diffraction line becomes narrow 
with a slight indication of discrete diffraction spots 
located uniformly around perimeter that gives 
evidence of non-existent preferred orientation. This 
is the reason why X-ray diffraction can be used for 
determination of the surface residual stress in the 
samples. The selected results of RS and W are in 
Tab. 1 and in Figs. 3 and 4. 

after laser hardening

prior to laser hardening

 
Fig. 2. Back-reflection X-ray diffraction patterns from 

the surfaces after and before laser hardening. 
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measured area 
(lasering area width) 

L±ΔL 
[MPa] 

T±ΔT 
[MPa] 

<W> 
[deg] 

1 (20 mm) 233±6 116±3 1.62 
2 (20 mm) 302±14 143±5 1.62 
3 (20 mm) 283±7 124±3 1.53 
1 (30 mm) 177±3 235±2 1.44 
2 (30 mm) 128±5 172±3 1.46 
3 (30 mm) 110±3 203±4 1.45 

Tab. 1. Values of surface macroscopic residual stresses 
L, T and breadth W of {211} α-Fe diffraction line 

obtained from surface hardened by 20 mm laser beam 
and 30 mm laser beam. 
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Fig. 3. The depth profiles of RS in surface layers of 

investigated areas. 
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Fig. 4. The depth distributions of width of {211} α-Fe 

diffraction line. 

5. Conclusions and discussion 
It was found that both the laser hardened areas 

with widths of 20 and 30 mm have tensile surface 
RS exceeding 100 MPa which is most likely the 
consequence of inhomogeneous thermal 
deformations during cooling of even surface 
layers’ partial melting [2 and 3]. 

Surface treated with narrower beam size shows 
higher values of parameter W. Increase of this 
parameter is due to existence of high concentration 
of dislocations after laser hardening and smaller 

crystallite size in structure which corresponds to 
higher hardness [4, 5]. 

RS depth distributions in Fig. 3 show that wider 
laser beam results in smaller maxima of 
compressive RS about 300 MPa which are found in 
shallower depth about 0.3 beneath the surface. 
Moreover, RS in both the measured directions are 
equal within the experimental inaccuracy which 
indicates centrally symmetric biaxial state of RS. 

For narrower beam width, the maxima of L 
and T are found in larger depth of approx. 0.6 mm 
beneath the surface and RS in both the measured 
directions are not the same, namely T = –400 MPa 
and L = –270 MPa. 

The shift in the position of RS maxima is also 
reflected in depth distribution of W parameter in 
Fig. 4. This indicates that smaller laser beam and, 
thus, smaller hardened volume, which is more 
effectively cooled by the adjacent material, results 
in deeper maxima of RS and thicker layer with 
compressive stresses. 

During laser hardening two dominant 
mechanisms of residual stress generation are 
present. Phase transformation mechanism during 
sample cooling that introduces compressive RS 
and thermal deformation mechanism leading to 
tensile RS [2 and 3]. For the smaller beam size is, 
therefore, the phase transition mechanism more 
pronounced in comparison with wider beam.  
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1. Introduction 
Titanium and titanium alloys have many 

applications, notably as aerospace, cryogenic or 
biomedical materials [1]. For biomedical 
applications it has been widely used as artificial 
implant materials in dental, maxillofacial, bone 
replacement and orthopedic surgery due to their 
excellent mechanical, chemical properties and 
biocompatibility. However, as a bioinert metallic 
material, titanium implants cannot form direct 
bonds with living bone [2] 

Several surface treatments have been 
proposed to improve important characteristics such 
as roughness, porosity, chemical composition and 
crystal structure, in order to promote a close 
bonding interface between implants and living 
bone. Thus, it is possible to transform the titanium 
surface into a bioactive one [3]. The rougher 
surfaces were obtained by methods such as plasma 
spraying, blasting, etching and sintering. Other 
techniques, such as sol gel processing, anodic 
plasma-chemical treatment, anodic oxidation under 
galvanostatic  and potentiostatic mode  and ion 
implantation, have been used recently to develop 
new surfaces [4] . 

Anodic oxidation is an electrochemical 
method used to increase the thickness and the 
roughness of the titaniumoxide layer. The 
properties of the oxidized layer, such as thickness, 
microstructure, roughness, and concentrations of 
incorporated ions are controlled by adjusting the 
parameters (voltage, current, electrolyte 
composition, temperature, agitation velocity and 
processing time) during the oxidation process. The 
produced anodic film is well adhered on the 
substrate and presents suitable mechanical 
properties, notably the elastic modulus values, 
which can be lower than the Ti substrate and 
therefore closer to the bone values [3]. The high 

affinity that Ti has for oxygen results in several 
oxides of various crystalline structures. In a natural 
atmosphere the thermodynamically stable oxide is 
TiO2 (1.5–10 nm thick), which can exist in three 
crystalline structures: anatase (tetragonal), rutile 
(tetragonal), and brookite (orthorhombic) [4]. The 
anodic films produced electrochemically are 
composed of two layers: the inner Ti oxide layer, 
which is composed of anatase crystals, and the 
outer Ti oxide layer formed at the film/electrolyte 
interface. The latter is composed of an amorphous 
oxide only and is morphologically homogeneous. 
Anodizing of Ti involves an amorphous-to-
crystalline transition in the oxide structure at 
relatively low voltages [4]. Some authors have 
shown that the heat treatment after anodic 
oxidation increases the crystallinity of the 
produced titanium oxide layer and have discussed 
the role of the anatase and rutile phases on the 
surface bioactivity. They used sulfuric acid, 
phosphoric acid, sodium sulfate and calcium 
acetate and calcium phosphate [3] as electrolytes in 
order to make the new surface bioactive. The 
coloration of the oxide produced through anodic 
oxidation can be indicative of the thickness of the 
film. This relation between color and thickness of 
the oxide depends strongly on the anodization 
process and the nature of the electrolyte [4]. 
Anodizing can also result in the adsorption and 
incorporation of inorganic and organic, 
biologically important species, e.g. phosphate ions, 
into the oxide layer. Such surface layers, desirable 
for medical implants, are not only corrosion 
resistant in a biological environment, but also 
compatible with tissue response [5]. 

2. Experimental results and discussion 
The tested material was titanium alloy (ASTM 

Grade 5) with chemical composition in Table 1 
and microstructure in Fig. 1. Microstructure is 
bimodal consisting of alpha and beta phase 
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lamellae. The surface of tested alloy was 
mechanically and electrochemically treated. After 
surface grinding with emery papers with 
granularities of 200, 500 and 1000 the surface 
was anodized in 7 vol.% solution of sulfuric acid 
in distilled water with temperature of 12±2°C. 
Stainless steel electrode was used as a cathode 
and tested titanium alloy as working electrode 
(anode). Potential between anode and cathode 
was 65 VDC. Different times of anodizing (2, 10 
and 20 minutes) were used for surface treatment 
of the titanium alloy surface. 

 
Component Al V Fe H Ti 
wt.% 6.46 4.27 0.19 <0.002 bal. 

Tab. 1. Chemical composition of tested Ti alloy 

 

 
Fig. 1.  Microstructure of Grade 5 Ti alloy, 

HNO3+HF+glycerine [6] 

 

Anodized surfaces were evaluated by 
electrochemical impedance spectroscopy 
measurements in 0.1M NaCl solution. The 
platinum electrode was used as auxiliary 
electrode, saturated calomel electrode as 
reference electrode and anodized surface of Ti 
alloy was working electrode. The connection and 
measurement description was described elsewhere 
[7]. The results of the electrochemical tests in the 
form of Bode diagrams are in Fig. 2. The 
equivalent circuit method (equivalent circuit type 
– RΩ+(CPE/(RCT+ZW)) was used for the analyses 
of measured curves. In the circuit the RΩ is 
resistance of the solution, RCT is charge transfer 
potential, ZW is Warburg diffusion element and 
CPE is constant phase element of alloy surface. 
The results of the analyses are in Table 2. The 
corrosion resistance is characterized by active 
charge transfer resistance and by values of 
Warburg coefficient (the diffusion coefficient of 
ions in solution). 
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Fig. 2. Bode plots of various time anodized Ti alloy 
surfaces in 0.1M NaCl 

Time of 
anodization

RΩ 
[Ω.cm2] 

RCT 
[kΩ.cm2] 

CPE 
[μF.sa-1]

AW 
[MΩ.s-0.5]

0 min 63.7 36.54 34 - 
2 min 63.0 132.05 0.33 8.69 

10 min 62.7 66.42 0.23 2.41 
20 min 64.7 20.08 1.65 0.38 

Tab. 2. Electrochemical characteristics of Ti-6Al-4V 
alloy after anodization in 0.1 NaCl 

3. Conclusion
On the basis of presented experiments and the 

analyses of measured curves, we concluded that 
the best electrochemical properties achieved the 
surface after 2 minutes of anodic oxidation 
(highest value of charge-transfer resistance and 
diffusion coefficient) 
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1. Introduction 
The correlation between microstructure, 

hardness and fracture toughness of vacuum heat-
treated high-speed steel AISI M2 was investigated. 
Our intention was to investigate the influence of 
microstructural parameters such as the volume 
fraction of undissolved eutectic carbides, their 
mean diameter, the mean distance between the 
carbides, as well as the volume fraction of retained 
austenite in the matrix, on the above mentioned 
mechanical and fracture properties. The 
experimental investigations were performed on the 
specimens which had the following chemical 
composition (mass content in %): 0.89% C, 0.20% 
Si, 0.26% Mn, 0.027% P, 0.001% S, 3.91% Cr, 
4.74% Mo, 1.74% V and 6.10% W. 

By means of heat treatment, the microstructure 
of high-speed steel can be changed. Due to 
secondary hardening under different tempering 
conditions, high-speed steels can obtain the same 
hardness but different microstructures and 
consequently different fracture toughness. 
Therefore, the optimization of the parameters of 
vacuum heat treatment of high-speed steels is a 
worthwhile task. 

2. Description of vacuum heat treatment 
The test specimens for investigating the fracture 

toughness KIc were heat-treated in a horizontal 
vacuum furnace Ipsen VTTC-324R, quenched with 
uniform high-pressure gas, using N2 at a pressure 
of 5 bars. The graduate preheating (650 °C and 850 
°C) was performed by rapidly increasing 
temperature (15 °C/min) to the austenitization 
temperature (between 1050 °C and 1230 °C). The 
homogenious gas quenching to a temperature of 80 

°C was performed, and double-tempering on the 
temperatures of 500 °C and 540 °C in the same 
furnace in duration of 1h. 

3. Test specimens for fracture toughness 
investigation of high-speed steel 

In the frame of experimental work performed 
by the second author [2], circumferentially notched 
and fatigue pre-cracked tensile test specimen was 
used, machined to the dimensions indicated in 
Fig.1. Measurements of fracture toughness were 

 
Fig. 1. Circumferentially notched and fatigue pre-

cracked KIc test specimen. 

performed, at room temperature, using an Instron
1255 tensile testing machine. During the tests the 
tensile load/displacement relationship was 
recorded until failure of the test specimen 
occurred. 

4. Microstructure investigation 
The microstructural tests were performed on the 

individual groups of KIc test specimens using, 
firstly, optical microscope, and, secondly, scanning 
electron microscope (SEM). The microstructure 
investigation comprised the quantitatively 
determination the following parameters: the size of 
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the prior austenite grains, the mean diameter of the 
undissolved eutectic carbides, and the volume 
fractions of the individual microstructural phases, 
such as the undissolved eutectic carbides, the 
tempered martensite, and the retained austenite, 
Fig.2. The images of 11-16 visible fields, obtained 
on each of the metallographic specimens, were 
analysed by using KS Lite V2.00 software for 
image analysis. 

 
Fig. 2. Image of the undissolved eutectic carbides 

and the retained austenite (both white) taken by optical 
microscope; etched metallographic specimen. 

5. Correlation between hardness and 
fracture toughness 

The fracture toughness KIc is a very selective 
mechanical property and it is very sensitive to the 
change of the temperature of austenitization and to 
the temperature of tempering, as well. From the 
diagram in the Fig.3, it is clearly seen that, at 
higher austenitization temperatures (in a range 
from 1150 °C till 1230 °C), if the fracture 
toughness KIc increases, the hardness HRc remains 
almost constant at the temperature of tempering 
500 °C. Generally, it could be said that with 
increase of austenitization temperature, the 
hardness HRc is also increased, while the fracture 
toughness KIc is decreased (at t 540 Cϑ = ° ). 

 
Fig.3. Influence of temperature of austenitization on 

the hardness HRc and fracture toughness KIc of the 
investigated high-speed steel. 

 

 
Fig. 4. Dependence of measured fracture toughness 

KIc upon the hardness HRc of investigated high-speed 
steel AISI M2. 

6. Remarks 
• The microstructure of investigated high-speed 

steel can be changed by vacuum heat 
treatment. The aim was to optimize the ratio 
between hardness and fracture toughness KIc. 

• It has also been experimentally confirmed that 
different microstructural parameters, such as 
the volume fraction of retained austenite, the 
volume fraction of undissolved eutectic 
carbides, and the mean distance between the 
carbides have a significant effect on the 
measured fracture toughness KIc, [1-3]. 

• The second author has derived, in his Ph.D. 
thesis [3], a semi-empirical correlation 
between these parameters for calculating the 
fracture toughness KIc of the investigated high-
speed steel AISI M2. The agreement between 
the measured and calculated values of fracture 
toughness was very good. 
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1. Introduction 
The contribution presents some results achieved 

in the issue of numerical simulations of radiative 
heating of shell moulds that are used for the 
artificial leather production. In the process of 
moulds heating by set of emitters, it is necessary to 
heat up mould preferably equally.  

To ensure uniformity of heat, it was necessary 
to design suitable algorithms for the mould heating 
control. To facilitate heating regulation, it was 
necessary to design alternative shapes of reflectors, 
which are more suitable for uniform heating of a 
mould. Requirement for heat emitters is to ensure 
spatially equal heat flow to irradiated surface as 
much as possible.  

This article deals with utilization of radiative 
heat transfer simulation to optimize amount of heat 
transfer. Article presents two approaches. The first 
approach is focused on reduced two-dimensional 
task simulations. It can be used for determination 
of an alternative profile of reflector. The second 
one follows the results of two-dimensional task 
and extends it to three dimensions. The second 
approach involves several issues that make it 
difficult to solve.  

2. Radiative heat transfer 
In general, every part of an arbitrary system 

radiates continuously some electromagnetic 
energy. The energy amount depends on the 
temperature of the system part and its surface 
properties. The amount of energy emitted per 
square meter eb (Wm-2) by black body expresses 
the Stefan-Boltzmann law: 

        , (1) 

where T (K) stands for absolute temperature and 
σ = 5.670373×10−8 Wm−2 K−4 is Stefan-Boltzmann 
constant. The main issue in solving described 
problem is to determine view factor Fi-j (-). View 
factor Fi-j , which take the value between 0 and 1, 
represents the portion of energy emitted by surface 
i that strikes surface j.  

      
 
  
            

   
 
  

 
          (2) 

In the term (2), r (m) stands for the length of 
particular points Ai and Aj join and βi (rad) is the 
angle between the join and outer normal of Ai in 
the particular point of Ai. 

3. Numerical model of infrared emitter 
Our model of infrared emitter is designed to be 

able to figure heat flux distribution over any 
surface. The model is composed of a set of particle 
surfaces, whereas every particle surface has given 
particular properties (location, emittance and 
temperature).   

3.1 Two-dimensional model 
The implemented two-dimensional model uses 

Hottel ś crossed-strings rule [1] to determine view 
factors between particular surfaces of the whole 
system. The model was implemented as a 
simulation tool named IRE Designer. The tool has 
implemented several additional functionalities such 
as gradient optimization algorithm, which  adjusts 
the shape of emitter reflector, to achieve better 
match between simulated and required tracing. For 
the sake of calibration, the tool enables the import 
of measurement results and subsequent comparison 
of measured a simulated values obtained for a 
particular real emitter. Fig. 1 shows an example of 
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simulation results obtained for a common emitter 
used in the process of artificial leather production. 

 
Fig. 1. IRE Designer. 

Some results of the reflector optimizing are 
shown in Fig. 2.  

 
Fig. 2. Design of alternative reflector shape. 

3.2 Three-dimensional model 

The three-dimensional model was implemented 
as an extension of two-dimensional one. Taking 
into account of the third dimension implied two 
main problems to deal with: . 

 Numerical solution of the term (1), which 
must be evaluated between every surface pair 
in every step of optimizing algorithm.  

 Finding of suitable optimizing algorithm that 
can solve problem of searching alternative 
emitter shape in three-dimensional space in a 
real time. 

 
Fig. 2. IRE Designer 3D. 

3.3 View factor calculation using the Monte 
Carlo method 

Every plane is defined by three points, so we 
can speak about triangles in space. Let’s reduce the 
problem to two triangles – emitter and receiver. As 
a first step we need to generate random points 
within emitter triangle. These random points are 
generated by randomize size of vectors computed 
from triangle points. Next step is to create random 
rays from these points in the direction of outer 
normal of the emitter. These rays are generated by 
random rotation (between -π/2 and π/2) of the 
emitter’s normal vector. In this step the solution is 
focused on how to determine whether a particular 
ray intercepts the receiver. This task is solved by 
computing sum of triangles areas created by points 
of receiver and interception point (ray and plane 
defined by receiver triangle). If the computed area 
is same as the area of receiver, we can say, that the 
ray intercepts the receiver. After sending enough 
rays we can determine how much is the receiver 
affected by the emitter.  

4. Conclusions 
Represented numerical model is based on 

radiation heat transfer theory and its utilization for 
two-dimensional and three-dimensional cases. 
Results of the presented two-dimensional solution 
are used as basis for creation of the three-
dimensional model with proper optimizing 
algorithm to achieve satisfying results. 
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1. Introduction 

Stainless steel materials were analyzed in order 

to investigate the applicability of laser welding to 

the fabrication of biomedical devices. There are 

many stainless steel alloys available for use in 

biomedical applications, each with individual cha-

racteristics that make it a good solution to a certain 

problem [1]-[3]. During the last several decades, 

several stainless steel alloys have been developed 

for biomedical use, but the most often used steel 

alloy in biomedical applications is grade 316 L.  

Implanted medical devices must function flaw-

lessly and they must have an aesthetic quality that 

helps with sterilization and does not irritate the 

tissue. The welds on these implantable must be a 

hermetic seal very close to heat sensitive compo-

nents and since the value of the component before 

welding is very high, the yield from the welding 

process must also be high. Laser welding meets 

these requirements, as this welding method produ-

ces a smooth hermetic seal. Laser welding of stain-

less steel biomaterials is used for all biomedical 

applications, where is of importance that parts 

must be joined with smooth welds without pores 

[4]. Laser welding is a high energy-density, low 

heat-input process with specific advantages over 

conventional fusion welding processes. These inclu-

de high welding speed, narrow heat affected zone, 

low distortion, ease of automation, single-pass thick 

section capability and enhanced design flexibility.  

The 316 L is easy to weld, does not crack easily, 

and does not corrode near the weld zone like other 

stainless steel alloys with higher content of carbon. 

However, under certain circumstances, even 316L 

stainless steels may corrode inside the body, e.g. in 

highly stressed and oxygen-depleted regions, such 

as contact points under the screws of the bone 

fracture plate. This steel is suitable for temporary 

implants, such as fracture plates, screws, and hip 

nails, and for manufacturing certain medical 

devices. Methods for surface modification, such as 

glow-discharge nitrogen implantation, anodization 

and passivation are often used to improve corrosion 

and wear resistance, and fatigue strength of 316L 

stainless steel. It has excellent forming and welding 

characteristics, thus it is commonly used for a 

variety of parts for applications in the industrial 

fields [5]-[6]. Formability and weldability of the S 

316 L alloy are important factors for the fabrication 

and biomedical application of these components. 

2. Experimental results 

The experiment was carried out on stainless 

steel 316L sheets, heat treated by Annealing - heat 

to 1010-1120°C and cooled rapidly.  

Grade 316L is the modified molybdenum-

bearing grade, the low carbon version of 316, with a 

maximum amount of the carbon content of 0.03%,  

for better corrosion resistance to chloride solution 

and to minimize the sensitization. The minimum 

effective concentration of chromium is 11% to 

impart corrosion resistance in stainless steels. The 

maximum amount of 4% of molybdenum in this 

alloy, gives 316 better overall corrosion resistant 

properties than other austenitic stainless steels, 

particularly higher resistance to pitting and crevice 

corrosion in chloride environments.  

Stainless steel 316L sheets were welded by 

pulsed Nd: YAG laser type HTS Mobile LS-P160 

(OR Laser), without filler material. Mean laser 

power was 160 W, peak power was 7.5 kW, and 

max energy was 80 J. The parameters of the laser 

process were: laser energy 48J, pulse duration 6.0 
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ms and pulse frequency 5.5 Hz. (62 J, 5.0 ms, 6.0 

Hz). 

Specimens for the metallurgical and mechanical 

tests were sampled from the weld joints. Dimen-

sion of samples were 50x50x0.7 mm.  

Tensile tests were carried out at room tempe-

rature according to relevant ISO specifications. 

Tensile testing machine used in this experiment 

was electro-mechanical type SCHENCK TREBEL 

RM 400, and parameters that were determined 

were tensile strength, yield strength and elon-

gation.  

Detailed investigation of microstructural chan-

ges was performed by optical microscope -model 

KEYENCE VH-Z100, scanning electron micro-

scopes (SEM) model:  JOEL JSM-5800, as shown 

in [7]. Tensile specimen fracture surfaces were 

observed using a scanning electron microscope 

(SEM).  

Examination of various aspects of pulsed laser 

welding of steels and superalloys show that 

through proper control of welding parameters, 

especially with pulse heat tailoring and 

manipulation of plasma location, weld seam shape 

and thermal history may vary. 

The aim of our investigation was to find 

optimal parameters of laser welding process that 

would produce crack-free weld seam and good 

mechanical properties. In this paper are presented 

results for two different specimens, welded with 

different laser welding process parameters. 

Mechanical properties of welded joint for 

sample 1 and 2 were determined by tensile test. 

Results of tensile tests for the welds are presented 

in Figures 1 and 2, and they show load–

displacement curves for various tensile specimens.  

 
Fig. 1. Diagram of tensile tests for sample 1. 

Figure 1 indicates maximum load of 4300 N 

(tensile strength 551 MPa) for the optimal welding 

process parameters used for sample 1, whereas  Fig. 

2 indicates maximum load of 3856 N (tensile 

strength 502 MPa) for badly chosen welding 

parameters, used for sample 2. The experimental 

results have confirmed both the expected tensile  

properties of austenitic stainless steel, and the effect 

of welding parameters, contributing to the complete 

understanding of its stress-strain behavior.  

 
Fig. 2. Diagram of tensile tests for sample 2. 

The experimental study performed in this paper 

has confirmed Grade 316L outstanding welding 

characteristics. Post-weld annealing is not required 

when welding thin sections.  
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1. Introduction 
The object of the analysis was the welded joint 

in the eccentric press frame (fig. 1), with the load 
to 12.5 MN. The press consists of a frame, inside 
which there is transmission with shafts of the entire 
stamping mechanism. The frame is supported by 
the supporting pillars that rest on the basis fixed to 
the foundation. 

 
Fig. 1. Eccentric press 

2. Kinematic calculations of press drive 
In order to determine the loading characteristics 

that act on the press frame during stamping process 
it was necessary to evaluate the kinematic model of 
the press drive [1]. This will be used to estimate 
the effort state of investigated joint. For that reason 
the complete model of press transmission and 
numerical simulation of transmission kinematic 
was performed with use of CAD software (fig. 2).  

 
Fig. 2. 3D model of eccentric press frame 

The model was used to determine the forces 
acting on the individual kinematic pairs during 
pressing of the force of 12.5 MN at a constant 
rotational speed of the drive shaft. The complete 
stamping mechanism is shown in fig. 3. 

 
Fig. 3. Kinematic model of stamping eccentric press 

drive,  components - kinematic pairs 

The constant speed of the drive shaft due to 
nominal discharge cycles equivalent to 12 turns per 
minute. The calculations take into account the 
weight of the tool of 31.4 Mg. It is also assumed 
that the stamping power increases linearly from the 
minimum to the maximum value of 12.5 MN. 
Determination of forces acting on the body of the 
press frame has been done for several different 
computational cases to see how the work 
unevenness affects the value of these forces and, 
consequently, on the effort state of the press frame 
[2,3]. The results of the kinematic analysis allowed 
to determine the course of the forces and moments 
variation as a function of changes in the position 
angle of the drive shaft and the selected diagram is 
presented in fig. 4. 
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Fig. 4. Forces in the shaft connecting the left main 

wheel with frame 

3. Strength calculations 
The strength calculations take into account the 
characteristic load values that occur during a single 
cycle and were done with use of FEM. The 
boundary conditions are defined on the basis of 
kinematic and dynamic analysis of press power 
system. The press frame strength calculations give 
the results in the form of equivalent stress contours 
by Huber-Mises hypothesis. The analysis allows to 
determine the stress level of area of investigated 
welded connection that equals 120MPa (fig. 5). 

 
Fig. 5. Stress contour lines in welded joint [MPa] 

4. Experimental testing 
Additionally to confirm the stress level of 

analyzed joint the experimental measurements 
were done with the use of strain gauges. The 
measurements were conducted for number of 
cycles of press stamping at the same loading as for 
the FEM calculations. The measurement allows to 
receive the waveforms of stresses in the selected 
points, similar that in FEM analysis (fig 6). 

 
Fig. 6. Location of strain gauges for experimental 

testing 

On the basis of the stress waveforms the ranges 
of stress levels at loading cycles in measurement 
conditions during press operation were determined 
[4]. Table 1 presents the maximal values of 
equivalent stresses at the maximal press loading. 

 

Experiment 
designation 

Stress 
[MPa] 

Point I 118 
Point II 60 

Tab. 1. Values of maximal stresses in measurement 
points I and II 

The results of experimental testing shows a 
very good accuracy of numerical simulations. 

5. Conclusions 
The strength calculations of the press frame 

including welded joint allows to determine the 
stress level of the area of the joint during the 
stamping process. The experimental verification 
confirms the accuracy of FEM results.  

These kind of determination of stresses of 
selected welded joint can be an initial stage to the 
future fatigue analysis. The presented results of 
performed FEA can be used in the method of Hot 
Spot in order to determine the fatigue strength of 
the selected joint.  
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1. Introduction 
Open-cell metal foams [1] with high degree of 

porosity are materials with particular investigation 
potential due to their advantageous characteristics 
such as high energy absorption capabilities, 
lightweight, insulation and fire resistance. These 
characteristics make them of particular interest for 
transport industries, aerospace, protection of 
objects, etc. 

The initial idea of introducing filler material to 
regular open-cell cellular structures investigated in 
[2-4] was applied to irregular open-cell aluminum 
metal foam produced by m.pore GmbH. The filler 
material was a two component silicon rubber 2K-
Z1010, described in [2, 4], enabling de-bonding of 
silicon from foam structure. The proper filling of 
foam interior was enabled by vacuum curing.  

 
Fig. 1. Cellular structure specimens without (left) and 

with (right) silicone pore filler. 

The infrared thermography based on high speed 
cooled middle-wave camera was used to trace 
plastification zone in material and evaluate the 
plastification mechanism of the base material. The 
320 Hz frame rate enabled acquisition of 
dynamical loading process presented herein.  

2. Compression tests 
The compression tests were performed on 

40x40x40 mm specimens on servo-hydraulic 
dynamic loadframe at speed of 284 mm/s, 
achieving the deformation rate of 15 s-1.  

 
Fig. 2. Dynamical response of foam with and without 

filler included. 

The surface under curves represents the 
absorbed energy density. Introduction of the filler 
material increases absorbed energy capacity by 
97.2% in comparison to the foam specimen 
without filler. The drawback of filler is increase of 
mass by 92.9%. 
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3. Infrared evaluation of plastification 
mechanism 

As plastic yielding is accompanied by 
significant heat energy dissipation, the thermal 
imaging enables visualization of plastification 
mechanism.  

Figure 3 depicts deformation process and 
formation of yielding zone (stress plateau) where 
stain localization and plastification front 
propagates from movable lower loading palate 
towards upper fixed plate until total densification. 
The whole compression process is characterized by 
layer-wise collapse of intercellular struts. After one 
layer comes in the self-contact, plastification wave 
propagates towards the next layer. This collapse 
mechanism is described in [5].  
 

 

 

Fig. 3. Infrared and video loading sequence of metal 
foam without filler material. 

 

Fig. 4. Infrared and video loading sequence of metal 
foam with filler material. 

Figure 4 depicts deformation process of metal 
foam with filler material. The incompressible filler 
material causes different mechanical behavior. For 
the case without filler, the foam was compressed 
without significant transversal deformation.  

In case of the metal foam with the filler 
material, a layer-wise collapse is not detected. 
Formation and transition of hot front proves that 
there is a conical front propagating from moving 
compression plate towards upper fixed plate. Self-
contact of struts is prevented by filler material. The 
incompressibility of silicone causes different stress 
distribution. There is significant transverse 
deformation that causes transverse tension in metal 
foam. The composite material (foam and filler) is 
significantly influenced by the contribution of filler 
material. The filler material causes tangential shear 
bends, what is depicted in cross-section of the 
compressed specimen (Fig. 5).  

 
Fig. 5. Cross-section of compressed specimen showing 

conical deformation distribution 

4. Remarks 
 The Influence of filler material significantly 

increases energy absorption capabilities of 
metal foams, with drawback of losing the 
lightweight characteristics of cellular 
materials. 

 Introduction of filler materials shifts 
plastification mechanism from flat propagating 
front to formation of conical of shear bends. 

 The infrared thermography based on cooled 
middle-wave infrared camera is an appropriate 
method for evaluating dynamical loading of 
cellular materials. 
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1. Introduction 

 Nowadays we are challenging a large 
demand for an effective use of materials based 
on magnesium. Due its specific weight, 
corrosion resistance, density and strength, 
magnesium alloys are very interesting materials 
for applications in different industries. [1]
 Magnesium and its alloys have a hexagonal 
close-packed crystal structure. For plastic 
deformation it is needed at least five 
independent slip systems. In each grain of 
magnesium there are only two independent 
active slip systems thus plastic deformation in 
magnesium is limited only to the basal slip 
planes at the room temperature. Additional slip 
systems are activated after increasing of the 
temperature and deformation at prismatic and 
pyramidal slip systems occurs in this case. [2-4]  

The contribution is focused on increasing of 
the hardness of AZ 61 magnesium alloy by 
precipitation and plastic deformation. 

2. Experimental Results 
Material used for experimental study was 

magnesium alloy AZ 61 which was 
manufactured by squeeze casting. The test 
specimen was annealed for 22 hours at 420 °C 
and then cooled in a 60 °C water. 

After homogenisation annealing all 
segregated phases were dissoluted. The 
microstructure after annealing is created by 
polyedric grains and the grain boundaries are 
clearly visible. (Fig.1).  

The Vickers hardness method HV0.5 was 
used for experimental measurements which 
were carried out on Zwick / Roell Indentec ZHμ 
hardness tester. 

Fig. 1 Microstructure of magnesium alloy AZ 61 
after homogenization annealing, etch. Nital 1% 

Precipitation hardening 

The precipitation hardening was carried out 
at a temperature of 200 °C at predetermined 
time intervals. The average hardness of the 
annealed material was 60 HV. From the 
obtained hardness values it is clear, that the 
hardness of the alloy AZ61 was not increasing 
with increasing time of precipitation hardening 
(Fig. 2). 

Fig. 2 Dependence of hardness on aging time 
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During the aging up to 120 min. the 
hardness didn´t significantly changed. 

Compression plastic deformation 

The test specimen had the shape of a cuboid 
with a length of 20 mm, width of 13 mm and 
height of 10 mm. The specimen was after 
homogenisation annealing as in previous case. 
Before the compression test a special lubricant 
was placed between the faces of the specimen 
and the ram which prevented unwanted 
specimen deformation caused by shear strain.   
The specimen was step by step loaded with 
a higher compression force and the surface 
hardness and plastic deformation were 
measured among each loading (Fig.3). 

Fig. 3 Dependence of surface hardness on 
compression deformation  

Uniaxial compression plastic deformation 
did not cause significant increase of hardness. 

Plastic deformation by shear stress 

The specimen used for this measurement has 
the same geometry and dimensions as in 
previous test. The surface was plastically 
deformed by sliding friction. This plastic 
deformation caused highest hardness increase. 
After this, the surface hardness increased from 
the original value of 60 HV0.05 to 112 HV0.5.  

     Plastic deformation by shear stress caused 
creation of plastically deformed surface layer, 
increase of the dislocation density and grain 
crushing in the surface and subsurface layers of 
material (Fig. 4). These facts resulted in 
increasing of the surface hardness of the 
magnesium alloy. 

 

Fig. 4 Deformed surface layer 

Conclusions 
From obtained results can be concluded: 

• continuous precipitation does not affect the 
hardness of  AZ 61 alloy, 

• uniaxial compression loading does not 
cause any significant hardness increase on the 
surface, 

• the surface hardness increased from 60 HV 
up to 112 HV by shear plastic deformation. 
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1. Introduction
The vast majority of modern structural 

components used in industry and power generation 
are made of ductile cast iron. One such kind of 
nodular cast iron is EN-GJS-400-18-LT which is 
especially used for the manufacture of dynamically 
loaded structural components. Due to fatigue 
loading, damage accumulates preceding in crack 
initiation and propagation which contributes to the 
overall failure of the structure. Well known fact is 
that the content of certain phases, i.e. ferritic and 
pearlitic as well as the size and shape of the 
graphite nodules influences significantly fracture 
toughness and fatigue life.

Since the object of this paper is the cast iron 
grade EN-GJS-400-18-LT, its nodules or graphite 
spheroids in a ferritic matrix provide large ductility 
and fatigue strength [1]. In order to prevent 
component failure with catastrophic consequences 
it is especially important to investigate the 
influence of the microstructure on the before 
mentioned material.

2. Materials and specimens
Four types of cast iron EN−GJS−400−18−LT 

produced by different technologies are considered. 
For producing nodular cast iron, one nonstandard
technique (type 100) and three standard techniques 
(Flotret − type 200, Tundish − type 300, and 
Inmould − type 400) are used. The graphite 
morphology of the casting types is shown in Fig. 1.

As it can be seen, material produced by the 
Flotret process has significantly larger nodules 
with low density distribution than the other three 
types of nodular cast iron. Besides that, Flotret 
material has graphite nodules with the lowest 

circularity (irregularly shaped nodules) and lower 
content of pearlitic grain.

a) b)

c) d)
Fig. 1. Microstructure of the nodular cast iron for: a) 
type 100; b) type 200; c) type 300 and d) type 400.

All uniaxial (monotonic and cyclic) as well as 
fatigue tests are conducted at room temperature on 
a Walter Bai servohydraulic testing machine with a 
load capacity of ±50 kN. Fig. 2 illustrates the 
schematic shape and geometry of specimens used 
for experimental part of research.

a) b)
Fig. 2. Shape and dimensions of specimens: a) 

cylindrical specimen for monotonic and cyclic testing 
and b) CT specimen.

It comprises a smooth polished cylindrical 
specimens used for monotonic and cyclic 
symmetric and unsymmetric tests as well as 
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compact tension (CT) specimens for fatigue crack 
growth according to the standards ASTM E606 
and ASTM E647.

3. Experimental investigation
Mechanical properties as well as Ramberg-

Osgood’s material parameters of nodular cast iron 
grade EN-GJS-400-18-LT are systematically 
presented in Tab. 1 as well as in Fig. 3 depicted by 
true stress– strain curves.

Material
Series

σy
[MPa]

σu
[MPa]

E
[GPa]

K
[MPa] n

Nonstandard 286.4 435.1 163.4 700.4 0.1726
Flotret 244.0 385.8 180.0 630.4 0.1809

Tundish 250.0 402.0 215.9 666.7 0.1869
Inmould 255.8 417.2 199.9 691.3 0.1868

Tab. 1. Mechanical properties of nodular cast iron grade
EN-GJS-400-18-LT.

Fig. 3. Monotonic tensile tests (true stress– strain 
curves) for four different types of nodular cast iron 

grade EN-GJS-400-18-LT.

Representative cyclic symmetrical test 
(Δε/2=±0.8%) is presented in Fig. 4 due to 
conciseness of this paper. More data can be found 
in [2]. As one can see, significant cyclic hardening 
is observed.

Fig. 4. Representative symmetrical stress–strain 
hysteresis loops.

Cyclic tests are carried out with the constant 
strain rate of 10-3 s-1 limited by applied strain 
amplitude (Δε/2). For symmetric cyclic test, 
different strain amplitude is applied from the 0.2% 
up to the 1.2% with the increment of 0.2%. In 
these tests mean strain is always equal to zero. In 

each test, 40 stress–strain hysteresis loops are 
obtained which is more than enough to achieve a 
stabilized material behaviour; in fact stabilization 
of material is achieved after approximately 15 
cycles, which was evident from decreased 
difference between two adjoining stress ranges.
Monitoring and recording of crack length during 
the tests is performed by an optical measuring 
system Aramis [3]. The tests are conducted on the 
compact tension (CT) specimens (Fig. 2b).

Fig. 5 shows that Tundish type of material (blue 
curve) can withstand the largest number of loading 
cycles till the final fracture, while the Flotret type
(black curve) of material shows the least resistance 
for crack propagation.

Fig. 5. Number of cycles vs. crack length for R=0.1

4. Conclusion
Experimental results show that size, shape and 

distribution of the graphite nodules has no 
significant influence on cyclic hardening of the 
material but they play a great role in the crack 
initiation and propagation process. It is shown that 
the larger irregularly shaped nodules reduce 
mechanical properties as well as fracture toughness 
and fatigue strength.
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1. Introduction 
The hypoeutectic Al-Si-Mg based alloys are the 

most popular alloys of the casting industry world-
wide with a highly desirable combination of 
characteristics, such as excellent castability, 
weldability, low thermal expansion coefficient, 
good corrosion resistance, and machinability. 
Addition of Mg results in good mechanical 
properties after heat treatment. These properties 
lead to the application of Al-Si-Mg alloys in 
automotive industry, especially for wheels, 
structural castings and suspension parts requiring 
moderate to high strength and good ductility [1].  

Mechanical properties are principally controlled 
by the cast structure. Microstructure evolution of 
hypoeutectic Al-Si-Mg alloys during solidification 
is in two stages: primary dendrite Al phase 
formation (α-matrix), and the subsequent eutectic 
transformation (eutectic Si particles in α-matrix) 
The important influence on mechanical properties 
of Al-Si-Mg alloys has the morphology of the 
eutectic silicon [2]. Silicon is a faceted phase and 
makes the Al-Si eutectic an irregular eutectic. The 
brittleness of Si-crystals, of course, is the main 
reason responsible for the poor properties of Al-Si 
alloys since the large eutectic silicon particles lead 
to premature crack initiation and fracture in tension 
conditions [2]. It has been proven that modification 
of eutectic silicon plays an important role in 
improving the mechanical properties of hypo-
eutectic Al-Si alloys. Therefore, many efforts have 
been made in the modification of casting Al-Si 
alloys in order to achieve fine silicon phase with 
beneficial shapes and distribution. The eutectic 
silicon in Al-Si alloy can be modified using 
chemical (addition of specific elements), quen-
ching (rapid freezing), outfield or superheating 
modification [3-4].  

Chemically induced modification results in a 
fibrous or fine flake-like structure. In most foundry 
applications it occurs by adding small concen-
trations of elements such as Sr, Na, and Sb. The 
refinement of scale and distribution of the silicon 
phase leads to a substantial improvement in me-
chanical properties. Alloys which are commonly 
modified generally fall in the 5 - 12 % Si range [3].  

The present study is a part of larger research 
project, which was conducted to investigate and to 
provide a better understanding microstructure 
quality control of recycled Al-Si-Mg cast alloys. 
The main objective of this work was to 
demonstrate the modification effect by Sr on 
microstructure and mechanical properties of 
AlSi10MgMn cast alloy.  

2. Material and experiment 
As an experimental material was used 

secondary near-eutectic AlSi10MgMn cast alloy 
(11 % Si, 0.15 % Fe, 0.42 % Mg, 0.066 % Mn, 
0.034 % Cu, 0.076 % Ti and Al balance). The 
secondary alloy (prepared by recycling of alumi-
nium scrap) was received in the form of 12.5 kg 
ingots. The melting process and the modification 
were carried out in a graphite melting crucible in a 
resistance oven. For the grain refinement process 
was used refining by AlCuAB6 salt and it was 
carried out while overheating the metal bath to  
730 °C ± 5 °C. Sr was added to the melt in the 
form of AlSr10 master in the range 0, 0.05 %,  
0.1 % and 0.15 %.  

In the experimental cast alloy, which has 11 % 
Si, the microstructure (Fig. 1) consists of eutectics 
(eutectic Si particles in α-matrix), α-phase and 
variously type’s intermetallic phases. Fig. 1 shows 
three-dimensional morphology of the eutectic Si 
after Sr-modification. The microstructure seen in 
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Fig. 1a reveals plate-like eutectic silicon. It is 
obvious in Fig. 1b, Fig. 1c and Fig. 1d that the 
eutectic Si platelets after addition of Sr changes 
morphology from compact plate-like to fine stick. 
Si-sticks in samples with 0.1 % and 0.15 % Sr 
coarsen (first of all at the edge of -matrix) 
probably as a result of over-modification.  

  

 
0 % Sr 0.05 % Sr 

 
0.1 % Sr 0.15 % Sr 

Fig. 1. The morphology of eutectic Si,  
deep etch. HCl 

 
In practice, quantity of introduced Sr amounts 

to about 0.04 - 0.07 % [4]. However, there are 
existing different opinions concerning optimal 
additives of Sr introduced to Al-Si alloy, which 
should assure complete and stable effect of 
structure modification, and owing to it - high 
mechanical properties. Too high contents of Sr in 
the modified alloy is not required, because except 
intensive susceptibility of the alloy to gassing, in 
its structure can appear releases of brittle Al2SrSi2 
phase, confirmed during metallographic tests as 
early as above 0.06 % of Sr contents, what 
deteriorates mechanical properties of the castings, 
first of all ductility (Fig. 2) [1, 4].  

The effect of Sr-amount to tensile strength and 
ductility is shown in Fig. 2 and Fig. 3. Values of 
ultimate tensile strength are determined by the 
average of value of three test bars. Fig. 2 shows 
that increasing amount of the modifying element 
increases tensile strength from 146 MPa to 183 
MPa. A remarkable increase in the strength is 
observed in samples modified by 0.15 Sr (cca 25 
%). Ductility for alloy modified with 0.05 % Sr 

increases from 2.2 % to 4.3 % (about 95 %). 
Higher amount of modifier (above 0.15 % Sr) has 
led to a decrease of ductility.  
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Fig. 2 Effect of Sr-modification to tensile strength 
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Fig. 3 Effect of Sr-modification to ductility

3. Conclusion
Morphology of eutectic Si changes from compact 
plate-like (0 % Sr) to fine stick (after 
modification). Si-sticks in samples with 0.1 % and 
0.15 % Sr coarsen probably as a result of over-
modification. 

Increasing amount of the Sr increases tensile 
strength and ductility. Higher amount of Sr (above 
0.15 %) has led to a decrease of ductility. 

In the last analysis (morphology of Si, mechanical 
properties) probably amount 0.05 % Sr it will by 
optimal. 
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1. Introduction 
Is know that 1 kg of aluminium in a car reduces 

CO2(eq) emissions by 19 kg during its whole 
lifecycle. In addition, 5 - 7 % fuel savings can be 
realized for every 10 % weight reduction by 
substituting aluminium for heavier steel through 
appropriate design. The application of aluminium 
in passenger vehicles and light trucks manu-
factured in 2006 will lead to potential savings of 
approximately 140 million tons of CO2(eq) 
emissions and to energy savings of equivalent to 
55 billion litres of crude oil over the lifecycle of 
these vehicles. With the climate change of concern 
and also due to the energy costly process of the 
production of primary aluminium alloy, involving 
bauxite mining, purification of alumina and a 
molten salt electrolyte based on cryolite (Na3AlF6) 
is increasing interest in the use and production of 
secondary aluminium alloys [1]. 

The alloys of the Al-Si-Cu system have become 
increasingly important in recent years, mainly in 
the automotive industry that uses recycled 
(secondary) aluminium in the form of various 
motor mounts, pistons, cylinder heads, heat 
exchangers, air conditioners, transmissions 
housings, wheels, fenders and so on due to their 
high strength at room and high temperature [2].  

To this end, was studied hypoeutectic 
secondary Al-cast alloy - AlSi9Cu3. This material 
has good mechanical properties and casting 
characteristics. Cu addition makes this alloy heat 
treatable and hence improves its mechanical 
properties by forming finer hardening phase 
(Al2Cu precipitate). Therefore the mechanical 
properties depend of the microstructure (will 
change as the microstructure changes) and changes 
in microstructure depend of heat treatment, the 

objective of this study is to understand the role of 
structural parameters (-matrix, Si-particles, Fe-
rich phases, secondary dendrite arm spacing - 
SDAS) on the mechanical properties (especially 
Vickers microhardness) during heat treatment [3].  

2. Material and experiment 
The experimental secondary Al-alloy (prepared 

by recycling of aluminium scrap) was received in 
the form of 12.5 kg ingots. Experimental material 
was molten into the chill (chill casting). The 
melting temperature was maintained at 760 °C ± 
5 °C. Molten metal was purified with salt 
AlCu4B6 before casting and was not modified or 
grain refined. The chemical analysis of AlSi9Cu3 
cast alloy was carried out using an arc spark 
spectroscopy and the chemical composition was: 
Al-9.4Si-2.4Cu-0.24Mn-0.9Fe-0.28Mg (wt. %). In 
the experimental cast alloy, which has 9.4 % Si, 
the microstructure (Fig. 1) consists of eutectics 
(eutectic Si particles in α-matrix), α-phase and 
variously type’s Fe-rich (needle-like Al5FeSi 
phase, skeleton-like Al15(FeMn)3Si2 phase) and 
Cu-rich (Al-Al2Cu-Si) intermetallic phases.  

Fig. 1. The microstructure of AlSi9Cu3 cast alloy 
in as-cast state, etch. Dix-Keller. 

50 m
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The different intermetallic phases are 
concentrated mainly in the interdendritic spaces. 
The experimental material was not modified or 
grain refined therefore eutectic Si was observed in 
a form needles on scratch pattern of as-cast 
samples (on deep-etcher samples in a form of large 
hexagonal platelets) [4]. 

Experimental cast samples were given a age-
hardening, that consist of solution treatment by  
515 °C with holding time 4 hours, water quenching 
at 40 °C and artificial aging by different tempe-
rature 130, 150 and 170 °C with different holding 
time 2, 4, 8, 16 and 32 hours. After age-hardening 
were samples subjected for micro-hardness test 
(HV 0.01) and microstructure observation.  

2.1 Effect of age-hardening on structure  

Due to solution treatment the needles of 
eutectic Si were fragmentized and spheroidised 
into smaller round particles. Size of these particles 
was not affected with different temperature of 
artificial aging. The temperature of artificial aging 
130 °C and 150 °C caused only small changes in 
morphology of intermetallic phases. Major changes 
in morphology of intermetallic phases have been 
reported after temperature of artificial aging 
170 °C. In as-cast samples had the Fe-rich 
intermetallic phase a compact skeleton-like 
morphology. During heat treatment compact phase 
dissolved and fragmented to smaller skeleton 
particles. The Fe-rich needles was shorted and 
narrowed after age-hardening into small needles 
phases. The Al-Al2Cu-Si phase without heat 
treatment (as-cast state) occurs in form compact 
oval troops. After heat treatment compact Al-
Al2Cu-Si phase disintegrates to separates Al2Cu 
particles and redistributed within α-matrix. Cu also 
creates dispersed intermetallic precipitates and 
increases the overall matrix strength by a 
mechanism called the precipitation strengthening 
effect. Unfortunately, because these precipitates 
are very fine, their area fractions can not be 
quantified using image analysis combined with 
light optical microscopy and scanning electron 
microscopy [4]. 

2.2 Vickers microhardness 

The matrix (-phase) Vickers microhardness 
was measured in HTW Dresden. The micro-
hardness measurements of the samples were 
performed using a MHT-1 microhardness tester 
under a 1g load for 10 s (HV 0.01) at the room 
temperature. Twenty measurements were taken per 
sample and the median microhardness was 
determined. Fig. 2 shows the change of -phase 
Vickers microhardness during age - hardening. It 
can be found that the highest Vickers micro-

hardness was by temperature 170 °C with holding 
time from 16 to 32 hours (176 HV 0.01). 
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Fig. 2. Effect of age-hardening on -phases Vickers 
microhardness. 

The first aging peak for each temperature of 
artificial aging was observed after holding time 2 
hours. At intermediate stage of aging, after a little 
decrease the microhardness increases again and 
reaches the potential second peak. The final stage 
of aging, when the hardness decreases as a result of 
over-aging, was not observed. For temperature 130 
and 170 °C was observed hardness high plateau. 
The microhardness on samples aged at temperature 
150 °C gradually increase. These changes in 
microhardness related with changes in micro-
structure and substructure of samples.  

3. Conclusion
Changes in structure and substructure of 

materials led to increasing of -phase Vickers 
microhardness. The „optimum'' schedule for 
mechanical properties is as follows: T6 - solution 
treatment: 4 h at 515 °C; water quenching at 40 °C; 
artificial aging: 16 h at 170 °C. This will produce 
the following properties: Vicker microhardness of 
-phase = 176 HV 0.01 in compare with as-cast 
state was of 44 % higher (78 HV 0.01).
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1. Introduction 

The subject of this paper is the behavior of a 

welded specimen subjected to tensile forces, with 

the purpose of confirming results obtained by 

experimental methods (digital image correlation) 

using numerical simulation by finite element 

method. The 3D optical strain and displacement 

analysis using Digital image correlation represents 

a useful experimental approach that helps to better 

understand full displacement/strain fields of loaded 

materials and structures [1,2,4]. 

During these experiments, numerous problems 

are encountered, often involving the equipment 

used, as well as the geometry and the inhomo–

geneity of the specimen [1]. 

The results obtained by numerical simulations 

were then compared to the existing ones, in order 

to determine how well the strain distributions in 

both cases comply with each other, i.e. to deter–

mine if the largest strains would occur in appro–

ximately same locations. In addition, the purpose 

of this numerical simulation was to determine the 

stress field for the whole specimen [1,2], including  

locations that were not measured experimentally.  

2. Methods 

The experimental measuring was performed 

using DIC. For this purpose, ARAMIS software 

(GOM, Braunschweig, Germany) was used. The 

specimen was subjected to tension and the 

resulting displacement was used as input data for 

the numerical model. Two materials were used in 

the real specimen, 0361 steel for the base metal, 

and VAC 60 as the weld metal. The welded joint is 

overmatched, i.e. its yield strength is noticeably 

greater than that of the base metal [3]. As a result, 

plasticity occurred in the base metal. 

The simulation was performed in ABAQUS 

CAE (Dassault, France). Due to the specimen 

symmetry along two planes, a quarter of the model 

was used for the simulation. The load was given in 

form of displacement control, with maximum 

value of 18 mm, at the rate of 3mm/minute. The 

geometry of the specimen is given in figure 1.  

 

Fig. 1. Geometry of the specimen used in the 

experiment. 

Boundary conditions were defined in accor–

dance with the experiment and the fact that the 

model geometry was approximated as a quarter of 

the real specimen. Along the symmetry planes, 

displacement was constrained in the direction 

perpendicular to them. Additional constraints were 

made on the parts of the upper and the lower 

surfaces (figure 2) to simulate the grip surfaces of 

the real specimen.  
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Fig. 2. Boundary conditions 

Due to high plasticity occurring in the model, a 

mesh made of 20 node quadric brick elements 

(C3D20) was used. Non-linear geometry option 

was used for the same reason.  

3. Results 

The model was made simpler since in the 

experiment, only one side of the specimen yielded, 

due to structure flaws, and also  in order to reduce 

the total number of elements, and therefore make 

the calculation simpler and faster [2,3]. 

Experimental displacement, obtained by DIC, 

in longitudinal direction is presented in figure 3.  

 

Fig. 3. Experimental results for displacements 

Numerical results are given in the figure below. 

Figure 4 shows the equivalent plastic strain distri–

bution at stage 130, along with the displacements. 

 

 

Fig. 4. Plastic strain and displacement at stage 130 

The above figure shows that highest plastic 

strain occurs at the expected location. Displa–

cements in both cases are very similar as well. 

4. Conclusion 

Numerical and experimental results have shown 

good compliance, especially regarding the distri–

bution of plastic strain, i.e. both specimens started 

yielding at the approximately same time and 

position. Experimental measuring using DIC, 

along with numerical simulation using FEM gave 

us insight into stress distribution and was con–

firmed as a reliable method for obtaining results 

for displacements and strain in welded specimens. 

Use of a simple model (quarter of the specimen), 

as well as the correct choice of elements used in 

the mesh has greatly improved the results obtained. 
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1. Introduction 
Magnesium alloys are attractive as structural 

light-weight materials in the automotive and 
aerospace industries for their extremely low 
density, good cast ability and recyclability [1]. 
Recently, there has been a strong demand from 
industries for the development of high strength 
casting and wrought magnesium alloys. A great 
amount of research has been performed to 
enhance the strength level of the conventional 
wrought magnesium alloys such as Mg–Al and 
Mg–Zn based alloys. Despite this progress, the 
highest strength of the ordinary cast Mg alloys 
reported so far is no more than 414 MPa [2, 3, 
4].  

Deformation of Mg alloys at normal 
temperatures causes that each grain is deformed 
to the shape determined by nearby grains. The 
preferred plane of Mg alloys for the formation 
of twins is {1 0 1 ̅2} in the slip direction [1 0 
1 ̅1 ]̅ [5, 6]. Due to the slip deformation, which 
tends to occur easily on the Mg basal plane at a 
low critical shear stress, crystal orientation with 
his basal plane on the surface negatively 
influences the wear-resistance [7, 8]. As is 
already known the AZ61 alloy has good plastic 
properties, toughness and it is used in multiple 
applications, replacing other Mg alloys [9]. The 
aim of this study is to identify the influence of 
plastic deformation on strength characteristics 
of AZ61 Mg alloy with the addition of Ca by 
the pressure deformation.  
2. Experiments and Results 

The semi product AZ61 alloy with addition 
of 0.5 wt. % Ca was manufactured by squeeze - 
casting in the form of a square plate. The 
experimental material was heat treated to 
achieve full polyhedrization of grains with 
almost complete phase dissolution of the 
dendritic structure. Heat treatment consisted of 
dissolution annealing at temperature 490°C for 
32 h and fast cooling to 60°C by water. After 
cooling, the specimens were annealed for 5 h at 

200°C in order to obtain a stable 
microstructure. After heat treatment, the 
specimen were prepared from experimental 
material. The specimens were of square cross-
section 15 x 15 mm with length of 25 mm. One 
side of surface was metallographically prepared 
and etched so it was possible to identify all 
structural components of the studied alloy. 
After heat treatment, the microstructure was 
formed by solid solution of aluminum and zinc 
in magnesium (phase δ) and other phases based 
on Al-Ca-Mg, Al-Mn-Mg. In the polyhedral 
grains precipitated particles of Mg17Al12 (γ 
phase) [9]. 
 

 
Fig. 1: Plastic deformation realized by screw and 

slip dislocations; (SEM) 
After microstructure evaluation, a steel 

indentor was pressed perpendicular to the 
metallographically prepared surface. 
Consequently, there was created a network of 
slip bands, deformation twins and some grains 
were shifted due the plastic deformation on the 
surrounding area. The steel roller had a 
diameter of 1 mm and the used strength was 
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3800 and 7800 N. By the stress release in the 
surrounding of the indentor there were formed 
small cracks in several directions and some of 
them, due to their propper orientation, formed 
one or more magistral cracks.The change of the 
direction of plastic deformation propagation 
occured  due to the presence of undissolved 
phases in grains and also on grain boundaries, 
which were present in the microstructure even 
after heat treatment. The plastic deformation 
was characterized by a combination of screw 
and edge dislocation slip, formation of 
deformation  twins  and fine cracks in the areas 
of  the highest tension stress during loading 
(Fig. 1). The plastic deformation intensity was 
caused by improper crystallographic orientation 
of grains. In these grains, the process is not so 
intensive to cause significant plastic 
deformation of the grain surface. After 
polishing of the deformed surface, there was 
measured microhardness HV 0.1, so that the 
change of the plastic deformation intensity was  

 

 
Fig.2: The gradual change of hardness with 

increasing distance from the bottom of the 
indentation 

documented in all the affected surface. The 
gradual change of hardness with increasing 
distance from the bottom of the indentation 
place is shown in Fig. 2 (the points were 
obtained as the average of 5 measurements). By 
comparing of the hardness course and the 
surface deformation relief it is possible to state 
that there is a good correlation between them 
and the hardness measurement is a suitable 
method for evaluation of the plastic 
deformation range in Mg alloys. 

Conclusions 
Based on experimental work it can be 

concluded: 
- the compression loading of experimental 

specimens after heat treatment leads to  slip 
and twinning plastic deformation, 

- in the surrounding area of the indentation 
were created cracks and also cracking of 

intermetallic phases present in the 
microstructure was present , 

- changes in the intensity and distribution of 
plastic deformation was caused by 
deformation strengthening and shifting of 
grain boundaries, 

- measuring of the microhardness showed 
increase of hardness in the places with the 
highest plastic deformation in loading area. 
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1. Introduction 
Fibre reinforced polymers (frp) are more and 

more used in different industrial branches like the 
transportation, the sport or the medicine industries. 
The variety of different compositions consisting of 
fibre and bedding matrix to a composite and the 
following variety of characteristics is one of the 
biggest advantages for this material class. This 
variety allows on the one hand, defining an 
appropriate composite with partially very specific 
behaviour for different uses. But on the other hand, 
the grade of complexity for this material class is 
getting higher with every new composite. 

The finishing, like the drilling of holes or the 
milling of grooves, is a very common process step 
in the production of frp parts. Due to the 
construction of these materials consisting of the 
matrix system and the fibre material, the cutting is 
very demanding. The problematic is consisting in 
the fact that you have to machine two different 
materials with different characteristics. For 
example, young’s modulus of a common resin 
system (=matrix) is around 3 GPa [1] and the value 
for a common industrial fibre (toray T300) is 230 
GPa [2]. Complicating the matter is the fact that 
the young’s modulus of this fibre is depending on 
the load direction. The resulting problem is a short 
tool life time in comparison with the machining of 
metallic materials and defects on the machined 
surface. These defects can be classified in: 

 delamination 

 fraying 

 splintering

The practical problem for the industry is that 
there are no regulations for the definition of the 
mentioned defects. Furthermore, there is no 
measuring method defined, so that anybody who 

has to qualify the result of a finishing operation has 
to find a useful way to do so. This subjective way 
of working leads to misunderstandings and 
different points of view in case of business. 

The Institute of Production Engineering and 
Laser Technology (IFT) of the Vienna University 
of Technology is dealing with this topic. 
Measurement technologies to define the quality of 
machined frp as well as appropriate quality indices 
were developed. 

2. Occurring defects 
In the following, the occurring defects while 

machining frp products are described. In Fig. 1. a 
schematic view of a machined hole is shown. In 
this figure the green section is the cross section of 
a drill. The orange areas indicate delamination, the 
reds fraying and the yellow ones splintering. 

l m
ax

Fig. 1. left: schematic view of a machined hole and the 
associated defects; right: legend of contour levels 

2.1 Delamination

The delamination occurs mostly at the top or 
bottom layer of a structure. It also occurs in the 
laminate, for example at the boundary of different 
materials. These layers delaminate because of a 
transgression of the maximum interlaminate 
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bonding force. While finishing frp such a 
transgression is based on the machining force. The 
geometric definition of a delamination for the 
measurement is a local increase of the topological 
behaviour of a surface. Additional attendance 
while measuring has to be given to the roughness 
and the global waviness of the part to avoid 
influences of the result. 

2.2 Fraying

The fraying of fibres is again a defect at the top 
or bottom layer. The strong fibres move away from 
the cutting edge. Frayed material stays in the 
machined volume after the process. 

2.3 Splintering

Splintering is also a defect at the surrounding 
layers of a composite. The angle from the 
delaminated section to the part surface of the ply, 
increases during the machining process so that 
these section splinters. Such a defect after a 
drilling process is indicated in Fig. 2. 

Fig. 2. splintering, left: photo via measurement device, 
right: wrong colour photo. 

3. Quality indices 
The defects occurring after finishing operations 

in the production process of frp parts have to be 
measured in that way, that you get information 
about the size of a defected area and about the 
specific type of a defect at an area. The 
representation of this principle is based on the 
work of Mohan [3]. At the IFT an Alicona Infinite 
Focus 4G and a Nikon Nexiv VMR 2520 are used 
for the investigations. The machine supported 
measurement increases the objectivity and the 
precision of the process. Very important is that the 
measuring parameters are defined and stay 
constant for every measuring process. 

To qualify a machining result and to compare 
different results together, a criterion has to be 
defined. For that reason three quality indices for 
every type of defect were developed. In Tab. 1. the 
fraying quality index is shown. This index is 
generated with two digits. The first digit indicates 
the longest fraying in comparison to the tool 
diameter of a machined structure. The amount of 

fraying at the circumference of the structure is 
represented by the second digit. The percentile 
ranges are based on the standard line R8. The 
index goes from 11, for the worst result, to 99 for 
the best possible result. The quality of a machined 
structure can now be determined. 

FQI - Fraying Quality Index 

longest fraying 
in comparison 

to the tool 
diameter 

amount of fraying at the circumference 
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0% ≤ x ≤ 1% 99 98 97 96 95 94 93 92 91

1% ≤ x ≤ 2% 89 88 87 86 85 84 83 82 81

2% ≤ x ≤ 3% 79 78 77 76 75 74 73 72 71

3% ≤ x ≤ 6% 69 68 67 66 65 64 63 62 61

6% ≤ x ≤ 10% 59 58 57 56 55 54 53 52 51

10% ≤ x ≤ 18% 49 48 47 46 45 44 43 42 41

18% ≤ x ≤ 32% 39 38 37 36 35 34 33 32 31

32% ≤ x ≤ 56% 29 28 27 26 25 24 23 22 21

56% ≤ x ≤ 100% 19 18 17 16 15 14 13 12 11

Tab. 1. FQI matrix 

The classification for the delamination and 
splintering indices uses the same two digit 
principle as the fraying one. With the information 
of these three indices a machining process can be 
qualified completely. 

4. Results
With the possibility to use a regulation to define 

the quality of a machined structure, companies can 
produce parts with defined characteristics and 
avoid conflicts with partners. The R&D society 
gets the necessary basis to compare results as well. 
Such comparison is most fundamental for any 
improvements in the process, like the development 
of new tools, machining strategies and so on. 
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1. Introduction 
Investigation of the materials for fabrication of 

the parts for using in human body is very important 
theme because of life style changing and average 
age of life increasing. Metallic materials continue 
to play an essential role as biomaterials to assist 
with the repair or replacement of bone tissue that 
has become diseased or damaged [1].  

Magnesium has been suggested as 
a revolutionary implant material to overcome the 
limitations of the current metallic materials being 
used. Mg is light in weight and low in density, 
and exhibits high strength/weight ratio [2]. Mg 
also has the advantage of degradation, and thus if 
corrosion rates are controlled, the material would 
slowly degrade, removing the necessity for 
second removal surgeries, thereby decreasing 
health risks, costs and scarring. Additionally, in 
contrast to the metals currently utilized, the wear 
products of which can be potentially toxic or 
otherwise harmful to the patient [3, 4], the 
corrosion products of Mg have been shown to be 
potentially beneficial to the patient [5]. 

Calcium phosphates have extensively been 
studied due to its biocompatibility, chemical 
stability and similarity in composition with the 
mineral phase of teeth and bone and use as bone 
substitutes in biomedical industry. 

Aim of this study is to electrodeposit calcium 
phosphate layer on magnesium alloy AZ31 surface 
and to improve its corrosion properties by this 
way. 

2. Experimental results and discussion 
The tested AZ31 magnesium alloy was 

continually casted at Brandenburgische 
Universität in Cottbus, Germany. The chemical 
composition is in Tab. 1. The microstructure (Fig. 

1) is created by polyedric grains of supersaturated 
solid solution of aluminium, zinc and other 
alloying elements in magnesium. The average 
grain size is 220 μm. 

 
Component Al Zn Mn Si Mg 
wt.% 2.96 0.828 0.433 0.004 bal. 

Tab. 1. Chemical composition of tested Mg alloy 
 

 
Fig. 1.  Microstructure of AZ31 alloy, polarized light, 

etch. picral [6, 7] 

For the evaluation of calcium phosphate surface 
treatment influence on electrochemical 
characteristics the sample surfaces (2x2 cm²) were 
grinded with 1000 grit SiC paper, then degreased 
with ethanol, and dried using a stream of hot air. 
The calcium phosphate was deposed on the 
samples’ surfaces. Treatment electrolyte solution 
was prepared with 0.1M Ca(NO3)2, 0.06M 
NH4.H2PO4 and 10 ml.dm-3 of 50 vol.% H2O2. 
Sample was used as cathode. Electrodeposition 
was performed with constant current density -0.5 
mA.cm-2 for 1 hour. 

The surface morphology of the treated 
specimens was assessed in the laboratories of the 
Department of Materials Engineering, FME, 
University of Žilina, by a stereomicroscope Nikon 
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AZ100 with a digital camera using NIS Elements 
software. Electrodeposition under specified 
conditions led to the creation of a thin layer of 
calcium phosphate (Fig. 2). 

 
Fig. 2. Morphology of CaP layer on AZ31 Mg alloy 

surface 

The corrosion characteristics of the untreated 
and CP-coated AZ31 magnesium alloy samples 
were evaluated by potentiodynamic polarization 
tests. The corrosion experiments were performed at 
22 ± 1 °C in 0.9% NaCl with the time exposure 5 
minutes. A saturated calomel electrode and a 
platinum electrode served as the reference and 
auxiliary electrodes, respectively. Treated and 
untreated AZ31 samples formed the working 
electrode in such a way that only 1 cm² area of the 
working electrode surface was exposed to the 
electrolyte solution in corrosion cell. 
Potentiodynamic polarization tests were carried out 
from -200 to + 500 mV vs SCE with respect to the 
OCP at a scan rate of 1 mV.s-1. Measured 
potentiodynamic curves were analysed using Tafel 
fit by EC-Lab software. 

Fig. 4 shows the measured potentiodynamic 
curves of untreated and treated AZ31 Mg alloy 
samples using current controlled electrodeposition 
of CaP. Curves of both surfaces demonstrated a 
transition between a passive state and active state. 
Short steady state was measured on both surfaces 
that is corresponding with passive behavior of the 
surfaces in testing media.  

More positive corrosion potential (Ecorr)value (-
1.518 V) is observed on samples with the surface 
covered by CaP. Just grinded AZ31 magnesium 
alloy samples show the corrosion potential value -
1.604 mV. Surface covered by CaP is 
electrochemically nobler and hence 
thermodynamically more stable. 

In terms of kinetics the samples coated by CaP 
show significantly lower values of corrosion 
current density (icorr). Untreated samples achieve 
the icorr value of 34.421 μA.cm-2, while samples 
with CaP achieve 0.484 μA.cm-2 that represents 71-

fold reduction. This finding is very important for 
assessing the kinetics of corrosion, since corrosion 
current density is directly related to the corrosion 
rate and therefore tells us about the intensity of the 
ongoing corrosion process in the specific 
electrolyte. 
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Fig. 3. Potentiodynamic curves of tested alloys  

in 0.9% NaCl solution 

3. Conclusion 
On the basis of performed experiments, analysis 

of the results and their interpretations, we 
concluded that the surface of AZ31 alloy with CaP 
coating reaches better electrochemical corrosion 
characteristics from thermodynamic (more positive 
values of Ecorr) and from kinetic (lower icorr values) 
point of view also. 
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1. Introduction 
Testing new biomaterials, including dental 

composites or fully-ceramic framework, to a large 
extent, covers determining their material 
characteristics. An important element of the 
evaluation of the material used is testing the 
mechanical strength which gets extended by the 
analysis of probability and reliability based on the 
use of the Weibull distribution. The Weibull 
distribution module m, namely the shape 
parameter, provides characteristics of the variation 
in material strength. It is assumed that the higher 
the value of that module, the greater the 
operational reliability. The biomaterial tested in the 
paper is zirconium dioxide which, has been applied 
for dental purposes, since the 1990s. It seems that 
one of the problems of common application is an 
excessively expensive workmanship of the dental 
crown or bridge and a later development of a 
reliable method of gluing to earlier-prepared – 
teeth filed down in oral cavity. However, much 
interest in that material is due to the fact that it is 
very easy to model the patient’s support in the 
CAD system and to map it in the material applying 
machining with a specialist CNC milling machine. 
The shape created in that way gets baked – 
synterised at the temperature of 1500°C. Yet 
another element is baking porcelain onto the 
support; porcelain which will not differ in colour 
from the other teeth in the patient’s oral cavity. 
Dental supports prepared and made in that way 
demonstrate not only expected shapes and dyes, 
but also show high strength properties, including a 
high value of the elastic modulus, as well as good 
biocompatibility.  

2. Materials and method 
Static 3-point bending tests were performed 

compliant with the PN-EN 843-1 norm. The tests 
involved the use of the Zircon Lava material 
provided by 3M company; the material is used to 
make dental crowns and bridges. The material 
supplied by the manufacturer was cut with the 
circular saw Buehler ISOMET 5000 (Poland) into 
slices 25mm x 16mm x 2.5mm in size. The 
elements received in that way were exposed to 
laser cutting using the Alfalas WS device (Poland) 
setting the cutting parameters in a way which 
would not allow for material overheating. With 
cutting performed in that way about 6 samples 
1.87mm x 1.87mm x 15mm in size were made. 
The specimen sizes consider the contraction 
accounting for about 20%, which occurs during 
material synterisation. Fig. 1 presents the 
specimens geometry.  

3-point bending tests were performed using the 
strength testing machine Instron 8874. The tests  

Fig. 1. Specimens geometry 

involved the use of dynamometer with a maximum 
measurement scope of ± 5kN and the upper arm 
dislocation was 0.5 mm/min. 
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3. Results 
Static 3-point bending tests were made for 30 

specimens 1.5mm x 1.5mm x 12mm in size. The 
analysis with the Weibull distribution assumed the 
results for 23 specimens. Results rejection was 
made according to the guidelines provided for in 
PN-EN 843-5 norm where the number of the 
results cannot exceed 30 and extreme results must 
be rejected. Single test results for respective 
samples exposed to the analysis in the order of 
increasing values of maximum bending stress are 
provided in Fig. 2, which was supplemented with 
the regression line plotted-in together with the 
value of the coefficient of determination R2. 

Fig. 2. Graphic representation of 3-point bending results 

The analysis of reliability of the material 
investigated involved the use of the two-parameter 
Weibull distribution in a form of:  

       (1)  

    (2) 

Equation 1 can be compared to, having been 
logarithm-transformed, to linear equation 

: 

(3)  

where Ps
stands for the probability of specimen survival, Ps

equals 1-Pf. 

The linear approximation after logarithm-
transformation of the testing results for bending 
strength and regression equation and the 
coefficient of determination are given in Fig. 3. 

Fig. 3. Approximation of the distribution of probability 
for bending strength of Lava zirconium dioxide. 

It should be noted the fact that the Weibull 
modulus m for the material has a low value. In the 
literature, a low Weibull modulus authors 
interpreted as the result of a big distraction 
structural defects in the samples, equivalent to its 
poor reliability. 
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1. Introduction 
The use of polymers has significantly increased, 

in the past decades on many engineering areas. In 
the production phase and later on during utilization 
polymers are exposed to different environmental 
conditions (i.e., different temperatures, pressures, 
humidity) that affect their volumetric behavior. 
Understanding such behavior is important on 
numerous engineering processes (e.g., high 
pressure polymer processing technologies) and 
applications (e.g., noise and vibration reduction 
applications). 

Often it was assumed that volumetric response 
was time or frequency independent. However 
increasing demands for higher material 
performance at elevated temperatures and 
pressures do not allow such simplification, 
consequently pointing out potential need for more 
careful characterization of time or frequency 
dependant volumetric (bulk) response of polymers. 

Due to modern industrial requirements a novel 
measuring system for investigation of dynamic 
bulk behavior of polymers was developed based on 
previous research works of McKinney and 
Belcher, 1963 [1]; Deng and Knauss, 1997 [2,3] 
and Sane and Knauss, 2001 [4,5]. The newly 
developed measuring system can simultaneously 
measure real (storage) component 𝐵𝐵′(𝜔𝜔) and 
imaginary (loss) 𝐵𝐵′′(𝜔𝜔) component of the dynamic 
bulk compliance, 𝐵𝐵∗(𝜔𝜔). 

This paper represents the measuring capabilities 
and optional upgrades of an apparatus for the 
characterization of viscoelastic bulk characteristics 
under harmonic excitation. 

2. Experimental methodology 
2.1 Measuring principle 

Measurement of dynamic bulk compliance 
𝐵𝐵∗(𝜔𝜔) takes place in the cavity of a pressure 
chamber, filled with an incompressible medium 
(oil), where there is uniform hydrostatic pressure. 
Sinusoidal signal in the form of AC voltage at 
respective frequency excites a piezoelectric disk 
(transducer), which acts as an actuator and causes 
compression waves that travel through the 
transmitting medium and a polymeric sample. A 
second piezoelectric disk, which acts as a pressure 
sensor, perceives compression waves in the form 
of amplitude and phase (phase is shifted due to 
measurements of time-dependant materials) [1,2]. 

Such method allows direct measurements of 
volume change under sinoidal hydrostatic pressure 
at the time of volumetric deformation of the 
polymeric sample. However, the following 
assumptions must be taken into account: 

1. length of the cavity must be much smaller 
than the wave length of compression wave; 
this ensures that pressure is uniform 
(constant) inside the cavity; 

2. force transferred to the sample is essentially 
hydrostatic pressure; 

3. complex compliances (compressiblities) of 
piezoelectric disks, cavity, wires, sample 
and transmitting medium are additive (can 
be summed); 

4. process is taking place in ideal rigid body; 
5. transmitting medium by which the 

polymeric sample is excited is 
incompressible. 
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2.2 Experimental setup 

Experimental setup for measuring dynamic bulk 
compliance B*(ω) of time-dependant materials can 
be divided in 3 major subsystems. These 
subsystems are hydraulic, electronic and thermal 
subsystem. 

Hydraulic subsystem is needed to supply 
transmitting medium into the pressure chamber and 
also to pressurize hydraulic subsystem. Electronic 
subsystem ensures generation of the signal, 
transmission, filtering and acquisition of the signal. 
Thermal subsystem contains isolation chamber, 
which enables measurements at constant room 
temperature. 

2.3 Procedure and materials 

Apparatus is in the prototype state and can 
measure dynamic bulk compliance B*(ω) at the 
following boundary conditions: room temperature 
± 1 °C, pressure range from 1 to 100 bar ± 1,5 bar 
and frequency range from 100 to 1000 Hz. 
Measurements were carried for two different 
materials, i.e., polyvinyl acetate (PVAc) and 
thermoplastic polyurethane (TPU). 

3. Results 
Figure 1 presents results of dynamic bulk 

storage B'(ω) and loss B''(ω) compliances for two 
different materials; PVAc and TPU. Measurements 
were conducted at room temperature, atmospheric 
pressure and frequency range from 100 Hz to 1000 
Hz. Volume of the samples was 0,0128 cm3. For 
both materials (PVAc and TPU) it is clear that 
storage and loss components of complex dynamic 
bulk compliance B*(ω) are constant within the 
whole frequency range, no transition is observed. 
Storage component B'(ω) of TPU has higher value 
(approximately 1,1 GPa-1) than PVAc, which 
means it is more compressible. Loss components 
B''(ω) for both materials are almost zero, which 
means that materials do not cause damping at 
particular boundary conditions.  

 
Figure 1: Dynamic bulk storage and loss 

compliance of PVAc and TPU 

4. Concluding remarks 
Novel measuring system was developed for 

measuring dynamic bulk compliance B*(ω) of 
time-dependant materials. Apparatus in current 
state can directly measure mentioned material 
property at room temperature, at pressures up to 
100 bar and frequencies from 100 Hz to 1000 kHz. 
Measurements were conducted on two different 
materials (PVAc and TPU) at room temperature, 
atmospheric pressure and frequencies from 100 Hz 
to 1000 Hz. 

Dynamic bulk storage B'(ω) and loss B''(ω) 
compliance exhibit constant values within 
frequency range, no transition was observed. 
Obtained data reflects general functionality of 
apparatus although apparatus has certain limitation 
regarding boundary conditions. 

Future work will include upgrading of the 
apparatus to allow measurements of dynamic bulk 
compliance in a wider range of temperatures 
pressures and frequencies. Device structure will 
also allow measurements of mentioned material 
function in the molten state. 
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1. Introduction 

In recent years there is a need to increase 

development of smart and low weight and low 

energy consumption sensors and actuators for 

engineering applications. Sensors which are 

independent from external energy sources, or their 

energy consumption is negligible are desired. 

These requirements can be met by piezoelectric 

materials. When mechanical force is applied to 

piezo-material, due to the direct piezoelectric 

effect, an electrical voltage is generated. Although 

due to inverse piezoelectric effect it can induce 

force, when electric field is applied. Different 

application of piezoelectric materials makes them 

appropriate for the development of systems that 

such sensor-active vibration damper [1]. 

Unfortunately, such a sensor records measurements 

only when the load changes, so the measurements 

may be flawed depending on the frequency of 

excitation. 

2. Methods 

Specimen was made form aluminum alloy and 

dimensions was 350x40x1mm. On two sides piezo 

and resistive (for correlation) strain gauge were 

bonded (Fig. 1.). 

 

Fig. 1. Resistive strain gauge (on left) and piezo sensor 

(on right) bonded to aluminum alloy sample. 

Piezo strain gauge material is PZT5AH1 Navy 

Type II with longitudinal active part, and 

transverse electrodes [2]. Size of sensor is 

28x7x0.3mm. Data acquisition was performed with 

National Instruments software and hardware. Piezo 

data was amplified by MMF M68D1 charge 

amplifier. Large electrical noise appeared during 

measurements, got rid of them by using battery 

power for piezo amplifier, instead of the power 

supply. 

 

Fig. 2. MMF M68D1 piezo charge amplifier. 

3. Results 

The main issue was to determine the behavior 

of the piezo sensor when forcing with a low 

frequency, or between cycles is the steady-state. 

Result were obtained in several loading function 

applied with different parameters (e.g. amplitude, 

frequency, steady state time). Only some of them 

are presented below. 

3.1 Unit step function 

First unit step function were applied, there has 

been a change from 0N in 0.25s and force was 

detained at a constant level. Piezo sensor has not 

hold the state, in contrast to the resistive strain 

gauge (Fig. 3.). This experiment can be very useful 

to determinate transmittance of sensor. 
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Fig. 3. Results obtained in unit step function 

loading. Red line represents results from piezo sensor. 

3.2 Subsequent step function 

Model was loaded by 5 consecutive step units, 

with 15 seconds break after each other, where load 

was locked in constant position. Here, loss of load 

history is very clear. On piezo graph there is no 

difference between each step, while resistive strain 

gauge in every step has increased observed value 

(Fig. 4.). 

 

Fig. 4. Results obtained in subsequent step function 

loading. Red line represents results from piezo sensor. 

3.3 Sinusoidal function 

5 Hz frequency excitations were investigated in 

that case. In contrast to previous experiments, the 

history of the load is not lost when loading 

frequency is high enough (Fig. 5.). 

 

Fig. 5. Results obtained in sinusoidal function loading. 

Red line represents results from piezo sensor. 

4. Remarks 

• The sensor responds very well to a high-

frequency loading, 

• The low-frequency excitations measurements 

have to be updated about the history of model 

load, due to the loss of signal in the steady 

state, 

• Determine transmittance of sensor is necessary 

to correct obtained data by loading history, 

especially for slow cycles. 
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1. Introduction 
The operating conditions of the aircraft engine 

turbines, made from e.g. nickel-based super alloys, 
require high mechanical load resistance in high 
temperature. To improve the parameter, protective 
layers are applied. They increase the heat 
resistance of alloys but are likely to reduce the 
fatigue strength. In this work the impact of the 
aluminide layer, deposited on the samples made 
from Inconel 740 alloy in a chemical vapor 
deposition process (CVD), on the fatigue 
parameters is assessed. A comparative analysis 
was carried out for the damage development 
mechanisms in both sample types. The damage 
parameter was defined as the sum of the strains 
and its plot in the function of the number of cycles. 
The results obtained were correlated to the factual 
studies of fractures. 

2. Research methodology  
The studies carried out were of the high-cycle 

test nature. Basing on the results obtained in a 
static tension test, the range of values for the load 
amplitude was defined, being 350 - 500 MPa for 
In740 samples and 500 - 650 MPa for In 740_Al 
samples. The studies were carried out for two 
batches of samples (4 with the layer and 4 without 
it) displaying axial symmetry with a narrowing in 
the measured section. The strain was measured by 
transverse extensometer, checking the narrowing 
values in (fig. 1) 

 
Fig. 1. A fixed sample with the extensometer. 

 

The results obtained were used for developing 
the relationship between the damage parameter 
defined as the sum of average strain and the strain 
amplitude to the number of cycles, in accordance 
with the following formula: 

ma    

where:   

- width amplitude of the cycle hysteresis loop: 

 �� � ���������������
�  

- average strain in the cycle, defining the 
location of the hysteresis loop for a given cycle in 
the strain axis, expressed by: 

�� � ������� � �������

2  

The principle of determining the damage parameter 
 is presented also in the diagram in Fig.3. 

w

m
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Fig. 2. Diagram showing the strain development in 

consecutive fatigue cycles 

Thanks to describing the strain development in this 
way, it was possible to assess the changes in the 
fatigue damage dynamics in the samples with the 
layer and without it in the extensive amplitude 
range. 

3. Results  
Presenting the results in the form of Wohler 

curve (Fig. 2) enables to detect a clear increase (by 
about 100 MPa) in the fatigue strength of Inconel 
alloy with Al layer in a wide range of stress values. 

 
Fig. 3. Wohler diagram depicting the influence of Al. 
layer on the fatigue strength of In 740 alloy. 

Basing on the determined fatigue damage 
parameters, the strain development in consecutive 
cycles was analyzed. Figure 4 presents the 
matching of these data for both sample types 
subject to the load with the amplitude of 500 MPa. 
With a significantly higher resistance (the number 
of cycles before breaking was 4 times greater) for 
the sample with the layer, a similar plot of the 
damage development can be observed for both 
samples, characterized with three stages. 

 
Fig. 4. Changes in parameter in consecutive cycles. 

The first stage was a dynamic increase in the 
damage in over ten cycles. The second stage was a 
stable increase which ends earlier for the sample 
without the layer, leading to the third stage, 
connected with the crack initiation and 
development. The final strain level measured for 
both samples is similar. 

The reasons for the increased fatigue strength of 
the samples given the surface treatment were 
sought in factual studies. Figure 5 presents selected 
fracture images. Besides various traces of cyclic 
load in the form of ribs, it is possible to assess the 
layer thickness (about 30 m) and its diffusive 
nature, as well as strong integration with the 
substrate. However, this can hardly be used for 
explaining such a clear improvement of fatigue 
properties. Due to the function of aluminum layers 
which in principle can create heat barriers for 
nickel alloys, the results obtained should be 
explained rather in the context of heat-activated 
processes, accompanying the layers’ deposition 
and not their presence as such.  

 

 
a) 

 
b) 
Fig. 5. Fatigue fractures for In740 samples without the 
layer (a) and with the Al layer (b) 
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1. Introduction 
Due to the common-path design, the shearing 
interferometers are with the feature of anti-vibration, 
they therefore have been widely used in the testing of 
optical components [1-3].  To enhance their precision 
and automation, the phase-shifting technique realizing 
by rotating a birefrigent prism [4], moving a reflecting 
mirror [5], shifting a wedge prism [6-7], changing the 
retardation of a LCD [8, 9], or using a polarization 
phase-shifter [10,11] was proposed. They however 
require a light source with ideal wavefront,  the optical 
elements used in the interferometers are hence 
expensive and the alignment for generating the 
illuminating beam is time consuming. 

 
Fig. 1. Schematic diagram of the proposed shearing 

interferometer. 

2. The interferometer
A novel shearing interferometer is therefore proposed as 
that shown in Fig. 1. It is composed of a polarizer (P) 
with a transmitting axis at 0 deg, a non-polarizing beam-
splitter (NPBS), a Savart plate (SP) [3, 12, 13], a 
rotation stage having a rotation axis parallel to the Y-
axis, a sample to be examined, an analyzer (A) with a 
transmitting axis at 0 deg, and a CCD camera. Where 
the SP is placed on the rotation stage, the principal 
section of the left plate of the SP is with an angle of 45 
deg� measured from the X-Z plane, and the surface 
normal of the SP makes a small angle of with 
respect to the Z-axis.   
Now assume a light beam, which has a center 
wavelength of  passing through the polarizer and 
NPBS is incident into the SP at a direction of the Z-axis, 

it would be laterally sheared into two parallel beams (oe 
and eo beams) which lie on the X-Z plane and have a 
shear distance of S; the sheared beams travel to the 
sample and then return to the SP to get recombined; and 
the recombined beams are finally guided to propagate 
through the analyzer to generate a shearing interference 
pattern on CCD camera which can be explicitly 
expressed as 

)]cos(1[II 0  .   (1) 

The term happens when the interference beams pass 
through the SP twice (i.e., forwards or backwards), it is 
constant over the X-Y plane, but it is linearly 
proportional to . The relation betweenand is 
given by [12,13] 





 S4 .    (2)    

Whereas the term  comes from the wavefront 
distortion due to the profile of the sample, i.e., )y,x(W ; 
 is linearly proportional to x/)y,x(W  (i.e., the 
sample slope), and they are governed by [4] 

S
x

)y,x(W4)y,x(






 .   (3) 

From Eqs. (1-3), it is obviously found that the rotation 
of the Savart plate can be adopted as the phase shifter of 
the interferometer, and a -rotation of the Savart plate 
causes the interference pattern a phase-shift of . Let 
I1(x,y), I2(x,y), I3(x,y), I4(x,y), and I5(x,y) be the 
interference patterns corresponding to 0o, 90 o, 180 o, 
270o, and 360 o phase-shifts, respectively, [14] gives 












 

351

241

I2)II(
)II(2tan)y,x( .  (4) 

In other words, once I1(x,y) to I5(x,y) mapped on 
the CCD camera are captured, the proposed 
interferometer is able to extract the slope of the 
sample by using Eqs. (3) and (4). Note, because the 
standard arctan function is with principal value in 
the range ( –/2 , /2], the atan2 function [15] is 

7B40 153
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adopted to replace the acrtan function in Eq. (4). 
The solved (x,y) is however still with 2 
discontinuities, and it is referred to as the wrapped 
phase map. Therefore, a phase unwrapping 
technique [16] is also employed during the process 
of retrieving x/)y,x(W  . 

3. The experimental results 
A setup was constructed to verify the proposed 
interferometer, where the sample was a circular 
diaphragm loaded by a central force, the wrapped phase 
map is shown in Fig. 2(a). By using Fig. 2(a), the slope 
contour of the diaphragm was obtained and is displayed 
in Fig. 2(b), which demonstrates that the proposed 
interferometer is capable of slope contour 
determinations. 

(a)                                   (b) 

Fig.2. (a) The wrapped phase map；(b) the 
measured slope contour of the sample 

4. Conclutions
In summary, this paper has presented a novel phase-
shifting shearing interferometer capable of slope 
contour measurements. A setup was constructed to 
realize the interferometer; and the experimental results 
from the use of the setup validate the feasibility of the 
proposed interferometer. 
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